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Abstract
Use and development of hypertext-based documents is becoming more widespread in 
both industry and die academic world. This has obvious in^lications for the design of 
hypertext documents. The hypertext designer has been relatively ignored until 
recently, with attention largely focused on the quality of the hypertext rather than 
support for the designer. Recent hypertext design methodologies, such as that 
described by Isakowitz et al. (1995) have made a useful contribution, but are oriented 
towards designers with a background in computing science and related professions.
This research addresses this problem by the development of a design methodology 
which is intended to be accessible to the general author. The design methodology was 
based on three sources of data: a taxonomy of existing design guidance, including a 
range of principles and guidelines and previous design methodologies for hypertext; 
hypertext versions of a higher education college prospectus, and a case study of a CD- 
ROM higher education prospectus.
This material was assembled and synthesised to produce a provisional design 
methodology that is p>ositioned between existing design methodologies such as 
Relationship Management Methodology (Isakowitz et al 1995) and Object-Oriented 
Hypermedia Design Method (Schwabe et al 1995), which are influenced by software 
engineering and database design concepts, and other less formal descriptions of the 
hypertext design process. The design methodology supports and encourages iterative 
methods of working, and includes supporting documentation and pro formas 
designed to encourage a thorough approach to hypertext design.
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1 : Introduction
1.1 Research context and objectives
Conq>uters and their corollary, digital information, are becoming all-pervasive in 
today's society. It often seems that there is no end to the tasks that can be done by 
computer, or to the information that can be represented digitally. This research is 
concerned with one very small part of this expansion, a particular way of representing 
information digitally for a q)ecific use: the design of hypertext documents. It explores 
the use of design methodologies in facilitating the development of such hypertext 
documents, examining their application for higher education prospectuses, and 
proposing a design methodology suitable for the design of these and similar 
hypertext documents.
Designing hypertext documents poses a number of problems, which have been 
outlined in some detail in the literature (see Chapter 2). As interactive computer 
systems, hypertext documents have many characteristics common to such systems, 
and similarly common design problems. It is suggested that hypertext documents also 
pose certain particular problems which stem from their novel status as a technology 
bridging the gap between the traditional world of print, text and books, and the 
newer realm of interactive systems. F6r the designer, this may make the cognitive leap 
to imagined design solutions unfeasibly large. Whereas many design situations 
involve the presentation of variations of relatively tried and tested solutions to the 
client and user in a context where fam iliarity with the artefacts involved means th ^  
have some reasonable conception of what is possible, here tiiere is no such repertoire 
of existing artefacts to stimulate the elicitation of requirements. It is certainly the case 
that hypertext documents to date have met witii mixed success, and it is suggested by 
a number of authorities that one reason for this is the quality of design. The principal 
objective of this research was therefore to create a design methodology which could
ease the task of creating such documents both for the designer and the user, but 
concentrating in particular on tite needs of the designer.
1.1.1 DISCIPLINARY ISSUES
Hypermedia's attributes, functions and contexts of use make it of interest to workeis 
in a number of different disciplines. For instance hypertext has been studied within 
the disciplines of computer science, human computer interaction, information science 
and psychology. In this it parallels the study of text, a legitimate subject for many 
disciplines. It is not the intention of this author to appropriate hypertext as a subject 
for any particular discipline. However, the question as to which discipline or 
disciplines provides the most appropriate paradigm for an investigation into the 
chosen topic must be considered. This research has been seen ly  the author as loosely 
situated within the field of Information Science, which in itself can be characterised as 
a discipline of Social Science. This is appropriate in that the central enq)hasis of the 
research is on how people in a particular social (work) context might best conduct a 
particular task. However, it must be recognised toat other disciplines have an interest 
in hypermedia, and their perspectives may be both legitimate and useful. In 
particular, hypertext design is often seen as a part of the discipline of Human- 
Computer Interaction (HCD, and this research draws extensively on the philosophies 
and practices associated with HQ.
1.2 Original contribution
The research examines a relatively un-investigated area and in doing so makes several 
contributions to knowledge. It explores the possibilities for a hypertext design 
methodology, originally conceived for electronic prospectuses, but capable of 
generalisation to other related small to medium sized information systems, and 
presents an example of such a design methodology. It contains a compilation and 
taxonomy of relevant principles, guidelines, and methodologies for the design of 
hypertext information ^stems. It employs an adaptation of Yin's (1994) method for 
case study research in the form of a case study protocol and accompanying interview 
schedule which may be used for the investigation of a range of hypertext design
situations. The case study research itself provides a contribution to studies of the 
design process in action.
1.3 Methodological approaches
1.3.1 THE METHODOLOGICAL CONTEXT
The study takes its methodological perspective from work in the fields of software 
design research, information systems and human-computer interaction which 
suggests that theory-based research is at present of limited value in such areas 
(Carroll 1991^  Landauer 1991). Traditional methods of sdentitic inquiry are of limited 
use because the study of information systems design and human computer interaction 
is essentially a moving target. The technology concerned^ and the way in which it is 
used is constantly changing. This makes it difficult if not impossible to make 
generalisations that have any meaning.
1.3.2 THE METHOD CHOSEN - A TRIANGULATION 
APPROACH
Three sources of data were chosen; First of all the existing design advice was 
examined. This was initially expected to serve simply as a source of reference for the 
actual document design^ and later for the development of a methodology* but the 
difficulties of following and making sense of the various forms of advice suggested 
that a (ystematioed collection of the material would in itself be useful. Guidelines* 
principles and methodologies were therefore collected and o)llatcd. This material was 
organised and classified into a taxonomy of design guidance. The material on 
principles and guidelines was then edited and condensed into a set covering all 
aspects of the hypertext design process.
Secondly* it was decided to build a small-scale prototype electronic prospectus. It was 
originally intended that tiiis provide the basis of a generalisable methodology, but 
instead tiiis proved to have the principal function of acting as a sensitising device for 
this researcher* providing a preunderstanding of the subject and drawing attention to
significant or problematic areas in the design of such documents. It also proved 
instrumental in extending knowledge of the key user groups.
Thirdly, an examination of practice was conducted. This took the form of a case study 
of the design and construction of an electronic prospectus published in CD-ROM 
form.
Finally, the three strands of the project were used as the data for the compilation of an 
electronic prospectus development methodology. Tlw compilation process consisted 
of adaptation of suitable existing hypertext design methodologies augmented by 
items selected fi-om the condensed taxonomy of design guidance. This material was 
supplemented on the basis of observations in the course of the author's own work* 
and from the case studies.
1.4 Structure of this thesis
This thesis continues with a literature review examining the existing situation 
regarding paper and electronic prospectuses* overall context of design* the hypertext 
medium, problems associated with hypertext design, and ways in which these 
problems might be resolved. This leads to a rationale for the research. Chapter 3, 
which discusses the implications of the literature review and argues that given the 
existing situation regarding hypertext electronic prospectus design it is worthwhile 
conducting an investigation of aspects of the design process and methods used in 
order to create a hypertext development methodology applicable to electronic 
prospectuses. An overview of the methodological approach is also given. The three 
different data gathering areas are then described, giving methodologies used, remilts 
and implications for a prospective development methodology. Chapter 4 considers 
the existing forms of design guidance, guidelines, methodologies and models, and 
goes on to describe a ^rstematic analysis of this material Chapter 5 examines the 
author's experiences with electronic prospectuses, and Chapter 6 presents a case 
study of a team of electronic prospectus designers. In Chapter 7, the way in which the 
various data were used in order to produce a provisional electronic prospectus design
methodology is described, and the resulting design methodology presented. Finally, 
in Chapter 8, Ac success or otherwise of the rosoarch undertaken is evaluated* and 
suggestions made for future work in this area.
2: Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
The main concern of Ais thesis is with the design of hypertext. This chapter 
accordingly begins by examining the literature regarding hypertext and hypermedia 
in general. Issues here Aclude Ae historical context, questions of definition and 
categorisation, wiA a discussion of typical hypertext features. The advantages and 
disadvantages which have been claimed as attributes of hypertext are considered. As 
the  stu d y  is centred on  design  aspects of hypertext electronic prospectuses, it then 
goes on to examine motivations behind, and characteristics of, Ae use of new media 
in higgler education marketing and information provision, indudtog the use of video 
and the World Wide Web (WWW). This leads to an exploration of Ae potential and 
actual application of hypertext in the creation of electronic prospectuses, beginning 
wiA an account of the existing paperbased prospectus and going on to an account of 
efforts to produce electronic prospectuses. Attention is Aen turned to wider design 
issues wiA an examination of the literature regarding general design. After 
establishing the design context, problems in Ae creation of hypertext systems are 
considered, first generally, and Aen specifically wiA regard to hypertext electronic 
prospectuses. Finally, various aspects of hypertext design, including writing and print 
publishing, human-computer interface design and information systems design, are 
examined.
2.2 Hypertext and hypermedia
The storage and presentation of textual information was not initially a goal of 
computer function. However, this has become a major function of computing today, 
wiA a number of text handling applications and formats becoming well established, 
Acluding ASCII and other text files, databases, spreadsheets and presentation 
software. Over Ae last decade, a variety of alternatives have risen to prominence.
usually termed hypertext, hypermedia or multimedia, although as we shall see these 
have a longer history. These have been used for a variety of purposes, including 
electronic encyclopaedias, computer-aided learning (CAL), problem exploration 
systems, on-line help and documentation. Distribution can be via networks, conqniter 
disks and CD-ROMs.
2.2.1 DEFINITIONS AND HISTORY
It sometimes seems that Acre arc as many hypertext and hypermedia definitions as 
Aere are systems. It is not this author's mtention to complicate the situation further 
by ofiering new definitions, but some discussion of this area is worAwhile in the 
Aterests of clarity. The term hypertext' has been used at various times to refer to a 
wide range of ^ tem s, and the terms hypertext' and 'hypemtedia' are at times used 
exclusively or Aterchangeably. It is also useful to clarify Ae distinctions which have 
been made between hypertext and hypermedia, and multimedia, wiA which Aey 
share some common features.
2.2.1.1 Hypertext definitions
As Horton (1990) says, defining hypertext and hypermedia is hard. The term 
Aypertexf was first used A 1965 by Ted Nelson, alAough Ae concept was older, 
going back to Bush's speculations half a century ago (Bush 1945). Nelson defined 
hypertext as '. .  . a body of written or pictorial material Atcreonnected A such a 
complex way that it could not conveniently be presented or represented on paperi 
(Nelson 1965, m Horton 1990, p291), and also as a combination of natural language 
text wiA the œmputcr's capacity for Atcroctivc branchmg or dynamic display.. .of a 
non-linear text. . .  wAch cannot be prAtcd conveniently on a printed page,' (Nelson 
1967, A ConklA 1987 pl7).
Most definitions tend to focus on eiAer computerised links or non-sequential text as 
Ae essential feature of hypertext. Nelson's first definition emphasises Ac computer; 
the second definition Aghlights Ae non-sequential aspect, an aspect over which Aere 
is some debate, and merely implies Ae existence of linking A its reference to
'Ateractive branchAg'. Conklin's later definition emphasises linking: This article 
focuses on machine supported links (boA withA and between documents) as the 
essential feature of hypertext systems and treats oAer aspects as extensions of this 
basic concept' (ConklA 1987, pl8).
OAer definitions have depended on Aghlighting Ae non-sequential nature of 
hypertext, for instance Yankelovich, Meyrowitz and van Dam (1985), but as 
McKnight, Dillon and Richardson (1991) poAt out much printed text is also non 
sequential in use. If hypertext is defAed purely in terms of its non-sequential and 
linked text aspects, it is clear that a great deal of much older material could be 
regarded as hypertext. For instance* the traditional encyclopaedia is not Atended to 
be read consecutively, but consists of shorter items linked to related items by moons 
of A-text references and footnotes. To consider prAted text as hypertext would be an 
over-extension to a far wider realm than it is really meant to. The key point is that 
hypertext is a purely electronic form. If one follows WittgensteA's dictum don't ask 
for the meanAg; ask for Ae use', one fAds that use of Ae term supports this 
Aterpretation well. The term 'hypertext' is almost Avariably used wiA regard to 
conyutcriscd systems wAch allow the user to follow links quickly and easily.
One way out of the dcfiAtional dilemma is to try to defAe hypertext A terms of a set 
of key features. ConklA (1987) attempts tAs, as do Akscyn et al. (1987). Such features 
Aclude, in Conklin's example, a network of nodes, a one-to-one correspondence 
between nodes A Ae hypertext database and Aeir on-screen representation, a 
wAdowing AterAce, wiA windows containing link icons* the capacity for the user to 
auAor new nodes and links, and three alternative ways of accessAg Ae database: 
following links, searcAng on keywords* strings or attributes* or navigating through 
Ae material via a grapAcol representation of the information network. This can be 
summarised as a text database, a semantic net and an Aterface (Rada 1989). There are 
several problems wiA tAs feature-based approach. Hrstly, what features should be 
included? TAs argument is complicated by the close relationsAp between hypertext 
and hypermedia. Should graphics be Ategral to hypertext, or is this properly a feature 
of close relative hypermedia, for instance? There also seems to be a strongly subjective
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element at work. Seœndly* many applications wAch are recognisably not hypertext 
share hypertextual features to varying extents, for instance contemporary word 
processors such as Microsoft Word support document linking, keyword searcAng, a 
windowing interface, etc. TArdly, it is noticeable that these defimtions arc matcrkd 
and technological in  kind* focusing on the system raAer than its content or its use. We 
might be surprised if on asking a colleague to define a book we were toA that it was a 
number of paper pages sandwiched between two tAcker cover pages, covered wiA a 
variety of symbols, TAs is true as far as it goes* but conceals much about the nature of 
books, the kind of information they contain* Ae way Aey feel and the uses we have 
for Aem.
For Ae same reasons hypertext dcfi Ations wAch focus on foatures and functions also
seem inadequate, wAch is presumably why Nielsen, after attempting to define
hypertext m terms of its non sequential characteristics* is at one poAt forced to say
that 'When asked wheAer I would view a certaA system as hypertext, I woAd not
rely so much on its specific features, command or data structures, but more on its user
Aterface "look and feel"' (Nielsen 1990, p4). To Nielsen tAs is a characteristic
composed somewhat imprecisely of a comAnation of factors such as rapid access to
data, a user-friendly Aterface and low cogmtive load A navigatAg through Ac
system. TAs inadequacy was also noted by KnuA and Brush (1990 p93), who
commented that 'We found it imposable to find a set of features (other than browsing
and authoring) wAch were embodied by all hypertexts ' They went on to suggest that
it was easier to categorise hypertext according to functional family resemblance rather
than by necesoaiy and sufficient features. Rather like Nielsen Aey went on to add Aat
tAs may mean that a hypertext system or document is recognised, somewhat
unscientifically, by 'feel' raAer than any defAed characteristics (KnuA and Brush
1993). TAs approach is unsatisfactory A that it does not make for a very tig^t
defiAtion* but has the advantage of avoiAng arguments as to what actually
constiAtcs 'real* hypertext. A the context of the present work the author has adopted
what might be seen as a soft position* that the term hypertext can be validly applied to
any system of electioAc text handling in wAch Ae dominant mode of use is Ae
activation of links for user-controlled bavel between Ascrete chunks of textual
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information, rcgordloo of univcrsalisability or wheAer the reader can amend the text 
or see a map.
2.2.1.2 The medium and its history
22,12.1 Historical context
The beginnings of the hypertext idea can be discerned m Bush's concept of the Memex 
(Bush 1945)* a document handling ^stem  conceived but never realised as a set of 
interlinked microfilm documents, but Ae term and Ae earliest ^stem s, such as 
Engelbart's NLS/Augment and Nelson's Xanadu, first appeared A Ae early 1960s. 
Conklin (1987) describes Aese systems as 'macro literary systems'. They were 
grandiose m scope and Atent con^sting* at least hypo Aetically if not actually, of huge 
bodies of information bound togeAer by a simple standard interface. A  Ac 70s, 
attention turned to problem exploration ^ te m s, such as Rittel and Webber's IBIS, 
and structured browsing systems (CZonklA 1987). Since then, the trend has been 
towards general hypertext tools wAch can be tailored towards a variety of purposes, 
or alternatively towards Ae adoption of hypertext facilities as ways of accessing 
information in a rango of applications, for instance the provision of on-line help A 
computer software packages and as browsers A multimedia reference works. A 
recent innovation that A some ways corrcoponds to Ndson's original conception of a 
docuverse' A wAch all documents are linked together is the Atemet-based World 
Wide Web (WWW), wAch is a structure of servers all over the world runnAg files 
linked via a common maik-up language.
2 2 .1 2 2  The groioth(^ hypermedia ^another problem of definition
As hypertext systems have grown in sopAstication, or at least A amAtion, and
computer tedmology has advanced, so it has become possible to Ategrate non-textual
information Rich as ^ apAcs, sound and wdeo. TAs combination is ofiffli r^MTod to
as hypermedia. For instance, Hardman (1988) defines systems incoiporating media
such as video as hypermedia, and Yankelovich et al. (1985) use hypermedia to denote
hypertext functionality with added grapAcs, spreadsheets, video, sound and
animation. TAs presents a further defiAtional problem. What distinction, if any,
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should there be between hypertext and hypermedia? Some consider that hypertext is 
itself adequate. Jonassen always uses the term hypertext, even when the information 
fragments include grapAcs, sound and video, and other computer program elements 
(Jonassen 1991). Yankelovich et al. (1985) reserve hypertext for purely textual 
elements, with hypermedia covering extensions Ato grapAcs, sound and video. 
Nielsen (1990) argues that the two terms are effectively Aterchangeable, but that the 
'traditional' hypertext is a perfectly adequate term in itself. In practice, he actually 
uses Ae two terms Aterchangeably, admitting to a preference for hypertext'. 
SeparatAg Ae two terms, rœervAg hypertext for the more bookish text documents 
and systems, and applyAg hypermedia to those wiA grapAcs, sound, video and 
aAmation makes some sense. It is easier to identify systems which restrict themselves 
to text alone if the term 'hypertext' is retained for Aese. There is an extensive histoiy 
of such systems, usually Ae so called first generation hypertexts' wiA an 
accompanyAg literature A wAch 'hypertext' is the usual term. But grapAcs have long 
been a part of the world of prA t and it is not hard to extend this notion to consider 
grapAcs as part of hypertext. A  practice it seems that the two terms are A use 
concurrently and often Aterchangeably. The trend so far suggests that A the long 
term hypermedia will become Ae dominant term, wiA Ae term having been adopted 
as an umbrella term for all types of electromcally AterlAked material, and in 
academic journal titles. As far as the present work is concerned, the term Aypertexf 
has been used for Ae most part, but this does not imply a concern wiA electronic text 
alone.
2.2.1.3 Hypermedia and multimedia: the difference
A  recent years, multimedia has become a significant area of development. This 
appears to have been Aitially technology-led, but multimedia is beginning to have an 
impact A Adustry, education and the home. It is necessary to clarify the relationsAp 
between multimedia and hypertext and hypermedia. AccordAg to McKerlie and 
Preece (1993), defmitions of multimedia tend to Avolve an emphasis on the use of 
several media, Ategration or combination of these media, and Ateraction. WAlst 
hypermedia and multimedia may Aclude the same meAa elements, such as video,
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graphies, (mimation and sound, the type of mtcraction wAch the user has wiA the 
computer is not necessarily Ae some. A multimedia presentation may allow no or 
limited user control, Even interactive v ideo^tem s, wAch may allow a Agh degree 
of uso" control, are not necessarily hypermedia, m Aat Aey do not always produce 
Ac same feeling of total control and abAty to explore the system that Nielsen (1990) 
finds so typical of hypertext. Here it is useful to consider hypertext and multimedia as 
separate domams, and to consider hypermedia as Ae area m wAch these two 
domains mtersect Hoi%rever, another perspective is to oinsider hypermedia as being 
an essential integrative device for mAtimedia elements.
2.2.1.4 Hypertext variety
Although the term hypertext is a useAl generic term, it conceals a number of 
significant differences between hypertext systems and documents. Just as A paper- 
based texts we can distinguish between Ae various forms of books, AcludAg 
directories, text books, novels, and encyclopaedias, and filing cabAets of documents, 
so we can distAguish between for instance large ' Adustrial strongA' mAti-document 
hypertexts for the storage of techmcal information and smAl documents for 
educational purposes, or between electronic prospectuses and CD-ROM 
encyclopaedias, Exactly what distinctions arc made vary considerably. DiffAenccs 
occur A several dimensions: size, medium of distribution, media employed withm the 
hypertext, software platform* degree and kind of interaction, structure, function and 
application, and feaAies. Nielsen (1990) identifies a wide range of domAns where 
hypertext has been applied, Aduding computer applications such as on-line help, 
business applications, AtellectuA applications, educationA applications, and 
enteiteinment. ConklA takes a functionA approach identifying four maA areas of 
application - macro literary systems: large on-line libraries with hypertext links; 
problem exploration tools for sorting out unstructured problems A writing, design 
and programming; browsmg ^ tem s: easy to use smaller scAe versions of the macro 
literary systems, and jgsneral hypertext technolo^, for a range of tasks indudAg 
reading, authoring and collaborative working (ConklA 1987). Carlson (1990) suggests 
that hypertexts may be classified by Ac cogmtive activities Aey support, and by the
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nature and design pAlosophy of the underlying software platform. A the former case, 
she identifies four sets of cognitive activities: readAg, annotating, coUaboratAg and 
leamAg. A the latter she suggests four categories wAch vary greatly A terms of Aeir 
underlying arcAtecture, but wAch will all look like hypertext to Ae end user: those 
wAch begin wiA static text on a word processor platform and convert it to a 
hypertext representation usAg the original text's mark up language (SuperBook); the 
'notecard' metaphor (NoteCards* HypeiCard); document databases* and AI software 
marrying tedmiques such as expert systems wiA document databases.
An important distAction, boA generally and A particular for this work, is that 
between hypertext systems and the artefacts produced or linked by such systems. A 
hypertext system is a piece of software usually, A though not nec^sarily, Atended 
both for reading and auAoring hypertext documents, for instance Guide or 
HypcrTies, or less commoAy for linking documents made wiA otAar applications, 
such as Microcosm. The products of such a system are variously referred to A the 
litcraArc. Hypertext or hypermedia document is common. AnoAer option is Ac 
simple 'hypertext', as used by Wright (1990). Kahn (1989) refers to a hypermedia 
'collection' reserving the term 'document' for AdividuA items linked A the collection. 
'Hypertext database' is used by Shneiderman (1989). The formulators of Ae HDM 
model (Garzotto et A. 1993, Schwabe 1993) variously use the terms application' - 
wAch risks confusion wiA such terms as 'software application', 'hypertext', or 
'hyperdocument'. The auAoris preference is for 'document', and tAs use is 
mAntained throughout this Aesis. Terminology apart, a hypertext document or 
application coAd be a product of a hypertext ^ tem * or it may be a stand Aonc 
document specially constructed using a programming language such as C. A grey 
area exists when an existAg text file produced by some other form of text editor, 
which wo Ad normally be considered a document A its own right, may be linked wiA 
other documents by an oxtomA piece of hypertext software like Microcosm (HA et A. 
1993). Here Ae document now takes on the staAo of an AdividuA node withA a 
larger hypertext document. A ArAer poAt is that a hypertext document or 
application coAd be a read-oAy document, or one oipable of editing and expansion.
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AnoAer distinction identified m the literaAie is that between read-oAy hypertext 
documents and those capable of, and often specifically Atended for, Ateration by the 
readers. As McKnight, Richardson and Dillon (1989) poAted out, many of the earlier 
hypertext systems were concerned wiA the production of collaborative authoring 
environments, and this remains an iiiqx>rtant goA for some systems. A these systems, 
documents are Ae product of work or sAdy situations where readers Aso annotate, 
comment upon, add links and otherwise change documents. But the recent growA of 
Ae CD-ROM market and Ae use of hypertext for on-line help, for instance A 
Windows, has caused a proliferation of read-oAy documents.
This is significant for this work in that electronic prospecAses are most likely to be
read-oAy documents, AAough developments such as Ae WWW may A ter this
position. The distinction between read-oAy and auAorable documents reflects a
crudA distinction between auAor and reader. Of course authors are also readers, and
vice versa, but Ae activities undertaken A each role are very different, one beAg the
converse of the oAer. The focus of this research is on Ae authors, rather than the
readers. Using computer systems generAly and more particularly reading electronic
text has been sAdied in some depA since Ae advent of the related technology,
A A ou^ Dillon (1994) suggests that conclusions about the users of such systems and
documents are often based on poor evidence and have limited vAuc. The role of the
autiior or designer is less well considered. Whilst programming and software design
has been sAAed (e,g. WeAberg, 1971, Mayer 1988), and principles of software
engAeerAg evolved to Ad the designer's task (Sonunerville 1992), Ae auAoring of
electroAc documents has had less attention. For instance, McKnight et A. (1989)
suggested that there was a tendency for oAer writers to neglect Ae author's task and
to concentrate on an obvious and substantial diffiaronce A reading from paper and
from electromc documents, or Atematively to assume that Ae reader was also
activAy engaged A writAg hypertext. However, wiA read-oAy hypertext where a
document is fixed and unAterable, it is essentlA to consider the author's deddons,
because Aese concern not oAy Ae information content and structure, and the
interface to this material, but also Ae nature of the links that are inserted A the
document. The reader can only use Ae links that are provided by Ae author (RaskA
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1987). These not only control access to Ae information, Aey encode information. The 
links that an auAor inserts say something about Ae naAre of the relationship 
between linked matcriA. WiA a rcad-oAy hypertext document, static hypertext 
(Orenl987), it is Afficult or impossible to bypass the author's links. If Aese links are 
poorly made, Aen Ae reader has no Atemative but A suffer Ae consequences. This 
issue is further explored m section 2332  below.
The poAt of this exploration of hypertext types is to highlight Ae variation that exists 
A hypertext A terms of systems, documents, readers and authors. This is important as 
it relates to meAodologicA issues regardAg the extent to wWch work on specific 
kinds of hypertext generalises to other areas.
2.2.2 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF 
HYPERTEXT
Before considering Ae advantages and disadvantages of hypertext one needs to 
consider Ae basis for comparison. Such comparisons may be A terms of medium, for 
instance, comparing hypertext wiA paper or video. Altomativoly, Aey may be A 
terms of area of application, for instance comparing hypertext wiA conventionA 
databases, or wiA educationA texts. BoA such dimensions of comparison may be 
required if one is tryAg to ^u g e  whether hypertext is a viable solution to a problem. 
Another issue is that of perspective: the reader's or Ac author's. What is good for the 
auAor may not be so for Ae reader, and vice versa. Then Aere is a question of 
appropriate and accurate evidence. So far there appears to be no conclusive evidence 
that hypertext is better or worse than print for instance, and it would appear that 
much depends on the nature of Ae tadc Avolved (Dillon 1994).
Many claims about hypertext are not firmly based on empiricA evidence, but are still 
interesting. A number of advantages have been asserted for hypertext. It supposedly 
enables large networks of complex information to be accessed easily and Atuitively, 
as opposed to Ae anAyticA and systematic approach required for good results from 
on-line databases: This encourages AddcntA learning and serendipity (Marchionini 
and Shneiderman 1988). From Ae reader's poAt of view, a good hypertext has the
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particular advantage that a body of information may be used m a way that is natural 
and easy to the user. Connected and related information is literally at the finger-tips, 
as opposed to scattered through an array of paper documents, or m a database field 
dependent upon being searched wiA a relevant key word, which may or may not be 
apparent to Ae reader. There is a high level of user control, as opposed to that m a 
database, even A a read-only hypertext From the auAoris perspective, Ae writing 
process may be supported by a range of tools for annoAtion, bookmarks and 
browsAg between documents (Marchiomni and Shneiderman 1988) From the 
publisher's poAt of view, Ae easily amended electronic form means that Acre is 
potential for savAgs in terms of lime and money where amendments are required. 
There is also the potential for huge amounts of information to be squeezed into a 
small physical space. Hypertext Aso has a role in Ae development of mAtimedia, 
offering a highly flexible meAod of Ategrating media types, and hypertexAA 
approaches can be seen A a number of recent mAtimedia CD-ROM publications.
A number of disadvanAges to hypertext have been rAsed. Most of Aese issues are 
addressed later A the context of hypertext design problems, but there are a number of 
criticisms of the AndamentA concept of hypertext which o n  be considered here.
The earliest extensive critique is that of RaskA (1987), who saw hypertext as one part 
inspiration and nAe parts hyperbole' (p325). Questions he rAsed concerned Ae 
technology, sociA, legA and economic problems, problems wiA synonyms and 
difficAties A knowing what lies at the other end of a link. Speed of the system was a 
concern, the problem beAg that if a hypertext system is allowed to grow orgamcally, 
the number of referents will expand to Ac poAt whore Ae system eventoAly 
becomes unattractive to use. Links were eiAer cumbersome, wrong or triviA, and 
Aterface concerns were oAy vaguAy addressed.
Many of RaskA's concerns were addressed at the 'macro literary system' conceptions 
of hypertext which were prevalent at Ae time of writing, and oAers such as Ae 
difficulty in knowing what lies at Ae other end of a link are problems in 
represenAtion raAer than major conceptuA obsAdes.
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Meyrovitz (1989) suggested that the relative failure of hypertext at the time he wrote 
was the result of a failure to find a universal paradigm corresponding to the Cut and 
Paste paradigm which would allow integration of hypertext with other software at 
work. Lack of consistency and compatibility between hypertext systems makes both 
reading and authoring unnecessarily difficult. This criticism was clearly a product of 
the kind of project - Intermedia - that Meyrovitz was working on, one which 
supported both reading and authoring, as opposed to read-only hypertexts, and does 
not raise serious conceptual concerns.
Another conceptual criticism is that of Brown, (1989b) who suggests that hypertext 
links have the status of 'goto' links in programming, which leads to poorly structured 
documents in the same way that use of 'goto' causes poorly structured programming. 
Brown uses this as an argument for highly structured hypertext, in particular the 
hierarchical structure employed in Brown's hypertext system. Guide, in which cross- 
hierarchical linking is hidden from the user to avoid confusion.
A more general conœm, not specific to hypertext, is that there are problems 
associated with reading from screens, although the evidence is far from clear. It 
appears that problems may be experienced in five areas: speed; accuracy, fatigue, 
comprehension and user preferences (McKnight et al. 1989). Some experimental 
evidence exists which attempts to compare hypertext with other forms of information 
presentation. Whilst some studies purport to show no difference in reading from 
screens and reading from paper in certain situations, Dillon's (1994) summary of the 
evidence suggests that this is far from certain, as most studies have been conducted 
using seriously constrained tasks that do not effectively represent reading as 
practised. Reading studies are only of value insofar as they relate to actual tasks. Not 
all the evidence examines all these factors. A little evidence exists to suggest that 
reading from screens can be as fast as from paper where h i^  resolution screens are 
used (Could et al. 1987). There are studies which indicate user preference for 
hypertext, for instance Egan et al. (1989). Generally speaking it seems reasonable to 
state as McKnight et al. (1991, pl8) do, that '. . . i t  is clear that for some texts and some 
tasks, hypertext is not the universal panacea which some have claimed it to be.' It can
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be argued that hypertext suffers from its unfamiliarity: whereas we have over 400 
years of print experience, hypertext is only just beginning to spread into wider use. 
Readers and authors have no pool of experience to draw on. No test that controls for 
this learned experience has been applied.
From an authoring point of view, hypertexts raise certain problems. These are a major 
concern of this review, and are explored in section 25 below. In die meantime, it is 
useful to examine what is special about hypertext, and to identify the features that are 
particular to it
2.2.3 HYPERTEXT FEATURES: LINKS. NODES 
STRUCTURE AND NAVIGATION
As indicated above in the discussion of definitions, certain features are normally 
characteristic of hypertext. A further exploration of these characteristic is useful 
because they are reflected in the typical design problems and issues encountered by 
hypertext developers. Such problems and issues are dealt with later in the chapter.
2.2.3.1 Links
Links are a distinctive, even defining, characteristic of hypertext, the means by which 
the associated chunks of information are connected to each other. Links and linking 
are consequently a focus of much work on hypertext They are crucial to the success 
or failure of hypertext documents, because they reflect relationships in the body of 
information that the hypertext document represents. The more closely that links 
represent these relationships the more successful the document will be (Schwabe et al. 
1992). Essentially a link consists of a directional connection between two chunks or 
nodes of information. Each link has a start point or anchor, and an end point. Anchors 
may consist of words, phrases or paragraphs, whole screens or parts of screens. 
Destinations may be whole screens or parts of screens such as windows. The link may 
be physically independent of the anchor and the destination node. The literature 
shows various approaches to link classification. Some of these are more formally 
presented than others, and have received less widespread application, for instance
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Garzotto et al. (1993) distinguish three link catholics within their HDM hypertext 
model, perspective links, structural links, and application links. A more widely 
accepted distinction, found for instance in Brondmo and Davenport (1990), and 
Shneiderman et al. (1991) is that between uni-directional and bi-directional links. Uni­
directional links are, as their name suggests, links which simply provide a link from 
node A to node B, without having an associated return link. Bi-directional links are 
those that provide an associated return link. Another useful distinction is that 
between explicit and implicit links (Nielsen 1995), the former being specifically 
authored, and the latter being available via search or otherwise computer goicmtcd. 
Links may be allotted to types by the author (Halasz 1988). More extensive 
classifications have been developed, an interesting example being DeRose's taxonomy 
of links (DeRoee 1989), which shows very clearly how doscly link types are related to 
questions of structure.
2.2.32 Nodes
Links mean nothing without nodes, the chunks of information that make up the 
hypertext content Hiese are normally single concepts or ideas, and typically take up a 
single screen or window (Conklin 1987). Nodes may te  frametased, where there is a 
standard node aze, which may be part of a screen or a complete screen, for instance 
HyperCard or ToolBook, or window-based, where the node can be of any size and 
require sorolling to accooc, for instance Guido. The way in which nodes are handled is 
important when it comes to deciding issues such as how much information should be 
in a node, and where topics should be split in order to fit into nodes.
2.2.33 Structure
Hypertext structures can be divided up into a number of types. A number of such 
divisions have been proposed in the literature, using varying terminology, and of 
various levels of sophistication. For instance, Jonassen (1986) proposes a model with 
three levels of hypertext Level 1 is chunked or node-linked hypertext, in which direct 
access to all other nodes is possible from each node. This is sometimes known as web 
hypertext, or, less flatteringly as 'spaghetti hypertext'. As the latter term suggest}, this
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approach suffers from a tendency to cause confusion as a result of the proliferation of 
links in anything but a small system. It requires good support tools, such as indexes 
or maps, to avoid disorientation. Used correctly, however, web hypertext can 
supposedly give the user the opportunity to browse through material according to 
interest. It supports «xnondipity, the accidental discovery of useful information.
Jonassai's Level 2 is structured hypertext, in which blocks of nodes have limited links 
to each other, and are independently structured. The Level 3 hypertext has a 
hierarchical structure, dmilar to diat found where menus and sub-menus are nested, 
or in the typical Apple operating system file structure, but wifii - sometimes - cross­
links between nodes at the same level in the hierarchy. The problem with hierarchical 
hypertext is that if this structure is rigidly adhered to, there is a tendency to lose one 
of the more attractive features of hypertext, its ability to break out of rigid structures 
and link to material which is related in ways other than those of family, suB set or 
super-set, Despite this, hierarchical structures are well regarded. They have the 
advantage of being based on a structure of organising information which is very 
œmmon in both the print medium and fiie world of science, and œnsequenüy can 
pose minimal navigational demands if implemented well. Herrstrom and Massey 
(1989) propose that a 'hierarchical array' is bœt suited to the needs of task-driven' 
users. It is capable of revealing its steucturc through maps, icons and similar devices, 
and an accurate mental model is reinforced in the user's mind with repeated use. This 
type of hierarchical modd was adopted by the Guide hypertext itystcm because of its 
ease of use and understanding (Brown 1989b).
A similar model of hypertext structures is given by Brockmann et al. (1989), which 
relates structure to expressive power and the risk of confusion. In this model, 
sequential structures are low in expressive power and in risk, whil# web hypertext, 
similar to Jonassen's Levd 1 hypertext, is high in expressive power but also in ridL
Horton (1994) gives a more extensive dassification of structure types. There is the 
sequence, at its simplest a linear structure (Figure 2.1).
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One-way sequence
Two-way sequence 
(Figure 2.1) Linear hypertext (after Hortan 1994)
This can be varied in a number of ways, such as with side excursions (Figure 22), 
optional side-steps, or with a loop returning to the b^inning (Figure 23).
T  T
Q  Q
(Figure 22) Linear hypertext with side excursions (after Horton 1994) 
Sequence with optional steps
Loop
(Figure 23) Further linear variations (after Horton 1994)
More complex alternatives indudc grids or orthogonal structures and their variations. 
These reflect die familiar table and matrix structures used in the presentation of much 
printed information (Figure 2.4).
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(Figttre2.4) The basic grid fefter Horton 1994)
Hierarchies are classified by Horton as including a range of structures from the pure 
hierarchy (Figure 25) to lattices and hierarchies with cross references (Figure 25).
(Figure 25) The pure hierarchy (after Horton 1994)
□  □ □ □ a
(Figure 2.6) Hierarchy with cross-references (after Horton 1994)
Finally he distinguishes a range of web structures. In a pure web, everything is linked 
to everything else, a high-risk structure which ultimately renders the existence of links 
mœmingless. Hence, like Jonassen, Horton identifies the eristence of a wide range of 
more practical combinations of structures based on a web structure, the partial web. 
This allows the use of the other structure types above as sub-structures within a web
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structure, dius allowing a high degree of structural choice and variation widiout the 
disadvantages.
The design consequence related to node, links and structure are discussed in more 
detail below.
2.2.2 4 Hypertext models
Attempts to order and categorise the hypertext network are useful, but in 
concentrating on the hypertext net they do not capture all the elements of a hypertext 
system. As well as a net of links between nodes, a hypertext consists of die nodes 
themselves and their information content, and die human-computer interface. The 
network of links is one retrieval structure; there may well be others.
Various models of the complete hypertext system have been proposed. Frisse and 
Cousins (1992) summarise informal desaipdcns of hypertext by Ccnldin and odiers in 
terms of a database of text, a semantic net connecting text components, and tools for 
creating and manipulating the combination of text and semantic net. This level of 
description is adequate for many purposes. However, because of the variation in 
h^>ertext forms that exist, and the consequent difficulties of comparison and 
communication, and also because of a perception that formal standards may ease the 
adoption and wider use of hypertext a number of efforts have been made to develop 
models of hypertext systems. Such models are abstractions that attempt to provide a 
standardised hypertext terminology and structure.
Campbell and Goodman (1%8) proposed that hypertext systems could be broken 
down into three levels, radier like the classic database architecture model:
• Presentation layer user interface
• Hypertext Abstract Machine (HAM) level* nodes and links
• Database level storage, shared data, and network access
This is somewhat idealised: most hypertext systems vary from this in seme way, and 
may even be barely recognisable as hypertext in their underlying architecture. For 
instance, some systems (e g. Microcosm) muddle the picture by having a database of
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links. In more extreme cases they are based on alternative technologies such as expert 
systems. It can also prove difficult in practice to separate the links from the interface, 
as variations in link typ% require some parallel representation in the interface display.
A more developed example of a hypertext model is the Dexter Reference Model 
(Halasz and Schwarz, 1990). As the name suggests, fids was originally developed as a 
basis for die comparison of hypertext systems radier than applications. Again, diis 
initially divides the hypertext system into three layers: a storage layer, a run-time 
layer and a within-components layer. The storage layer is a database of links and 
nodes, which are known as components. Aggregations of components are also 
considered as components in dieir own right. Every component has a unique 
idmfifia". Links connect nodes. They are attached to the nodes by anchors. The run­
time layer is the level at which components are instantiated, that is make their 
appearance to the user, and at which link markers appear. So this level could be 
considered as the user interface level. The within-component layer is where 
conventions regarding die handling of media types are considered. There are seme 
similarities with the Campbell and (Goodman model but the Dexter Reference Model 
adds two inter-layer elements: die Presentation Specifications and Anchoring. These 
treat the relationships between the different layers as being separate entities. The 
Dexter model was not intended to serve as a blueprint for development in itself, but a 
number of developers have used the Dexter model as a starting point, for instance 
Gionbaek and Trigg (1994) developed their DeVise collaborative design hypermedia 
system using the Dexter model. Other models which fulfil a similar abstracting 
function include Garzotto et al's HDM model. In contrast to models like the Dexter 
Reference Model, this was intended to act as a framework for development of 
applications as opposed to systems. It enables description of material in existing or 
proposed hypertext applications in a system-independent manner. As such it has 
more in common with database and systems analysis techniques for describing 
conceptual and logical structures, particularly the Entity-Relationship model. One 
point diat is apparent here is that the boundary between models and methodologies is 
often blurred. HDM provides at least in part a systematic method for hypertext
application development, so assumes some of the characteristics of a methodology.
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However, in the ISDM domain, a model is seen as being an abstraction underpinning 
a methodology's view of reality (Avison and Rtzgerald 1%8), and a model like HDM 
accords dosely with this conception. HDM has mere recently been developed into 
OOHDM, Object Oriented Hypertext Design Mediod, based on HDM, and reflecting 
this relationship (Sdiwabe and Rossi, 1995).
2.2^ 2 5 Navigation and browsing
Associated with questions of structure is the issue of navigation or disorientation. The 
question of how the user identifies location in each hyperdocument proved a major 
issue in earlier hypertext debate and inquiry. These issues are dealt with in more 
detail in die section on hypertext design problems, 2332A.
2.3 Hypertext electronic prospectuses
Hypertext electronic prospectuses were chosen as a focus for the study of hypertext 
design modiodology for reasons which arc explained in die next chapter. The next 
sections examine their context of use and the limited literature which existe on them.
2. 3.1 PAPER PROSPECTUSES
2.3.1.1 Background
The conventional paper university prospectus does not appear to have been 
considered worthy of much attention outside of those concerned widi its production. 
There are few references to it in the literature except in passing in the literature 
relating to the marketing of higher education, and Whitby's (1992) manual for 
piwpectuG production, Yet the paper prospectus has existed in something like its 
contemporary form for many years. In recent decades the presentation has become 
more stylish and polished, a result of market pressures in the higher education (HE) 
sector and the increased availability of now print technologies, but the essential form 
and function of such publications has not changed substantially.
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2.3.1.2 Function
The typical prospectus exists to satisfy the needs of the publishing institution and a 
varied range of users. In terms of document type, the prospectus falls into a broad 
category with brochures and catalanes, documents that are intended both to inform 
and persuade. Seen in marketing terms (Kotler 1988), die prospectus is a promotional 
tool informing about the product (i.e. die institution and its courses), the place (the 
. town and region) and the price (being die requirements for entry, cost of living etc.).
The prospectus also fulfils a public relations function. Here the institution is interested 
in conve^ng the less tangible aspecte of its character, such as status, ethos, and 
corporate identity (Balmer and Ennis 1994).
2.3.1.3 The users
For die user the prospectus is a source of information that ultimately is intended to 
support the prospective student and others closely involved in a decision-making 
process. These users include the students, close friends and family, teachers and 
lecturers, careers advisors in school college and community.
Two main sources of knowledge about die potential student population exist. Several 
surveys of potential students' perception of higher education have been made. Keen 
and Mggins (1990,1992) have surveyed young and older potential students, exploring 
students' perceptions of the English higher education system. There is also some focus 
group research with applicants (Whitby 1992). The Scottish Office Education 
Department (SOED) has conducted a telephone survey of potential students in 
Scotland (Scottish Wice Education Department 1993). Other interested parties such as 
friends and family are less studied. These matters are examined in more detail in 
Chapter 5.
2.3.1.4 Structure, format and information Content
Whitby (1992) states diat the current information content of prospectuses varies
widely, and lists 22 typical items. Prospectus structures typically reflect tiiis variety.
However, most prospectuses have common structural features. These are dictated to a
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large extent by the information content, which is broadly similar for nu»t institutions. 
A typical structure consists of an introduction to the institution followed by 
description of the surrounding environment, services and facilities, faculty and 
departmental information, details of qualifications required, fees, funding and 
applications procedures, and course information. The amount of information may 
vary considerably, and its form may include substantial visual elements such as 
photographs, maps and diagrams. The sequence may change, with general 
information appearing at the beginning and end of fiie prospectus, or with course 
information at the start.
This information is typically structured in sections. A contents page(s) is usually 
followed by a general section including an address from the Principal or Vice- 
Chancellor, and the Students' Union President. This is followed by faculty, 
department and course details following a hierarchical pattern. There is usually a 
course list giving summarised information such as grades required for easy reference. 
Sometimes there may be an index. A good prospectus will have a logical structure, 
with the various contents 'sign-posted' using various rhetorical devices to locate the 
reader and to identify the different sections and sub-sections (Whitby 1992). There is 
typically some form of search mechanism, usuaUy a contents list and index, and 
frequently listings by course title.
The format is open to considerable variation, wifii a range of presentation styles being 
adopted. The reasons for variation depend on the institutions concerned, but typically 
will reflect the institution's perc^tion of its audience's needs, its corporate image and 
marketing strategy.
2.3.1.5 The designers and the design process
There does not appear to be any design advice devoted to prospectus design in the 
general literature devoted to design in publishing. The only significant publicaticm on 
this subject is the previously mentioned Whitby (1992), which is aimed specifically at 
tiie producers erf HE prospectuses. This outlines a suggested design process based on
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the kind of DTP design process found in the DTP literature. The designers of 
prospectuses and their characteristics do not appear to have been documented.
2.3.1.6 Problems associated with the paper prospectus
Where a practice has persisted for a long period with apparent success, it is worth 
asking what point there is in changing that practice. This is particularly the case where 
technological innovation is a key element. As Whitby points out, 'tiie written word 
has the advantage of being portable, accessible, substantial and visual; appropriate for 
botii casual browsers and those seeking fuller detail.' (Whitby 1992 p iii). Given this, it 
is reasonable to question the need for alternatives.
Two key surveys on the English population of applicants to higher education (HE) 
and their relatives and friends have been undertaken. These investigated young 
people's knowledge of HE (Keen and Higgins 1990) and adults' knowledge of HE 
(Keen and Higgins 1992). They revealed considerable variation in knowledge of 
higher education, and in the sources used for tiie acquisition of that knowledge, 
suggesting tiiat existing channels of emnmunication are not entirely successful in 
providing information, with for instance over a third of adults saying that they had no 
sources of information about higher education at all. The prospectus was still by far 
tiie most important source of information for applicants still at school or sixth form 
college, but a much lower number of adult applicants dtcd prospectuses as a source.
2.3.1.7 The alternatives
A wide variety of alternative sources of information are used by applicants and tiiose
concerned with them. Keen and Higgins (1992) listed 34 sources mentioned by
prœpective applicants, including friends, family, existing students, visits, TV,
newspapers, adverts, posters, careers conventions and careers services. From the point
of view of the institution as information provider, the key alternatives to the
prospectus are open days, careers conventions, videos, hypertext and multimedia
distributed by computer dl^ km and CD-ROMs, and most recently World Wide Web
pages. These latter, controlled by the institution, are relevant here. All of tiiese media
have certain disadvantages. Open days and conventions require attendance in the first
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instance. Video, hypertext and multimedia and Web pages all require access to the 
appropriate technology. They also represent a considerable investment in terms of 
time and money. The principal alternative under investigation in this research is the 
hypertext/hypermedia option, and this is now considered.
2.3.2 ELECTRONIC PROSPECTUSES: A DEFINITION
For the purposes of this thesis the term electronic prospectus' is considered to include 
any on-line form of higher education course information of the kind conventionally 
found in a printed prospectus. The computerised form of the material could be 
anything that can be adapted to the purpose: databases, spreadsheets or just a 
collection of unlinked ASCII text files. A hypertext electronic prospectus is therefore 
such an on-line document containing prospectus information in which the dominant 
mode of use is the activation of links for user-controlled travel between discrete 
chunks of textual and other information.
2.3.3 HISTORY
Electronic forms of prospectus information, not necessarily hypertext, have been
appearing m the US since the mid-80s, for instance at Drexel University and the
Illinois Institute of Technology (Johansen 1993). Three main forms can be identified:
'electronic viewbooks', 'electronic catalogs', and electronic application forms.
Electronic viewbooks typically combine graphics, photc^raphs, music and sound, and
are run on mouse-driven PCs. Some have full multimedia functions. Some <rf these are
made using in-house' software, like that produced by the Illinois Institute of
Technology; some use commercial products such as HyperCard. Most of these
productions have been distributed until recently via floppy disk. Costs of this method
of distributing information were estimated in 1993 at roughly $1 per disk (Johansen
1993). Despite this cost saving compared to video or paper prospectuses it appears
that the main use of these electronic viewbooks has been to supplement the existing
media, especially in technological institutions. These products vary in tiie extent to
which they employ hypertext features. The 'electronic catalogs' for instance are
databases of text files with simple search facilities. The electronic application forms
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are typically distributed on floppy disk at present, and appear to be simple substitutes 
for the conventional application form.
References to hypertext electronic prospectuses in the academic literature are still rare. 
Nowaczyk and Snyder (1993) report a comparison of a hypertext browser and a linear 
command-line system for transfers between college courses, and Johanson's paper 
discusses 'electronic viewbooks' as one of the ways in which electronic media may 
change tiie ways American colleges market themselves. In this country tiiere appears 
to have been no discussion in thé academic literature. The systons themselve» were 
also scarce in the UK until recently. Most earlier efforts tended to be student projects: 
example include HyperCard stacks from Lancaster University (1990) and Glasgow 
University. Sometimes these grew into fully-fledged projects which were distributed 
publicly, for instance the Glasgow University Visual Prospectus (1993). Only in the 
last few years have systems emerged which have been spedflcally commissioned, for 
instance the University of Northumbria's CD-ROM prospectus.
The recent development and widespread adoption of the WWW has enabled HE 
institutions to place prœpectus information on-line. Whether this falls into the remit 
of this thesis or not depends, by definition, to tiie extent to which hypertext linking is 
used. So far, few examples use hypertext links within tiie prospectus, for instance the 
University of Glamorgan's Department of Computer Science prospectus pages do not 
include links in the material.
Current practice does not reflect the potential of hypertext for tiie presentation of 
prospectus information. The kind of information found in tiie paper prospectuses is of 
a kind that translates well to hypertext. Shneiderman (1989) suggested a set of criteria 
which documents suitable for development into hypertext should meet. These, called 
The Golden Rules of Hypertext', were that there should be a large body of 
information organised into numerous fragments, tiiese fragments should relate to one 
another, and the user needs only a small fraction at any one time. By these rules, a 
prospectus is a suitable document for conversion to hypertext. It consists of relatively 
small chunks of information, and use of a paper prospectus reveals a need to cross-
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reference regularly between related sections in the prospectus. A furtiier reason for 
considering the use of hypertext is that the material needs frequent up-dating.
A related area providing further working and documented examples is that of campus 
information systems. An early example of this was the Drexel Disk, which provided 
introductory information about the Drexel University campus for new students 
(Hewett 1987). However, although much of the information content may be shared 
with electronic prospectuses, there are differences in terms of both information 
content, mode of distribution and intended users. Campus information is typically 
distributed on-line, not necessarily the case with an electronic prospectus. The user 
community is different, consisting of existing students and staff plus visitors to the 
campus, and their information needs substantially different. The information content 
is - or should be - primarily aimed towards tiiis group.
2.3.4 CURRENT POSITION
Currently available electronic prospectuses include those produced by Glasgow 
Computer Science Department, the University of Glamorgan, and tiie University of 
Northumbria. These are all distributed on CD-ROM disks. Many HE institutions have 
their own WWW pages. These are not usually hypertext in any true sense, being 
mostly text and graphics files with few links between them. Some, for instance the 
University of Bradford's are more ambitiously hypertextual.
2.4 Design: the broader context
The specific concern of this thesis is with the design and authoring of hypertext. This 
represents a particular and special case within the wider context of design. Hypertext 
design can be placed initially within the context of the design of interactive systems. 
This in itself is an activity within the broader context of design. Hypertext design is 
also an activity cambiuing practised witiiin certain ^>erific design disciplines 
such as document design and graphic design. This section first examines the broader 
<xmtext of design as a discipline, concentrating initially on tiie design process and tiien 
on what designers do. It then concentrates on the nature of hypertext design
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problems, and examines the design disciplines which hypertext design may draw 
upon. It then goes on to examine some possible solutions to the design problems 
encountered.
2.4.1 DESIGN IN GENERAL: PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS
The d^ign of traditional paper-based documents and hypertext document d^ign are
special cases within the whole design continuum. What is design? There is a wide
variation in the different definitions (rffcred, which usually attempt to define design in
terms of process, and opt for a definition in terms of results. For the present purpose it
is useful to adopt an approach which does not make such inherent assumptions about
design, and it is probably sufficient to use Jones' quasi-definition^ ".. the effect of
designing is to initiate diange in man-made things'* Qones 1980 p4) (author's italics).
More broadly, design may be seen as a process of innovation (Sauer 1993). Design is a
difficult activity however defined and whatever its purpœe. The difficulties stem
from two opposing tensions: the drive to systematise and generalise, and the realities
of practice and context. Twcntictii century design until recentiy has been characterised
by the drive to systematise and generalise, culminating in the design methods
movement of the post-war period, which attempted to a ^ ly  various interpretations
of the scientific process to design, typically adopting the methods of systems tiieory.
The rationale was that general principles could be elucidated from practice in the
various design disciplines, and then applied systematically. This usually means
breaking design down into stages and more or less standardised procedures. The
typical design stages found in this approach to design are drawn from the scientific
paradigm, and represent a parallel to the inductive process of science: analysis,
synthesis, evaluation, tiie rationalist tradition of thought. In this view of design, as
described by Duffy et al. (1992a), analysis is the activity of characterising and
understanding the design problem and situation, and planning sequences of action.
Synthesis is the activity of actually building a product, and evaluation is the activity of
choosing amongst a set of design alternatives, including articulating the arguments
for and against, and also determining the effectiveness of whichever implementation
is chosen The designer's objectives within this approach are usually seen in terms of
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goals or problems. Typical representatives of this systems approach to design in 
general are J. Christopher Jones and Herbert Simon (1981).
Jones (1970, 1980) made an extensive exploration of the design process, examining 
such aspects as the phenomenon of design and traditional and modem design 
methods, and described, evaluated and codified a number of design methods. The 
debate has moved on since Jones first published, but many of the points raised are still 
relevant and useful in understanding design.
The essence of Jones' approach to design is that design is a learning process. From this 
perspective, a d^ign method is a way "to get from the ignorance-of -the-new from 
which one starts to the knowledge-of -the-new with which one ends (knowledge of 
what the problem really is, as well as solutions)." (Jones 1980 p xix). In Jones' terms, 
design methods are any actions which may be taken during design.
Earlier approaches to design were craft-based. They involved an evolutionary 
approach in which artefacts were gradually developed and improved. This was 
superseded by a drawing-based approach in which ideas were outlined and then 
specified using drawing as the medium. This approach dominated design in the 19tii 
century. For a number of reasons, titis approach has proved inadequate in tiie 20tii 
century. Why should this be the case?
According to JonM, design is inherently problematic. The fundamental problem is 
that designers arc obliged to use cunent information to predict a future state that will 
not come about unless their predictions are correct" (Jones 1980 p. 9). In other words, 
design consists o£ tracking back from an ideal or desired future state to the beginning 
of the process tiiat will bring tiiat state about. In the process of aur^dng out the steps 
required to get to the desired future state, improved olqectives and unexpected 
obstacles continually return the designer to tiie beginning of tiie process. The process 
itself contains strong interdependencies between different stages in the designed 
product's life history, which means that the designer's role is to attempt to continually 
avoid incompatibilities between stages by revising incompatible aims into others that 
are.
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In his exploration of the need for new design methods, i.e. not craft- or drawing-based 
methods, Jones identified 4 critical questions:
1. How do traditional designers cope with complexity?
2. In what ways are modem design problems more complicated than traditional 
ones?
3. What are the interpersonal obstacles to solving modem design problems?
4. Why are tiie new kinds erf complexity outside tiie scope of tiic traditiemal design 
process?
Cones, p28)
The answere that Jones gives, here very briefly summarised, are that
1. Complexity is traditionally dealt witii by only working on one conception of the 
whole design at a time. This conception is examined for acceptability, and then if 
necessary revised. In other words, a proposed design is used as a technique for 
investigating tiie problem situation.
2. Modem design problems arc more complex because they involve a broader 
number of concerns than was traditionally the case. Whereas d%igners were once 
concerned with components and products, they now have to deal with higher level 
Gonccms, at tiie level of the system, iÆ. the rebtionshipo with other products, and with 
the community level, the political and social level. The implication of this is an 
inareased complexity accompanied by a decrease in stability, in which the key 
limitations on design come from the individual in the shape of ideas, values, opinions 
and beliefs, and in which politics plays a crucial part.
In this situation, the role of design is no longer one of satisfying existing needs, it is 
one of designing for what is possible. This manifests itself at tiie practical design level 
in two forms of complexity: complexities external to the product, and complexities 
intrinsic to tiie product
External complexities include such factors as technology transfer, the prediction of 
side effects, the negotiation erf national and international standards, and 'sensitivity to
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human overlap', that is tiie conflicts caused by the interaction of separately designed 
artefacts. Internal complexities include high investment CMts, complex and 
undocumented compatibilities in organisations, and the problem of making rational 
design decisions in the face of rapid and massive changes in materials, technologies, 
needs and ideas.
3. At an interpersonal level there is a resistance to the kinds of radical design 
solutions tiiat are necMsary to solve major contemporary design problems.
4. The traditional design process fails because the tools formerly used for 
visualising the design problem are inadequate in the face of complexity, and the 
scattering of expertise amongst larger numbers of people with vested interests in 
maintaining the status qua
In this context, design methods are central, hi Jones' view of design, tiie design 
methods are tiie components of a course, an education, which the designer undertakes 
in order to complete a design. This course, the design process, is itself the subject of 
design. The rationale behind this is that the resulting confidence in tiie design process 
is an essential prerequisite to creativity.
In this view of design, finding methods for exploring the design situation, the search 
space in which we have to look for design solutions, is of central importance. This led 
Jones to present a number of design methods, some his own and some culled from the 
literature, for exploring the design situation, searching for ideas, exploring the 
problem structure and evaluating possible solutions.
The corollary of complexity is uncertainty. Design outcomes arc not fully known until 
later in the daign procMS.
Simon (1981) takes a similar stance, his project being to create a 'science of the 
artificial' as exposed to natural science, a derign science. In many cases the goal of 
such a systems-led approadi is to formalise tiie processes observed in the human 
situation requiring change. This explains tiie attractions of systems-led design for tiie 
designers of interactive systems: this easily leads to formalisation in the shape of
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algorithms, which makes tiie process of converting situation to code mudi easier, even 
enabling the use of software tcxils to automate the design process.
2.4.2 THE SYSTEMS APPROACH IN MORE DETAIL
Qieckland (1981) suggests there are two kinds of systems approaches: hard systems 
thinking and soft systems thinking. Dahlbom and Mathiassen (1993) extend and 
modify this view to identify three kinds of systems approaches to design. The third, 
dialectical systems, is a highly politicised approach based on the recognition of 
conflict and instability in tiie world. Our main concern at present is with tiie first two 
types of thinking.
2.4.2.1 Hard systems
The hard systems approach involves desaibing a system in terms of a hierarchically 
structured set of elements. A system can be decomposed to its smallest significant 
elements, and everything above that level in the hierarchy can be expressed in terms 
of those elements. This approach aims to deal witii the complexity of modem design 
problems by using functional analysis. Any system is regarded as a machine with a 
determinate function. Functional analyris means effectively dismantiing the machine 
to see how it works. Even the most complex system can be understood by 
decomposing it into sub-systems until the smallest functional elements are found. By 
concentrating on function, we keep complexity to a minimum. The simplest 
component parts of systems are relatively easy to design, or may already exist. Design 
tiien becomes a matter of assembly of components. This kind of approach is employed 
in many areas of design, and is particularly common in tiie area of software systems 
development, a key example being the use of structured methodologies ixi systmns 
design, for instance Cane and Sarson (1979), De Marco (1979); and Jackson (1%3).
2.4J2.2 Soft systems
An alternative perspective is that of soft systems. This approach is based on the idea 
that in many ways our world is socially constructed. O ur view of the world out there 
is shaped by our own betiefa and experiences. Hence our perception of sjtetems is also
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shaped by our beliefs and experiences. This applies to all those concerned witii a 
system. Those involved with a system all bring their own beliefs and experiences to 
the situation. Consequently the design problem becomes not one of decomposing the 
system 'out there' into its functional components, finding out how it 'really' works, 
but one of understanding and reconciling a number of varying and often conflicting 
views of the system. So the method associated with soft systems is interpretation and 
the creation of alternative systems representing the different views of the various 
'actors' involved in the system, tiie different members of the project team, the various 
users, the other people with a stake in the system from those commissioning the 
system to those charged with its maintenance. The soft systems approach is very 
much in line with Jones' design philosophy, that design is a learning process. In 
practising the soft systems approach, the designer engages in a process of learning 
about an organisational situation that leads to an understanding of a number o£ 
different perspectives on a situation and finally to a point at which a number of 
alternative systems can be formulated. These can then be evaluated, and useful and 
acceptable systems implemented. The classic statement of this approach is 
Checkland's Soft Systems Methodok^ (1981).
2.4m2.3 Problems with the systems approach
Both hard and soft systems thinking can be considered as being based on a rationalist 
world-view in which the participants in the design activity are engaged in a rational 
and broadly co-operative process. Hard systems thinking is particularly rooted in the 
mechanistic/rationalist tradition of science, in which stability is dominant and 
reasonable prediction thereby possible. It suffers from particular limitations in this 
respect. It has therefore been criticised for a failure to deal with subjective and 
contextual conditions (Winograd and Flores 1986). Soft systems thinking possesses 
elements of the rationalist approach, but attempts to transcend tiic limitations of hard 
systems thinking witii its appeal to the idea of multiple perspectives. This approach 
can seem over-optimistic, as it depends on a view of the actors in organisations as 
being rational beings witii ultim ately shared aims who can be trusted to become
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engaged in a constructive dialogue to bring about a solution acceptable to all invcdved 
(Dahlbom and Mathiassen 1993).
2.4.2.4 What designers actually do: empirical approaches to 
design
The discussion so far concerns what designers ought to do. What do they actually do, 
and how effective is this practice? What do designers feel is lacking in their practice? 
Design practice has been studied empirically in a number of design disciplines, 
particularly architecture. This shows a picture recognisably like the systems model of 
die design process, but more complex and with some variation in the roles of the three 
stages. For instance, Lawson (1980), in a series of experiments comparing final year 
science and architecture students, found marked differences in their problem-solving 
approaches. The scientists tried to get as much information about the design situation 
as possible in as shcrta time as posâble, whilst the architects tried solutions early, and 
modified them until a workable solution was achieved. In other words, the scientists 
were looking for explanatory rules whilst the architects were driven by tiie search for 
a solution. Lawson goes on to suggest that whereas 'traditional' systematic accounts 
emphasise the linear move from analysis to synthesis, a more realistic description of 
the design process is one that integrates the processes of analysis and synthesis, in 
other words, understanding the design problem or situation comes through trying out 
potential solutions. Darke (1979, in Lawson 1980) interviewed architects engaged in 
local authority housing projects, and found that in the face of complex design 
rituations, they tended to make an initial assumption, what Darke called a 'primary 
generator', such as starting with a terrace of houses, using this to narrow down the 
available choices and design a scheme, and then analysing the implications of the 
scheme. Once again, analysis and ^ th œ is  merge, or more specifically synthcris feeds 
back into the analysis stage.
2.4.2.G What Interactive systems designers actually do
In the area of interactive systems, studies initially concentrated on the working 
practices of software designers and programmers. Earlier studies tended to suggest
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that understanding the dcsigti problem was a separate tacdt completed before the 
design process itself commenced (Adelson and Soloway 1985, Kant and Newell 1984), 
that is, the œnventional analysis-synthesis steps were followed. However, Guindon 
has conducted a number of studies (Guindon et al., 1987,1988,1989), which broadly 
conxrfxnate what Lawson (1980) and Darke (in Lawson 1980) found with architects. It 
should be noted that most of this research tends to involve very small design tasks 
which arc unlikely to reflect the complexity and uncertainty of real world tasks. More 
recently attention has broadened to include designers of on-line help. Duffy ct al, 
(1992) studied tiie design methods of 20 designers of on-line help, and found that in 
most casM the design process involved iterative cycles of synthesis and evaluation, 
with analysis included as part of this process in some cases. Most developers used 
some form of prototyping, ranging from just one paper-based prototype to 5 on-line 
versions. Most were constrained by their working situation in some way, either not 
being in contact with users, or having no input into the design of the user interface.
2.4.2 7 Design and science
Dillon (1994) suggests that using such evidence as Lawson's to claim that designers 
and scientists have different problem-solving approaches does not take into account 
the different aims of the two groups. Because design work emphasises solutions, 
designers produce solutions. Because scientific work emphasises reasons, scientists 
produce fewer closely reasoned solutions. Instead he discerns close similarities 
between the activities of designers and scientists, supporting this argument by 
recalling Popper's model of science (Popper, 1986, in Dillon 94). This argument is 
similar to Carroll et al.'s (1991) concept of the task-artefact cyde, which argues that 
design is in itself a research activity, with the designed artefact being, within the 
design context, the equivalent of a theory in science. The designed object represents 
the existing state of the designer's knowledge and constitutes the equivalent of 
Popper's conjecture.
2.4.2.G Design and psychological theory
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Attempts at psychological theories of design are limited. Lawson considers design as 
an example of what Wertheimer called 'productive thought' (Wertheimer \9S9 in 
Lawson 1980 pl03), and goes on to note the recurring theme of a split between 
rational and Ic^cal thought processes which for instance sees productive thought as 
dividing into convergent and divergent thought processes. Convergent thought 
involves deductive and interpolative skills, and is rational and logical. Divergent 
thought involves the open ending seeking of alternatives in tiie absence of a clear-cut 
answer, and is creative and imaginative. Wærn (1989) argues that cognitive 
psychology can aid understanding of a number of design tasks, induding information 
retrieval and the assessment of relevance, integration of information, creatimi of 
alternatives; making inferences and predictions, and choosing amongst alternatives. 
Psychological theory as applied to interactive design is problematic; Landauer (1991) 
for instance suggesting that there are simply too many variables for it to be possible to 
have psychological theory with predictive power in an interactive design situation. 
Carroll et al.'s task-artefact cyde (Carroll et al. 1991) is an attempt to avoid the 
problems of theory in interactive design, based on the premise that technological 
innovation is rarely a product of deduction from scientific prindples, but rather comes 
from a combination of emulation, evolution of detail and iteration, and that this 
process can be seen at work in the design of interactive systems.
What does all this mean for the hypertext designer? Before answering tiiis question, it 
is necessary to return to hypertext, and to examine the hypertext design process in 
more detail.
2.5 The hypertext design process
2.5.1 TO WHAT EXTENT ARE HYPERTEXT DESIGN 
PROBLEMS HYPERTEXT-SPECIFIC?
As hypertext is a sub-set of interactive systems generally, many of its design problems
and issues are common to such systems. However, it is arguable that there are a set of
hypertext-spedfic problems and issues, and tiiat these pertain to hypertext-spedfic
features sudi as links, nodes and the hypertext net or graph. Much depends on one's
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stance regarding hypertext and user interface design. In a sense hypertext is a specific 
kind of interface, enabling particular kinds of interactions such as browsing wifii a 
body of data. This is why it is possible to consider, as Carlson (1990) does, hypertext 
as a front-end for a variety of different bodies of information such as databases or 
expert systems. If hypertext is merely an interface, fiien its design problems are to a 
large extent user interface design problems. But although this position has its logical 
appeal it does not teU tiie whole story. There is a sense in which it is difficult to 
unpack the interface from the information content. As noted before, a link is not only a 
way of finding a piece of infomiaticHi, like a keyword search or an index, it also has 
the capacity to encode meaning about that information. This may be merely by 
making a connection to tiie information, or in more sophisticated systems, the kind o£ 
link may make certain statements about the relationships between the starting point 
and the linked information. At a higher level, the hypertext structure is also likely, if 
the design is good, to reflect the structure of the information. In otiier words, a 
hypertext system is not only an interface, and hypertext design is not merely about 
user interface design but about the design of the information content as well. As 
Waterworth says, Tn a sense, hypermedia interfaces place users directly witiiin tiie 
informational structure they arc creating or exploring.'' (Waterworth 1993, p453).
2.5.2 WHAT GENERALISATIONS CAN BE MADE ABOUT 
HYPERTEXT DESIGN?
If it is accepted that hypertext design poses its own particular problems, what can 
validly be said about these problems, and about hypertext design in general? It is not 
appropriate, given the variations possible in hypertext documents, to claim that 
hypertext dodgn problems arc rommon to all hypertext documents or that tiiere is a 
common pattern of derign for all hypertext documents. However, some cautious 
generalisations can be made about these issues, and some normative statements 
proposed, with tiie caveats that each hypertext system or document is different and 
tiiat much also depends on the user's task (Wright 1990).
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The literature already carries generalisations about design in various forms. Many 
aspects of hypertext design have been described empirically in the literature, usually 
in the form of reports chronicling the progress of individual projects. There is a 
tendency for these to be radier short on details about the actual authoring of 
documents and systems but rather to emphasise software features, problems 
encountered and evaluation results, for instance Yankelovich et aL (1985) and Egan et 
al. (1989). This especially applies to older material where the focus tends to be on 
hypertext software rather than authoring and authors are more concerned with the 
essential nature and actual and potential use of hypertext. Many accounts concern 
systems that have been built for research purposes, such as experimento with users, 
(c.g. Wright and lickorish, 1990), and the focus is, reasonably enough, on ttiese rather 
than on the design prbc^. Some do give a real flavour of the problems and decisions 
involved in hypertext authoring, a good, if ageing, example being Brockmann et al.
(1989), but even in cases where there is considerable detail about the actual project die 
emphasis may be on system, technical and conceptual aspects rather than on die 
design process (e.g. Carlson 1990). There appears to have been litde attempt to 
examine what hypertext designers as a population do, the closest work to this being 
lüiuth and Brush's Hypertext 8^9 (1990) design survey, which concentrated on the 
relative importance of a range of hypertext system features to hypertext designers, 
and Nicol's (1988) study of HyperCard stack designers, which showed a tendency for 
such designers to work from the bottom up rather than to work from die top down as 
advocated by system-oriented design approaches. Duffy et al's (1992) survey of on­
line help designers concerns a group which <me might reasonably expect to have 
some common diaracteristics with hypertext designers. Nor have hypertext designers 
been studied on an individual basis. Most reports of projects are self-reported and 
thae appear to be no detailed case studies of design teams at work spedtically on 
hypertext.
The literature also includes a body of normative advice, ranging from comments
appended to empirical reports to more focused collections of guidelines, principles,
models and methodologies. These latter are a central focus of this research, and are
tiierefore examined in detail in Qiapter 4. They include adaptations of HCI guidelines
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for hypertext interfoce design (Hardman and Sharratt 1990), principles and guidelines 
for hypertext in general, for instance Shneiderman's (1989) 'Golden Rules' and other 
'considerations' for hypertext authoring , guidelines for specific systems (Apple: 
HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines, 1989), models for hypertext system authoring 
such as HDM (Schwabe et al. 1992), and proposals for hypertext methodologies 
(Perlman 1989, Van Vliet and Wilson 1993, Isakovitz et al. 1995). There are also a 
number of general books on the subject such as Shneiderman and Kearsley (1989), 
Nielsen (1990,1995), Martin (1990), Waterworth (1993) and Berk and Devlin (1991), 
which contain sections of design advice and guidance, some of whidi include stepped 
or staged accounts of the hypertext design process. None of these books, whilst 
containing much useful material, really gives detailed procedures to guide the 
hypertext dœigncr. However, togefiier the body of hypertext material suggests that 
the hypertext field is maturing to a point at which some tentative gcruaalisations can 
be made, but fiierc is still considerable variation. An examination of accounts of fiie 
overall hypertext design process reveals this. It also reveals that hypertext design 
shares certain common elements with other accounts of design.
For instance, Martin (1990) and Shneiderman (1989) both include accounts of the
hypertext design process. Martin scarcely mentions the design and authoring
component of the process, choosing to concentrate on fiie research and materials
gathering work such as obtaining resource^, determining media and standards, and
what subject matter should be included, whilst Shneiderman presents a more
balanced process which places more emphasis on the later design and authoring
aspects. Bofii these accounts only hint at many of the tasks involved in hypertext
authoring. Martin gives a better indication of the possible extent of preparatory work,
whilst Shneiderman suggests that an element of iterative prototyping work may be
necessary in the form of a test phase. Martin also emphasises the importance of
'reviewing and field testing'. Both gloss over foe difficulties that may be involved in
structuring foe information and producing an appropriate link structure for that
information, and neither consider user interface issues within the context of overall
design. This tendency to emphasise certain aspects at foe expense of others is typical
of accounts of hypertext development, and probably reflects both the difficulties
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inherent in making generalisations about hypertext development, and the way in 
which aufocrs' disciplinary orientations and practical experiences may affect such 
accounts.
2.5.3 WHY HYPERTEXT DESIGN IS DIFFICULT: A 
PROBLEM-ORIENTED EXPLORATION
What follows is a problem-oriented examination of hypertext design. This 
examination is intended to show those features and problems associated with 
hypertext design which arguably make it worthy of study in its own right, with a 
body of knowledge specific to hypertext design. Problems with design in general can, 
as we have seen, occur for a variety of reasons. Jones (1980) has indicated a number of 
factors making design in the late twentieth century problematic in terms of 
complexity. Interactive systems in general present great complexity (Landauer 1991). 
More recent work indicates the complex cognitive tasks which may be involved in 
designing for interactive systems, involving several levels at which foe design process 
works, and a number of stages (Waem 1989). Hypertext design manifests aspects of 
this complexity! it concerns the operation of computer systems, which in themselves 
involve a considerable number of variables, it concerns foe interaction of users with 
these systems, it concerns the information content and structure, and it concerns the 
social context in which all these variables interact. As hypertext design is also a 
process of innovation, there is also an inevitable degree of uncertainty (Sauer 1993). 
Nanard and Nanard (1995) suggest on foe basis of informal observation foat foe 
hypertext design process works simultaneously as a top -down and bottom up 
process, a process suggested as a working method by Horton (1994).
2.5.3.1 Perspectives: artefacts and processes
These factors, complexity and uncertainty, undoubtedly have an effect on hypertext 
design, but the hypertext designer is likely to be concerned with more mundane and 
concrete problems. It is, initially at least, useful to consider foe difficulties by 
borrowing a structuring device from Harris and Hosier's taxonomy of online help 
(1991) and consider them from two perspectives, firstly foe perqxxtive of the artefact
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and its users, and secondly the perspective of the information developer or author of 
the artefact. The first perspective concerns the usability and functionality of the 
artefact: whether it fulfils its purpose effectively and whefoer it does so in a way 
which is acceptable to the user. The second perspective concerns the experience of foe 
author/designer in managing foe various design processes and tasks. Whilst the focus 
of this review is on authoring and design, it is undesirable to forget foe artefact/user 
perspective because foe outcome in terms of foe artefact and its usability is to a 
considerable extent a reflection of foe design process used, and foe kind of 
functionality required critically affects foe design process. Conversely it is clear foat 
foe design process is affected by what is designed. The two perspectives are exacfiy 
foat, two different ways of viewing foe same phenomena, and too distinct a 
separation is not sustainable.
2.5 3.2 Problems from the artefact perspective
Looking at problems in designing hypertext the artefact, these can be structured in 
terms of foe total concept of hypertext, existing hardware, software systems or 
existing documents. The evidential basis from which criticisms have been made is 
variable, as is the extent to whidi problems are amenable to design solutions.
2S32.1 Hardware
Hypertext is often criticised for hardware reasons. For instance Nielsen and Lyngbæk
(1990) complained foat hypertext systems running on the current generation of 
computers were cumbersome, fragile and consequently less convenient than foe 
printed book for instence. Other problems relate to the handling of other media, for 
instance ccdour handling and video resoiuticm and smoothness, and the limitationa of 
foe typically available small monitors, which hamper overviews of foe complete 
hypertext graph. Sufo problems arc not amenable to software design solutions in the 
direct sense, but hypertext design has to take into account foe hardware limitations 
currently applicable.
Hardware poses another problem, identified by Glushko (1992a): foe limitations of the
installed user base. Research-based hypertext projects often employ state of the art
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tedmolc^ that bears no resemblanœ to the kind of hardware and software base that 
is likely to be available to working organisations. The developer must work to the 
limitations imposed by the operational situation, even if this means foat all potential 
functions cannot be implemented. It is also vital to design to take advantage of new 
technology as it arrives. This ideally means separating the information storage and the 
user intertece of foe hypertext system (and possibly foe links) to enable improvement 
in foe interface without having to dump the stored information and start again.
2 5 3 2 2  Software
Software systems for authoring hypertext have been reviewed and critiqued by a 
number of authors both individually and comparatively, although comparative 
studies are still a rarity. The software's effect on authoring cannot be underestimated. 
Kahn (1989) made a comparative study of four systems, HyperCard, Guide, KMS and 
Intermedia, and showed foat a variety of system features could have significant 
impact on documents produced with foe various systems. For instance, HyperCard 
has only limited support for many functions. Word-processing fecilities are limited. 
Only one node is visible at a time. This means that following a link automatically 
replaces foe starting node with a new node. The result is a tendency to linear and 
hierarchic structures. Other problems with HyperCard include limited and awkward 
colour provision and no way of keeping track of uncompleted (dangling) links. To 
obtain more than very limited functionality, it is necessary to use HyperCard's 
scripting language. To do this in any but a highly localised manner requires some 
programming skill. To gain many features and functions it is necessary to call routines 
written in other programs.
These kinds of problem are typical. McKnight et al. (1989) identified foe three most
common problems in hypertext authoring as links to nodes that have not been
created, nodes which are not linked at all, and consequently inaccessible, and nodes
which are accidentally linked to themselves. All of foese are avoidable if the software
offers sufficient support. There is no perfect application for hypertext. The general
tendency is for hypertext systems to provide very limited tools for editing tiie various
media. So there will be very basic word-processing facilities, limited drawing tools,
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rudimentaiy sound and video editing software. This means foat foese media will need 
to be edited in other pr(%rams, and then imported. There is every chance that foe 
hypertext system software will not work easily with foe other software providing 
foese facilities, requiring care wifo file formats and necessitating any re-editing being 
done in the original program. This makes conversion of material from existing 
documents difficult (Glushko, 1992). Many systems are still only available on one 
platform, and cross-platform compatibility may be difficult or impossible. For instance 
HyperCard is a Mac-based system, whilst ToolBook is a similar PC system. 
Conversion is pMsible in one direction only, takes considerable time, and may be less 
than perfect. It seems foat at present there is no ideal hypertext software solution, but 
a set of choices wifo various associated trade-offs. In some cases, developers choose 
not to use proprietary software but to write their own using a prc%ranuning language 
or languages and other software, for instance Intermedia used a combination of a 
modified version of C wifo modified versions of the Mac ToolBox and MacApp, along 
wifo a database implemented in Ingres (Meyrowitz 1986). Much depends on foe 
functionality required and on foe resources available to the developer.
It could again be argued foat like foe hardware, software is not directly amenable to 
design solutions, although foe question of which software to dioose is dearly integral 
to the hypertext design process. However, hypertext design is to a large extent about 
coping wifo the vagaries of foe software. For instmce, the problems of incomplete and 
wrong links can be dealt wifo by careful design and documentation of links, induding 
type, anchor and destination node, foe rationale behind foe link, and whether foe link 
has been fully implemented.
2 5 3 2 3  Document problems
At foe document levd, a number of problems have been noted. Typical of criticisms of
hypertext documents are those made by Brown (1990). Brown fdt that over 50% of
hypertext documents published were unsuitable for use. This was based partly on
general experience and partly on reviews of student work, but he asserted foat the
typical faults of foe student work were reflected more widely in hypertext documents.
Some of foe faults identified induded over-use of foe technology, where dever effects
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were employed without cause, poor visual design, a failure to use the medium to foe 
full, lack of a coherent overall structure, poor writing, inconsistent and haphazard 
functions, and lack of consideration of maintenance issues. Brown has also likened the 
poor standard of authorship to foe state of programming in foe fifties, before foe 
introduction of structured programming.
2532 .4  Links, navigation and the user interface
User interfiice design is foe design manifestation of human-computer interaction, itself 
a multi-disciplinary subject drawing upon such disciplines as computer science, 
sociology, psychology, and anthropology. Its central concern is to ensure foat 
interaction between users and computer systems is as satisfactory as possible, 
satisfaction being a function of safety, efficiency, usability and usefulness. The user 
interface is a key part of any interactive system, allowing communication between 
user and machine in order to accomplish a task or tasks. This presents both physical 
aspects, foe keyboard, mouse and display, and representational aspects, the icons and 
metaphors utilised (Dillon 1990). Typical concerns for user interfiice design involve 
both hardware and software. They include foe selection of appropriate input and 
output devices, dialogue and interaction styles, user and task characteristics, and 
environmental, social and organisational foctors affecting foe task context.
Quite how one relate these concerns to hypertext is problematic. The user interface is 
identified in models of hypertext architecture as one of the major components of a 
hypertext system. But hypertext and user interface design have an interesting 
relationship. Users have considerable control over foe hypertext system and are in 
very direct contact wifo foe information held in foe hypermedia system. There is a 
high level of user interaction wifo foe system (Waterworth 1993). There is a case for 
saying that hypertext is in itself a form of user interface; hence it makes sense to talk 
about a hypertext user interface to a database or an expert system.
This being foe case, what user intertece concerns are relevant to hypertext design? 
One can expect foe usual concerns of user interface design to be involved, an 
emphasis on foe centrality of foe user, foe task, and foe context of use. Dillon and
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McKnight (1995) have suggested that it is sufficient to apply good user-centred design 
principles to the design of hypertext, and that there is no need for special theory or 
methodologies, but hypertext arguably presents specific problems.
Firstly, these reside in what is unique about hypertext its linking mechanisms and 
consequent structures. The use of linking imposes a particular hypertext-spedfic 
interaction style, involving the navigation and browsing of an information space. The 
nature of links and the form of the linked hypertext structure is highly dependent on 
foe structure of foe information in the document. It has been suggested that ease of 
use and the success which users have with a hypertext document is in turn dependent 
upon foe structure of foe hypertext network (Perlman 19^, Shneiderman 1989, 
Conklin 1987, Yankelovitch et aL 1985).
Secondly, as hypertext documents emphasise user involvement and interaction, the 
final context of users and foe use to which hypertext documents are put is critical. 
Nielsen's study of benchmark measures for hypertext usability suggested foat foe two 
most important issues for usability in hypertext were individual differences amongst 
users and foe effect of different tasks (Nielsen 1989a).
Links, navigation and browsing
Turning to linking first, foe hypertext user is largely dependent on foe links foat the 
author (or an automatic routine) inserts. At its worst fois may lead to foe scenario that 
Raskin (1987) envisages, in which the unfortunate hypertext user is forced to 'second 
guess foe link builder's frame of mind' (p329) and ultimately devote a 
disproportionate amount of time to knowing the system.
Other concerns for linking include such rhetorical issues as how to represent the 
existence of a link, how to represent different kinds of links, and how to inform foe 
user what is at the other end of a link (Landow 1989). More fundamental are the 
questions of where links should exist, and how many links should exist. These are 
again closely linked to questions of structure.
The existence of linking implies a particular style of interaction, navigating forough an
information space (Dillon 1994). One particular aspect of using hypertext that received
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a lot of attention in the 1980s and requires examining is the problem of getting lost in 
the hypertext information space (Elm and Woods 1985, Akscyn et al. 1987). Conklin 
(1987) identifies the problem as one of disorientation. Empirical evidence of the 
problem was provided by Nielsen and Lyngbæk (1990), although this was only a 
small sample based on only one hypertext application. The problem is said to appear 
because hypermedia offers no spatial or tactile form of reference, for instance there is 
no physical sense of how far through the material you are as there is with a book. 
Consequently users were thought to become disorientated, not knowing where they 
were, where they'd been, where they were going. A number of tools have been 
developed for dealing with this problem. For instance, maps and graphical browsers, 
structured cues, including footprints, contents lists, colour coding and typographic 
devices have all been utilised. These have been investigated for effectiveness. Simpson 
and McKnight (1990) studied the relative effectiveness of structured cues, and found 
varying degrees of effectiveness. Wright and Lickorish (1990) found that different 
navigation systems appeared appropriate in different circumstances. They suggest 
that much depends on the structure represented in the hypertext, and the task which 
foe users are trying to accomplish. Other practical problems may exist. For instance, it 
is very difficult to use a small VDU screen to map the contents of a large and complex 
document but it is possible to design hypertext systems using a number of techniques 
to minimise foe problem, for instance fish-eye views (Furnas 1986).
Related to foe navigation problem is foe issue of browsing. The navigation problem
varies to some extent according to foe kind of activity foe user is involved in:
searching or browsing. The more motivated activity of searching is less subject to
wandering into strange territory. Browsing refers to non-directed wandering around
foe hypertext system, a kind of electronic parallel to browsing foe library shelves
looking for anything that seems interesting or that catches the eye. First of all, should
a hypertext system support browsing? It could be a very good way of getting lost
Browsing is also very time consuming. As Herrstrom and Massey (1989) put it, task-
driven users browse on weekends...  A similar point is made by Jaynes (1989). If
your purpose in using a hypertext is more directed and motivated than this, browsing
could be a bad idea. Yet browsing is one of the foings foat hypertext supports so well,
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and it is a way of escaping the strait-jacket of conventional information retrieval: not 
finding relevant material because you searched on the wrong keyword, or could not 
even foink of an appropriate keyword. The key here is the phrase 'task-driven'. Much 
depends on foe users' tasks and motivations. For instance there is no reason why a 
hypertext system should not support keyword searching or other techniques if the 
users' tasks require quick direct access to certain information at certain times (Wright, 
in Streitz 1990). More recent commentators suggest foat foe navigation problem has 
been overstated and is not intrinsic to foe hypertext medium. Bernstein (1991) for 
instance suggests that foe navigation problem rests upon flimsy conceptual and 
anecdotal evidence, and foàt many reported navigational difficulties may be a product 
of poor document design or complex and obscure sulqect matter. The navigation 
debate has certainly receded into foe background, giving rise to foe suspicion foat 
many of foe problems stemmed from unfamiliarity wifo the medium of electronic text 
in general and hypertext in particular. However, the pœsibility that navigational 
difficulties may be a product o£ poor design and production still exists.
Reading from screens
This has already been mentioned (section 23.1.4 above). It is not a hypertext-spedfic 
problem, but one which arises wherever text is represented on CRT screens, and hence 
a concern for many types of interactive system. However, foe central role of text in 
hypertext means foat it is a significant concern for the hypertext designer. How 
significant probably depends on foe user and the use to which foe hypertext system or 
document is being put.
Users and uses
What of foe users and their tasks? The users and others wifo an interest in foe
hypertext documents, foe stakeholders, and the uses that they put such documents to
are central to effective hypertext applications. These matters are dealt wifo in more
detail in foe next section; meanwhile, it is worth considering foe users' relationship to
foe artefact. Who the user is should directly affect the form of foe hypertext document;
what foe user is doing should also affect the shape of the hypertext document (Wright
1989). As Wright and others have indicated, what we refer to as reading is in fact a
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complex task, with a number of components. At each stage in the total reading 
process, different processes come into play: searching, comprehending, remembering - 
as well as the actual reading act (Wright 1990). There is also the question of what one 
is reading for. Wright identifies three different reading tasks purely within the area of 
hypertext for learning: reading for writing, reading for comparison, and reading for 
reference, and for each of these shows how the user interface could be tailored to suit 
the tasks involved.
2.5.3 3 The design process perspective: 'messy'problems
Problems wifo foe hypertext product, foe artefact, are only part of the overall design 
situation. Even though a product may be in itself successful, it may have emerged 
from a laborious and expensive development process. Having already discussed 
design problems in general terms, what problems can be considered as being specific 
to hypertext? It is arguable that the only design problems truly specific to hypertext 
are those pertaining to linking and foe structuring of foe hypertext network. 
Hypertext design utilises a number of different design skills and disciplines that exist 
in their own right, and pose their own hypertext-independent problems, in foe 
production of hypertext documents.
Hypertext design problems are highly varied. They range from foe question of how to 
structure foe document in accordance wifo the knowledge held in foe document, to 
ensuring a usable interface (Marchionini and Shneiderman 1988). They include the 
elicitation of knowledge about foe user and their requirements, and about foe tasks 
foe user will perform wifo foe document. They also include contextual aspects: for 
instance (Glushko (1992a) identified a number of 'ways to make a hypertext project 
fail' such as missing design team skills, unrealistic expectations in terms of scale and 
readiness, and l%al uncertainties regarding copyright and related issues. These issues 
are not centred on foe hypertext document but on foe total managmnoit erf foe desigi 
project. All foese elements need to be managed by the designer.
An initial approach to structuring and understanding problems of fois Idnd is to adapt 
a device from Duffy et al. (1992), originally applied to on-line help design, which
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shares with hypertext design a multi-disciplinary base of skills and concerns. They 
suggested that the design of on-line help involves applying the systems design 
process of analysis, synthesis and evaluation to two classes of what they called 
'messy' problems: the problems of good document design and good interface design. 
Using this approach, hypertext design can be seen as involving foe application of 
analysis, synthesis and evaluation to several further dasses of 'messy' problems. It is 
reasonable to extend Duffy et al's structure and suggest foat foere is a class for each 
medium used. These classes will probably include graphic design, foere may be 
animation, video and sound editing. How many classes are relevant in a specific case 
therefore depends on foe nature of foe hypertext and foe media it employs. All of 
these classes are design subjects and disciplines in foeir own right, posing their own 
'messy' problems. Thien foere are foe problems of user interface design and of 
designing the hypertext linking structure itself.
A further set of problems fall less readily into fois structure. These are associated wifo 
foe type and purpose of hypertext, for instance information systems design and 
database design issues, or pedagogic problems. In the case of electronic prospectuses, 
foe author suggests foat foese are considered as belonging to foe domain of 
information systems, and foe nature and implications of this are discussed at foe end 
of foe section. It must be remembered foat methods appropriate to all of foese need to 
be employed, and then co-ordinated and integrated, adding a further area of 
difficulty. This is likely to mean that some form of collaborative working is involved, 
which in turn poses further problems.
2.5.3 4 The 'messy' problems
The various problem areas have been studied in a large range of disciplines and 
subject areas. In some cases foere is a very long history of study, and a substantial 
body of both theory and evidence. In other cases, foe subject of study may be less 
established, but foere is still much materiaL It is not therefore possible to review this 
work exhaustively in foe present context, but before we conclude this discussion of 
the literature, some exploration of our present understanding of foese activities is 
necessary for a further understanding of foe hypertext design issue.
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Central amongst these activities in any discussion of hypertext, whether generally or 
specifically with r%ard to electronic prospectuses is writing and document design. 
Graphics and illustration are also important and the associated skills of decoding and 
interpreting visual images and of designing them therefore become significant. As 
multimedia advances, it is increasingly likely that any electronic versions of the 
traditional prospectus will contain multimedia elements including video, sound and 
animation. The electronic dimension itself brings specific new challenges in terms of 
design prcd>lems and the nature of human-computer interaction.
2 53.4.1 Writing, document design and information design
Writing is of course central to hypertext In the case of print media, centuries of 
familiarity have led to a large population of print users, both authors and readers, 
whose reading and writing skills are so practised as to appear intuitive (McKnight 
Dillon and Richardson 1991). This appearance is deceptive, hi the case of writing, the 
design of printed documents, from writing through to printed artefact, is a highly 
skilled process whose apparent case is foe product of those centuries of practice. 
Writing and publishing are foe two parts of a total design process that has been 
perfected over several hundred years. This process has a number of common features, 
whilst still retaining a measure of flexibility foat allows it to cope wifo a large range of 
document types.
Writing has been an object of study for many years, for instance in English literature, 
English language, linguistics and such applied disciplines as publishing, œpy-writing 
and technical writing. All of these disciplines contain a wealth of useful knowledge 
about writing from a variety of perspectives. Although interesting not all of foese are 
relevant to foe problems of hypertext design. However, foere is a body of knowledge 
exploring writing in foe context of interactive systems, and this provides useful 
information for foe purposes of this study.
Writing can in a sense be regarded as foe opposite of reading, foe coding of 
information into linear form as opposed to decoding it. In recent years closer attention 
has been paid to this process of encoding information, and to foe elements of the
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writing process and what happens when people write (Sharpies 1990). Sharpies, 
drawing on much of this work, gives a hierarchical account of these processes. This 
include at the highest level the two approaches to writing indicated by Bridwell- 
Bowles et aL (1987 in Sharpies & Pemberton 1990). These are the Mozartian' writer, 
producing detailed plans before beginning to write, and the "Beethovian", writing as a 
way of thinking through ideas and mixing the writing and planning activities. At a 
lower level, writers match specific strategies to tasks. Sharpies identifies three 
common strategies: plan-draft-revise, draft-revise, and cut-and-paste. Within these 
strategies a range of more specific techniques may be applied to the retrieval, 
generation and organisation of material. Amongst these may be brainstorming, 
organising/ materials gathering, outlining major sections, drafting text and revision. 
Sharpies then extends this hierarchical model to suggest that writing is a complex 
cognitive task that involves a hierarchy of planning processes from document level to 
sentence level. There is typically not a step-by-step progression through the stages, 
but a cycle of planning, writing and revision. These tasks are interleaved. All the 
various strategies and techniques can be broken down into a set of basic operations. 
Text is typically reused, and texts are categorisable into types, such as 'article' or 
'story'. Difficulties in writing arise because writing is an open-ended design task, with 
no fixed goal or formal intermediate states. It is also under-constrained: the possible 
ways of achieving a writer's goals are almost unlimited.
For the designer of hypertext, writing is made more difficult because of the new 
possibilities for structuring the raw material that arise from linking. Whereas 
previously one constraint on the author was the linearity of printed text, this is 
removed in hypertext. It can be hard enough to develop a good structure for a printed 
document; with hypertext, not only can otherwise implicit connections between items 
be made overt, but more than one structure can be imposed on a document. Hence 
thoro arc pressures to adopt conventions to rcduœ sudt eomplcrity such as specific 
structures, maps and conventions (Williams 1992).
Document design involves a process covering the writing and physical design of 
written materials. Like writing, three main stages of planning, drafting and revising
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can be distinguished in the process of document design (Wright 1981). The key 
concerns of document design, as distinct from related design areas such as writing 
and graphic design, are with the structure and format of documents. It is of course 
difficult to separate these areas - writing style and visual design arc in many ways 
intrinsic to document design, and information design attempts to integrate foese 
wider concerns. Document design and information design share wifo human- 
computer interface design a concern for foe user, although in this context foe term 
'audience' is often preferred.
As far as information design for a hypertext electronic prospectus is concerned, foe 
principal task is likely to be information seeking in some form. The literature on 
information seeking is widely scattered, although it is a central concern of information 
science. One attempt at an overview is that of Rouse and Rouse (1M4). This proposés 
that information seeking is a process, involving changes in foe nature of foe 
information, and its value and relevance to foe seeker, and that this is complicated by 
foe ill-defined nature of foe value of information. A further (implication is provided 
by foe blurring of foe boundaries between information sccîldng and information 
processing. Cognitively, Marchionini and Shneiderman (1988) suggest foat "users' 
information retrieval depends on the cognitive representation (mental model) of a 
system's features, which is largely determinod by foe conceptual mcxlel derigners 
provide through foe human-computer interface".
According to Marchionini (1992), information seeking is best seen as a form of 
pfoblem-solving, composed of five main functions: defining the problem; selecting the 
information source, extracting information, articulating the problem, and examining 
foe results. The information-seeking process begins wifo recognising and defining foe 
problem. It is followed by source selection and problem articulation, where users 
formulate a query or determine foeir entry point to foe information system. This is 
followed by examination of foe results, and foe extraction of information from the 
TMults data. The process is not in practice as linear as this description suggests, as foe 
problem is subject to redefinition at all stages. However, Wright (1993) suggests that 
the psychology cjf problem solving is not directly relevant to informaticm-sccking, and
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that little is known about the range of information-seeking strategies foat people use, 
and about foeir selection of strategies.
Wright goes on to review a series of studies which suggest that electronic documents 
extend foe range of reading strategies foat may be required when working wifo 
electronic documents. These studies also suggest, according to Wright, foat it cannot 
be assumed that users will have foe necessary skills in information integration and in 
changing modalities from one representational form, such as words, to others, such as 
pictures and sounds. Wright furfoar suggests that foe implication of this for designers 
is that hypertext systems should be capable of supporting a wide range of alternative 
information-seeking skills.
253.42  Visual design
Visual design is an important element in hypertext design. It can be difficult to 
untangle from both document design and user interface design. Visual design 
concerns such elements as typc^raphy, foe use of diagrams and illustrations, and the 
use of colour. Typography for print has been extensively explored,- and there arc a 
number of texts on this subject, for instance White (1988). Certain general principles 
and guidelines are commonly accepted. It is of course a design skill, an applied art, in 
its own right, although the rise of DTP is probably giving rise to a more 
typographically literate community. Typography for interactive systems is a thorny 
issue. In general people are still not keen on reading from screens, although the 
position seems to be improving as a result of WYSIWYG interfaces which more dosely 
approximate foe look of printed text (Gould 1988). In this context it is uncertain as to 
what extent foe experience of print can be transfored to foe screen.
The use of diagrams and illustration has also been examined, for instance by 
Duchastel (1980), although much of this work has been in an educational context 
Again, foere are spedfic skills involved.
Much work has been done on colour, usually from a psychological perspective. 
Guidelines have been suggested for foe use of colour in interactive systems, for 
example Travis (1991).
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Visual design presents several problems for the hypertext designer. First there are the 
specialist skills required. There are the limitations of the contemporary VDU screen, 
not only that used by the developer but that of the eventual user. Then there is the 
software. For example, as Kahn & Lenk (1993) show, control of white space is an 
essential ingredient in typographic design, yet most software does not allow full 
control over these elements, a particular example being the way most software does 
not allow the use of margins round text blocks, a device which enables the effective 
separation of text blocks and makes for ease in finding the beginning of eadi line.
253.43  Designing for time-dependent media: sound, animation and video
We now have a substantial history of listening to broadcast and recorded sound and 
viewing film, television and video. However, these media have only recently begun to 
appear in interactive systems. Their use in hypertext documents has a number of 
implications for the designer. All these media are dynamic, conveying information via 
change over time (McKerlie and Preece 1993). Such media are hard to work with 
because of their dynamic nature - they represent a moving target for foe user of foe 
interactive system. From a hypertext design point of view this manifests itself in 
difficulties with linking to i^ccific secticms of round, video or animations, particularly 
whilst they arc playing, hi this context, foe nature of the link anchor becomes critical 
(Trigg, in Streitz 1990). The problem is that the dynamic stream - sound, animation or 
video - cannot of itself support an anchor. Some form of interface object must be 
created to represent entities within the dynamic stream. Efforts to overcome this 
problem include foe MTT AfocnaMuse project's 'HotSpots' utility (Midion 1993). Even 
when a technique for embedding buttons within a video stream is developed, foere 
remains foe problem of representing foe buttons to foe user in most cases, to see foe 
video it is necessary for foe button to be transparent and unlabelled. This raises the 
questions of how to alert foe user to foe presence of foe button, and how to let them 
know what happens when they press foe button.
Another area of ooncem is that of media integration, raised by Laurel et al. (1990). This
refers to foe phenomenon of 'media ghettos', where hierarchical structuring leads to a
failure to access material in other media forms in a hypertext document. Such media
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segregation is heightened by the lack of conventions - as well as the technical and 
representational difficulties mentioned above - for linking to other media to parallel 
familiar print conventions such as footnotes and glossaries. It is further enhanced by 
the media biases which both developers and users bring to the authoring situation. 
F6r instance. Laurel et al. found that user trials of a multimedia database showed that 
users questioned the validity of video segments because they looked like TV and were 
therefore untrustworthy. Wright (1993) suggests there may be a cognitive cost to 
change in media mode in hypertexts, citing work which found changes from text to 
auditory or visual information increased the necessity for users to reread text (Black et 
al. 1992, in Wright 1993).
Ofoer general issues such as the specialist hardware and software requiranaits (rf 
multimedia are always considerations for the designer.
As far as the design process is concerned, multimedia elements present a new 
dimension for the designer in that the conventions that are used, for instance in 
computer science or in writing, for representing aspects of the design process, like 
data flow diagrams or outlines, do not exist for integrating multimedia elements with 
hypertext. A popular solution is the use of some form of structure diagram combined 
with stoxy boards (Berk & Devlin 1991), but this is not extensively explored. Hodges 
and Sasnett (1993) have suggested that a theoretical basis for discussing and 
representing multimedia elements could be adapted from the film theory concepts of 
montage and mise-en-scène.
253.4.4 User interface design as process
We have already locked at user interfrce design from the point of view of the artefact. 
It is also necessary to examine it in design process terms, as another 'messy* problem 
for the designer to deal with. The key questions here are where and how user interface 
design fits into the hypertext development process.
The answers depend to a large extent on one's conception of the product design and
development cyde. If one assumes that user-centred design is important - and mc%t
contemporary thought in HCI and user interface design suggests that it is - then it
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must be integrated into the hypertext design cycle. Although most writers on 
hypertext design are clear as to the need for attention to foe user interface, exactly 
where user intertece design fits into foe design process is not extensively explored.
User-centred design aims to overcome foe weaknesses of design processes that 
concentrate excessively on formal scientific and software engineering methods. There 
are several key techniques involved, although not all of these are used in all cases. 
They are all intended to involve the user in foe design process: user analysis, task 
analysis, iterative prototyping. The latter implies that foe systems account of design, 
analysis, synthesis, evaluation, foat is widely employed in the design of interactive 
systems, has been rejected in terms of a model which more closely resembles what 
designers actually do, eg. Hix 6  Hartson (1993). That is, they spend a lot of time 
cycling bade to earlier stages and revising foeir d ^gn  in foe light of tests to see how 
well foe design fits foe user's needs. In a sense, iteration is an extension of foe 
traditional systems phase of requirements gathering, only it acknowledges that 
requirements cannot be gathered in advance of actual artefiicts being shown to and 
used by foe users. However, iteration also can be seen as a moving back of foe 
traditional evaluation phase so that it takes place as early as possible. Summative 
evaluation is really too late to change a system; it can only improve the next one. 
Therefore evaluation must take place earlier and be formative in purpose.
Methods may also reflect foe social context of design to a greater or lesser extent, 
looking at real users in real-world situations. A range of participative and co­
operative design methods can be employed where it is felt foat the user and other 
stakeholders should be actively involved in foe design process. For instance, Wixon 
and Whiteside (1990) describe a process of 'contextual design' which involves users as 
partners in foe development process, and Greenbaum and Kyng (1991) explore a 
number of participative design techniques and strat%ies.
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Task analysis
In the broader context of software systems development, task analysis is clearly part 
of the analysis phase and its incorporation into the design process diould foerefore be 
unproblematic in terms of timing. In terms ctf a traditional systems life cyde model 
like the waterfall model, task analysis represents an element in thé system 
investigation phase of analysis (Avison and Rtzgerald 1988). Problems wifo task 
analysis come in terms of selection of method, foe appropriate level of analysis, and 
ways o£ representing foe analysis.
Task analysis essentially means identifying foe task(s) foe user must perform at an 
appropriate level of detail. What is meant by task is not always as clear-cut as might 
be thought. For instance. Draper (1993) has suggested a number of task types. Hence 
task analysis methods vary widely, a number of techniques having been suggested 
and applied. These can bo divided into three broad typco, according to whethca: the 
analysis is concerned wifo foe cognition, practice or logic of the task (Payne & Green 
1989). Diaper (1989) explores a small selection of methods in some detail, and 
Jcnassen et al. (1989) present a wider range of possibilities. The most commonly found 
type is hierarchical task analysis, in which the task is broken down into sub-tasks and 
operations. This is essentially practice-based. Cognitive task analysis (Johnson 1992) is 
oriented towards foe application of cognitive theory to task situations by modelling 
the cognitive processes foat are engaged in task situations.
Task in hypertext
Although foe importance of task in hypertext design is recognised (eg. Wright 1989,
Langford and Brown 1993), the busmcss of exactly how to do task analysis for
hypertext is somewhat neglected, with the exception of Jonasscn ct al. (1989) who
identify several techniques such as pattern noting as especially suitable for hypertext
task analysis, and Dillon (1994). Jonassen explores a number of methods for doing task
analysis without looking particularly closely at foe design context, whilst Dillon
concentrates on task analysis in foe context of a design framework for the creation of
electronic text which involves foe creation of a task model. It is not really Dillon's
purpose to examine task analysis mcfoods in detail, but the operation of a selection of
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methods is detailed. There is perhaps a problem in foat foe users of hypertext systems 
may be diverse, and foeir tasks may also be diverse. Tasks foat are done using 
hypertext also tend to involve a substantive cognitive element, which is also less 
amenable to task analysis. Some suggested techniques for task analysis in hypertext 
design include pattern-noting (Jonassen et al. 1989) and structured interview wifo 
simulated verbal protocols (Dillon 1994).
User analysis
The designer of interactive systems clearly needs to know who the users are and what 
foeir needs and capabilities are. Designers are often reluctant to engage in fois ((Jould 
1988), especially when faced wifo a heterogeneous population. This means studying 
users' various characteristics: 'cc^nitive, behavioural, anthropometric and attitudinal', 
and also foe work which they wish to accomplish (Gould & Lewis 1985). This in turn 
involves answering a series of questions: what knowledge do they bring wifo foem 
about using computer systems, about how computers work? What shared 
characteristics do they have demographically, in terms of professional role, and 
educationally?
A useful perspective for understanding foe human aspect of user interfoce design is to 
foink in terms of stakeholders, rather than solely in terms of users. Although users are 
very important, they are not foe only people concerned with foe development and 
final user of any system or document. The authorities who commission an artefact, 
those who pay for it, maintain it, are displaced by it or are otherwise affected by it are 
foe stakeholders. Dealing wifo foese various interests may involve a series of trade­
offs between foe various interested parties.
253 .45  Structuring information for hypertext
One of foe most perplexing questions for designers of hypertext systems is how to 
structure foe information to be included. There are a number of aspects to this.
One consideration is, should foe original document structure be retained, or should it
be reorganised in a new purely hypertextual form? There is some debate about fois.
Some, for instance Glushko (1990) consider foat retaining foe original document
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structure is a good way of familiarising the user with this new medium, especially in 
cases where foere is a long-established set of conventions for information presentation 
and access. Others, such as Brown (1989b), claim that firstly foe very idea of hypertext 
contradicts foe way in which traditional printed documents are structured, and 
secondly foat to tie our hypermedia documents to foese older forms is to deny 
ourselves foe opportunity to use the new functions that hypertext offers. A framework 
is presented by McKerlie and Preece (1993), who suggest foat there is a choice of 
authoring strategies. These are Carlson's 'shred and thread', where formerly linear 
documents are decomposed and the various relationships between ideas and concepts 
are elucidated. Nelson's organic evolution of hypertext trails through a body of 
documents which are linked by reader exploration, and beginning from scratch to 
develop a hypertext structure as foe conceptual structure emerges.
It is likely foat much depends on foe form of foe hypermedia document, in 
conjunction of course wifo foe user population concerned and foe task. Where foere is 
a familiar and long-established form, foere is often a very good case for retaining this 
format. A good example, explored by Glushko (1990) is foat of foe encyclopaedia, 
which can be seen as a hypertext document struggling to escape foe confines of the 
print medium. The typical encyclopaedia structure and format is fairly standard. 
Users have an extensive un derstanding of this, based on its long use, and foe 
information contained is already chunked and cross-referenced in a way that lends 
itself to electronic linking. Hypertext versions simply support and enhance this 
existing structure.
Where the document's structure is more distinctly linear in nature, such 
considerations do not arise. In this case, hypertext may not be a wise choice at all, as 
foe opportunities for linking are minimal (Alschuler 1989). A classic case of this is of 
course the traditional novel, where the author's control as to what is revealed when is 
intrinsic to foe form. More broadly, as a significant component of foe creation of 
written documents is the linearisation of complex networks of material, it is arguable 
that existing documents may frequently prove to be unsuitable candidates for 
hypertext conversion, or at least only into a hypertext structure of a sequential type.
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Essentially what matters is the underlying information sfructure. Information often 
has an existing overt structure that can be used as the base structure, for instance 
categories, chronology, location or continuum in terms of size, importance etc
In broad terms, for hypermedia purposes, information can be divided into two types - 
sequential and non-sequential. When dealing with sequential information, the 
problem is how to break foat information into chunks that work as hypermedia nodes.
If hypertext has a real advantage over more conventional means of holding 
information on computer, it is in foe ability to link related subjects and concepts, to 
enable a progression from one chunk of information to the next that reflects semantic 
relationships. For hypertext to work most creatively it should enable foe user to 
elucidate relationships between topics that have not been pre-ordained by the author. 
The difficulty comes when we try to translate foe information structure into a 
hypertext structure. Li theory foe information structuré should map directly into 
hypertext; in practice there are a number of factors that make this more difficult.
To make a hypertext structure demands linking. An important issue here is whefoer 
to link automatically or manually. Linking by hand is hard work. It usually means 
'hard-wiring' foe links. It means making decisions about each individual link to be 
included. It is suggested foat hand-linked hypertexts benefit from retaining original 
document structures (Alschuler 1989). A large hypertext may be too big a task for 
hand linking. Automatic linking is a possible solution, but lacks foe capacity to 
discriminate and may foerefore link like to like on purely lexical grounds. The need to 
check may obviate any labour savings, although such checks could be comWned wifo 
checks for dangling links. In any case such techniques are limited to foose wifo accMS 
to extensive scripting and programming resources, not being available wifo 
commercial authoring tcxxls.
Also a problem from foe designer's point of view is how to develop a set of rhetorical 
conventions for linking. As mentioned earlier foere are guidelines (eg. Landow 1989) 
which may assist foe designer in deciding on conventions, but tiiis is a problematic 
task, in particular because link representation may call for foe use of typographic
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conventions which dash with those used to represent particular kinds of information, 
such as headings, sub-headings and other emphasised text.
253 .4.6 Information systems design
Are hypertexts information systems? They appear to ^are  certain common 
characteristics. However, definitions of information systems typically place them in 
organisational settings and roles (e.g. Avison & Fitzgerald 1988, Olle et al. 1993), and 
often give them certain dynamic characteristics: the output of progress reports or the 
processing of sales information. The typical information system is an information 
processing system. It is also cdear that an information system need not be 
computerised, as Buckingham's definition indicates: "An information system is a 
human activity (social) system which may or may not involve the use of computer 
systems." (Buckingham, in Avison & Rtzgerald, 1988 p7-8). Hypertext can be used for 
a number of purposes, induding information systems, and an electronic prospectus 
could certainly be described as an information system, alfoough in terms of scale and 
central importance to the organisation it would be regarded as a rather minor one. 
This means that there is an extra layer of design issues to be dealt with and integrated 
into the design piocMS, just as for instence a hypertext document for educational 
purposes would have to deal wifo pedagogic issues. Treating hypertext systems as 
information systems is actually relatively uncommon in foe literature, both of 
hypertext and of information systems, although techniques from this and related 
domains are sometimes adapted for hypertext use (e g. Perlman 1989).
At this point it is sufficient to note foat information systems design is a complex and 
frustrating practice, foe pitfalls and problems of which have been extensively 
discussed (e.g. Mumford and Henshall 1979, Checkland 1981, Avison 6  Rtzgerald 
1988, Jayaratna 1994).
2.6.1 ELECTRONIC PROSPECTUS DESIGN PROBLEMS
Although there appear to be no problems relating to hypertext electronic prospectuses
described in foe literature, examination of hypertext design problems in general
suggests certain areas of concern. One can expect that at least some of foe problems
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associated with hypertext design will be apparent. For instance, there are a number of 
possibly contradictory interests that may need to be satisfied, from the HE institution 
authorities to prospective students. Other issues are hypertext-spedfic. Having an 
established paper counterpart gives the developer foe difficult decision of whefoer to 
adapt foe paper version or design from scratch (McKerlie and Preece, 1993). 
Prospectuses have to have regular updating and therefore must be designed to make 
this as easy as possible.
2.6.2 HYPERTEXT DESIGN
2.6.2.1 Existing design solutions
When foe author first investigated this subject, only one model applicable to hypertext 
application design (as opposed to data models applicable to hypertext system 
development) existed, Garzotto et al.'s (1993) Hypertext Design Model (HDM). This 
was developed into a fully fledged design methodology during foe course of this 
research. Object Oriented Hypertext Design Method (OOHDM, Shwabe aind Rossi 
1995). There were only two published design methodologies specifically for hypertext, 
those of Van Vliet & Wilson (1993), and Perlman (1989). Although both presented 
interesting aspects, both lacked detailed techniques for managing foe hypertext deagn 
process. Of foe two, Perlman's was foe more interesting, borrowing data flow 
diagram techniques from information systems design, but it had originally been 
intended as a methodology for doing research into hypertext, and as such did not 
appear ideally suited to foe production of final designs. Van Vliet and Wilson also 
borrowed database design concepts, grafting these onto a description of foe hypertext 
design process. Whilst this research was in progress, a further development in design 
methodologies for hypertext was Isakowitz et al.'s (1995) Relationship Management 
Methodology (RMM). This is characterised by a clearly delineated data model which 
is based on cntity-relationship modelling and is a development of HDM and its 
successor, HDM2. The design methodology is described in some detail, and indudes 
an overview diagram of procedures, which reveals the method(^ogy to be mainly 
concerned wifo foe middle phases of design, post-analysis and pre-evaluation. There
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are also some guidelines for entity-relationship design and navigation, and an 
example of the metiiodology's use for a higher education departmental handbook.
These methodologies tend to draw extensively from fields such as software 
engineering and database design. It is arguable that such techniques require at least 
some specialised knowledge, being intended in tiieir original role for use by trained 
analysts. For the author whose primary purpose is to design a hypertext document 
tiiis may be inappropriate.
There are also a number of descriptions of tiie total hypertext design process which 
have something in common with design methodologies, such as those described 
above by Shnêderman (1989) and Martin (1990), but these also tend to be short of 
detail, However, they do have the advantage of being comprehensible to non­
specialists.
There are a number of general HCI guidelines which have some applicability to 
hypertext, for instance those by Brown (1988), and Smitii and Mosier (1986), and 
guidelines specifically for hypertext development have been produced for instance 
Hardman & Sharratfs (1990) which were adapted from the previous authors' 
guidelines for hypertext, but these are largely artefact-oriented, and give very little 
consideration to design process and authoring aspects. Exceptions include Brooks
(1993), but this is aimed at the technical authoring domain. There are interesting 
arguments against the use and value of guidelines and methodologies, which are 
considered in Chapter 4.
A wide range of otiier techniques exist to help software and user interface designers. 
These include software diagrauuning tools; support for documentiktion; project 
management tools; task analysis support, for instance Dillon's TTMS framework
(1994); easy prototyping techniques; brainstorming techniques; graphic tools and 
visual programming software (Perez 1991), and techniques for exploring and 
displaying alternatives such as storyboarding. Most of these techniques have been 
applied in hypertext design - the literature has a number of references to them - but
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their use is rarely detailed, and many of the techniques are specific to particular 
software environments.
2.7 Conclusions
In general, the literature appears to show that, using the framework adopted in this 
review, the emphasis to date has been on the artefact and die user, to die neglect of die 
designer and the design process. The next area of concern should be, how does one 
make design easier yet still maintain quality of product? Current research concerns in 
hypertext show a move towards greater consideration of authoring and design 
aspects, and it dierefore seems appropriate to examine this area more closely.
Many articles are evaluatory, or are concerned with functional or interface issues. Of 
course these cannot - and should not - be divorced from design, but one cannot help 
but fed diat the author is still neglected, that there is still very little material diat 
suggests ways to do hypertext effectivdy. There is a great deal of dedgn advice in the 
literature, but much of this is scattered and contradictory.
To sum up, issues identified from the literature indude tiie following key points;
1. Although the hypertext design proems has been reported in a number of places, 
often on the basis of first-hand experience, very few of tiiese represent systematic 
attempts to study the process. There is a large body of design guidance available, 
some of it codified into principles and guidelines, but much of this material is 
scattered between subject areas such as hypertext itself, HO, tedhnical writing and on­
line documentation. The situation is furtiier complicated by the extension of hypertext 
to indude multimedia elements, and the consequent related design guidance.
2. Relatively limited attention has been directed towards support for hypertext 
designers. Design methodologies for hypertext are limited in scope and detail. 
Hypertext design guidelines to date appear to emphasise tiic quality of the r^ulting 
product ratiier than the design process. Many of them are derived from other areas, 
for instance HCI and are not specific to hypertext. There are still few texts which draw 
together useful design techniques in an easily applicable manner.
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3. There is consequenüy a space for a hypertext design metiiodology that can provide 
a flexible yet helpful working environment for the less experienced hypertext designer 
(which may be most of us).
The implications of these points are developed in the next chapter, which explains the 
rationale and methods used in the study.
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3: Rationale and Methodology for 
this Research
3.1 Aims: what this research seeks to do
The focus of this research was the hypertext design process, and its principal objective 
was to produce a hypertext design methodology. The following research aims were 
adopted:
3.1.1 OVERALL RESEARCH AIMS
The overall aim was to develop a hypertext design methodology. Electronic 
prospectuses appeared as a useful focus for the research. They cover a constrained 
body of knowledge, hence their size is similar to that of many actual hypertext 
documents, which despite the dreams of the hypertext evangelists are rarely more 
than a few hundred megabytes at most, and in the current phase are frequently 
distributed on CD-ROM. They are not fixed bodies of knowledge, but require 
revision, usually at yearly intervals. They are likely to incorporate more than one or 
two media types.
This could be sub-divided into more specific objectives:
1. To obtain a further understanding of the hypertext development 
process, particularly for hypertext electronic prospectuses, and more 
generally for other small to medium hypertexts for information 
provision.
2. To produce an accessible design methodology initially for the 
developers of small to medium hyperkxt electronic prospectuses, but 
capable of generalisation to the development of other small to medium 
hypertexts for information provision.
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3.2 What areas of knowledge are relevant?
The literature review has already given some indication of this. The research territory 
is seen as the hypertext design subject area and a numt>er of 'messy' problem areas, 
including writing and document design, visual design, designing for time-dependent 
media, user interface design as process, hypertext information design, and 
information systems design, were identified. Relevant disciplines and fields include 
human-computer interface design, information systems design, psychology, and 
computer science.
3.3 What we already know: implications of the 
iiterature review
It is clear that we already have an extensive knowledge of hypertext focusing on the 
user's problems and point of view. There have been a number of studies which 
examine hypertext use and the implications for best practice in the design of 
hypertext ^stems and documents of that use. Hypertext design as a process or a task 
is less well documented. The literature review showed that there have been relatively 
few systematic reports of foe hypertext design process, although a number of papers 
and texts deal with various aspects of foe design process. Support for hypertext 
designers tends to be oriented towards the attributes of the product rather than 
towards the actual process of design and authoring. There were no comprehensive or 
fully elaborated methodologies at foe time of foe literature review, although HDM 
appears to be developing in this direction with foe development based upon it of the 
Object Oriented Hypertext Design Method (Schwabe and Rossi 1995),
There are a wide variety of hypertext applications and uses. The evidence of the
literature suggests that it is unwise to over-generalise from specific task domains and
user groups to hypertext generally. There is considerable force behind the arguments
advanced by workers in the eigonomics and HQ fields for being highly specific in
one's approach to foe design of interactive ^ e m s  in general. In the case of hypertext
there is a huge range of potential document types, users and tasks. Hence there is
substantial support for the idea that any design advice must be constrained to
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particular contexts of application. The question is, to what extent can one make 
generalisations about hypertext design? To put forward a design methodology or 
other kind of design guidance is effectively to make a generalisation or 
generalisations about hypertext design. There are a number of aigtoi'ents put forward 
against such advice in the literature, for instance those advanced by Dillon (1994). 
However, the possibility exists that some limited but valid and useful generalisations 
may be made. Not all of the design process directly concerns the user, and not all 
design guidance need involve the user. For instance techniques for representing the 
hypertext design exist independently of the user's interest, even though it may be 
advantageous to use techniques which are comprehensible to the user. It is also 
arguable that design guidance relating to the final document can still be used with 
care despite reservations, and tiiis question is considered in Chapter 4.
More generally, the literature review reveals that there are issues in the design of 
hypertext which require exploration. Hypertext authoring as a subject of study apart 
from hypertext systems and issues has been relatively neglected, although there are 
some accounts of the hypermedia design task. Yet hypemiedia applications in general 
present a number of unique challenges. As is shown in the literature review, the 
design of hypertext applications is a complex task which requires the designer to 
become involved in a set of messy problems. Difficulties are compounded because 
those involved in hypertext projects may come from a number of different 
backgrounds possessing widely varying skills. If the people concerned have to work 
together, this range of skills and perspectives renders the process of collaboration 
more difficult
What the literature rarely reveals is the authentic voice of the designer/author - 
articles like Brockmann et al.'s (1989) being somewhat rare. Although there are many 
reports on individual projects, some more detailed than others (eg. the SuperBook 
project, Egan et al. 1989) these seldom seem to reveal all the problems and the 
difficulties faced, preferring to emphasise specific and currently significant aspects, 
for instance architectural and other technical aspects (Meyorowitz 1986) or iteration
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with users (Egan et al. 1989). The more prosaic questions of how the designer coped 
with the design task and process are relatively neglected.
We do not know very much about electronic prospectuses. As a subject for hypertext 
they generate little excitement for their own sakes. However, they exemplify a kind of 
hypertext document which has Ireen particularly neglected by the literature, which 
has tended to emphasise either large scale ^stems or small projects for research 
purposes. The typical text prospectus is of short book length. Hypertexts based on this 
material are therefore smaller than such items as CD-ROM encyclopaedias but still 
sufficiently substantial as to present a variety of design problems. As information 
systems they present aspects which may be generalisable to other hypertext 
information ^stems: their main user group consists of novice and occasional users; 
the task concerned is likely to be a fairly specific information-seeking task.
3.3.1 Why a hypertext design methodology is 
worthwhile
This information suggests that a complete detailed hypertext design methodology is a 
worthwhile goal, alUiough it has been suggested that there is no need for hypertext- 
spedfic design methodologies (McKnight and Dillon 1995). It contributes another 
alternative to the hypertext methodologies so far developed. It forces a reappraisal of 
what is already known about hypertext design. It explores the extent to which the 
design of individual documents may be systematised. Even though the application of 
design methodology may prove to be premature, or even a cul-de-sac in the evolution 
of hypertext, a comprehensive description of the hypertext design task is worthwhile.
3.3.1.1 THE EXISTING DESIGN METHODOLOGIES
Existing design methodologies - as opposed to other accounts of foe hypertext design 
process - are based on database design precepts. Many of these methods are not fully 
developed if compared to information systems design methodologies like SSADM for 
instance. Techniques are not described in full, and there are no documentation aids or 
other tools included. In fairness it should be said that the only widespread accounts of
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these methods occur in published papers, which quite probably do not represent the 
methods completely, but there is no indication that these methods are any more than 
outlines of procedures. The exception is HDM, which has been described extensively, 
and has a set of associated software tools under development (Schwabe 1992, 
C^zotto 1993, Schwabe and Rossi 1995). They all consist of general descriptions of a 
set of procedures, with a diagram showing the relationship of these procedures to 
each other. There are varying amounts of detail in the description of each procedure. 
The methodologies are considered below:
* Asynchronous design methodology (Perlman 1989)
This is quite detailed in overall terms, although apart from the use of data flow 
diagrams it does not outline any particular tools. Having originally been intended as a 
method of development for hypertext research, it assumes that development is an 
ongoing process and is based on an iterative model foat makes it hard to know where 
to start and where to stop. There are of course arguments for this, which are dealt 
with in Chapter 7.
* Relationship Management Methodology (RMM) Isakowitz et aL (1995)
This is the most recent example, having appeared during the course of this work. This 
is the most detailed, and demonstrates how entity-relationship techniques might be 
used to specify the structure of information in a hypertext document In this it 
resembles HDM, but it pays more attention to the later stages of development, such as 
text authoring and conversion and interface design.
* Van VUet and Wilson (1993)
This is a rarely dted design methodology. It provides a fairly thin account of a set of 
procedures based on database experience and a few key sources such as Conklin
(1987), and describes steps and tasks in hypertext design.
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• Hypertext Development Model (HDM) (Gazzotto et aL 1993) and Object Oriented 
Hypertext Design Method (OOHDM) (Schwabe and Rossi 1995)
As indicated in the literature review, HDM is strictly a model rather than a 
methodology. In accordance with this it does not attempt to provide procedures or 
techniques for all parts of the hypertext design process. What it does is support the 
description of the information structure of the subject matter of hypertext 
documentation. In this it resembles such common techniques from the database 
domain as the Endty-Relationship model.
HDM has more recently evolved into OOHDM, which describes a four-step process in 
which an object oriented model is built at each stage in the process. The steps are 
Domain Analysis, Navigational Design, Abstract Interface Design and 
Implementation. This methodology claims to differ from RMM in two key aspects. 
Firstly it emphasises navigational and abstract interface design issues, and secondly, 
by adopting the object oriented design paradigm, it claims to support the reuse of 
components.
Both HDM and OOHDM, and RMM are firmly rooted in systematic design concepts 
found in software engineering and database design. This renders them relatively 
difficult to use for designers from other backgrounds. It is questionable as to whether 
this approach is necessary or desirable for all authors of hypertext, and the contention 
in this research is essentially that an alternative approach, systematic yet accessible, is 
required.
3.4 Research design (1): what do we need to 
make a methodology?
Before considering the various alternative research approaches and methods, it is 
important to consider the general methodological orientation of the research. How is 
the research positioned with regard to philosophies and approaches to inquiry, and 
what kind of research is it: does it seek to describe, to explore or explain? The next 
section explores the theoretical context of the research.
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3.4.1 THEORETICAL CONTEXT
3.4.1.1 Rationalism and pragmatism
To locate the research in terms of methodological orientation, it is necessary to 
consider the most common orientations. The traditional scientific orientation, 
Cartesian rationalism, embraces four approaches to computer ^stem  design: 
cognitive modelling; formal theory; methodology, and empirical studies (Coyne 
1995). This approach has been extensively criticised in recent years, both with regard 
to computer ^stems design in general (Winograd & Flores 1986), and hom domains 
such as information ^ te m s  design (Hirschheim 1985). Such critiques can be broadly 
described as pragmatic Their basis is in practice. They highlight the difficulties of 
knowmg anything outside of context Practice in the rational tradition is distinguished 
from theory and follows from i t
3.4.1.2 Positivism & interpretivism
Another important categorisation is the common distinction between positivist and 
interpretative approaches. (Ralliera (1985) gives one version of this in which he divides 
the two approaches into scientific and interpretative approaches. The former covers 
such methods as laboratory and field experiments, surveys, case studies, theorem 
proof, forecasting and simulation. The latter includes subjective/argumentative 
approaches, action research, role-playing, futures research, descriptive-interpretative 
research and reviews. A development of this is Orlikovski and Baroud's (1991) 
division into three research paradigms: positivist (ie rationalist), interpretivist and 
critical.
3.4.1.3 Positivism and post-positivism and this work
If one applies the typical categories of sdentific/positivist v interpretativism to the 
methods used in this thesis then one would say that these methods are quite 
conventional. But in some senses this work can be seen as having a 
hermeneutic/interprétât!vist perspective, as it concerns the interpretation of existing 
design guidance, the interpretation of people's design activities via case studies, and
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uses the author's own, highly subjective, experiences in electronic prospectus design 
as data. Yet methods such as secondary research and case studies are frequently 
regarded as part of the conventional positivist approach for instance Williams et al
(1988) and Galliers (1992). The general approach taken in this study is not so much 
'anti-positivist' but more what Hirschheim (1985) calls 'post-positivist' - doing 
something scientific but with an awareness of the rule of subjectivism, the need for 
context and interpretation. Such allowance for subjectivity is only rig^t and proper in 
a domain which concerns the subjective experience of the designer, and the need to 
support the designer in that experience. In Thimbleby's (1990) phrase, ' . . .  science is 
necessary but not sufficient: rationalism is a powerful basis for understanding, but 
something more is sometimes needed.'.
3.4.1.4 The task-artefact cycle.
Carroll's (1989) notion of the task-artefact cycle represents an attempt to reconnect 
practice with theory. The task-artefact cycle is the idea that a designed artefact is, 
within the design context, the equivalent of a theory in science. When one designs any 
artefact (though Carroll is more concerned with interactive systems), one is effectively 
saying 'this is my theory about how this kind of artefact should be, and how it can be 
used". In other words, a designed object represents the existing state of the designer's 
knowledge. This knowledge is tested by using the artefact to perform the task it was 
designed to do, in other words, the task sets requirements for the artefact In the 
process of use, the artefact may also redefine the task that it was designed to do - 
Carroll cites the example of the way that typewriting, word processors and DTP 
successivdy changed office tasks. So the task-artefact cycle Is the cycle from tasks to 
requirements to artefacts, then to possibilities afforded by the new artefact, and back 
to the tasks performed. Carroll suggests that the task-artefact cycle could act as a 
framework for research and theory building in HQ, by employing design rationale, a 
detailed history of an artefact and its role, scenario-based design, a technique 
involving imagining an artefact in use before it is built, and representing this in 
various ways, for instance by storyboarding.
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A common categorisation, which to some extent cuts across the research orientations, 
is to divide research into exploratory, descriptive or explanatory research, exploratory 
being the first familiarisation with the research topic and early theory development, 
descriptive being work on providing 'the context for adjusting and testing a theory, 
and explanatory being research that 'tests the extent to which a theory adequately 
represents the phenomenon being studied' (Williams, Rice & Rogers 1988 p46). This 
categorisation is not easy to apply to the context of this research, which contains some 
elements of all three categories but does not fall clearly into any one. A more useful 
alternative for this situation is the classification used by livari (livari, in Comford and 
Smithson 1996), which divides research approaches into three kinds: constructive 
research, nomothetic research, and idiographic research. Nomothetic research is 
research using empirical data for hypothesis testing in order to produce 
generalisations from data, ultimately in the form of explanatory theory or laws. 
Idiographic research is research into cases or events, with the intention of 
understanding phenomena in context. This research can be seen ultimately as falling 
into the category of constructive research, research which is concerned with models 
and frameworks which do not describe any existing reality, but rather help to create 
one, and which do not necessarily have any "physical" realisation (eg IS development 
methodologies).
3.5 Research design (2) what are the iikeiy 
sources of information?
This section examines where information on which to base a hypertext design 
methodology might be drawn from- Before doing this it is useful to consider what a 
design methodology is: what it might consist of and how it might function. We can do 
this by examining design methodologies for hypertext and for other fields, in 
particular information systems design.
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3.5.1 INFORMATION ABOUT EXISTING DESIGN 
METHODOLOGIES: WHAT DO DESIGN 
METHODOLOGIES TYPICALLY CONSIST OF?
3.5.1.1 General examples
Design methodologies come in widely varying form. Differences occur in many 
dimensions: in terms of underlying philosophy and world view, scope ie. of which 
part of the design process is addressed, disciplinary basis, techniques and tools, and 
participants to name just some. A fairly typical example of a methodology for 
information systems design is SSADM (Nicholls 1987). This is a structured 
methodology, one of a family of methodologies which work on the basis of top-down 
decomposition. It is a hierarchical methodology consisting of a six-part set of 
procedures or 'Stages'.
The Stages are:
1. Investigation of Current System
2. Specification of Required System
3. Selection of Technical Options
4. Data Design
5. Process Design
6. Detailed Physical Design 
(Nicholls 1987)
These Stages are normally preceded by a Feaability Study. Each Stage is divided into 
Steps, which then are subdivided into Tasks. The relationship of Tasks to Steps to 
Stages is formally presented in the form of a Reference Manual which gives the 
navigational path through all these elements. Each Stage is a separate element with 
clearly defined start and end points, and as each one is finished it is subject to a 
Quality Assurance Review and must be validated and signed off before the next Stage 
can begin.
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The design process is iterative, with outputs all open to amendment Effectively 
SSADM is a highly formalised method of development, as the capitalisation above 
reveals. It is very detailed, and centres on the following of higjhly specific rules and 
guidelines. It makes use of specialised software tools. Its particular strengths are that 
by bureaucratising the development process it forces otherwise sloppy design 
procedures out and encourage and directs other participants to contribute to foe 
design exercise. How appropriate is such an approach to hypertext design?
3.5.1.2 The hypertext examples
These have been described above. They are useful sources of information despite 
presenting a somewhat narrow database design approadi to hypertext development 
Even within this constraint they provide alternative versions of what hypertext design 
procedures may be like.
3.5.1.3 Some relevant themes
Design methodologies appear to have certain consistent features. In particular, fo ^  
have an implicit or explicit model of the design tadc. They collect together a number 
of techniques for easing the process of design.
33.13.1 The systems approach
This has already been considered in foe literature review. Design méthodologie can 
all be seen as manifetations of systems thinking, and one in particular, Checkland's 
Soft Systems Methodology (1981) is a specific attempt to apply ^ te m s  thinking to 
design methodology.
33.13.2 Information systems design methodologies (ISDMs)
In information systems, a design methodology consists of a set of procedures, 
technique, tools and documentation aids (Avison & Fitzgerald 1988) intended to 
support foe developers of such ^stems. SSADM, described above, is a commonly 
used example.
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However, as was noted in the literature review, although the design of hypertext 
documents that present information has some characteristics shared with information 
systems, they do not have all the characteristics of information systems in the true 
sense. This being the case, what elements of ISDMs are relevant to hypertext 
information design? There is much variation between ISDMs, and it is difficult to 
generalise about them. However they all share a common concern with solving 
systems design problems, and the point really is, to what extent can hypertext dedgn 
problems be seen as systems design problems? Hypertext documents do not share the 
same extendve data flows that are characteristic of information systems, but they do 
have a shared concern with the management of data, and the structuring of data. It 
seems reasonable therefore to assume that at least some of the concerns of information 
systems design are shared by hypertext design.
3 5 .1 3 3  User interface design: prototypes and participation
User interface design utilises a number of methods and techniques which have been 
variously adopted for systems design. Some attempts have been made to make a 
completed design process based on user interface design needs, for instance, Hfac et 
al's (1993) Star model for design. The lack of reliable theory and models for the design 
of hypertext documents suggests that user-centred design methods involving some 
form of prototyping are likely to be a necessary part of any design methodology for 
hypertext.
35.13.4 Software engineering
Software engineering utilises a number of conceptual approaches which possess 
attractions for the hypertext designer. In particular functional decomposition is a 
manifestation of the systems approach which has proved itself of great value 
(Sommerville 1992). This is typically a 'top-down' process, in which the whole system 
is decomposed into elements, which in turn are broken down into smaller elements 
until a level of detail is reached at which a small amount of coding can represent the 
task. The alternative is to start from the bottom and work up. This 'bottom-up'
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process works by specifying and coding the small details and assembling them 
together.
Again, how relevant is this to hypertext design? This partly depends on how one 
considers the relationship of a design activity like hypertext to software design. If one 
adopts an authoring perspective, concentrating on hypertext's relationship to printed 
texts, then the software engineering paradigm seems distant. If one concentrates on 
the information aspect, then software engineering appears insignificant Hypertext 
design is not programming, although some hypertext documents in some systems 
require programming. Therefore hypertext design does not really have much in 
common with software engineering. But it could be argued, as for instance 
Sommerville (1992) does that software engineering is about software in a wider sense 
that includes analysis, maintenance and evaluation. If this is accepted then it is 
possible to see that software engineering is of relevance to hypertext design. It is 
certainly the case that software engineering fells within the ambit of qrstems design 
methods, and on those grounds alone it is arguable that there may be techniques and 
approach^ that could be relevant
3.5.2 WHAT INFORMATION DO YOU NEED TO MAKE A 
DESIGN METHODOLOGY?
A design methodology for hypertext could conceivably come from a number of data 
sources. These can be seen as dividing into two types: primary sources and secondary 
sources.
3.5.2.1 Primary sources
35.2.1.1 Personal experience
It could be based on first-hand personal experience, the accumulation of knowledge 
that comes with practice in designing hypertext This appears to be the case with 
many of the ISDMs: their antecedents are in the authors' years of experience in 
systems design. This has the advantage of being direct and rooted in real design 
situations. On the other hand, it depends on the person concerned, their perspectives
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and biases, the nature of their design experience, their educational and employment 
background, and a number of other such variables. What works for one person may 
not for another.
3 5 .2 1 2  The experiences of others
It could be based on the experience of existing hypertext designers. Questions here 
concern the extent to which generalisations can be made on the basis of this 
experience - to what extent can the lessons learnt designing one particular kind of 
system in one particular context be extended to others?
3.5 2.2 Secondary sources
35.22.1 The literature
The literature contains a wide range of material, from studies and reviews to 
collections of principles and guidelines, which may be analysed. This material 
contains much useful information, but has the disadvantage that as reported earlier, 
the literature does not contain much in the way of detailed accounts of the design 
process used in making hypertext documents. The focus is usually on some other 
aspects of hypertext The literature does hold a lot of useful design advice pertaining 
to the hypertext artefact, but this is somewhat haphazardly scattered, and would 
require extensive work to collate and organise. Alternatively one may confine oneself 
to those reports which contain more overtly expressed and accessible design 
guidance. These include descriptions of the hypertext development process, some of 
them formalised into sets of procedures and methodologies, principles, and 
guidelines.
3 5 2 2 .2  Other sources
Another potential source is repr^ented by the hypertext documents themselves. 
These have beneath the surface layer the evidence of construction, in the form 
perhaps of programmers' notes, in the style of programming, perhaps in the way in 
which screen objects are constructed and layered.
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3.5.3 SO WHAT MIGHT A HYPERTEXT DESIGN 
METHODOLOGY CONSIST OF?
For this thesis to be genuinely useful, it should contribute more than the existing 
methodologies and other design guidance. The initial conception, based largely on the 
author's prior experience, was of a set of procedures which would incorporate a 
and user analysis procedure, a hypertext structuring procedure, and an information 
design procedure. Other than this, the conception was somewhat vague. The 
literature leads one to contemplate this in more detail. On the basis of information 
systems methodologies, one would expect an overall set of procedures, perhaps but 
not necessarily in steps or stages. Coupled with this would be a set of techniques and 
possibly software tools. These would be more closely tailored to the design of 
hypertext documents. Some techniques for integrating task analysis into hypertext 
design and translating the results into hypertext structures would also have a place. 
The existing hypertext methodologies tend to concentrate on general procedures and 
could usefully be supplemented by some relevant and tailorable interface design 
guidelines for hypertext, including some guidance on how to mange the use of such 
material effectively^ Documentation aids for some of the tasks identified in the 
literature as awkward such as link management, could be included.
This is somewhat vague, but in many ways this vagueness reflects the broader 
experience of design. The development of technology is an iterative design process, 
rather than a process of transfer from scientific principle to technological application 
(Carroll, Kellogg & Rosson, 1991). This applies as much to the techniques which form 
a part of the technology in question as to the apparatus or artefacts which result. New 
inventions are built on the backs of older and lesser designs, and new ways of doing 
things, new techniques, emerge from a process of iteration. Knowing this imposes a 
tension upon research of this kind: much of what is done may seem contingent and ad 
hoc. The trick is to balance a need for acceptance of vagueness and a willingness to try 
things out with a need for a structured and logical approach to the development of 
techniques which has some scientific credibility.
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3.5.3.1 Models of design
Most methodologies have an underlying model, although this might not be overtly 
acknowledged. For instance, RMM (Isakowitz et al. 1995) is clearly based on the 
RMDM model, which is viewed as integral to the methodology. This suggests that it 
may be useful to produce a model of hypertext design. This seems like the best thing 
to base the overall set of procedures on. How would this work? In Isakovitz et al.'s 
case, the model is specific to the methodology, and is not an attempt at a description 
of what happens in hypertext development. An alternative strategy is to make a 
model of hypertext development which attempts to describe the typical development 
process and then to use that as the base for the procedure. But it is necessary to be 
careful to d is tin g u ish  between descriptive and prescriptive models here. A 
description of what happens in hypertext design may not provide an appropriate 
model for what to do in hypertext design.
3.5 3.2 Overall procedures
The overall procedure, the organisation of design phases, has a number of 
manifestations, from stepped models of process such as the 'waterfall' model to 
asynchronous models such as that underlying Perlman's design methodology (1989).
3.5.3.3 Techniques, guidelines and tools
3 5 3 3 .1  Techniques
A large part of a design methodology is the techniques it adopts. These include task 
analysis techniques, data analysis techniques, methods of notation and representation 
and diagranuning techniques.
3 5 3 3 .2  Guidelines
There are already extensive sets of guidelines for user interface design, and these have
been adapted for hypertext design, for instance Hardman and Sharratt (1990) adapted
those of Smith and Mosier (1986) and CM. Brown (1988). Such guidelines are not
without controversy. They have been criticised for several reasons, many of which
were well summed up by Dillon (1990). They tend to suffer from over-rigid
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interpretation at the expense of user-specific, and task-specific requirements. 
Sometimes they become set in tablets of stone over time, potentially risky in a fast- 
changing field. Sometimes they are simply wrong. However it is the author's 
contention that administered cautiously these aids to design may be of value. These 
issues are paid fu rther attention in  Chapter 4.
3 5 3 3 3  Tools
Tools, as defined by Avison and Fitzgerald (1988), refers to software-based support 
for design. This is an interesting area, and a number of hypertext design tools have 
been suggested and produced (Perez 1991). However, this subject was considered as 
being outside the scope of the present study. Some further comments on this topic are 
made in the concluding chapter.
3.6 Research design (3) What are the best
methods for getting the required information?
3.6.1 CHOOSING RESEARCH METHODS: A REVIEW OF 
ALTERNATIVES
Given the methodological orientation described above, and the range of possible data 
sources, no one research method appeared totally adequate. Consequently, a 
pluralistic approach was considered appropriate for this research problem, with a 
number of options being considered and eventually three methods adopted.
3.6.1.1 The options
Having decided that the research in question is constructive research, what research 
methods are appropriate to this type of research? Williams et al (1988) describe a 
number of possible research methods appropriate to the study of new media:
3.6.1.1.1 Positivist approaches
These include such methods as experiments, quasi-experiments, surveys, 
longitudinal, field studies, archival research, forecasting, content analysis and case
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studies. Such methods have been extensively criticised in recent years. In particular 
they are singled out for ignoring the way in which social contexts are constructs not 
given realities. They do not take into account the uniqueness of human situations and 
the values inherent in researchers and the methods and theories thqr adopt
3.6.1.12 Interpretative approaches
Sometimes known as anti-positivism or naturalism, and increasingly common in 
information systems research. Methods associated with this approach include 
ethnographic methods and action research.
3.6.1.13 Methods used in relevant areas
Common methods found in the hypertext, information systems, HCI and other 
related literature include hands-on practice, the design and making of artefacts, 
laboratory and field experiments, mathematical modelling, and case studies.
3.6.1.2 Choice of methods
Within this framework, a number of alternatives could be considered. The key point is 
that the research was pragmatic in outlook: the overriding rationale being to find 
information that helped the construction of the methodology. It was felt necessary to 
have some data about what existing designers of hypertext systems do, and it was felt 
that this data should come from experience with similar systems. However, the 
relative novelty of the area suggested that there were unlikely to be sufficient 
instances to use survey methods. Participative and action research approaches were 
not felt to be practical. Hence the idea of a case study approach was adopted.
The project as originally envisaged intended the creation of a prototype electronic 
prospectus followed by evaluation and the development of a generalised model or 
methodology on the basis of this work As explained above this method is common in 
the relevant disciplines. However, this approach presents certain problems. Although 
it is possible to make analytical as opposed to statistical generalisations on the bams of 
a single case (Yin 1994), one is faced with the need to deal with one's own biases 
where that case concerns a system of one's own design. Consequently it was decided
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to explore other methods of supporting data gained in this way. Quantitative 
methods were seen as likely to be inappropriate given the relatively small number of 
hypertext developers and the difficulties involved in finding a representative 
population. Experimental methods were ruled out on similar grounds: it would have 
been very difficult to find sufficient skilled participants with the time to become 
involved. Participant observation was also regarded as impractical. Case studies were 
suggested as a way of giving an alternative set of perspectives. It was also considered 
that the considerable body of knowledge that already existed could not be ignored. 
Some form of secondary research was therefore necessary. The problem was how to 
include this material without a disproportionate amount of labour. Much of this 
material has already been summarised and codified to some extent in the form of 
design guidance such as guidelines, principles, models and methodology. This 
material could be collated and organised, and the resulting condensation be 
incorporated into the proposed methodology.
The result was a combined methodology which has its precedents both in the social 
sciences generally in the notion of triangulation, which uses the idea of cross-checking 
inferences from more than one data source (Denzin 1994), and more specifically in the 
fields of HQ and information systems, for instance triangulation was used by Trauth 
& CyCoimor; using a set of qualitative methods (1991). A similar approach is 
advocated by Galliers (1991). Such an approach has the advantages of dealing more 
effectively with complex situations, and the changing requirements that emerge 
during a research intervention (Mingers 1996).
The three research processes which were adopted were the construction of a 
prototype electronic prospectus, the collation and classification of a range of existing 
hypertext design guidance, and case studies of design teams working on electronic 
prospectuses. This would be followed by the construction of a hypertext design 
methodology.
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3.6.2 THE METHODS CHOSEN
The three-way approach adopted therefore consisted of the following elements:
3.6.2.1 Review and classification of existing design guidance
This comes under the heading of archival and secondary research in Williams' review 
of methods. Such research involves the use of materials including published 
methodologies, principles, guidelines, rules and other design guidance. Analysis 
would consist of a classification or taxonomy of the material, to identify its relevance 
to various aspects of the proposed methodology.
3.G.2.2 Prototype
The design of a prototype document, involving an exploration of the design situation 
including task and user analysis as appropriate, and the design and construction of a 
prototype or prototypes.
3 6.2.3 Case study
It was hoped to find an example or examples of electronic prospectus design, and to 
study how the project or projects were conducted using a case study methodology 
designed to allow generalisation from single cases or linked cases as appropriate. The 
case study method was seen as appropriate because if conducted correctly it enables 
generalisations to be make from a very limited number of data jpoints.
3.6.2.4 Integrating the methods
Having decided that this is an appropriate approach, it is then necessary to consider 
how the three methods should be integrated together, firstly in terms of the sequence 
that they should be performed in and secondly in terms of the integration of the data 
into a methodology.
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3.7 Research design (4): how does one construct 
a design methodology from this Information?
3.7.1 RELATIONSHIP OF THE DATA SOURCES
The initial work concentrated on the review and classification of the various design 
guidance elements found. This began with the construction of a table summarising 
and classifying a number of design guidance sources. This was followed by the 
construction of an early prototype of an electronic prospectus , partly informed by 
this material. These provided some loosely formulated data on which to base the case 
study protocol, in particular providing ideas for appropriate interview questions. The 
whole process was to a laige extent an iterative process, in that the aise study then 
provoked a re-evaluation of the other parts, and future work on these. The original 
prototype was discarded and a further prototype constructed. In the meantime, the 
guidelines were imported into a database and reclassified. During the period of the 
project, the question of what a design methodology for hypertext might be like was 
also addressed, and a simple design methodology for hypertext development was 
produced by synthesising a numb^ of edsting hypertext methodologies and similar 
design guidance to produce a model of the hypertext design process. Whilst being 
somewhat over-dependent on conventional structured design methods, this proved 
useful in providing a framework for the construction of case study interview 
questions, and to a limited extent informed the construction of the second prototype.
The prototype later functioned as a 'test-bed' for the various methodology elements, 
with a range of techniques and procedures being tried out using the prospectus as 
raw material.
3.7.2 PUTTING TOGETHER THE DESIGN METHODOLOGY
Having made some tentative decisions about what might be included in a
methodology, how does one go about constructing a design methodology? The
literature is surprisingly reticent on this matter. There are many accounts of
methodologies, but the process of genesis is rarely described in any detail. For
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instance Cutts' (1991) generic structured ^ te m  analysis and design methodology is 
credited to a basis of industrial, research and consultancy experience, and is closely 
related to SSADM, having involved work with Learmounth and Burchett 
Management Systems, who were closely involved in developing SSADM for the 
Central Computer and Teleœmmunications Agency. It is dear that SSADM has a long 
history, going back to the N(X's early efforts at systematising the information system 
design process, but the details of this development process are not given in Cutts' 
book. This is fairly typical. A more transparent account is found from Avison and 
Wood-Harper (1990), the devdopers of MultiView.
Because of this lack of detailed information, it is most productive to simply look at 
what the various methodologies provide in term s of design  support This is more 
transparent, being the subject of explanatory and instructional texts like that of Cutts
(1991), although the fact that information systems design methodologies in particular 
are often commercial products costing thousands of pounds may make it difficult to 
see the artefacts associated with them. This design support varies according to the 
paradigm that is adopted. For instance. Soft Systems Methodology contrasts with the 
highly bureaucratised approach of SSADM in assuming that there may be a number 
of different representations of the truth in describing a system, whilst SSADM and 
other structured methodologies assume that there is only one true representation of 
the ^ te m  atuation (Jayaratna 1994).
Given this lack of a firm and specific basis for methodology development, it is 
necessaiy to examine the various possibilities. A number of sources were considered. 
Exactly how a hypertext design methodology would emerge from these various 
sources of data was not envisaged in detail at first. The initial assumption was that 
once sufficient data was obtained, some generalisations about appropriate procedure 
could be made, and an initial procedural outline developed. This could then be 
fleshed out with more detail, and appropriate techniques described and added.
The first efforts at making a methodology took place relatively early, in foe form of a
set of exploratory diagrammatic representations of sets of procedures, a top-down'
approach to foe problem. These tended to pay insufficient attention to the specific
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circumstances of hypertext design. It was clear at this point that a more systematic 
approach was required. The initial 'top-down' approach was combined with a 
'bottom-up' approach. A model outlining the sequence and relationships of the 
procedural stages was compiled from the various data. At the same time, various 
techniques for localised design tasks were developed or borrowed. These were 
identified as necessary in the first instance from experiences with the electronic 
prospectus and from difficulties identified in the literature. These techniques could 
then be integrated with the procedural model to give a methodology. The process of 
developing the methodology is described and discussed in Chapter 7.
3.8 Problems and limitations: the moving target: 
issues of time and change
The pace of change in interactive ^ te m s  is rapid. This perhaps explains the tendency 
for earlier work in such domains such as HO and information systems to be theory- 
orientated when this was not particularly constructive. When phenomena are 
transient, they are less attractive objects of study (Davis 1992). This effect is 
observable in this study in that it is necessary to avoid the vagaries of particular 
^stems when making generalisations. This is obviously problematic and requires a 
degree of suitable reflection on the part of the researcher.
3.8.1 THE ROLE OF DATA
This study does not involve the gathering of a large amount of data. This is justifiable 
on the grounds that a considerable part of the research is constructive and synthetic, 
involving the synthesis of existing data and new data. The main point is to gather 
enough data of both kinds to provide sufficient evidence for the construction of the 
design methodology. Whether this has been achieved is more substantively addressed 
in Chapter 8.
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4. Design Guidance: a Taxonomy
This chapter reports efforts to utilise the experiences and observations of others in a 
deagn methodol(%y by producing a compilation and taxonomy of design guidance. It 
examines the method used: the source materials, and the rationale for their selection, 
the characteristics which provided the basis for classification, and the analysis to 
which they were subjected. Finally, the results of this section of the research are 
summarised.
4.1 Rationale: the role of the taxonomy in the 
overall study.
The experiences and observations of others are manifested in a wide variety of forms 
ranging from reports of design experience through the outcomes of a large number of 
investigative efforts, including experiments, various forms of observation, surveys 
and other methods. Much of this material was reviewed earlier in conventional 
fashion as part of the lite ra tu re  review . H ow ever, a considerable amount of the 
published material in relevant disciplines includes more or less detailed 
reconunendations for proceeding with design. It was considered that this material 
had to be taken account of in more detail in order firstly to properly evaluate its 
potential role in a prospective design methodology, and secondly to enable its most 
effective use in a methodology.
It was therefore considered necessary to provide at the very least a clear and succinct
presentation of all the relevant guidance. At its most rudimentary, this would consist
of a compilation and listing of all this material. However, this gross unrefined listing
would present certain  problem s. In the first instance it would contain con^derable
repetition, which would not always be immediately apparent due to differences of
expression and terminology. Secondly, an unstructured listing would be cumbersome
and difficult to use. So some degree of inspection, refinement and classification was
clearly desirable. The procedure via which this was accomplished is described in
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more detail below. Meanwhile, it is neoessaiy to examine firstly the role and form of, 
and secondly the value of the various kinds of design advice in the relevant design 
domains.
4.1.1 THE NATURE, ROLE & VALUE OF DESIGN GUIDANCE.
Principles, guidelines, rules, standards, methodologies, models and other forms of 
design advice are common throughout the area of interactive systems. Their value is 
often contested, yet their persistence suggests ffiat they have some value. What that 
value may be is discussed below. First, some investigation of the kinds of design 
guidance and advice is required. There is a wide range. Theories, models, 
fiameworks, prindples, guidelines, rules, rules-of-thumb, heuristics, standards, 
methods and design methodologies are all terms used to describe various kinds of 
design guidance. It is often not dear what is meant ly  each of fiiese terms: tftey may 
be used interchangeably by the various authorities, precise definitions are not often 
forthcoming, and diere are often overlaps in the areas covered ly  terms.
A starting point for investigation of the various elements involved is to examine more 
closely Shneiderman's (1992) taxonomy of design guidance. This describes four kinds 
of design guidance: 1) high4evel theories or models; 2) middle-level prindples; 3) 
specific and practical guidelines and 4) strategies for testing. This taxonomy is initially 
attractive. It separates out key areas of design advice effectively, and appears to 
provide a good basis from which to consider the design advice types found, alfiiougjh 
it fails to consider design methodologies or frameworks, which should presumably be 
considered with the high-level theories, or rules and standards. To some extent these 
taxonomic questions are a red herring. The important distinctions are to what extent 
the advice concerned is theoretical or empirical in basis, and whether the advice is 
general or specific in its applicabiliy.
A closer examination of Shneiderman's classification illustrates this. In this taxonomy, 
high-level theories and models provide an application-independent context for the 
understanding of design issues. Shneiderman identifies three sub-divisions in ttüs 
categoiy: theory, taxonomy and models, to which we may add methodologies and
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frameworks. Theory is divided into the familiar categories of explanatory and 
predictive theoiy. This can be queried - can there be any kind of predictive theory 
which lacks the power to explain? - but this is not problematic for our current 
purpose. In the realm of interactive systems, explanatory theory is useful for the 
observation and description of t>ehaviour and activides, design conception and 
comparison, whilst predictive theory may enable the comparison and evaluation of 
proposed designs. Tawnomy is considered by Shneiderman as a kind of theory, a 
way of ordering complex phenomena, in order to enable comparison, and guide 
design. Some confusion creeps in because the term 'theory* is used by Shneiderman in 
two senses: as a catch-all for all of these types of conceptualisation# and as a specific 
term - so 'theory* awkwardly becomes a subset of theory. Several examples of models 
are given, making it apparent that Shneiderman's definition of the term model is quite 
loose (see below for discussion of this and related matters).
The second level, middle-level principles, are seen as a way of facilitating 
understanding of the user and the situation of use in order to make design choices. 
Although it seems intuitively right to separate out a lower level of principles, it is 
hard to see from Shneiderman's description exactly what defines these. The 
underlying principles of design* that are presented here (Shneiderman p72-4) are 
described as being derived heuristically from experience*, and require to be 
interpreted, refined and extended for each environment'. Guidelines documents are 
seen as ways of ensuring consistency across groups of designers, recording practical 
and empirical knowledge and providing useful rules of thunib' (Shitoiderman p78). 
Again there is some doubt as to what is meant by a guideline: tiie Tiigh-level 
objectives' quoted from Smith &. Mosier (1986) seem remarkably similar in kind to the 
earlier 'underlying principles of design', albeit applied to a narrower domain. 
Shneiderman (1992) does not consider such forms of advice as rules and standards. 
Shneiderman's final category is that of prototyping and acceptance testing. This 
concerns the setting of criteria for acceptance of a ^ te m , and the ways of testing for 
achievement of such criteria.
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Despite the uncertainties mentioned, Shneiderman’s taxonomy provides an initial 
framework for analysis. Smith (1988) examines the levels of guidelines, rules and 
standards in more depth. Again, the perspective is that of user interface design. He 
considers four alternative forms of design guidance: design standards, guidelines, 
rules and algorithms. Design standards a re  generally  stated  requirements for user 
interface design which are imposed formally by decree, contract or some other 
binding way. Guidelines are generally stated recommendations, which are open to 
selection, modification and adaptation by designers. In other words# they have no 
mandatory force. Design rules are seen as design specifications for a particular system 
application, which are specifically stated so as to require no interpretation or 
adaptation for that system, for instance rules about the positioning of titles or 
windows at specific places on the screen. Design algorithms are conyuter routines or 
programmes that embody specific design rules, as applied in user interface 
management tools.
Key points here are variations in the extent to which these types of design advice 
cany official force, the extent to which they are publicly available, and the degree to 
which fliey apply specifically or generally. A further important point is the extent to 
which tailoring is required: the degree to which selection, interpretation and 
modification is required. The point at issue here relates to the more general one 
considered below of the generalisability of design guidance. Smith sees general 
standards and guidance as being in need of translation into more specific design rules 
and algorithms before they can be applied. More generally, one of the problems of 
design advice is that it may often require tailoring to suit circumstances. This is 
reflected in the way in which different kinds of guidance are expressed, with 
standards being described in such a way as to admit no possibility of variation, and 
frequently with the accompaniment of procedural rules for exemption from, or 
alteration of particular standards. Guidelines on the other hand often provide 
examples of the use of the guidelines in specific circumstances. This is the format 
adopted in Smith and Mosier (1986), for instance, or the HypeiCard stack design 
guidelines (1989).
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This gives us some greater understanding of the structure of the realm of design 
guidance. Some problems in the elucidation of structure still remain, and these are 
considered further in the section on the taxonomy methodology later in tiiis chapter. 
There also remains the key question of the value of design guidance. How useful or 
worthwhile is design guidance in its various manifestations? The next section 
addresses these issues, t)eginning with high-level guidance.
4.1.1.1 The advantages and disadvantages of design guidance: theory, 
models, frameworks, methods and methodologies
Theory manifests itself in design in a variety of ways. Shneiderman (1992) notes 
several examples of the use of theory as a guide to the design of interactive systems, 
for instance Foley & van Dam's Conceptual, Semantic, Syntactic and Lexical model of 
the interactive ^stem, and his own Syntactic-Semantic model of user knowledge. 
Other examples include Dillon's (1994) framework for aspects of the user of electronic 
texts, which attempts to represent the various human behaviours and cognitions 
surrounding the reading process. There is a long history of attempts to systematise 
and impose method upon design in general which was discussed in Chapter 2.
Some general points about the role of theory in the design of interactive ^ te m s
should be reconsidered before examining particular aspects such as models, methods,
methodologies and frameworks. There is no doubt that such models and theories are
attractive: the existence of sufficiently well validated models of, for instance, users
would enable the construction of systems to be streamlined. The evidence to date is
that designers and companies are reluctant to utilise techniques from the HQ/human
factors area involving successive iterations on the grounds of inconvenience and
expense (Hannigan & Herring, in Dillon 1994). A further attraction of theoiy is that
the generalisations of theory may help to simplify otherwise intractably complex
problems. But despite the attractiveness of theoretical approaches there are
considerable difficulties, many of which are raised by John Carroll's collection of
articles (Carroll et al. 1991). Carroll's basic case is that the efforts of HQ practitioners
to find an applied psychology that could adequately support the practitioners of
computer system design has failed because 'basic science provides uncertain and
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indirect support to practical endeavours.' (Carroll 1990,1991). Carroll's case extends 
more widely than a critique of psychological theoiy as applied to HQ: he is also 
concerned with critiquing the methods of experimental psychology as applied to HCL 
However, his critique of the role of theory, and his alternative approach, is relevant 
here. Essentially this is that applying psychological theory obtained in specialised 
circumstance is inadequate for the HCI context. A key point is that much theory rests 
on simplification, whilst recent work in HCI suggests that the products of design can 
only be properly understood in the context in which thqr are used (Suchman 1987, 
Wixon et al. 1990, Winograd and Flores 1986). However, as Dillon points out, it is 
impossible, according to contemporary accounts of the scientific process (e.g. 
Chalmers, in Dillon 1994), to find empirical work that is completely untainted by 
theory. Dillon suggests that the reality is that practitioners (he is referring here to 
human factors practitioners, but there appears no reason why this point does not 
generalise to interactive design practitioners in general) find themselves somewhere 
on a continuum between frequent empirical iterations and theory-based design. The 
implication is that frameworks and models have a place in HCI as a way of deriving 
appropriate initial designs. This reduces the number of iterations required to an 
acceptable level, and evaluations of prototype systems based on such frameworks or 
models effectively also evaluate the frameworks or models themselves. However, 
Coyne (1995) raises a number of further objections to the utilisation of theory, method 
and models in design.
4,1.1,1,1 Methods and methodologies
General design methods: advantages and disadvantages
With design methods and methodologies similar criticisms can be applied. (The
author follows Jayaratna (1994) in adopting the term 'methodology* because of its
widespread use in information systems, although as he points out the term 'method*
is more appropriate.) Design methods and methodology are obviously features of a
large number of applied disciplines. Attempts have been made to produce generic
design methodologies, and these have been briefly examined in Chapter 2. The
problems associated with these are relevant here. As Coyne (1995) points out in the
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general context there are no reliability criteria. Fbllowing a method will not produce 
the same outcome regardless of situation and personnel, as is the case with an 
experimental method. There are also, apparently, no formulaic theories of design. 
There are a number of generalisations, but Aese do not fit well together.
Information Systems Design Meüiodologies QSDMs)
More specifically relevant design methodologies to the context of interactive systems 
are information systems design methodologies, and some similar criticisms are 
encountered here.
An extensive range of information systems development methodologies exist It is 
hard to consider these within the current context The classification and comparison of 
ISDMs is complex and chaotic, and is therefore a subject of study in its own right 
However, it was felt that ISDMs should be considered with regard to the taxonomy, 
even though comprehensive inclusion was not possible, for two principal reasons. 
Firstly as the overall concern of the total study is with hypertext as a provider of 
information^ it is logical and appropriate to make some examination of a field which is 
so closely concerned with information. Secondly, at the level of features, many ISDMs 
undoubtedly contain features which may be adaptable for the design of certain kinds 
of hypertext applications. The hypertext design methodologies described above are 
themselves clearly influenced by ISDMs and database design.
Like the other forms of design guidance, ISDMs also pose problems of credibility. 
Avison & Fitzgerald (1988) indicate two main areas of difficulty as far as ISDMs are 
concerned. First, they quote Checkland's assertion (1987) that it is not possible to 
prove that the success or foilure of any information system can be attributed to the 
methodology employed. This has important implications for evaluation. Each 
information system is a product of the unique combinations of developers and 
environments in each design situation, which makes repeatability or the use of 
controls impossible. Secondly they point out that methodologies are moving targets: 
the technology is continually changing, and the discipline of information qrstems is so 
new as to be lacldng consensus on many issues. This leads to a number of more
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specific problems in comparison. There are often documentation and versioning 
problems. Which particular version of a methodology is under scrutiny? Many ISDMs 
are commercial products, which are frequently expensive and not available for open 
research. The available documentation does not always represent how the 
methodology is applied in practice. The administration of particular methodologies 
by developers is not consistent. Another key issue is terminology. There is very little 
consistency in the application of terms in information systems development* This 
malccs it very difficult to be sure what a methodology actually consists of without 
actually using the methodology. Of particular interest here is the lack of consensus 
both on issues and terminology. This makes the business of selecting and applying 
categories for classification more difficult in that there are no agreed categories or 
definition of terms that might be used for categories.
4,1,1,12 Modds and frameworks
Models and theories can be hard to distinguish. In most cases models are ways of 
manifesting theories in ways that make them comprehensible: In the hypertext 
domain, the term model is used in two ways, both of which involve theoretical 
generalisation, and which tiierefore are subject to the same kinds of critidsiiis already 
discussed: The first use is to describe abstractions of hypertext application structures. 
Interest in this Idnd of model stems from a need to find ways of defining hypertext 
structures that arc not application or system dependent At the most basic level, this 
is a matter of finding a common terminology and semantics that enables comparison 
of systems (Gronbæk & Trigg, 1994). Beyond this is the awareness that as interest 
grows in adding hypertext functionality to a range of applications, and in providing 
’virtual documents' that are capable of use by such applications, it becomes necessary 
to be able to define interchange formats by means of a formal model of hypertext 
structure (Frisse & Cousins, 1992). Examples include the Dexter reference model, 
(Halasz 1990) the Hypertext Design model (HDM) (C^arzotto et al. 1993), and 
Campbell & Goodman's 3-level model (1988, in Nielsen 1995) The second use of the 
term is to describe hypertext development processes in the abstract An example of 
this is Schwabe & Rossi's Object-Oriented Hypermedia Design Metiiod, which
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attempts to describe generically the process of building a hypertext application, and 
appears to fall somewhere between model and methodology (Schwabe & Rossi 1995).
Models seem to be taken at face value in the hypertext world at present Critiques are 
addressed at the level of the structure and terminology used in models, rather tiian 
concerned with the value of models for hypertext. This is probably because of the 
predominance of models of hypertext structure rather than process.
A related approach is the framework concept The term 'framework' is used ty  Dillon 
in the manner suggested by Whitefield (1989, in Dillon 1994) to refer to a generic 
representation of important aspects of the user, as opposed to a model, which is seen 
as a specific repr^entation of those aspects in the context of a particular taric. (A 
model may of course be more broadly defined however.)
4.1.1.13 Guidelines, principles and rulæ
Smith (1988), as befits a man who was responsible for one of the most widely cited 
sets of intofacc design guidelines, is largely positive about dcrign advice in general, 
but others are less convinced. Thimbleby (1990) draws attention to some of the 
paradoxes, contradictions and other problems that are apparent in the use of 
principles and guidelines for interface design (he uses the terms interchangeably). He 
notes that many principles have been derived from small studies that naay not 
generalise well to other ^ stems developed at other times, in other places and on other 
equipment. Such principles should not be over generalised by inexperienced 
designers, yet it is the whole point of principles to be used in this way by precisely 
those inexperienced designers. Furthermore, principles tend to be either trivially 
general, or difficult to implement The vaguer the principle, or the more trivial, the 
easier it is for the designer to implement. Substantive principles may mean that any 
changes necessary to follow such principles result in in-depth clumges that designers 
are loath to implement (Thimbleby 1990). In general, guidelines tend to be 
application-dependent and user-dependent They apply in some cases and not others 
f there arc frequently conflicts between guidelines and contextual conditions. In many 
cases there are trade-oto to be made between functionality and usability guideliitos.
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In general Thimbleby sees guidelines and principles as being inadequate in 
themselves, although they help to promote consistency between systems developed 
by different companies or designers. His solution is to promote guidelines which are 
accessible to both designer and user, which are integral to the user’s developing 
m ental m odel of the system.
Further criticisms of guidelines and principles have been made by Dillon who 
considers that ' no theoretical models or formal guidelines exist that can even 
approximate the quality of information obtained from observing real users interacting 
with a system' (Dillon 1989). This may well be true, but as he himself points out, some 
people like guidelines, and as Nielsen, a great advocate of heuristics, says, testing 
with users can be time-consuming and expensive (Nielsen 1989). And Dillon b  
sufficiently flexible to consider that a framework for analysis can act as a useful guide 
to an iterative design approach (Dillon 1994). So why can a framework be put forward 
when guidelines cannot? The case for a framework rests on its adaptability to actual 
design situations. It seems that Dillon's main misgivings in the realm of design 
guidance are reserved for what in another paper he calls 'formal guidelines' (Dillon 
1989) - the more firmly prescriptive rules and guidelines that allow no room for the 
quirks of real-life situations and users. This roughly corresponds with Shneiderman's
(1992) guidelines level, but does not accord with Smitii's (1988) perspective, where, as 
we have seen, guidelines are expected to be translated in accordance with the needs of 
the particular design situation into rules or algorithms. However, in a review of a 
collection of guidelines for screen design, Dillon (1990) also raises several other valid 
points which do not hinge on matters of definition and interpretation. For instance, 
one frequently knows little about the provenance of the various forms of design 
guidance. Where have they come from? On what research or experience are they 
based? This is often unclear, although the more credible sets of guidance, such as 
Brown (1988) are as fully referenced as possible. Smith (1988) points out that (in user 
interface design at least) design guidelines and standards are mostly based on expert 
judgement and accumulated practical experience' (Smith p 884), as oppwed to 
experimental data and quantitative performance measures. Judgement is the critical 
element - it is involved in the initial proposal of a guideline through to its s e le ^ n
and use by the designer. The designer must select the relevant advice, and judge how 
to weight that advice against other considerations where trade-offs must be made, 
and to convert the guidelines into appropriate rules for the application under 
construction. Finally, judgement must also be otcrdscd in any evaluation of the 
sureessful use of those guidelines. Cuidclincs cannot bo accepted as definitive in all 
situations. As Smith (1988) points out, codifications of guidelines based on judgement 
gives the impression that more is known and certain than is actually the case, and 
may undermine future necessary research. However, it is worth remembering that as 
Brown (1988) says, user interface dedgn decisions need to be made even when there is 
no relevant experimental data, or in Smith's (1988) words, '.. .today’s design decisions 
must be made today.' (p884). In any case there is considerable force behind the 
argument that it is not possible to generate comprehensive and useful design advice 
from experimental data, as discussed in Chapter 3. The number of variable} involved 
is huge (Landauer 1991), and the experimental design problems similarly huge. To 
further compound the problem, interactive systems are a moving target - the pace of 
change is such that in depth studies arc likely to be superseded by the time results are 
sufficiently gerierally available.
One feature of these criticisms that should be noted is that just as there is a tendency 
to be somewhat vague about terminology, so there is a corresponding vagueness in 
discussion of faults associated with different kinds of design guidance. It is often not 
clear which particular criticisms are levelled at what kinds of design advice. Here 
Smith’s approach is exemplary (1988) in that after clearly defining the kinds of design 
guidance he is considering, he goes on to conmder the relative merits of these various 
forms. Standards are seen as not being particularly helpful to the designer, althou^ 
their economic and commercial value is acknowledged. To those that airgue that 
standards do not have to be so unhelpful, by incorporating dements of explanation 
and example, he responds that such standards' would more properly be called 
guidelines'. Neither standards or guidelines are spedfic enough to be directly 
applied. Guidelines should be useful in focusing attention on user interface design 
issues and causing the adoption of agreed design objectives. Rules can give dear 
practical inputs to the design process and ensure interfoce design consistency, but fail
to provide guidance in situations where the rules don't fit Design algorithms, 
although not yet common (at the time Smith wrote) are a way of speeding up the 
design process and further ensuring consistency. However, they are inherently 
inflexible and make exceptions and innovations difficult
Despite these and other similar criticisms, other authorities have no problem in 
recommending a range of principles and guidelines. The HCI domain shows the 
greatest willingness to adopt such advice. (This is perhaps in line with tiie acceptance 
in the 80s of theory-based work, to which somewhat similar objections may be raised - 
see the discussion of the role of theory bdow). In the hypertext world some attempt 
has been made to produce similar collections, but to a lesser extent (Hardman Sc 
Sharratt 1990). The same goes for information systems development in general, and 
hypermedia systems in particular. The essential problem is that whereas flexibility is a 
desirable quality, the greater the flexibility, the less useful is the guidance.
One point that should be remembered is the distinction between feature-oriented and 
procedure-oriented guidelines. Whereas it may be arguable that feature-oriented 
guidelines are subject to Dillon's criticisms above, procedural guidelines are more 
concerned with the designer's task, and such criticisms therefore are not relevant.
4.1.2 SUMMARY: DESIGN GUIDANCE AND DESIGN 
METHODOLOGY
4.1.2.1 Is there still a case for a hypertext design methodology?
Criticisms of the various forms of design guidance are extensive. This being the case, 
what point is there in collating and representing this material for the designer? The 
view expressed here is that design advice can still bo of value to the practitioner, 
although anyone using any kind of design advice should always remember the 
criticisms of such advice noted above and follow Smith's advice to exercise 
judgement. But the expansion of the PC, and hypertext and multimedia applications 
has resulted in what might be described as a démocratisation of electronic document 
design. Maity more people are seeking to use these systems to design documents. In
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many cases they attempt to transfer expertise from other areas of experience, with 
mixed results. Essentially design guidance provides a cheap and available substitute 
for the presence of expert training and supervision, something that is not readily 
available to many people. Many of the arguments put forward against the use of 
design guidance m ay be advanced against the direct advice of ocperts  ^and even one* s 
own accumulated experience, which itself tends to be composed at least in part of a 
set of heuristics and principles. To return to the world of analogy, a coherent 
methodology would be valuable in the way that a recipe is valuable for the cook, 
providing a ^ stematic approach and a stimulus for ideas. The recipe may not work in 
your kitchen with your ingredients and techniques, but it migjht be readily adapted, 
and if not it will provide ideas and techniques for next time. For the expert; a checklist 
of points to consider can always be usiffiil, although this may come to have more of an 
evaluatoryrole.
With these points and issues in mind, the taxonomy was originally conceived with the 
aim of providing data about interactive ^ t e m  development relevant to hypertext 
which could be incorporated into a hypertext development methodology. The 
reasoning was that the various elements of design guidance - rules, principles 
guidelines, methodologies - that have been proposed over the years in relevant fields 
could be aggregated and classified, and where necessary condensed, to form part of 
the proposed methodology. The process of structuring the material into a taxonomy 
would also, it was hoped, provide some further insight into the nature of the 
hypertext design process.
4.1.2.2 Other contributions of the taxonomy
Although the nudn aim of this examination of design guidance was to provide data 
for the design methodology, it has other useful functions for this study. It has 
informed the work described in Chapter 5 on the design of a prototype hypertext 
electronic prospectus, providing guidance and direction at various points. It has also 
been instrumental in providing a better understanding of design procedures, which 
contributes to the construction of the design methodology, and proved useful in 
designing the case study methodology.
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4.2 Methods and procedure:
4.2.1 METHOD
4.2.1.1 Background
The initial idea for this part of the project stemmed from earlier experiences in trying 
to build a hypertext system in which Shneiderman's (1989) 'Golden Rules' for 
hypertext were used. This suggested to tlie author firstly that design guidance could 
be useful, and secondly that hypertext was sufficiently new and strange as to warrant 
rather more guidance. An initial inspiration for this work was Hardman and 
Sharratt's (1990) analysis of two existing sets of human-computer interaction 
principles and guidelines for hypertext. This used two commonly dted sets of 
guidelines and principles for human- computer interaction, and extracted those 
thought relevant to hypertext development using a four-stage process. These were 
classified firstly as either principles or guidelines, and then according to which 
functional hypertext area they applied.
The present study is intended to be more comprehensive in scope, with a complete 
range of sources of guidance for hypertext design, including methodologies and 
models having been considered. On collection, the various sources of guidance were 
analysed and classified according to relevant characteristics, and tiœn a synthesis of 
these was produced.
4.2.1.2 Methodological Issues:
This part of the research is an exercise in sccondaiy nseorch, a re-analysis of work by 
other researchers and practitioners (Williams et al. 1988). This has tiie advantages of 
enabling a wider view of the hypertext design situation, not subject to the 
intervention of this researcher in the initial data githering. However, it is not always 
possible to detect weaknesses in the data as originally gathered, analysed and 
presented. It is also subject to the filtering imposed Ity the practitioner of secondary 
researdi.
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To put this into context, the general approach of this research, the construction of a 
design methodology, can be seen as scientific project, a contribution to theory in the 
sense of an analysis and synthesis: analysis in the Cartesian sense, a breaking down 
into constituent parts of the various aspects of the hypertext design phenomenon, and 
a synthesis as in a reassembling of tiiese parts into a complete methodology (Coyne 
1995). The analysis would consist here of the breaking down of the topic into its 
constituent parts in the form of the creation of a taxonomy. A taxonomy is a system of 
classification based on consistent principles. In the biological realm it consists of the 
allocation of species to groups and sub-groups on the basis of similarity and 
difference. Its general value is that it encourages and compels consistency and 
coherence, and enables workers in a subject area to be sure that in using terms they 
are talking about the same thing. This enables what Shneiderman refers to as 'useful 
comparison' (Shneiderman 1992 p54). What is the point of taxonomy in tids context? 
Essentially it adds shape and analytic structure to an amorphous collection of data. 
Eaily inspection of some of the design advice documents showed that consistency and 
coherency are qualities that are clearly lacking in a collection of design advice from 
different authors writing in different contexts and domains. A single system of 
classification was essential to reduce confusion. So the aim was to create a set of 
çlapftfvi or categories which could be applied with some consistency across the various 
items of design and development advice encountered in the literature.
4.2.2 PROCEDURE
This section of the work consisted of five more or less identifiably separate tasks. As 
will tx! seen there were points at which die distinction between these tasks was 
blurred, but it is helpful, at least initially, to see the woik in terms of tiiese tasks. The 
first task was to evolve parameters for the selection of the source material The second 
was to identity, assem ble and list all the various items. The third task was the 
devising of appropriate categoric to which the material could be assigned. Tlw fourth 
task  w as to  collate and allot relevant material to th^c cah^orics by means of creating 
first sets of tables and then, in the case of the prindples and guidelines, a database.
The fifth stage was to sort the categorised material and produce an edited synthesis.
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These stages are examined individually below, with the exception of the third and 
fourth ^ g œ , whidi in practical terms tended to overlap.
4.2.2.1 Evolution of parameters for selection of sources
The first task was to decide on parameters for the selection of sources. There are three 
issues here: what kinds of material should be included, what quality of material, and 
how much material should be included?
42.2.1.1 Choice of material
As the discussion above shows, many sources in the hypertext and multimédia fields 
contain design guidance of some kind. Decisions had to be made about what material 
should be included or omitted. In the first instance, it was decided that within the 
confines of this particular piece of research that no attempt would bo made to collate 
all the assorted recommendations, tips, suggestions and ideas that appear in so many 
books and journal articles. Instead an initial decision was made to restrict this work to 
more formally presented sets of design guidance. These have various forms, and are 
called by various names as has been discussed above. They were first identified 
largely by their use of these names. This is not entirely fool-proof, however. Not all 
principles are of the design guidance type, nor all models or methods. Simply 
searching using such terms does not provide an exclusive set of suitable material. 
Judgement had to be exercised, and a number of sources were checked and rejected.
The second issue here was that of disciplinary parameters. What disciplines could 
offer relevant advice? Hie approach taken here was an edcctic one, on the basis that 
the dcaign of hypertext in its broadest manifestation is a multi-disciplinary task that 
utilises skills from various disciplines. There is a body of guidance specifically for 
hypertext, and most of this was included. The main problem here was that some of 
this guidance relates to particular applications of hypertext, such as technical writing 
and CAL. Was this material relevant to the design of electronic prospectuses? The 
response here was to play safe and be inclusive rather than exclusive, at least as far as 
initial data gathering was concerned. Stricter parameters could be imposed later after 
more detailed consideration of the material.
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HO and, more broadly, human factors sources abound. Much of the material they 
contain is not directly relevant to hypertext design, being concerned with broader 
ergonomic issues. Two of the most widely dted and used set of HO guidelines, those 
of Smith & Mosier (1986), and Brown (1988), were used by Hardman & Sharratt (1990) 
as the basis of a set of user interface guidelines for hypertext, and the lattcr*s 
formulation of thrae was chosen rather than the originals (after cross-checking with 
the originals). It was dedded not to use further sets of user interface guidelines 
although there are a number of others. The material gathered so far contained little 
information on the use of colour, so this aspect was supported by the indusion of a set 
of prindples and guidelines for the use of colour in interactive displays. The few 
hypertext devdopmcnt methodologies were identified and included, along with a 
group of descriptions of the authoring process for hypertext.
Architectural models of hypertext were induded because although they are really 
intended to assist the developer, of hypertext systems, they can be used to offer 
guiding principles for the design of documents. A design method for desk top 
publishing of conventional prospectuses was also induded in recognition of the focus 
on dectronic prospectuses. The sources are described inmore detail below. The actual 
assembly procedure varied. Some of the sources induded were already known to the 
author; others were located via references in the literature, database searches (OCLC, 
SSCI, P^chlit) and Internet searches.
42.2.1.2 Quality of the material
An area of concern is the accuracy and reliability of the status of the source material:
its basis in research or practice, its validity, the degree to which it is generalisable, its
history of use, whether the material has been evaluated in practice. We recall Dillon's
(1990) observation that one of the problems with guiddincs is that they may be
contentious or totally wrong. The simple fact of publication  does n o t render them
accurate. This applies to all the material to be included, not just guidelines. The
literature is extraordinarily varied in its approach to re fe re n c in g  and
acknowledgement of sources, with many daims being unsupported and evidence
unsourced. Models and frameworks are often similarly alchemic in their genesis, one
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exception being Dillon's framework (1994). As far as design methodologies are 
concerned, there is often little more than a reference to the author's own pedigree as 
researcher or practitioner. This is understandable where writers are attempting to 
synthesise a large range of ideas into a series of recommendations. There are also 
com m ercial considerations involved in  the development of many ^DMs, whidi are 
often expensive products.
The various materials included are typically drawn from a wide variety of sources. 
One example. Brown's guidelines for HQ (Brown, 1988) drew upon experimental 
evidence, predictions from theory of human performance, principles drawn from 
cognitive psychology, principles from ergonomics, and evidence based on 
'engineering experience". As Brown (1988) notes, experimental data is in short supply. 
Given the scope and resources of this study, it was not considered possible to perform 
any critical evaluation of the sources beyond examining them for internal coherence 
and to utilise guidance sources which appear credible in terms of academic reputation 
of the authors or are commonly dted.
The age of the material was also a cause for concern. Old material may have been 
superseded, whilst new material may be untried. Where reservations or critidsms of 
particular sets of advice existed, these are discussed below, but are explored in more 
detail in the notes to the tables. But dealing with such material inevitably becomes, as 
Smith said (above) a matter for the exerdse of judgement. In the event, material 
dating back to 1986 was induded alongside more recent material. In one case (Horton 
1990), iTialeildl originally collected was superseded by a later edition (1994) and had 
to be updated.
42.2.13 Quantity of material
This was to a large extent determined by availability, this in turn being partly 
dependent on the parameters above. In practice there was less material meeting the 
criteria than perhaps was expected. One point to be considered was the appearance of 
new guidance. Material was collected over a period of two years, with new items 
appearing intermittently. (Interestingly, the tendency was away from guidelines
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towards more complete methodologies.) It was decided that there was no point in 
imposing an artificial cut-ofi point for the inclusion of new material; however, there 
was clearly a point beyond which it would be impractical to consider such material. 
The rule of thumb which was applied was to stop considering material when it 
appeared to contain nonew contributions to the existing body of material.
4.2.2 2 Identification, assembly and listing of material:
In the light of these criteria, a set of published material covering principles, guidelines 
and design advice relevant to hypertext was assembled. These are described in brief 
below. More information may be found in the guidelines tables tiiemselves (Appendix 
1)
4 2 2 2 .1  The sources
The following is a short introduction to each of the sources used, giving an 
explanation as to why each was chosen, and a short commentary.
Models and frameworks
Hypertext models are also discussed above. Examples of both architectural and 
process models are included. Process models are considered with methods and 
methodologies. Most of these have already been discussed in earlier chapters.
Dexter Reference Model (Halasz and Schwartz (1990)
This is perhaps the most widely known and used, hence its inclusion. This was 
originally intended to fulfil the first of the purposes mentioned above, to act as a 
reference standard against which a ra n ^  of hypertext systems could be compared. 
However, it has also been used as a basis for the design of new hypermedia systems, 
for instance by Hardman (1994).
Hypertext Development Model (HDM) (Garzotto. Faolini & Schwabe)
HDM is a model of the hypertext development process characterised by the 
adaptation of techniques used in software engineering and database design.
I ll
Trellis (Furuta & Stotts. 1990)
A model of hypertext architecture.
HAM (Campbell and Goodman 1988)
Included as being a simple model of hypertext architecture which also acts as a 
reference for the more complicated models.
Design methodologies and authoring procedures
Several attempts at producing hypertext-specific development methodologies are 
included. A design methodology is a term most commonly found in information 
systems. It refers to a collection of procedures, techniques and other aids to design 
which, although something of a misuse of the word 'methodology', is commonly 
used. Methodologies generally consist of sets of phases or steps, themselves 
consisting of sub-phases, which guide the sequence of development and the choice of 
the techniques.
'Authoring procedures' requires a little explanation: it refers here to the kinds of step­
wise lists of authoring tasks which are found in the hypertext literature, 
Shneiderman's being a fairly typical example. These are less detailed than the design 
methcxlologies, but provide an alternative in perspecffive to the database oriented 
perspective of the hypertext methodologies.
Asynchronous design/evaluation method (Perlman 1989)
This is a hypertext research oriented methodology based on data modelling. It is 
intended to aid hypertext design for research purposes, so it is asynchronous to allow 
for the continuous iterative refinement of the research process.
Van Vliet and Wilson (1993)
A database-oriented design naethodology for hypertext
Relationship Management Methodology (RMM) fisakovitz. Stohr & Balasubramanian
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Based on data modelling technicpies, specifically entity-relationship modelling, but is 
more detailed and dosely thought out than Van Vliet and Wilsoru
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Object-Oriented Hypermedia Design Metiiod (Schwabe & Rossi 1995)
This is based on HDM. It describes a four step process towards building hypermedia 
applications, beginning with domain analysis and proceeding through navigational 
design and abstract interface design to final implementation
General design methodologies & ISDMs: the waterfall model (Lee 1979)
A simple general model of the design process, analysis, ^ th e s is  and evaluation, was 
used to provide a contextual fi'amework. This was developed in information systems 
design into the waterfall model (Lee 1979). This traditional model of the software 
design life-cycle was included as a further reference.
Shneiderman (1989)
A general account of the hypertext design process.
Martin (1990)
An account of tasks in the hypertext design process, concentrating on the early tasks 
such as information gathering.
Waterworth (1992)
An account of how to author hypertext from the bottom-up.
Principles, rules and guidelines 
Horton a m  1994)
Horton's contribution comes in two parts. The first part consists of a fairly 
constrained set of guidelines from his book on on-line documentation. By 1994 this 
had grown to a largely hypermedia-oriented book, one of the better liow to' books on 
hypertext, although with the focus still on online documentation it is quite 
specialised. The guidelines included in the database are selected points from the book 
and by no means account for all the design guidance contained within i t
Martin (1990)
A quirky collection of guidelines included with the process outlined above.
Balasubramanian (1994)
A set of guidelines distributed on the WWW.
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Hardman & Sharratt (1990)
This was described above, an attempt to codify a set of principles and guidelines for 
user-centred hypertext design. They were based on Smith & Mosier, and C  Marlin 
Brown (1988). The original sources have been examined to check reliability, but these 
sources have not been used directly. The contents are almost exclusively feature- 
oriented.
Gould (1988).
This is interesting in that it combines a set of principles and checklists with a 
chronological framework for usability design. The advice is based on extensive 
experience and the HQ/usability literature. Its emphasis is procedural, focusing on 
practical routines for improving usability, and it is included particularly because of 
that emphasfa, as opposed to die feature orientation of other HQ guidelines.
Schneiderman (1989). Kreitzberg (1989).
Two versions of a set of broadly similar principles found in a number of places. 
Landow (1989).
A hypermedia-spedfic set of rhetorical rules.
Apple; The HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines (1989)^
Produced by Apple, are included, despite their package-specific approach, as they 
form one of the most detailed sets of hypertext-oriented design guidance, including 
much that translates well to documents produced by other applications. Their 
principle disadvantage is that being HyperCard-specific they address a wider range 
of applications than the hypertext domain.
Prookg 09931
A set of advice from the tedmical writing world is induded.
Travis (1991); Colour displav guidelines
These cover all aspects of cathode ray tube (CRT) display, and only elements which 
relate dosely to hypertext design issues are induded.
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Thüring, Hanneman & Haake (1995)
Design principles and guidelines for hypertext based on a set of cognitive issues.
4 2.2.3 Developing and applying the classification
This section is an examination of the process of categorisation and the application of 
the categories, including details of the categories chosen and the reasons for their 
selection. Although logically consisting of two stages, in practice this work was an 
iterative process, with the production of categories being followed by their inclusion 
in draft tables followed by the inputting of design guidance. This would frequently 
result in amendments to the original categories and then to the tables as categories 
were seen to be unusable or irrelevant, or the need for new categories was revealed by 
closer acquaintance with the material.
4 22 3 .1  Initial classification
The first step in classifying the data was to establish a set of categories and further 
sub-categories, if any. This raised several questions. What constituted a category? 
How should categories be generated and selected? How should categories be defined? 
The fixst question though is how many divisions diere diould be, and how large or 
small should these divisions be? Following from fiiis, die question is, should these be 
subdivided, and if so, how, and to what extent? There is no point in imposing an 
arbitrary structure: the material itself should determine this. In response to the first 
question, how many categories should there be, three broad categories were selected. 
This accords with the structure used earlier in discussion of the various guidance 
types, and can be seen as three distinct kinds of guidance: 1) theories, models and 
frameworks, 2) design methodologies and authoring strategies, and 3) principles, 
rules and guidelines. The rationale behind this differentiation has already been 
discussed, along with some of the difficulties presented by differences in terminology. 
Its main attraction at this stage was that differences between these three broad 
categories are reasonably clear-cut Another basic differentiation can also be seen, 
between design guidance that pertains to the product, its functionality, its user 
interaction style, and that which pertains to the design process. It is a matter for
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judgement as to which should form the initial categorisation; in this case it appeared 
simpler to allot elements to the three main categories first and then into the system or 
design process categories, as this distinction applies most usefully to the principles 
rules and guidelines categoiy. The distinction appears in the taxonomy as a division 
between domain (feature-oriented) and scope (procedure-oriented) guidance, the 
terms being borrowed from Avison and Fitzgerald's (1988) clasrification for ISDMs, 
and the original distinction being borrowed from Gould (1988).
It was also clear that different approaches and modes for presentation would be 
required for guidance in each of these categories, a reflection of their qualitative 
difference. Having said that, it should be remembered that in practice there are 
overlaps between these categories. For instance, a design methodology will usually be 
based on a model of some kind, even though this is not immediately apparent, and 
design methodologies may also contain guidance of the principle/guideline type.
42.23.2 Further categorisation
Having adopted these categories, the second question is how might the various 
elements be further classified? The need for some differentiations within the 
categories was apparent from the material itself in some cases. For instance, the 
division of the 'guidelines' category into sub-divisions of rules, principles and 
guidelines suggested itself. Having distinguished a feature (domain) categoiy, it was 
then logical to produce sub-categories which identified which features were 
addressed by the guidance item.
An initial list of possible sub-categories was compiled, with the emphasis on quantity 
rather than quality - that is, as many categories as possible were suggested without 
regard for their final value in the taxonomy. Reflection and discussion with 
colleagues, suggested a number of sub-categories, and the literature suggested more. 
This produced a number of items which were scrutinised for their usefulness and 
relevance and this in turn resulted in a number of sub-categories which are discussed 
below. Before examining the categories and their defining characteristic, a few 
general points regarding the problems involved can be made.
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Hierarchical issues
Hierarchies pose a particular problem. It is ea^ , almost automatic, to equate terms 
such as 'principle' and 'guideline' with some notion of hierarchy - a principle is 
assumed to be of a higjher level than a guideline, an overarching concept that in turn 
underpins the smaller scale guidelines. This is not necessarily the case. What is meant 
by "higher level' in this context? Level of abstraction or breadth of scope? A principle 
may be abstract and somewhat general in its expr^sion, yet be quite specific in terms 
of its scope in terms of stages of ^stem  development. Hence a hierarchical 
classification can be difficult to establish, and possibly not particularly useful in many 
areas.
Design methodologies and authoring procedures
As this sub-title implies, there are two obvious sulxategories here. Whether one 
considers hypertext system design in terms of methodologies or authoring strategies 
says much about one's preconceptions about the draign process - do we write 
hypertext or do we design it?
The analysis and comparison of design methodologies is a subject in itself, and has 
been explored by Avison & Rtzgerald (1988), Jayaratna (1994), and others. Authoring 
procedures are somewhat neglected by comparison, although the literature review 
noted the work of Sharpies, Wright and others on related issues. The two approaches 
represent different perspectives on the same problem, and it makes sense to treat 
them as sub-categories.
Design méthodologie can be classified according to a number of parameters* Many of 
these have been the subject of study as part of fiie search for methods of comparison 
for ISDMs. There appear to have been no efforts as yet to develop any kind of 
comparative framework specifically for the study of hypertext design methodologies. 
The task of comparison between design methodologies is fraught with difficulties, 
and a number of methods for comparison have been suggested (Olle 1988, Avison & 
Fitzgerald 1988, Jayaratna 1994). These have even been subjected to their own 
comparison analysis (Savolainen 1991)
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Avison and Rtzgerald's own framework was constructed in the light of other earlier 
attempts at comparison, and therefore provided a useful starting point, although 
clearly its concern with ISDMs as a whole would mean it lacked hypertext-specific 
concepts. The framework is composed of seven basic elements, some of which are 
hirther sub-divided. The original framework is show n below  (Table 4.1), w ith  notes as 
to the usefulness for categorisation of each element
Philosophy Seal as highly important by Avison and Rtzgerald.
Paradigm For instance science versus systems, realist versus nominalist Worth 
noticing that the methodology versus authoring split is of this kind, 
and many of Avison and Rtzgerald's criteria apply to the latter also.
Objective This refers to the stated objective of the methodology. The kinds of 
distinction Avison and Rtzgerald are interested in are those such as 
between methodologies that are only for computerised information 
systems and those that are looking for the most appropriate 
solution, regardless of type.
Domain Refers to the areas of application which the methodology purports 
to cover - a particular problem area, an organisation? The main 
difference here would be between hypertext-specific methodology 
and the prospectus design method included - which already falls 
into the authoring strategy category.
Target This refers to the applicability of the methodology to particular 
problems or organisations.
Model Based on the idea that every methodology has an underlying model 
of reality, a way of representing the salient facts about the system or 
situation. Relevant, although not necessarily using the kinds of 
model aspects mentioned by Avison and Rtzgerald.
Techniques 
and tools
Most of the methodologies concerned do not elaborate on these 
aspecte, not being commercial methodologies.
(Table 4.1) The original methodology framework (based on Avison and Rtzgerald 
1988, p286)
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Scope This concept covers the stages in the system development life-cyde 
that the methodology covers. Useful, in so far as not all 
methodologies pay equal attention to all parts of the systems 
development life-cyde - but the problem here is that description in 
terms of the systems development life-cyde implies some agreement 
as to what constitutes the steps of that life-cyde - which is not 
apparent - and that the life-cyde model is applicable at all, which 
proponents of iterative methods suggest is not the case.
Outputs This refers to the end-product of the methodology, such as a 
specification or a prototype. Perhaps useful.
Practice Covers background, user base and partidpants.
Background Refers to the context in which the methodology was devdoped, for 
instance in industry or the academic world.
User base Very hard to ascertain in the current context
Players Ditto
Product What do you actually get? Again, not particularly useful - all the 
methodologies examined simply provide an account of what needs 
to be done - there are no tools, books, courses associated with them 
(yet). Gives no differentiation - fiierefore not usefuL
(Table 4.1 continued) The original methodology framewotk (based on Avison and 
Fitzgerald 1988, p286)
From these, the following concepts were identified as of potential relevance and use:
• Paradigm
• Domain
• Target
• Model
• Scope
• Outputs
However, this was felt to be unsatisfactory in two respects. Firstly, this is not enough
to identify differences between the hypertext methodologies and strategies. Many
significant differences would be ignored. What is needed are some hypertext-spedfic
criteria. Going back to the discussion about hypertext definitions in Chapter 2, it will
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be recalled that regardless of arguments over definition, it is clear that hypertext is 
characterised by some combination of links, nodes and a navigation or traversal 
structure. It makes sense therefore to look for differences in the ways in which these 
were handled by the various d ^ g n  methodologies. At this point it was decided to 
examine the methodologies themselves more carefully and to see what differences 
became apparent. This was done by drawing up a set of tables which used a loose 
framework, derived from conventional accounts of the design process, of analysis, 
synthesis and evaluation, and then entering a selection of the methodologies. This 
suggested that a key difference lay in the extent to which the different methods used 
formal methods of modelling the hypertext structure. This could form a set of sub- 
categories in the models category. Secondly, it was apparent that the general design 
approach, whether prototyping, waterhill or function-based (Savoleinen 1991) was not 
identified by these criteria. A number of further key criteria were identified by 
reference to other comparison frameworks (Savoleinen 1991, Jayaratna 1994), which 
were included in a revised framework. Sub-divisions for the various categories were 
included where these could be anticipated. This gave the framework shown below:
Philosophy -
Paradigm The principal relevant paradigms seemed to be the database design 
paradigm, the object-oriented paradigm, and the document 
authoring paradigm.
Objective -
Domain
Target Maybe relevant, but most material obtained appears to be aimed at 
any kind of hypertext design problem
Role of models abstract model? descriptive model? specification model?
(Table 4.2 ) Revised framework
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Techniques 
and tools
Not always possible to identify
Scope Some variation between methodologies, usually in the emphasis on 
analysis and evaluation stages
General design 
approach
Prototyping, waterfall or function-based
Outputs Specification, prototype, final implementation?
Practice -
Background Principal relevant distinction between academia and 
commodal/industrial
Users -
Participants -
Product What does the methodology actually consist of?
(Table 4.2 continued) Revised framework
This was considered an appropriate initial classification for the data, but it was 
expected, and subsequently proved to be the case, that application of the categories 
would generate modifications. The main problem that arose was that it proved very 
difficult in practice to separate out the notions of domain and target as used by 
Avison and Rtzgerald. Their descriptions of these concepts does not allow for dear 
distinction between the two, and it was decided to simply retain one 'domain' 
category. So the final representation of the framework looked like the completed 
exanq)le overleaf (Rgure 43):
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Methodology: Relationship Management Methodology (RMM)
Source: Isakowitz et al. (1995)
Reference No: 001/b
Philosophy
Paradigm From the science paradigm - formal mefiiods
Stated
objective
To provide a methodology for hypertext applications where 
there is a regular structure to the subject area which can be seen 
in terms of classes of objects, definable relationships between 
classes, and multiple instances of objects within each class. This 
means artefacts such as product catalogues, hypermedia front- 
ends to databases etc.. Claimed to be especially suitable for 
applications that need frequent up-dating.
Domain Fairly narrow - assumes that feasibility, hardware choice & 
requirements analysis have been done, and that a hypermedia 
solution is necessary.
Target As stated.
Role of models Uses a data model to describe the information objects and 
navigational mechanisms* This, called Relationship Management 
Data Model (RMDM) has its ancestry in database modelling, via 
Garzotto, Paolini & Schwabe's HDM & HDM2 data models. The 
model is crucial - effectively this methodology is composed of 
the model core, plus a more detailed set of instructions and 
design steps.
Techniques and 
tools
No specific techniques and tools at the time the source article 
was written, although a set of support tools was under 
development (RMCase - Diaz & Isakowitz 1995). Includes extra 
guidelines.
Scope Main concern is with stag% from initial design to testing and 
evaluation, ie does not include feasibility, hardware selection 
and task/information requirements specification.
General design 
approach
Broadly a step-wise process, but with iterative elements, and 
some awareness of the propensity of designers not to restrict 
themselves to stages.
Outputs Hnal implementation.
(Table 43) An example of the final design methodology framework in use
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Practice No information
Background Academic
Users Not known
Participants The development team
Product Not a commercial product - at time of writing, only the articles 
existed.
Comments
(Table 43 œntinued) An example of the final derign methodology framework in 
use
Theories, models, frameworks
In practice, for the purposes of this work, this category concerns models and 
frameworks. The main distinction here was seen as being between models that 
d^cribe system features or architecture, those which model the design process, and 
those which model various aspects of the user (those for which Dillon (1994) prefers 
the term 'framework')* This is reminiscent of Gould's distinction above between 
feature-oriented and procedurally- or meAodologically oriented guiddines.
Guidelines and principles
Gould's (1988) division of guidelines etc. into two kinds was the first subdivision 
here. The procedurally or methodologically oriented guidelines, such as guidelines 
about user testing were again labelled 'scope', and those which refer to features which 
are considered desirable labelled 'domain', the terms being borrowed from Avison 
and Fitzgerald (1988). This provided a useful broad division between the port of the 
development p ro c ^  to which the guidelines apply as oppcxxxl to the functional area* 
A sub division of the 'domain' material was possible based on the common approach 
of classification via the functional area targeted by the guideline. This is useful in the 
more focused levels of the guidelines category, for instance Brown's (1988) HO 
design  guidelines are categorised on a functional basis that works well at ttie lower 
lcvds> but does not apply at the more gciKral system levds, wha% genoal principles
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are outlined on an individual basis. Hardman & Sharratt (1990) also use a set of 
functional categories.
The guidelines sub-categories in detail
The guidelines and principles varied greatly in a number of ways. These various 
qualities or attributes are explored below and their use as categories and sub­
categories in this context are discussed. As mentioned above, the approach taken was 
to generate sub-categories from qualities inherent in the various advice items rather 
than imposed from external classifications of any kind. This meant an initial 
assessment of all individual items in order to identify and list relevant attributes. In 
practice this meant listing all the guidelines first, then examining them. There are 
substantial differences between guidelines identified as procedural and feature- 
oriented, so these are dealt with separately.
Some attributes were examined but were not included because although of interest 
they were either very difficult to conceptualise and apply or tiiey contributed little 
value.
The categories
Each guideline was given the following categories, some of which arc further divided
into sub-categories:
• Number
Useful to give each item and component a unique identifier.
• Item & Components
In early tables, the guidance elements were listed as items with subsidiary
components when necessary.
• Sources
Obviously attribution is essential as it was envisaged that a composite collection of 
guidelines would emerge. Authorship at component level had to be clearly 
identifiable.
• Source subject background
As noted above, design guidance with a relevance to hypertext and multimedia can 
come from a variety of subject areas and disciplines. Because of the intention to mix
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guidelines, it was felt that subject origin should be identified for each guideline to 
enable users to evaluate the guideline effectively.
• Type according to author
The authors of all the sets of advice in this table give some indication as to the area at 
which their advice is aimed. In some cases this is quite specific; in others it may be 
considered generic. It is not always the same as the subject background. Again, this 
attribute is not particularly edifying, but does give some idea of the author's 
intentions regarding the component
• Importance
It was felt that some way of indicating the significant of each item of design 
guidance. It is clear that various authors have different opinions as to the importance 
of their advice. However, this quality is not always overtly indicated by Ac original 
auAors. AlAough Ae use of such terms as rule' may be indicative, this is not 
necessarily the case. To what extent should a guideline, for instance, be followed? 
Some auAors do explore this issue but many do not In Ae end, it was decided to 
omit this item on the grounds that it was likely to prove excessively subjective.
•Leod
This was troublesome. It is conceivable to see principles and guidelines as proceeding 
in levels from specific detailed advice and rules to high level general principles 
(shading into laige-scolc theory), and it was initially considered as significant to note 
Aese distinctions. The level of advice can vary from strategic/high-level to 
k^troke/m ouse level, and Schneidennan (1992) as noted previously, distinguished 
four levels of guidance for designers of Ateractive systems: 1) high level theories or 
models; 2) middle-level principles, 3) specific and practical guidelines and 4) 
strategies for testing. As only 3) and 4) are considered A this category, this is not as 
useful as it might have been. However, this simple dichotomy docs appear to have 
some value and was therefore retaAcd. A  practice Aoug^ it proved unexpectedly 
difficult to distinguish between guidelines and principles.
• Notes
Self-explanatory
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• Feature donutinlDomain of appHcation
This term was adopted to refer to the feature guidelines. This could be further 
subdivided Ato a split between functional and non functional aspects, as A software 
engAeerAg, but it was felt that there are some difficulties in separating such aspects 
with hypertext documents, and Aat therefore such a division would not be 
particularly useful. So this category subdivides Ato a number of feature areas such as 
information content and user Aterface. The feaAre areas were decided by maldng 
individual decisions about Ae subject of the various feature-oriented guidelines etc. 
while Aey were beAg entered. This generated a number of terms, some of which 
were vague and which were not consistently applied to start wiA. For instance, 
Tiuman-computer Aterface design', 'usability' and 'user Aterfece' were all used to 
describe guidelines covering similar features at this stage. These terms were sorted 
and standardised, and a second pass made through the database to apply Ae terms 
more consistently. A Ae example described, this meant adopting Ae term 'user 
interface' as referring to a feaAre raAer than 'usability' which describes an HQ 
concept, and 'human-computer interface design' which describes a design task and 
fits better Ato the procedure category.
• Scope (design procedure stage)
Scope is a term borrowed from Avison & Fitzgerald's (1988) discussion of comparison 
of ISDMs. The poAt is that some design guidance, rather than referring to document 
features, refers to aspects of Ae design process. For instance, guidelAes about task 
analysis directly concern the early stages of Ae development process. This is not to 
deny that such items do not A some ways relate to document features, but their initial 
emphasis is on process and the design task, how to design, rather than on features 
and document quality, what should be designed. Given that this is the case, certaA 
guidelines etc. can be seen as aimed at particular parts of Ae design process, and this 
category and its sub-categories are Atended to isolate these.
The sub-categories here were agaA produced on an ad hoc basis during the process of
guidelme entry into Ae tables. They were then listed and compared to Ae design
methodology material. This enabled Ae production of a number of sub-categories
that could be related fairly easily to any of the methodol(%y components. These were
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then reapplied to the guidelines. As wiA the domain sub-categories, there were 
contentious items, but it was felt more important to be consistent A classification than 
to strive for perfection, which meant A practice using relatively broad sub-categories.
Construction of first tables
The guidelines and prAdples were entered Ato a table (using a word processor). As 
Adicated above Ais took place concurrently wi A Ae final development of categories.
Conversion to a database
The table format was useful to begA wi A, easy to modify and requiring the minimum 
of initial design. However, it was found to be severely limiting when it came to 
sorting the material, so it was exported to a database (FileMaker Fro). This simply 
adopted the various categories as fields. No distinctions were made A cases where 
categories had sub-categories, wi A data beAg entered A Aese cases Ato a field wiA 
a DOS-style paA representation of Ae hierarchy. The items and Aeir components 
were all given Adividual entries, but components were numbered to identify their 
relationship to items. The maA problems here were the practical ones of maAtaining 
the Ategrity of Ae data, which had to be carefully checked. The data were then sorted 
to provide a number of sub-sets based on chosen categories and sub-categories.
A  Ae first instance, feature-based guidelAes and procedure-based guidelAes were 
separated. The feature-based guidelAes were Ûuen sorted by functional category, and 
the procedure-based ones by scope.
Final tasks
This was followed by Ae removal of all redundant (superfluous) examples, leaving 
Ae clearest expression of each guideline. Classified sets of guidelines for difierent 
parts of Ae design process and for different features were Aen printed out (Appendix 
1).
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MeAodologies and models
Collation & presentation of A e  inform ation
The material was originally collated m tabular form. The first problem experienced 
was reminiscent of Avison and Fitzgerald's (1988) concerns about their scope concept: 
a tabular form easily leads to the imposition of a step oriented pattern which does not 
always adequately represent the material. The original tabular form was therefore 
modified to include more extensive fboAotes and commentary. However, on entering 
some of the methodologies, it was found that this did not make for e a ^  comparison, 
so Ae table was abandoned, and the template or pro forma shown above (Table 43) 
which utilised all the categories and sub-categories described earlier was used. The 
methodologies w ere all entered mto this. Certam categories benefited from further 
diagrammatic representation, and Aese were produced as required. The standard 
categories enabled an adequate level of cross-comparison.
Collation & presentation of the information - models etc
This was relatively straightforward m that most of these models use a layer metaphor, 
enablAg the compiling of a set of diagrams using the same structure.
4.3. Results
The survey/taxonomy resulted A a thesaurus of relevant terms, a database of 
principles, guidelines, rules and oAer design advice, wiA categorised listings of 
Aese, and a collation of design meAodologies. This was used to produce sets of 
guidelines relevant to specific stages and features A Ae hypertext document design 
process. It also provided Aput for the methodological level.
4.3.1 PROBLEMS
The general value of design guidance has already been discussed. How useful this 
particular taxonomy of design guidance is depends to a large degree on how well the 
taxonomy has been constructed. This can be considered A terms of the traditional 
scientific concerns of validity and reliability.
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4.3.1.1 Validity
This study is not really concerned wiA measuring or wiA hypoAesising, so it is 
perhaps hard to see how Ae concept of validity relates. Validity concerns the degree 
to which a study's measures and research design measure the phenomena or concepts 
that they purport to measure (Williams et al. 1988). The main aspect of validity that is 
relevant here is external validity, which is concerned wiA the extent to which a 
study's r^ults are generalisable to other situations. What this means A Ais context is 
the degree to which Ae various design guidance elements can be applied to the 
design context of small to medium hypertexts exemplified by electronic prospectuses. 
A number of criticisms mig^t be raised here. First, the various elements are originally 
designed to be relevant to a range of more or less specific areas, none of which 
precisely corresponds wiA Ae area of design concerned. The solution here has 
effectively been to take a wide-ranging approach: to collect sufficient material to 
obtam at least somethAg of relevance. The danger here is that the relevant and useful 
material can be contaminated wiA the less relevant and useful guidance, whilst the 
prospective user is given no opportunity to distinguish material.
4.3.1.2 internal validity
This normally concerns the extent to which Ae measures and research design 
operationalise the concept under study A a manner which precludes alternative 
explanations for Ae results (Williams et al. 1988). The aspect of this which is 
particularly relevant A this context is Ae possibility for biases. As one person's 
interpretation of an extensive body of material, this clasafication and analysis is open 
to accusations of subjectivity. This is unavoidable to some degree, and the principal 
protection against bias here has been Ae presentation of a full and open account of 
Ae process by which material was selected and graded. The best protection against 
bias is to have Ae process conducted by more than one person, but this is dependent 
on resources, and was not possible A the course of this project.
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4.3.1.3 Reliability
Reliability concerns Ae extent to which measures can operationalise a concept 
consistently over time.
These considerations Aclude some of the ambiguities and contradictions poAted out 
by oAer commentators on guidelines and reviewed above, but perhaps most crucially 
the process of Adividual selection and categorisation, followed by the use of the 
author's judgement A Ae process of synthesis, means that something less than perfect 
is inevitable.
4.4 Implications for a design methodology
There is no doubt that anyone considering Ae production of a design methodology 
for hypertext has to take Ato account previously produced design guidance. The 
question is, to what extent? The alternative design meAodologies proposed for 
hypertext clearly have to be taken Ato account. Even A Aeir inadequacies they 
provide a way to see more clearly what a hypertext design methodology requires. So 
Ae analysis and comparison of Ae alternatives produced here provides a basis and 
inspiration for the design meAodology. An understanding of the role of hypertext 
models is also useful A further understandAg the position and function of design 
methodologies wiA regard to hypertext
The principles and guidelines have two functions A a design methodology, 
dependAg on wheAer they are concerned wiA features or wiA d es i^  procedures. 
The former are resources to be drawn on during hypertext design. The latter are 
elements which may integrate wiA the more general high level elements of design 
methodologies to provide a more detailed meAodology than so far exists A the 
hypertext field.
How do Aese elements come togeAer to form a design meAodology? This process of 
construction is considered A detail A Chapter 7. First the other sources for Ae design 
meAodology must be considered, beginnAg wiA Ae design and construction of an 
electronic prospectus.
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5 Electronic Prospectus Design 
and Implementation
5.1 Introduction
This chapter d^cribes Ae role A Ae development of the design methodology of the 
auAoris own work wiA a series of HyperCard stacks wAch were developed to 
familiarise the researcher wiA the sublet area and task domaA. This proved useful A 
sensitisAg the auAor to some of the problems, issues and decisions wAch are 
involved A hypertext design for documents like electromc prospecAses. More 
specifically, this activity led to a better understandAg of Ae hypertext design task. A 
further benefit of desigmng a hypertext document was that it proved an appropriate 
context for examining and testing aspects of Ae design metWdology. The HyperCard 
stacks were used as an expAratory tool, wiA a number of tedmiques being tried out 
and improved using the HyperCard electroAc prospectus as a test-bed. A complete 
account of the electromc prospectus development is found in Appendix 2. The 
account below takes a critical look at Ae author's own attempts at prospectus design 
and examAes some of the key issues raised ty  the devdopment
5.1.1 RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER PARTS OF THE RESEARCH
The electromc prospectes was originally seen as a way of learrang about hypertext 
design for tAs domaA of information provision by practice and reflection on that 
practice. A important element A tAs is Ae notion of preunderstandAg.
5.1.1.1 Preunderstanding
TAs is a term used by ôdman to describe Ae previously acquired insights and 
understandAg of the researcher A a project or organisational setting (ôdman, A 
Gummesson 1988, p53). These can obscure features of the situation under 
investigation because Ae Adividual's preunderstandAg prevents a proper
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interpretation of events. Insufficient preunderstanding means the researcher must 
spend a disproportionate amount of time gaining basic background information 
about a situation or process. By having hands-on experience of the electronic 
prospectus design situation and process, Ae author was better positioned to 
understand and mterpret the design tasks and issues experienced by the case study 
team
A further aspect to preunderstanding is the notion that some kinds of knowledge are 
of a kind wWch is not communicable, as in knowledge of physical performance 
(Gummesson 1988). Where aspects of physical performance are concerned, as is the 
case in any design process, it is useful for Ae researcher to have some direct 
experience m order to enhance preunderstand ing . Gummesson (1988) distinguishes 
two types of preunderstandAg to Acorporate this distAction: preunderstanding at 
first and second-hand.
This experience of design practice also had a direct contribution to Ae design 
meAodology A allowAg Ae author to consider Ae efficiency and effectiveness of a 
number of techniques such as diagrammatic representations of hypertext structure. 
FollowAg from this, the electronic prospectes eventually came to be used as a test­
bed for different aspects of Ae design meAodology whilst Aese were beAg 
developed. It enabled testmg of such elements as structure diagrammAg techniques 
A a realistic settAg.
5.2 Method
As Adicated in the chapter on meAodology (3), this dissertation is essentially 
constructive research. This part of Ae research is concerned wiA exploring Ae 
hypertext document design situation. For Ais part of Ae research, Ae author 
designed a series of prototype hypertext electronic prospectuses, which provided 
information about the hypertext design task. This kind of approach reflects that found 
A other technological fields, and is common practice in hypertext design and in 
related fields such as information systems design.
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5.2.1 METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES
This approach has Ae advantage of direct contact as indicated above the auAoris 
experience gives direct knowledge in a way that no other method can. However, as 
scientific mvestigation, such direct experience is frequently criticised as having 
significant and severe limitations. These criticisms can be met, but Aey deserve 
serious consideration first. A particular direct experience can be considered to be 
subjective and prone to bias, and to be Acapable of generalisation to a wider 
population. This is partly a matter of perspective. Such criticisms are based on the 
positivist tradition of scientific inquiry, which is concerned wiA developing general 
explanations on the basis of regularities and causal relationships A Ae phenomena 
imder Avestigation.
An alternative paradigm exists, sometimes known as anti-positivism, alAough this 
presupposes an antagonism to positivism and Ae scientific meAod which all its 
proponents do not hold. This upholds the notion of validity for the viewpoAt of 
participants, and rejects the notion that Aere can be impartial observers A most if not 
all investigatory situations. This perspective is also sometimes known as 
hermeneutics or mterpretivism.
In the spirit of such research, Ae account below takes a reflectively critical stance A 
examinAg Ae auAoris work on the electronic prospectus.
5.3 The electronic prospectus design process
5.3.1 INTRODUCTION
A hypertext electronic prospectus was designed and constructed, initially based on 
Ae existAg College prospectus. The information content was imported, edited and 
restructured manually Ato a hypertext structure. The account below concoitrates on 
the issues and implications raised by the development. The design and development 
process is not descrAed A detail here but a complete account of the process is found 
A Appendix 2.
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5.3.2 DESIGN OF THE FIRST PROTOTYPE
5.3.2.1 Feasibility
Avestigations Ato project feasibility covered FT provisions A Scottish schools and 
colleges, the resources available, the auAorAg approach and the software available 
for this, and an examination of the existAg paper prospectus.
A number of hypertext software packages were investigated for production of the 
electronic prospectus document, usAg a list of products based on texts (Nielsen, 1990) 
correspondence wiA colleagues, and reviews. Budgetary considerations at Ae tune 
were critical in ruling out Ae most attractive prospects. Director and Gmde. A  
particular. Director had attractive multunedia design feaAres, and Guide has good 
facilities for workAg wiA existing text files and producAg hypertext with a 
Aerarchical structure. HyperCard was the even Aal option. This was based partly on 
the financial constraints mentioned, on Ae author's previous experience with 
HyperCard, and awareness of the Apple bias A Scottish schools. Conversion to PC 
format could be done later usAg a conversion utility. Using HyperCard was subject to 
the constraAts that have been documented elsewhere (eg. Kahn 1989), and it was not 
the preferred choice. However, this kind of limitation probably reflects the reality of 
software choice. ChoosAg Ae right software is critical, as Ae choice of software can 
greatly affect the design options open to Ae auAor. The approach used by Ae author 
could have been more systematic. For instance, Horton (1994) gives a ten-poAt 
procedure for software choice for on-lAe documentation wWch may help to 
systematise this process. However, Ais is rather over-elaborate for many 
circumstances, as it Avolves the acquisition of workAg copies of the best three to 
seven products, the construction of chapter-sized documents in each, and the 
construction of a complete book-sized document. A  the end real constraAts in terms 
of skills and costs are likely to be as significant
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5:3a2g2 Requirements analysis: stakeholder analysis, user analysis and
task analysis
A formal requirements specification was not drawn up, but analyses were completed, 
including stakeholder analysis, user analysis and task analysis. This produced a 
number of documents wAch were used to guide later design.
532 2 .1  Stakeholder analysis
The stakeholders are all Aose having an Aterest A the system under construction. 
This means not just Ae users but all the other parties concerned A support, and A the 
outcomes of use. The designer of any artefact has to balance the often conflictmg 
requirements of ail other groups concerned. TAs requires identification of Aese 
stakeholders. An analysis of the stakeholders and some of their possible requirements 
was made by identifying the various possible scenarios of use. This attempted to 
identify the possible stakeholders A the fystem and to discuss Ac scenarios withA 
wAch Ae 'QMC electroAc prospectus' might be used. It Aso suggested the tasks Aat 
each of Ae scenarios requires Ae system to perform. This analysis oAy discussed the 
above A general, as this stage was to precede a more specific user and task anAysis. 
The purpose here was to identify Ae possible interaction scenarios with the 
stakeholders A an attempt to gaA some insight into rcqmrcmcnto for Ae electromc 
prospectus document. This techmque is usefA, but can be unsystematic A use, and 
depends very much on the imagination and œntcxtuA knowledge of the design team.
53.22.2 User analysis
The and the user are Atc^A to each other. What is done and who does it cannot 
be disconnected. However, it is helpfA for understanding to make some separation 
between the two. This section examAes issues surroundAg Ae question of Ae user 
and the user's task A desigmng an electromc prospectus, and looks at Ae strengths 
and weaknesses of meAods used.
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are doubts as to whether such an approach is possible, just as user modelling is 
criticised. Landauer (1991) suggests that there are far too many variables to enable 
human cognition and behaviour to be modelled A any useful way. Dillon (1994) 
explores this more extensively, suggestAg that despite Ae anti-Aeoiy feelAgs of 
some commentators, such as Landauer, the desired position is one A wAch good 
Aeory can support empirically based design; Dillon (1994) goes on to suggest that 
such a Framework or model may be useful in the design of electroAc text. TAs seems 
reasonable in that it is inevitable that there must be some degree of generalisation 
involved A task description if Ae task described is not to be tAlored to specific 
individuals. A task analysis approach that leads to Ae development of an idealised 
normative task model has been developed by Johnson (1992). A commoner approach 
is Ae development of a task list often represented by a functional specification 
(Mullins and Treu 19%).
Dillon (1994) has explored the issue of task A hypertext, suggesting a Tu)w, why, 
what' approach to task analysis for texts and hypertext:
• why they are read;
• what type of Aformation they contain;
• how they are read;
This wo Ad be difficAt to apply at a detailed level, but it does offer a structure for task 
anAysis for hypertext
To date Aere is no task model specifically relevant to the designer of electroAc 
prospectuses. Prospectuses represent an area of Aformation seeking and use A which 
Ae Aformation task is transient and particular to Ae individuA user. The deeply 
personal task of finding out about institutions and courses, and then choosing 
appropriatdy is one for wAch there can be no task expert Very few Adividuals go 
tAough Ais procedure more than a few times. Those who perform the iAtiA 
iAormation seeking task may do so more frequently A a professionA capacity, but 
such professionals are unlikdy to be directly Avolved A the dedsion-makAg part of
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be no appropriate user models in this area, so it is not possible to make any 
reasonable comment on their practical applicability for hypertext design.
A  generA, the problem wiA user anAysis is that unless some existAg work exists, 
such as A this case the work of Keen and Higgins (1990,1992), a comprehensive user 
anAysis is likAy to be an AappropriatAy laige task for anythAg but a major project 
wiA a laige budget. Techniques such as Ae use Of scenarios are usefA devices, but 
do not provide empiricA data.
5 3 2 2 3  Task analysis
Task anAysis is a generic term for a number of tedmiques used originally A generA 
training and more recently applied to interactive system design A task can be defined 
as " . . .  the mechanism by which changes are effected A a given domaA." (Johnson, 
1992, pl55), or more narrowly as "Ae sAdy of what an operator (or team of 
operators) is required to do, A terms of actions and/or cogAtive processes, to achieve 
a system goal" (Kirwan and Ainsworth 1992), AAough recent commentators have 
noted Ae variety of tasks, and Ae dangers in takAg too narrow a view of task 
(Draper 1993). Task analysis can however be a useful tedmique where Ae work or 
activity concerned is fairly constrained, as in this instance.
Task anAysis can be more or less empiricA A its approach. Early tedmiques for task 
anAysis, wWch were originally directed at practicA tasks, such as HierarcWcA Task 
AnAysis (HTA) (Annett and Duncan, 1967) are largely empiricA, usAg tedmiques 
such as Aterviews, observation, and employing secondary sources such as manuals 
and oAer documentation. Such tedmiques have been considered as inadequate for 
deAAg wiA cogAtive tasks, Athough Shepherd (1989) argues that this is not the case. 
CogAtive task anAysis attempts to take Ato account the knowledge that people bring 
to a task situation, and to anAyse, model and eventually to predict that knowledge 
(Johnson 1992).
Task models
It woAd be useful if anAyses of task A all situations could be rendered unnecessary,
or at least minimA by the production of idealised models of the task siAation. There
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ExistAg knowledge
Where the user population is relatively significant there is a good chance that there 
will be existAg information about that population. The auAor utilised a number of 
existAg sources. Much work on the potentiA sAdent popAation Aready existed, A 
particular two surveys on the English population (Keen & Higgins 1990,1992), and a 
Scottish telephone survey (Scottish Office Education Department 1993).
Using Aese sources was useAl in that it gave a bread A that wo Ad never normally be 
available to Ae individuA hypertext author wiA constrained resources. The scAe of a 
project like electromc prospec As development does not warrant Ae use of extensive 
user surveys, and it is essentiA to investigate oAer sources. There are reasons for 
caution A the use of such materiA however. A paiticular, the surveys concerned were 
commissioned and deigned wiA an entirely different purpose A  mAd. Hence 
Athough prospecAs use is covered A a limited way, Aere is much materiA*Which i s . 
no more than Ateresting background. However, points such as A e way that 
knowledge of the umversities amongst young applicants proved greater than that of 
the polytechnics and Colleges is of great vAue. A terms of information content for the 
prospectus, this means a consistent emphasis on uAverslty-level status, boA kt the 
level of corporate identity, and at the levA of information content for couires and 
departments.
TheoreticA knowledge: user models
It has been argued (Card et A 1983) that it is boA usefA and possible to have a Aeoiy 
based science of Ae user that can enable AitiA design decisions to be taken without 
the use of empiricA techniques. The usuA forms that such assistance can take can be 
user-oriented or task-oriented. User-oriented forms are typicAly known as user 
models' or Ae like, as described above, whilst task oriented ones are task models' etc.
User models have A Ae past been suggested as a way of circumventing Ae need for 
detAled user knowledge A eveiy instance of system devAopment, for instance Rich 
(1981). However, Aere are as yet no workable models (Preece 1994) and serious 
doubts as to Ae vAue of user models exist A any case (Dillon 1994). There appear to
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the process although they may be indirectly involved in a supporting role. However, 
there are ways of maldng valid generalisations about the users' tasks in this œntcxt.
One possibility is Marchionini's (1992) model of the information-seeking process. This 
provide a useful way of conceptualising the task in the coU%c choice situation. The 
task concerned in this instance can be characterised in the first instance as an 
information-seeking task. Marchionini (1992) describes the information-seeking task 
as a form of problem solving in which either or both the information sought 
(problem) and the search process (solution path) may be simple or complex.' This can 
be described in terms of five functions that form the information seeking process; 
defining the problem, articulating the problem^ selecting the source, extracting the 
information and examining the results. The relationship between these is shown in 
the figure below
^  Extract informationSeiect source ^
Define probiem
^  Examine resuitsArticuiate probiem
Figure 5.1 Information seeking functions (after Marchionini 1992)
These functions exist together in a non linear relationship where any of the different 
functions may be engaged at different points in the search process. So for instance 
examination of results is not necessarily an end to the information seeking process but 
may lead to a redefinition of the problem or an extraction of new information. This 
corresponds with scenarios of the prospectus use task.
This is likely to be followed in many cases of prospectus use by a decision-making 
task, whether this be to select a specific college and course, or something less defined
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such as a decision not to go into higher education, or a decision as to a general area of 
study. This cannot be easily unravelled from the information-seeking task as the 
procŒS involves the user constantly checking the information found against the 
decision-making task for relevance and usefulness.
McKerlie and Preece suggest a broad categorising of task goals for hypertext use into 
four types:
• finding an answer to a particular question (ie searching task)
• gaining a sense of scope for the information (ie browsing task),
• exploring a particular concept (eg learning), and
• collecting and tailoring information (eg. organising or synthesWng)
(McKerlie and Preece 1993 p36)
Apart from the career professionals, users are relative novices, although they are 
likely to gather e3q>ertise in prospectus use a) through repeated concentrated use 
during the coui'se selection period, and b) to a lesser extent, through following a series 
of courses at successively higher levels.
Task anatysis conducted for this project
The first prototype involved a more or less direct transformation of the existing text 
prospectus. This formed the nucleus of the information to be included as it represents 
the institution's evolved View of what the information content should be. It was 
apparent from discussion with members of the Department and representatives from 
the PR department that no great deviation from this would be expected.
Empirical task analysis at this stage conmstcd of a series of pattern notes conducted 
with a range of participants including prospective students and new students. New 
students were chosen partly for their easy availability but also for their recent 
familiarity with the course choice process: they provide recent experience and the 
benefits of hindsight
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The pattern notes
Pattern noting is a task analysis technique suggested by Jonassen et al. (1989) for task 
analysis in hypertext. It belongs to a family of techniques known as concept mapping 
(Jonassen 1996, McAleese 1996). It works by asking the subject to produce a network 
of related concepts rather like that p ro d u ced  by mind-mapping (Buzan 198?, in 
Jonassen 19?), and is in fact based on Buzan's earlier work. Its value for hypertext is 
that it can produce a network structure rather like a hypertext net that can provide the 
basis of a hypertext structure. Apart from the relative ease with which it was said to 
present a network structure, this technique appeared attractive because it is relatively 
e a ^  to administer and requires no special equipment apart from a pen and an 
adequately sized piece of paper.
The rationale here was that the better part of the information content was fairly well- 
known on the basis of many years experience with paper prospectuses and student 
recruitment in general (although higher education institutions are of course as capable 
as any others of making and holding unwarranted assumptions). This information to 
a greater or lesser extent has to be regarded as a compulsory element although the 
individual organisational context is important here. It is for instance impossible to 
Imagine a useful prospectus without details of courses, entry requirements and 
admissions procedures. Although users arc important, the needs of the sponsor must 
also be considered, especially when th ^  are paying the bill. In many cases, users and 
sponsors are effectively on the same side: what is good ifor the user is good for the 
sponsor. This is not necessarily tiie case in a marketing context The goals of the users 
and the goals of the sponsor can be very (Afferent What leas a relative unknown was 
how people saw the structure of that information, the relationships between the 
various topics.
A pattern noting approach was therefore used to elicit this kind of information. A 
range of students, including first year and prospective postgraduate students was 
asked to draw representations of the knowledge that they required to dioose a course 
and a place of study, and the resulting networks were analysed. The students were 
not selected for representativeness but rather for their potential for generating a full
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range of required information. The first year students were chosen on the basis that 
having recently been through the experience of choosing a college and course, they 
had the experience still fresh in their minds, plus the benefits of hindsight. This 
approach reflects the logic used with such qualitative methods as focus groups 
(Morgan 1988). The procedure is repeated until the maprity of items and connections 
being noted become redundant.
The factors included in the pattern notes were then used to make a set of diagrams 
displaying the relationships between the various elements as seen by the participants 
(D02, D03, Appendix 2c).
This approach to task analysis provided useful information, but poses certain 
problems. It does not give any indication as to physical aspects of the task. It does not 
give any indication of users' search strategies. It is also liable to produce somewhat 
ephemeral information Qonassen 1996). What users represent on different occasions 
can change significantly.
5 3.2.3 Information content analysis
The existing prospectus was examined carefully, and a table of headings and sub­
headings constructed (Table P03, Appendix 2b). Most of this material was already 
broken into chunks in the form of short paragraphs. Availability of existing 
prospectus text files and graphics was explored. There were no problems in obtaining 
prospectus files, but these were in PageMaker form, and required conversion back 
into ASCn text filœ.
It is hard to separate information content analysis from information content design. 
Analysing the information content in practice involves making preliminary decisions 
as to what information content should be included^ and what the nature of that 
information is. But these preliminary decisions can also include such decisions as 
whether or not to retain the existing document structure, which are inherently 
inform ation design decisions. However, some distinction is helpful to the designer.
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S.3.2.4 Information design
The first information design decision was whether to retain the existing document 
structure or to develop a new one on the basis of the new knowledge gathered. In any 
case where there already exists a paper version of the hyperdocument proposed there 
are the two possibilities here: to convert the original text or to author from scratch to 
suit the hypertext medium. At this point an early prototype was constructed in order 
to assess the position. This was based on an old HyperCard shell from the Hypertext 
'89 Conference which was adapted. This had been developed in order to show that 
HyperCard really could be used to produce true hypertext* The advantage was that it 
already contained routines for making an index, map, and contents, and in particular 
for enabling the use of 'hot' words in the text that were actually linked to tiie word 
rather than superimposed over it^.
The original text files from the prospectus were used, along with scans of the photos. 
The text was not marked-up in any easily accessible way, being in the form of 
PageMaker files. Utilities arc available which can be used to convert hierarchical text 
structures into linkable structures, but were not available in this instance. This meant 
a laborious process of manual conversion, from PageMaker files to ASCCI files, and 
then importing into HyperCard text fields. This was time-consuming, and it proved 
necessary to keep a careful record of the files and their translated versions. A 
consistent labelling strategy proved vital.
The next task was to arrange it into appropriate chunks. This proved difficult At first 
the text files were imported with their existing structure. The question was, how and 
where to oiganise the chunldng? The choiœs were to duink whilct the material was in 
ASCn format, or to import it into HyperCard and then chunk. Chunking whilst the 
material is in ASCII format had the advantage that material could be saved under 
separate and relevant file names, then imported into a single card field using a 
HyperCard import script. This only worked with whole text files, which meant that a 
large number of text files had to be created, one for each chunk of informatiorL This 
meant even more care with file names to avoid confusion. Alternatively, the tactic
1 This was before the addition of this feature to tiie standard version of HyperCard
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chosen, existing relatively large text tiles could be imported into a temporary 'text 
files' stack, and then either chunked whilst in that stack, or cut and pasted in chunks 
from that stack into the actual prospectus stack. Again, this was a tedious process, 
complicated by the strain that chunking imposes in cognitive terms: the author has to 
make decisions about the information content whilst engaged in the nwchanical and 
repetitive task of importing and copying across text.
HyperCard is capable of a variety of hypertext structures, but they mu:* normally all 
be authored by hand. The underlying structure of HyperCard is linear, or more 
accurately, circular or looped. That is to say, that if no links are added by the author, it 
is only possible to progress from card to card by moving from one to the next in line, 
until one is returned to the start The net result of these two phenomena is that it is 
easiest to produce a linear structure in HyperCard. By importing the files in sequence, 
the linear structure of the printed prospectus was replicated. Some efforts were made 
to add extra links, but the linear structure proved to inhibit this. The result at this 
stage was really nothing more than an electronic page turner with an active contents 
list and a few extra links as shortcuts to certain areas of the information.
This provoked a decision to author from scratch, using the pattern note analysis as a 
basis for the new structure. It was clear though that firstly a number of clcmcnto had 
not been considered by the partidponto, and that to proceed solely on the basis of the 
pattern notes would lead to a rather quirky form of prospectus. This was not a major 
problem in it had always been considered necessary to include elements from the 
printed prospectus. Secondly, it was dear that the elements induded were not linked 
as one might expect: certain logically apparent connections were not made by the 
users, and some dements were totally unconnected* So the material in the structured 
diagram was modified to indude obvious logical connections, for instance 'history of 
city' and 'character of dty'. The information was also supplemented by developing a 
hierarchical structure for the information. A structured list of the elements was 
produced, and this was merged with topics extracted from the printed prospectus 
(P03, Appendix 2b). From this a hierarchical structure was developed initially on a 
bottom-up basis, with individual elements being sorted into categories until a top
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level of a few laige categories was reached. This was converted into diagranunatic 
form (DOl, Appendix2b). Links were then added across the hierarchy as indicated by 
the cumulative pattern note to give a cross-referenced hierarchy (D04, Appendix 2c).
S.3.2.5 Design specification
A formal design specification was not prcxluced. For the second version, the structure 
diagram provided the main specification. This only provided details of links between 
nodes and node clusters. It would have been useful in some respects to have had a 
fairly detailed specification that indicated all contents, including navigation and 
access methods etc., but the structure diagram accompanied by some rough 
storyboards proved adequate for a work of this scale.
5.3 2.6 Information content: creation and Input
For the main authored-from-scratch version, the material already imported into 
HyperCard was retained, and a linking structure imposed using the structure 
diagram for guidance. This saved re^importing the material The shell was mcxlified 
to give a short linear opening secjuence to a main menu. This functioned as the first 
level in a flat hierarchy. Two kinds of card could then be created, using a scripted 
utility, part of the original shell. This gave head of section cards and content cards 
with a sub-heading. The sections corresponded with the second level in the hierarchy. 
Clicking the mouse on the contents item could allow a jump either to the head of a 
section or to subsections within it. Some of the text was edited and re chunked to fit 
modified headings and sub-headings. The course description sections took a standard 
structure (See DOl, Appendix 2c for details).
A further point is that it is clear that final decisions about chunking are to a large
extent contingent firstly on the software package used, and secondly on the interface
chosen. So in this case, HyperCard's frame or card based approach meant a limit to
the amount of text which could be displayed on screen, unless one uses a scrolling
field which enables cards to hold more than their physical representation suggests. If
one uses a scrolling field, one is limited to the rather graphically dull standard
HyperCard scroll bars. Then interface decisions about for instance font sizes hâve a
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direct impact on the amount of text on a card. However, it is sometimes suggested 
that die user interface is a design task for later in the design process, for instance in 
Isakowitz et al's (1995) methodology. This makes some sense, and it is a common 
approach, but it does not always make practical sense. One at least has to make 
decisions about the area of the screen available for text, graphics etc. before deciding 
how to chunk. Then one has to consider the use of ancillary windows - pop-ups etc - 
for extra material diat does not fit, which requires at least some preliminary decisions 
about guidelines for allocating material to such items. A significant part of the 
information design concerns the details of representation of the various parte of the 
information, for instance the establishment of a hierarchy of headings and the 
techniques used for emphasis within the text. As similar typographic cues may be 
required for these and for link representation, it is helpful to make these decisions at 
the same time, and early, preferably before text is edited. There is also in any case a 
strong contention that user interface issues ought to be considered earlier on than is 
conventional in software engineering and information systems design, that 
sequencing activities is an over-rigid approach that does not fit readily with design 
practice (eg. Hix and Hartson 1993).
An alternative that is sometimes suggested is that if a chunk does not fit you should 
rewrite the chunk and make it fit. How practical is fids? In some cases it makes sense, 
and this tactic was adopted for some items, but frequently it is not possible. For one 
thing, the original printed prospectus is quite economically written. It is difficult in 
some areas to see how it could be reduced. Expansion is sometimes possible, but not 
without materially extending the topic. There is also a question of the sponsoring 
institution's attitudes to changes in the material. Permission for this may not be 
forthcoming, or be slow.
A significant issue here is the point that it is essential to document one's materials in 
some detail. One of the key problem areas is keeping track of what is a) to be included 
b) available and c) actually in the author's possession. This is not a matter of a simple 
listing « it is necessaiy to have listings of what the raw material is, what elements of 
this are for inclusion in the stack, what the material form of these elements is at any
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given time (eg photographic print, scanned file with format, ASCII text file etc.), 
decisions made about what should be included, and in the case of materials which 
need to bo converted from one form to anofiier, some kind of key as to what original 
material has been converted into which new form. One of Shneiderman's (1989) 
'Golden Rules of Hypertext' concerns such 'careful housekeeping’ questions. This 
problem grows when there are a wide range of different media involved, when issues 
such as copyright and compressons also have to be considered.
The question then becomes, what is the best way to keep this record of materials? A 
set of listings in HyperCard has certain attractions ^  it would then be possible to relate 
the lists of files to the titles of fields etc. in order to use HyperCard's search facilities to 
check the inclusion of materials (but how would this work with graphics created/held 
within HyperCard?). However, this requires a certain amount of extra work to be 
done to best effect Is it worth it?
HyperCard's linearity was useful in keeping a track on the material hnported. The 
existing prospectus provided the sequence for importing, and then cards were created 
to reflect this sequence.
5 3.2.7 Unking and access
As indicated above, HyperCard has an underlying linear structure, so all nodes are 
automatically linked in the order in which they are produced. This may or may not be 
relevant to the designers' intended structure, and as discussed it can lead to an 
acceptance of an inappropriate linear structure. Here the existing HyperCard shell 
made some of the linking decisions automatic. A script in HyperCard's accompanying 
scripting language, HyperTalk looked up the titles of cards and entered them into an 
active contents listing, giving section and card titles which could be clicked on to 
jump to those items. It was then a relatively simple matter to use background buttons 
showing on most cards to allow a linear route through most sections. There were no 
extra access mechanisms at this stage.
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5.S.2.8 User Interface design
A number of conventional principles and guidelines for user interface design for 
hypertext exist, and an extensive body of knowledge. This material was examined in 
some depth for the taxonomy of design guidance* However, this research took place 
concurrently with the development of the electronic prospectus, so the final results 
were not available. Sets of interface design principles and guidelines for hypertext 
were already available however, and two of these, by Shneiderman (1989) and 
Hardman and Sharratt (1990) were used.
These principles were loosely followed. The user interface design was kept very 
simple in this version, partly out of a desire to follow the convention of minimising 
cognitive load on the user (Shneiderman 1992, McKerlie and Preece 1993), more 
particularly to reduce the design task to the minimum necessary given that there was 
no additional support. It was felt that the information structure was most important at 
this stage. A standard format was adopted for all cards containing primary 
information. The exceptions were title, help, glossary and map cards.
Problems arise in connecting the user interhice design and the information design. 
How information is presented orr screen is closely connected with the structuring of 
that information. On screen information needs to be structured in such a way as to 
facilitate reading, searching and browsing that information. How this is done partly 
depends on the cognitive and other characteristics that the user brings to the screen, 
and partly on the inherent structures of the information. There is no point in 
designing an interface in such a way that it supports the user's qualities yet fails to 
present the information content in such a way that its internal structures are apparent. 
Such an approach is self-defeating in that structures on screen cut across those in the 
information content to create a 'cognitive dissonance'.
5.3 2.9 Testing and evaluation
Testing and evaluation was minimal, evaluation being limited to one or two
colleagues and a few first-year students. This runs counter to the arguments of many
in the HCI area, who suggest that user testing is paramount. It can only be said that,
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as others have found, user testing is thne-consiuning and difficult to arrange. It was 
not considered to be a major part of this study to investigate evaluation, this having 
been researched by a number of workers over the years.
5,32.10 Conclusions
This experience suggested that the key design problems in authoring hypertext for 
this domain were firstly in finding quick but effective task analysis methods.
Secondly was converting the existing structure into a worthwhile hypertext 
document The linear structure of the printed prospectus tended to be retained in the 
hypertext, giving very limited hypertext functionality, to the point where the result 
was an electronic page-tumer with a few added links. It is difficult w hen faced w ith 
the original document to make any worthwhile imaginative conceptual leaps, and one 
tends to lapse back into the existing structure. For this reason alone it is worth 
forgetting the costing document and abstracting the information, to restructure it in a 
more purely hypertextual way, concentrating on the information and task 
requimnents, and structuring appropriately. The alternative is to use pro determined 
structuring devices such as the active contents index in the Electronic prospectus, and 
to fit the information to that structure. This distinction is referred to by Hardman 
(1995) as between content-based and navigational structures. This approach has its 
attractions, but fails to use the capacity of hypertext to reflect the logical and semantic, 
or as Hardman (1995) calls it, the 'natural' structure of the information.
Text handling was a tedious process, and it was easy to import material twice, or to 
import the wrong material. Correct identification, with lists of the original file names, 
their ASCII conversions, and their final destination was essential to keep track of what 
material was where. Having imported text chunking was a major headache.
Another problem was that of the relationship of design to authoring software. Ideally
the designed document should be designed for what the users and stakeholders
require. In practice, they only get what the software will allow given the ingenuity of
the design team. That being the case, at what point should one start designing for the
available software? Prudence dictates that if resources are limited it is particularly
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important for the designer to know at an early stage what constraints the software is 
likely to impose. With a limited budget there is little room for going out and getting 
better software. There is also the question of learning and training time. On the other 
hand, the rapidly changing market for software applications makes it tempting to 
resist early commitment to particular software packages, and from a design point of 
view, design is likely to be freer and more imaginative if no omstraints are set at first.
Finally, in terms of preunderstanding, the active involvement in design of an 
electronic prospectus was invaluable in familiarising fiie author more closely with the 
research domain, and more specifically made the task of designing interview 
questions for the case study easier, made conducting the case study interview more 
effective, and gave a set of concrete problems to relate to the task of creating a design 
methodology.
5.4 Later work
Later in the study, it was necessary to test elements of the methodology. How this was 
done depended on the element concerned. In some cases, it was necessary to work in 
conjunction with the electronic prospectus. This work was ad hoc, being driven by 
need and curiosity. It has consequently been described where necessary in the section 
on development of the design methodolc%y, Chapter 7.
5.5 Implications for the design methodoiogy
As explained in the methodology section, the main value of this part of ttie study has 
been in its ability to provide a first-hand understanding of some of the design 
problems and decisions faced by the design teams studied in the case studies. It has 
also provided a further insight into the value or otherwise of the guidelines etc. 
considered in the taxonomy.
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6: Case Studies in Prospectus 
Design
6.1 Purpose of the case study
In broad terms, the case study is concerned with gaining evidence of the design 
process as conducted by practitioners. In this part of the r^ a rc h , the aim was to 
propose some general reconunendations on the basis of the individual situations 
studied.
6.2 Research method
Case study research is generally considered as qualitative research, although there is 
no reason why it should not contain quantitative elements. Stake considers case study 
research as being not so much a methodological choice, but a choice of object to be 
studied (Stake 1994), and if that interpretation is followed, it is clear that case study 
research can cut across the boundary between ratioimlistic and naturalistic, holistic 
science. Much depends on the approach to case study work that is taken. Stake 
concerns himself with case study research in which qualitative inquiiy dominates. Yin
(1994) concentrates on an approach to case study research which attempts to 
reproduce aspects of positive, empirical research. The approach to case study research 
which is adopted dwuld be determined by the research aims and the context in which 
research must take place.
6.2.1 THE VALUE OF CASE STUDY RESEARCH
The case study research method was chosen as the most likdy method of obtaining 
relevant data about hypertext design. The particular advantage of the case study in 
this context was originally seen as its ability to get the most from a small number of 
data points. This was undoubtedly the case when this research was begun, and still 
largely the case at the time of writing.
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As well as this particular advantage, case studies have other advantages, and some 
disadvantages. Case study methodology is not always highly regarded. Although 
used extensively in such disciplines as educational research (Stake 1995), it has 
frequently been seen as being problematic in terms of both validity and reliability, 
being seen at worst as an example of a sing^e-point survey method with no grounds 
for generalisation to other examples or areas. The case study method has come under 
criticism in the past for two main reasons (Yin 1994). F ir^y, case studies are 
potentially prone to a lack of rigour. Benbasat et al. (1987) found that a selection of 
reported case studies in information ^ to m s showed a number of faults, in particular 
failure to properly explain research designs, failure to describe data collection 
procedures adequately, and a failure to explain the reasons for the choice of case 
study sites. Reliability is thus reduced. Such a lack of rigour is not however an 
inherent fault of the method, rather a consequence of carelessness or bias on the part 
of the researcher. Secondly, it is daimcd that tiiere is a limited basis for generalisation, 
because in most case studies there is only one or a few instances. However, this 
depends on what case studies are compared to. If wo think of the case study as a 
sample from a population, then clearly generalisation is difficult However, Stake
(1995) argues on the basis of RunkeTs (1990) analogy that suggests that research 
consists of casting nets, ie. making comparisons across cases, and examining 
specimens. Case study research in this context is a form of specimen examination 
which enables extensive knowledge of tiie single instance.
Stake characterises, tentatively, three kinds of case study: intrinsic case study,
instrumental case study, and collective case study. In intrinsic case study, the
researcher is interested in the case for its own sake, because of its own intrinsic
qualities. In instrumental case study, the case is of interest because it can extend
knowledge and understanding of an issue or tiieoiy. The case is important only in so
far as it can do this. Such a case need not be typical The boundary between intrinsic
and instrumental case studies is not fixed, but shifts as the researcher's interests and
focus shift The third approach, collective case study, is one in which a number of case
studies are linked together in order to develop generalisations about a wider group of
cases or a population. Such generalisation may require a further methodological
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framework, for instance Stake dtes the sociologists Martin Kohli and Fritz Schutze as 
using Strauss's grounded theory approach. In an application closer to the current 
domain this approach has also been used by Davenport (1994) in a study of the use of 
IT by information science professionals.
Yin argues a more powerful case than Stake in seeking to place case study research 
within the rationalist-empirical tradition. He argues that the case study more closely 
r%embl% an experiment An experiment is made and a theoretical proposition ensues 
from it. The experiment is then repeated, and hopefully the same result is obtained, 
although under new conditions. From repetition the theoiy can be confirmed. As Yin 
puts it, case studies are generalisable to theoretical propositions and not to 
populations or universes' (Yin 1994 plO). Although there are obvious differences 
between case studies and experiments, the two are clearly allied in that the case study 
is not a sample, and the aim of the case study researcher is to expand and generalise 
theories (analytic generalisation)'. This point is echoed by Mitchell, who defines the 
case study as " . . .  a detailed examination of an event (or series of events) which the 
analyst believes exhibits (or exhibit) the operation of some identified general 
fiieoretical principle." (1983, pl92).
The third objection to case studies is that they are lengthy and time-consuming, and 
consequently expensive. This is not an inherent quality of case studies but is 
dependent on factors such as the data-gathcring approach(cs) chosen, which is/are 
independent of the overall method.
Finally, case study research tends to be largely qualitative, although this is not 
necessary. As such it is vulnerable to the some of the same criticisms which have been 
made of qualitative research: it is subjective, slow and tendentious, and answers are 
less forthcoming than questions. Ethical problems may bo raised by the tendency for 
such research to focus on the personal (Stake 1995).
According to Yin one uses case studies when it is important to cover contextual 
conditions. Case studies are also useful as mentioned above, where few data points 
exist and survey/sampling methods are therefore not feasible. A further benefit is that
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case studies are well-suited to the capture of extensive detail about reality, and 
dealing with a large number of variables (Galliers 1985).
6.2.2 OTHER CASE STUDY CONSIDERATIONS
6.2.2.1 The role of the researcher
The case study r^archer is in a critical position. It is inevitable that the researcher 
wiU condense and select from the material available. To what CBctont this is done is the 
researcher's decision. The criteria for this are varied, and include the eventual 
readership, the purpose of the research, place and type of publication, the sponsor's 
needs, and many more. Also sigiüficant is the researcher's preunderstanding 
(Gummerson 1988).
6.2.2 2 Uniqueness and typicality
Generalising from case studies is problematic. Although theoretical generalisation is 
in itself valid, there still remains the question of the uniqueness of the case study. In 
many cases generalisation may turn out to be inappropriate or constrained. This in 
itself is perfectly  acceptable. As Stake points out, drawing on the work of Feagin, 
Orum & Sjoberg (1991, in Stake 1995), and Simmons (1980, in Stake 1995), 
generalisation need not be emphasised in all cases. In the current context, this 
presents certain difficulties. To make design prescriptions of any kind, generalisation 
is involved. This question is considered more closely below.
6.2.3 THE CASE STUDY METHOD IN THIS RESEARCH
The case study method was considered appropriate in the context of this research 
partiGulaily because, as mentioned above, the number of date points were apparaitly 
few. Very few HE institutions in this countiy were using electronic prospectuses, and 
other methods of acquiring date wore therefore unsuitable. A further reason for the 
choice of this method was that it is considered vciy appropriate for exploratory 
research and for hypothœis generation. This study was not primarily concerned with 
hypothesis generation, but to propose design advice is arguably to make hypoth^s
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about the best way to do something. This research situation can therefore be seen as 
paralleling situations in which hypothesis generation is a priority, and the case study 
method is therefore appropriate. A further point in favour of a case study approach 
within this study is that case study methods are particularly good at providing insight 
into the contextual and organisational aspects of projects in such areas as information 
systems design (Saurer 1993).
In the light of criticisms of lack of rigour, a failure to carry out and report case studies 
thoroughly, it is particularly important that the research design and process are 
described properly. The following section adopts the structure used ty  Sauer (1993) It 
first concerns itself with the research design, and the process by which the research 
design was executed. It then goes on to describe the protocol which was used, and 
gives details of the resulting database.
6.2.3.1 The research design
The central focus of this research as a whole was to generate some appropriate 
generalisations about electronic prospectus development, which could be 
incorporated in a design methodology. The case study part of the research was 
intended to enhance this process by providing data and some consequent 
generalisations on the basis of actual experience outside of that of the author. So what 
kind of data was the case study required to produce?
In this case the emphasis was initially on descriptive and ejqjloratory work. The main 
concern in the first instance was to elucidate the methods that have worked, or failed, 
for existing developers, to find out what they did, and which of these things they 
would do again. After this it was hoped that certain generalisations could be made.
Yin proposes that the design of case study research subdivides into 5 components:
(1) the study's questions
(2) its propositions
(3) its units of analysis
(4) the logic linking data to the propositions
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(5) the criteria for interpreting the data
This approach provides a framework which can be adapted to the electronic 
prospectus design context:
6 2.3.2 The study's questions
In this context, the type of research question posed is critical. In the case of fids study, 
the object is ultimately to produce a design methodology. This is not in itself a 
question, but underlying it there is a qu^tion: what guidance is it possible to make 
about the d ^ g n  of electronic prospectuses? The other parts of the study are also 
attempting to answer this question. The author's own experience in system 
development is intended to produce prescriptive data. Preunderstanding (see Chapter 
5) is a significant element here, and the experience of the author's own electronic 
prospectus was useful in evolving the questions asked of the case study, particularly 
at the lowest level (Level 1). The analysis of design guidance was useful in providing 
additional and alternative perspectives.
This high-level question corresponds with the kind of question Yin describes as a 
level 5 question', a question about policy recommendations, the inclusion of elements 
in a design methodology being effectively a statement about design policy. The 
question can be further decomposed using Yin's classification of levels as follows:
Level 5 questions (questions about policy recommendations):
What conclusions and design recommendations can be offered to future electronic 
prospectus developers? What design support should be provided, and in what form?
Level 4 (questions asked of an entire study):
What is the best, that is the most efficient and effective, way to develop a hypertext 
electronic prospectus or simfiar document. And by implication, what ^wuld not be 
done?
Level 3 (questions asked of findings across multiple cases):
Not applicable in this case.
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Level 2 (individual case study level questions) :
This level is most problematic, in that a number of alternative questions could be 
asked here. After consideration the following questions were adopted:
1 What design guidance and methods were applied by fiie developers of 
the qrstem (if any)?
2. Which of these were useful, and to what degree?
3. What was the design process?
4. How were design guidance and methods applied in practice?
5 What design problems were experienced, and how were they resolved?
Level 1 (questions asked of specific interviewees):
This level refers to the specific questions relevant to particular interviewees. These 
questions are found in the case study protocol (Appendix 3).
6 2.3.3 Miscellaneous points
Other aspects that Yin considers of importance are:
)
• The extent of control that the investigator has over actual events
In the sites chosen, the projects have already been completed, so it was not possible to 
exert any influence over events. This ruled out options involving researcher 
participation such as the action research approach.
• The degree of focus on contemporary as opposed to historical events
These case studies could perhaps better be seen as case histories in Sauer's use of the 
term. They tend to concern past rather than ongoing events and processes.
6.3 The case study procedure
6.3.1 CASE STUDY PROTOCOL
The study began with the construction of a case study protocol based on the 
methodological approach doscribcd above. This is recommended by Yin as a way of 
improving reliability. It was initially based loosely on the kind of protocol suggested
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by Yin, but was adapted to fit the particular circumstances of electronic prospectus 
design. The protocol resulting (Appendix 3a) was used as a basis for the Glasgow 
study. It included: an overview covering the type of study and its purpose, issues in 
case study research - the rationale for site selection, the research questions under 
examination, definitions of unit of analysis and some relevant terms; field procedures; 
the case study questions, in their initial formulation, defined using Yin's classification 
of levels, and including specific interview questions; the sources of evidence; an 
analysis plan and guide for the case study report
6.3.2 DATA GATHERING TECHNIQUES
Essentially any data gafiiering technique may be appropriate in a case study situation. 
Given that t h ^  studies were retrospective, it was anticipated that the main sources 
would be the products, secondary evidence in the form of documentation of various 
types, and the testimonies of the participants. The only planned data gathering 
technique was the interview. No decision was taken on the subject of group or 
individual interviews, as it was felt that this could be unnecessarily constraining.
It was hoped that there were would be some documentation in existence, either in 
print or as computer files.
6.3.3 CHOICE OF SITES
This was one of the areas singled out by Benbasat et al. (1987) as being under- 
explained in a number of case study reports. It is significant because the choice of site 
can have far-reaching effects, either enabling insight or introducing biases. At the very 
least, the choice of site in multiple-case studies is bound up with the kind of case 
study one is conducting. Case study sites may be chosen on the basis of whether one 
is aiming for 'literal' or 'theoretical' replications. In this case, finding and gaining the 
co-operation of a team working on electronic prospectuses was the major factor 
affecting choice of site.
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Several alternative sites were considered but the only site which proved to be 
available was Glasgow University, which had produced a CD-ROM prospectus for 
the Computer Science Department
6.3.4 PARTICIPANTS
The participants were a team of final-year Computing Science students at Glasgow 
University, who had begun a prototype CD-ROM-based electronic prospectus as a 
student project This had proved sufficiently interesting for them to be commissioned 
to produce a production version of the prospectus for distribution. The original team 
consisted of five individuals, reduced to four in the later stages.
6.3.5 DATA GATHERING
Most data gathering took place during the week of 15th August 1995. A copy of the 
electronic prospectus was obtained and reviewed before the interview was conducted.
6.3.5.1 The interview
For the Glasgow study, the interview was conducted according to the protocol 
question schedule. This took almost a full hour, tiie interview being taped. Only one 
participant, Paul, was available for interview.
The interview was conducted in the Department's Macintosh lab where the project 
work was conducted. This gave the opportunity to examine the prototype versions of 
the prospectus, and some time was spent in informal discussion of these. Although 
the interview was conducted some time after the original work had been completed, 
Paul's recall of the project appeared to be good. The interview was conducted 
according to the interview schedule in the Protocol (Appendix 3a). This was a semi­
structured approach although with a high proportion of essential questions. The 
schedule was followed fairly closely, although there were several diversions.
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e.3.5.2 Documentation
The other main source was the design team's documentation. The documentary data 
gathered was what historians consider as secondary evidence, originally created with 
some other purpose. The principal advantage of using such material in this context is 
that there is little opportunity for the researcher to intervene in the topic of study 
(Williams et al. 1988). A further advantage in this instance is that the documentation 
data o n  help to corroborate the interview data. The main disadvantage is that there is 
no way of assessing the biases of the individuals who created and handed over the 
matcrialt what they considered worth writing about, worth keeping, worth handing 
over. There may be large omissions which bias the material. The documentation was 
extensive, and in the form of word procœsor files, over 3Mb worth. Fortunately, some 
of this was duplicated. What was left consisted of an interesting variety of reports, e- 
mail correspondence and drafts of content and structures.
6.3.S.3 Indexing
All items in the case study were indexed from the beginning to allow effective 
referencing. This includes both the data collected and the author's œllations and 
interpretations.
6.3.6 THE ANALYSIS
Analysis in case study research relies on building a chain of evidence from the data 
back up to the highest level research questions.
In this case, analysis began with separate approaches to the three data sources.
6.3.6.1 Product analysis
The initial analysis concerned the product, and involved notes and diagrams based on 
several sessions of use of the product,. This was done before the other data were 
Gollcctod in ordor to bo ac fully informed as possible for this, in particular to maximise 
understanding during the interview.
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The product was the Visual Open Day, a hypermedia electronic prospectus using a 
variety of multimedia forms. It was constructed using Director, a commonly used 
multimedia development package. The version changed from 2 to 3 during the course 
of the project. Director is a time-line-based package which uses a metaphor drawn 
from the film industry. It resembles HyperCard in having a scripting language, which 
was used extensively to make the product in question. Like HyperCard it is not 
designed specifically for hypertext use, but has a number of possible uses. The 
product itcdf was largely hierarchical in structure, containing extensive hypertext 
linking, and was in colour. The content was centred on the Department of Computing 
Sciences, with sections on the University in general and the city of Glasgow. There 
were a number of video sequences, usually featuring students or staff members 
talking about various aspects of die University. There were limited search facilities.
6.3.6 2 Computer documentation
The documentation material was first indexed and tabulated (Table GT03, Appendix 
3c). This involved the creation of a table and entering each file, entering a number, the 
title as in the file name, document size in bytes, details of the dates created and last 
modified, a brief summary of the contents based on a reading of the document, and 
the contents type of document, the author, where identifiable, the intended audience, 
the relationship to other documente* The index number was added to the file name to 
enable easy identification. The contente type utilised three categories: text files, ie. files 
containing text and other material for the hypertext system content; documentation 
files, and working document files. Documentation meant all 'formal' documentation - 
reports, instructions etc. - as opposed to working document files which were all the 
other bits and pieces. Assessment work was included in this. It should be noted that 
these categories have a tendency to merge together - draft formal reports being very 
close to notes. The most significant distinction is really between the material in tiie 
prospectus and the material about the prospectus.
The dates were obtained from the Macintosh file information, which gives a 'Date first
created' and a 'Date last modified' The latter is clearly less informative than the
former, as any small modification is considered, whilst the date of creation marks the
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definitive opening of the document How useful these dates are is another question. 
There is always the question of whether documentation was raised at the time the 
tadcs referred to were undertaken. The existence of a computer file strictly only marks 
the maximum period over which that file was being actively created and modified, 
nothing more, It cannot for instance indicate the prelimina^ work which such a file 
may refer to, or the not% that were involved in that work. The existence of a file 
concerning a particular task docs not necessarily relate to the time that that task was 
undertaken. However, it seems reasonable to make some tentative assumptions. In 
the case of content files, there is likely to be a close correlation between their creation 
and the time at which work on related areas of the project took place.
In general, tiie order of file creation is likely to reflect that of the work concerned. In 
some cases it was dear that file dates were broadly accurate because it was possible to 
build up a picture corroborated by other file dates on files referring to the same 
events.
For the most part the files enable some reasonable assertions to be made. For instance, 
it is dear that there was a distinction between the 'prototype' stage, the student 
project, and the completed VOD CD-ROM. This is reflected in the kinds of 
documentation and in the dates created.
The next task was document comparison. There were a lot of documents containing 
similar information. Documents were compared to see which contained the most 
relevant and useful information, and to see if the changes themselves provided any 
information about the conduct of the project There were a lot of duplicate documents. 
In some cases later modification had added interesting material, whilst in others, later 
editing had removed i t  All the files were examined and included in the table, even if 
they appeared to be identical with other material.
Authorship was often unaccredited, except in tiie case of e-mail messages and some 
versions of project reports. However, some of tiie logs for the first phase of the project 
provide some indication of who was responsible for what
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6 3.6.3 The Interview
The interview was transcribed verbatim (the transcript is included as part of Table 
GT05, Appendix 3b). This did not initially appear to be strictly necessary given the 
level of analysis conducted on the interview material, but as the interview diverged in 
several places from the original schedule, it was found to be essential. It also enabled 
the use of quotation during analyris.
The responses were transferred to a table (GT05, Appendix 3b) based on the original 
protocol schedule with the Level 1 questions. This showed the information to be 
elicited, the questions to be asked, the form in which they were actually asked, and 
the response. Some notes on the material were entered at this stage. As for as tiie 
questions asked were concerned, most of these appeared to have been understood, 
and for the most part elicited some useful and interesting responses, although the 
interviewee's responses were occasionally a little garbled and consequently unclear. It 
was also apparent that the interviewer had occasionally diverted from the schedule 
on the understanding that questions had been answered in earlier contexts when this 
was not the case. One or two questions remained unanswered as a result.
6.3.6.4 Analysis and synthesis
The first analytic step was to examine the interview to produce summary answers to 
the original Level 1 que^ons. These were also entered into table GT05. References to 
Level 1 questions and to the documentation were included here.
The next phase was a dose examination and analysis of the various data elements. 
This was a synthetic process, calling for cross-referencing between the various data 
sources. There were two prindpal processes, with two outputs, a chronology, and a 
set of answers to the Level 1 questions.
63.6.4.1. Chronology
Firstly the documentation was utilised to provide a chronology of all design events,
activities and tasks. Supporting evidence was obtained from the interview. This
chronology was useful in providing a structure for further understanding, partly
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because it provided an organising principle for a large number of disparate 
fragments, and also because an understanding of the design process followed implies 
an understanding of what happened when. The chronology was developed by 
allocating documents on the basis of the 'date created' information from Table GT03, 
producing a table (GT04, Appendix 3d) showing a variety of events, tasks and 
problems with dates obtained from the file data, plus the sources of information.
6-3.6.4.2. Answering the Level 1 questions
The second analytic task was to use the material in Table GT05, the Level 1 answers, 
together with further supporting evidence from the computer documentation (Table 
GT03) to produce a set of answers to the Level 2 questions. This was done by relating 
the Level 2 questions back to the Level 1 answers, facilitated by copying the answers 
across into a new table (GT06, Appendix 3e) and adding further supporting evidence 
from the data sources as appropriate.
6.4 Results
The analysis above gave a set of answers to the Level 2 questions, which it will be 
remembered are the questions to be asked of a specific case. These are the first 
significant answers.
6.4.1 INTERPRETATION AND ANSWERS TO LEVEL 2 
QUESTIONS
Below is the interpretation of material in Table GT05 and the chronology, as answers 
to Level 2 questions. This interpretation is based on Table GTD6. References are to the 
individual Level 1 questions and to the computer files, the latter being numerals 
prefixed with a G'.
1. What design guidance and methods were applied by the developers of the 
system (if any)?
The design team did not use a formal design methodolcgy (GMl). Certain techniques 
adopted from software engineering and systems analysis were adapted for the
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project, including a formal problem definition (GM15), requirements analysis (G005), 
feasibility study (GM6), structure diagrams (G016), an analysis of users (G004), and 
contextual analysis (G003)* They used examination of other products to provide 
guidance as to what to do and not to do (GOŒ, G045). Not all of these were formally 
completed at the time they were required - many were complotod retrospectiydy.
There is some evidence of the use of user interface design principles (G012, G005), 
although the interviewee suggested that 'common sense' was the main guide (DD8). 
The principles were as follows:
• D^ign for ease and pleasure of use
• Design for consistency
• Design for a non-modal system
• Design for structural visibility
• Design for flexibility
• Design for direct entry to information
• Design for extensibility
• Design for reversibility of actions
The source is unknown.
In general, the dedgn approaches taken appear to have been influenœd by the team's 
earlier training in computer science and software design.
Z Which of these were useful, and to what degree?
It seems that the analyds techniques had a complex role: it wasn't linear, it was, you 
had to work backward and forward through it,' (GM6) - so some of the analysis was 
written up retrospectivdy, which suggests that such techniques as requirements 
analysis and specification were limited in their usefulness. The interviewee did not 
voice any misgivings other than this. This is of course broadly in keeping with other 
evidence of software - and ofiier - designers at work. No structured analysis was used. 
The team concluded tiiat:
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"Although the structure of the system wo are developing will be complex and of 
central importance to the overall end-product; structured analysis is limited because 
there is no data flowing through the system. Each screen full of information is 
displayed when the link to it is activated. There is no data processing taking place at 
all; other than referencing different pages. This makes the use of Data Flow Diagrams 
and other forms of structured analysis unnecessary." (G016)
The user interface design principles were somewhat general, and of a kind that is 
open to much interpretation, and it is therefore difficult to say for certain that they 
were followed to any great extent. The interviewee's reference to 'common sense' 
(DD8) suggests that perhaps they were not taken too seriously* Such principles as 
'design for a non modal system', and 'design for consistency' appear to have been 
followed (G012, GCDOD* It is clear that they are also aware of the problem of 
'cognitive overload' despite its non appearance in their list of design principles 
(G012). This suggests the integration of a wider set of principles and guidelines on an 
informal basis. This is perhaps the basis of 'common sense'.
3. What was the design process?
The project started from an idea by Richard Cooper, a member of the Computing
Science Department's academic staff (supervisor) (GO). The clients were Phil Gray,
also a member of the Computing Science staff, Catherine Lyons, tlæir information
officer, and a group within the department responsible for marketing and student
recruitment, the INTERFACE group (G091, GM6). An initial problem definition was
worked out (G098). This shows a four-stage development was anticipated, starting
with a review of the existing electronic prospectus, followed by an early design, a
prototype and user testing, followed by a full implementation using leading-edge
technology. This was followed by a requirements analysis defined on the basis of
analysis of existing software (GCIO, G02), contextual analysis (G003), and input from
Catherine Lyons and Phil Gray. A somewhat limited user analysis was conducted,
which was based on personal ideas as ex-applicants, and contacts with schools and
education departments in Scotland (G004)* No formal task analysis appears to have
been conducted. An analysis of the information content was made by examining an
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earlier version of an electronic prospectus for Glasgow University made in 
HyperCard ; This appeared unsatisfactoiy, and the information content and structure 
was rethought. They assessed the relative balance of the various elements in the 
existing HyperCard stack t and weighed this against their existing ideas about the 
material (GC12). Then they integrated this with the idea of a Virtual Open Day that 
Phil Gray come up with, that is, tluy adapted the information content of the existing 
stack to fit in with this structure. A requirements analysis was produced. D005 shows 
a requirements analysis in terms of 'who, what, where, when, how' basis. This is 
followed by a formal requirements statement Uctkig tasks the system is to perform; a 
system specification in terms of features, including some general principles and 
guidelines; functional and non functional requirements, hardware characteristics, 
error handling, quality issues etc. There is no evidence as to how the design team was 
chosen, and one assumes that as it was a student project they were already friends 
and acquaintOnccSi Information content and resources were based on the information 
analysis earlier. Choice of hardware was based on hardware available in Scottish 
schools « predominantly Apple Macintoshes (DR3^  G031X A decision was made to 
use proprietary authoring software. This was based partly on personal interest ^  they 
were 'sick of hacking out code', and becoming interested in information systems as 
opposed to software engineering. It was also simpler to use the ready-made features 
of Director than trying to write routines for evcoything from scratch (DD 12, DD14). 
Software choice was initially constrained by the choice of the Macintosh platform, and 
narrowed down from a list of four products, HyperCard, SupeiCard, Authorware 
Professional and MacroMind Director, to MacroMind Director, largely on the grounds 
of superior video sound and colour handling (DR4, G029). CD-ROM was chosen as 
the distribution medium on the grounds of the likely size of a document containing 
digital video, costs of production and reliability (DR5, G029). Director version 3 was 
used for the prototype, and verâon 4 for the second phase, the main VOD.
A number of other items of software were used during the project (DR7). These
included PhotoShop for editing and manipulation of still images (G028) Simple
Player, MovieShop> Fusion Recorder (G(0O) and Premiere (G(G7) for video capture,
review and editing. Sample Edit for sound editing, Microsoft Word, Claris Works,
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PhotoCD (G026). A constraint was that there was only one copy of Director available. 
This meant that it was important to have alternative software for reviewing and 
editing video, hence the number of different video capture and play software items 
used (DR7).
A limited version of prototyping was used (DR7, G032). There was an initial 
prototype, which the team considered as part of a feasibility study into the possibility 
of a full electronic prospectus. Much work was done on paper due to lack of 
availability of Director at first (DD3)« This prototype was completed to the extent that 
all departmental information was included, but little general information. No 
extensive evaluation took place. The prototype was then largely rebuilt using the 
same basic concepts and many of the inlerfaœ features (C086). In July 1994, work 
commenced on a full VOD prospectus, a more polished version with much more 
extensive material, including sections on the University and the dty of Glasgow. At 
this stage, the focus was on the general feasibility of the project, especially in terms of 
technical possibilities and the kind of presentation of information that was possible 
(DDl)
Design resources were limited to design advice from Phil Gray (DR8), and the 
assistance of a photographer from the Media Department. There was no assistance 
with graphics or information design.
The information content was described as relatively unimportant in the prototype 
stage, as opposed to structure, appearance, navigation and control (DDl, DD3). 
However, the documentation reveals that it was considered as important in evolving 
an appropriate structure (G088)> The two cannot easily be separated. In the second 
phase, information content was either authored by the design team or by Catherine 
Lyons. (DDl). General design ideas came from experience of other software (DD2), 
and from the team's exploration of the authoring software and manuals;
*And someone's been reading the Director book: 'Oh we can do this as 
well'." (DD3).
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The system was designed from serateh, and did not borrow from either the existing 
paper prospectus or the original HyperCard prospectus (GCIO). The overall design 
approach was a top-down one (DD3), something which might be expected given the 
team's academic background. User interface design was considered at a fairly early 
stage (February ' G007). A series of modules were designed using a hierarchical 
structure of main menu and sub-menus (G018, G092, DD5), and the information 
content and other material filled in. The exception is a rather more complex cross- 
linked section dealing with course options (GCDOl, G043, G088). These are shown - 
and this seems to confirm the way they were designed - as modularised units and 
sub-units in G092 (Rgure 6.1), and in more detail in G088 (Rgure 6.2).
Introduction "}
Computing Science
Jobs Available(Course InformationResearch
When Course Information is selected, another selection 
screen will appear allowing each of the individual 
courses to be picked directly. When chosen the information 
available will be all the info discussed before, i.e. equipment, 
laboiitories, staff etc but specific to that course.
(Figure 6.1) Course information module structure (G092).
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Undergraduate Courses
ICS-EEl
LCS-2EE
\
exceptional direct no further
route entry computing
X \ \
( C S - 3 )
(Figure 62) Course structure diagram (G092).
This series of diagrams was the main design technique. The rationale behind this 
choice of structure was to simplify navigation, which the team had seen as a problem 
with the original HyperCard stack (C002). Apart from this, the indications are that 
design was a fairly flodble and loose process. There appears to have been no design 
documentation for the second phase, the construction of the main VOD (DD18).
The second phase proceeded by section. The document was sbncturod into several 
sections made from separate Director 'movies' linked together. Skeleton structures 
were made for each module, then filled in (C2). The Department section was authored 
first, because it was most difficult (Cl, G048, G052), followed by the Q ty and 
University sections, which were worked on concurrently with the scripting for the 
Department section (Cl, G106-G108, GllfiO 112, G135).
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The VOD prospectus was evaluated whilst the second phase version was in a part- 
finished state (DD15). Evaluation took place via a questionnaire and protocols 
conducted using prospective students at the Departmental Open Day, with the aid of 
psychology students (DD15, DD16, G013-015 - results, questionnaire and protocol 
tasks). The main priority was ease of use (DD16). Tasks and questions focused on 
navigation issues, picture quality, movie quality , effectiveness and value as 
convqrors of information, use of sound in gaining users' attention, general graphical 
appearance of the ^ te m , general effectiveness of the system, and suggestions for 
improvements and general comments on the system. This revealed a number of 
problems, apparently mostly relating to movie handling, although the related 
document is incomplete (G015). There was also some informal evaluation via 
schoolchildren brought in by Catherine Lyons (GC9).
Documentation was extensive but somewhat unstructured (GOOl-153). Some elements 
were well-documented, for instance there was a fairly detailed log for the first phase 
of the project (G042). There was a report to the INTERFACE group at an early stage, a 
project report at the end of the prototype phase, and after that documentation is 
limited to working notes such as notes on colour codes (G072), formatting decisions 
(G070), problems and un-implemented ideas (G069), and bugs and missing items 
(G113). No master documents were maintained for files, links etc.
Debugging was partly based on the testing at Open Day, and allowing stakeholders 
and other members of staff etc. to play with the system. Also the separation of the 
team into different sections enabled a fresh view of each other's sections that showed 
up faults (C6a). Lists were made of some of the problems and un-implemented items, 
eg. G069, G104 and G113. Some evidence of link checking exists, for instance in G104, 
but there is no evidence of a systematic approach to this.
4. How were design guidance and methods applied in practice?
Stoiyboards and structure diagrams were evolved before the Director software was 
available (DD3). Several structural options were worked out in diagrammatic form 
(G091).
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User interface design principles were incorporated into the requirements document 
(G005). It is not clear how they were utilised in practice, but the interviewee's 
reference to the use of 'common-sense' rather than any specific principles suggests 
th ^  were not used rigorously (DD8).
The requirements (G005) document does not appear to have been used as effectively 
as it might have been. It is comprehensive and contains some quite specific 
requirements, which could have been used as the basis of evaluation, but the 
evaluation tasks and questionnaire do not directly correlate with the requirements. 
Requirements documents may also provide a useful checklist when evaluating 
authoring software.
5. What design problems were experienced, and how were they resolved?
A number of problems were encountered. To begin with, the software was not 
available, and it was difficult for the team to know what was possible:
"So it's kind of difficult, because you've got this sort of like an 
information gap between knowing what you want and not being sure 
what Director will actually do." (DD3).
Navigation was an early concern, navigational problems being apparent in the old 
Glasgow electronic prospectus (G002). The hierarchical structure meant it was 
possible to lose track of location in relation to the rest of the system (DDIO). The 
response was to add a locational device in the form of a path name at die top of each 
screen, and to constrain the options as much as possible.
A number of small-scale technical problems were encountered. These include 
problems with page transitions, keeping the Director score and cast tidy, and setting 
up die design so it could easily be changed (G069). Also problematic was die layering 
of objects. This did not appear to be amenable to a structured approach (Cl). The 
structuring of the document into different movies for each section caused problems 
with sound continuity.
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Both the hardware environment, in terms of screen size, and Director imposed certain 
constraints in terms of the amount and size of text and graphics that could be shown 
on screen. Problems in chunking material were not directly referred to although this 
might be an expected consequence of such constraints.
It had originally been intended to include a full search engine, but this was also found 
to be technically too difficult to be accomplished in the available time, so the search 
facilities in Director were utilised. This made it necessary to anticipate in advance the 
kinds of things users might wish to look for (DD12).
The most difficult parts were the Courses and Guided Tour sections, the latter being a 
section which utilised a lot of video and had quite a complex structure which caused a 
lot of problems with the users' routes (Cl, G104), and with scripting. There is a trade­
off between the desire to keep the script as tight and compact as possible, and 
therefore faster to run and less bug-prone, and ease of implementation (G104):
".. J  am thinking mainly of the course map to general pages - this will 
involve disabling all the sprites that represent the guides; supplying 
some default context and removing the signpost icon. It seems much 
easier just to duplicate the info (and the layout?) elsewhere." (G104).
Video was identified as a significant problem area, as already noted. Many video 
problems related to how to give users control. This led to a number of arguments with 
regard to how the user should be able to control the video sequences, in particular 
making sure that videos reset to the beginning. The options were to use the standard 
Apple video controller or a tailored version. In the end a tailored version was chosen 
(C3)i Another aspect was the problem of getting video compressions right - getting an 
acceptable combination of utilisation of disk space, smoothness of movement and 
detail of image, and getting this right for the lowest specification of machine - in this 
case the Macintosh LQL This entailed running all video on an LCn to ensure success.
Sound was relatively limited in the VOD prospectus, one reason for this being the
lack of a sampling utility which coidd deal with longer sequences (G034). Another
was the failure to gain the co-operation of the Department's sound specialist (G034). It
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was otherwise fairly straightforward except where the VOD was separated into 
different 'movies', although its potential to annoy was noted and a 'music on-off 
button included for the developers as much as the userS (C3).
Other problems were oiganising the team and allocating work, and version control - 
keeping eveiyone working on the last or best version of the project (C6). Another 
point is the learning curve associated with the software packages concerned. Where 
multimedia elements are concerned, the designer may be called upon to use a number 
of fairly substantial and complex software packages, and this was evident in this 
project, where the team had to use Director and Premiere. The reluctance to engage 
with another complex piece of software meant that in the prototype stage video was 
simply cut and pasted in from the video capture utilities without any editing (DR7).
In summary, it seems that there was limited outside expertise directly involved (GC4). 
This created a context in which problems had to be resolved by the team or features 
could not be implemented, as in the case of sound. Within this context, the main 
problems appeared to be technical although it is possible that this may be a distorted 
perspective, a consequence of the team's sdentific/technical orientation as computing 
science students. These problems were frequently caused by the limitations imposed 
by the Director software. Choice of software is clearly critical. Although at the time 
the VOD was made. Director was probably as good a choice as any for this kind of 
project, it obviously posed many awkward problems. Given the present state of 
authoring software, it is probably a question of choosing which problems the author 
wishes to deal with: there are no perfect solutions. It appears that design is most 
severely constrained in the first instance by not knowing what is genuinely 
achievable with the authoring software available, and then by the various technical 
obstacles imposed by the hardware and software.
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6.5 Interpretation of results
6.5.1 GENERAL:
They revealed a design process that was as much dependent on co-operation, 
experience and responsiveness to external constraints as to any particular 
development methodologies or guidelines. In particular, no specific development 
methodology was used, although there was a general adherence to software 
engineering and the only use of guidelines or other such advice was a short list of HQ 
principles culled from software engineering literature. Limited user testing took place, 
but much of this seemed to be for assignment purposes, rather than from any attempt 
to introduce iterative prototyping methods.
6.5.2 SOME REFLECTIONS AND CRITICISMS
As the discussion earlier indicated, case study research needs to be done carefully if it 
is to maintain an acceptable level of validity and reliability.
6.5.2.1 Validity and reliability
Validity concerns the degree to which the measure or research design operationalises 
the phenomenon or concept it purports to measure. There are two main aspects to 
this: internal validity and external validity. Internal validity concerns the internal 
logic of the measure or research design: the extent to which it operationalises what it 
claims to, and to which it excludes alternative explanations or hypotheses. External 
validity concerns the extent to which useful and meaningful generalisations may be 
made to other cases, populations and situations. (Williams et al. 1988).
65.2.1.1 Internal validity
Williams et al identify a number of potential threats to internal validity. Relevant ones 
in this research include such aspects as history, maturation, demand characteristics, 
experimenter bias and réponse bias.
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History
This concerns the way in which features of a new medium may alter as a result of 
technical changes during a study. This may have a role to play: the project studied 
took place in 1995, and the available technology has improved. However, the basic 
approaches and interface designs of software such as Director remain largely the 
same, and it is reasonable to assume that most of the conclusions made regarding the 
case study are still applicable. The principal changes concern such aspects as video 
handling capacity, which is much improved, and the increasing orientation of authors 
towards the World Wide Web - where in fact such aspects as video are in a state 
resembling the early development of digital video.
Maturation
This refers to the way in which users gain experience with new technol(%y over time. 
It is likely to apply in this context: people coming to hypertext development will be 
increasingly sophisticated with regard to understanding of and experience with 
hypertext and hypermedia. Some of the problems experienced in the case study may 
already appear to be trivial to experienced authors, and seem less to those 
inexperienced with hypertext but with a greater familiarity with computer hardware 
and software generally.
Demand characteristics.
This concerns the possibility that respondents may want to present certain 
characteristics to the interviewer, for instance to be more innovative with a new 
technology than they actually are. This is a potential problem in this case: the 
interviewee was an undergraduate and may well have been keen to impress with a 
level of knowledge and expertise beyond his real knowledge and abilities. There was 
little evidence of this during the interview however. If anything there was a tendency 
to understate what was done. The use of the computer documentation, and the 
existence of the VOD itself, acts as a way of checking for any bias here.
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Experimenter bias
Experimenter bias, occurs when the researcher brings assumptions to the research 
situation that cause distortions.
Response bias.
This can occur when the respondent perceives that a particular kind of response is 
appropriate to a question. There is alwa)^ a question as to what extent can the 
material gathered be taken at face value. So how can the researcher be sure the 
interviewee is telling the truth? A classic exploration of this issue is that of Dean and 
Whyte (1958). They suggest four factors which can be expected to influence the 
informant's reporting of a particular situation under particular interview 
drcumstances. These arc ulterior motives, bars to spontaneity, desires to please, and 
idiosyncratic factors. Looking at each of these factors in turn, ulterior motives are 
unlikely to be significant. This researcher was not in a position to aid the interviewee 
in any significant way. It was made clear to the participant that the rtudy was not for 
any assessment or evaluation by the Univeraty or any organisation œnnoctcd with i t  
Bars to spontaneity should similarly have been minimal, the most likely problem 
being Aat the room was not private, being a computer lab. However, the interviewee 
appeared quite relaxed in this situation, and was aware that the information obtained 
was confidential: Desire to please may have had some impact, but it seems, unlikely 
that this would skew the data obtained in any particular way other than perhaps an 
urge to say something rather Üum nothing. Idicxtyncratic factors are difficult to detect, 
but the relatively large number of questions covering a fairly narrow domain should 
offer some protection against ttiis.
Other forms of distortion may occur (Dean and Whyte 1958). The interview took place 
some seven months after final completion of the project Recollection may simply be 
poor or the informant not have the required information.
The existence of the documentation in general acts as a protection against such 
problems as respondent bias. However, this still requires some care. Response bias of 
a kind applies to more than just the interview data in this case, as some of the work
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involved assessment for a degree- This gives a context for presenting a particular Idnd 
of public face, for instance convincing tutors that things are on schedule, tiiat in depth 
analyses utilising other course material have been conducted, etc. Hence there is a 
question-mark against the integrity of a few items in the Juno material, much of which 
concerns carlia' tasks and has clearly been written for assessment purposes. Material 
for the INTERFACE report is also intended to create a favourable impression with Ae 
client, and may similarly be biased. However, in most cases other documentation 
exists which can provide corroboration. The project later became a paid project, and 
the conditions therefore change. Noticeably, the level of documentation tails off: most 
of the later material is directly concerned with tiie development of the project, as text 
files for instance, or as lists of bugs and things to implement
65.2.12 External validity
As noted above, external validity concerns tiie extent to which useful and meaningful 
generalisations may be made to other cases, populations and situations. This has long 
been a concern with case study research, as was noted in the earlier discussion of the 
advantages and disadvantages of case study research. The concern is with the 
uniqueness of the case: to what extent can valid generalisations be made? This is 
especially true where there is only one case. The group studied may not be 
representative in that their background was in computer science, but the way in 
which they bring their own background and preconceptions to the project situation is 
likely to be typical. Adjustment can be made for this. Their relative naiveté in some 
respects makes them to some extent atypical, but again it is likely that many new 
designers of hypertext will show shared characteristics.
Two key areas are the choice of participants, and the analysis. Choice of participants 
affects validity. In this case, there are several aspects to the choice of participants 
which affect the extent to which it is possible to make generalisations from this work.
Firstly, their student status is bound to have an impact. They were engaged in a 
student project to begin with, with a different set of working conditions and goals 
from those held by salaried staff or contract workers. On the other hand, the aims are
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broadly similar: to produce an artefact, and the working conditions and materials are 
also likely to be similar.
Secondly, they were studying computer science. This is likely to have imposed a 
particular mind-set on the students. This is exemplified at various points, for instance, 
their raison for choosing the project was tiiat it 'made a change from hacking out 
code', suggesting that the project was a fun activity as opposed to the logical rigours 
of programming. This suggests that th(ty would have a positive attitude to tiie project 
which might not be shared by a salaried worker or workers. A further point is that 
their approach to the work showed a concern with hardware and tedmologkal issues, 
reflected for instance in a desire to show what the technology could do, rather tiian to 
satisfy the needs of stakeholders.
The point should be reiterated tiiat generalisation here is not to a population. Other 
kinds of generalisations are possible. It is essential to be clear about what 
generalisations are being attempted. In this case it is suggested that the extent of 
generalisation is relatively limited, and that within this context the generalisations 
which are being made are reasonable.
A further point is that generalisation is not the only issue. Case studies can do more 
than offer generalisations. In the pursuit of this research it is also necessary to uncover 
possibilities, altematives. The value of the case study in this context is not only in 
enabling generalisation.
In this case the rationale is that the tasks involved are likely to be common to all 
attempts to author such systems. All hypertext authors of electronic prospectuses are 
likely to have to engage in such tasks.
65.2.13 Reliability
Reliability means ensuring that the measures used would always give the same 
conclusions regardless of oteerver and situation. Whenever human observers make 
measurements of any kind, there is a risk that the resulting data be reduced in quality 
by random and bias errors. This case study is particularly prone to these problems, as
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only the one observer has been involved. A typical approach to controlling reliability 
is to ensure that measurements are taken by more than one person. This metiiod has 
not been used in this case, partly for practical reasons and partly because re- 
interviewing was not appropriate. Each interview is a unique situation, and to re-run 
the interview would be to do someüüng different. No genuine overall improvement 
in reliability would result, although some old data may be confirmed and new data 
might result as a side effect. The main source of reliability in this case is the use of 
several different sources of data. Material in the interview can for instance be 
confirmed by the existence of features in the CD-ROM, or by evidence in the 
computer files.
As far as reliability is concerned, the use of a protocol means that it should be possible 
for another researcher to get a similar set of data given the same case. What is more 
problematic is the question of the analysis. This could hypothetically have a 
considerable bearing on the reliability of the research, because much is left to 
interpretation by the researcher, despite efforts to use the protocol to prevent this.
6.5.3 Were the right questions asked?
One area that the study failed to consider is that of what methods and techniques the 
design team would have liked. This suggests a further Level 2 question to be asked:
6. What design guidance and support would developers like in future?
This could be decomposed tO:
What improvements could be made to the existing procedures used?
What new guidance, support and techniques are required?
6.5.4 Level 4: overall findings
The case study cannot claim to give a definitive answer to the question 'What is the 
best, that is the most efficient and effective, way to develop a hypertext electronic 
prospectus or similar document?' And by implication, 'what should not be done?'. 
The points above explain why. However, some points may be validly put.
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Software choice must be properly considered. Many of the problems experienced in 
this case were a consequence of the authoring software used. In many cases where 
problems arose in this project, it seems that they were resolved by constraining 
ambitions to fit in with the hardware and software.
Because of the steep learning curve associated with the use of different software 
packages, a range of experience (within the design team) of different software 
packages is likely to be very useful.
Thirdly, video causes many problems. Despite its many attractions, video poses 
technical problems in terms of quality and compression. It also poses manipulation 
problems for the user, which in turn create significant difficulties for the designer.
Careful version control has a role to play in the effective management of the design 
process.
6.5.5 Level 5: recommendations
Some general recommendations can be made on the basis of these points:
1. Unless extensive in-house programming support is available and a choice to 
produce a custom-built document is taken, software should be carefully investigated, 
and a fully informed choice made. This should involve a systematic procedure for 
evaluation, preferably based on a dear requirements specification. There arc no easy 
solutions here though. It is not enough to say that the software should not impede the 
design solutions chosen. For the time being they will. The point is to minimise such 
effects.
2. Video should only be used if it provides genuine added value as its current 
technical imperfections are otherwise likely to cause problems out of proportion to the 
likely return.
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3. Design teams should either include members with a range of software pkqip or 
should have a dear programme for the acquisition of such skills, induding a strategy 
for an appropriate division of labour.
4. Qose attention should be paid to version control, with a systematic record of 
versions being maintained.
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7: Creation of a Design Methodology
"The search for a perfect methodology, it is argued, is somewhat illusory". (Avison 
and Rtzgerald 1988).
7.1 Introduction
The previous chapters examine how a range of data was gathered and collated to 
provide information on which to base a design methodology for hypertext This 
chapter describes how these data were used as the basis of a design methodology, and 
discusses some of the issues and difficulties encountered in the process. It then 
outlines the methodology itself.
7.2 Rationale
It may be remembered from the literature review that the original motivation for 
another design methodology was the perception on the basis of the existing body of 
design methodologies and other design guidance that there was a gap between the 
more formal design methodologies such as RMM (Isakowitz et al. 1995) and the 
simpler design advice of Shneiderman (1989) and others. Given this perceived gap, 
what kind of design methodology might fit this gap, and how might such a design 
methodology be derived? The gathering of a range of data which may help to 
construct such a methodology has been described. This section describes the rationale 
behind the construction efforts
It is unlikely that any single correct way exists to design a hypertext document Much 
depends on context and constraints: individual expertise, resources available, the 
demands of clients and markets. Given that this is the case, it is still aiguable that 
there is a problem area which is open to better design approaches. It is first necessary 
to define this problem area, then to look at the notion of design methodology: what it 
is, and what a hypertext design methodology mig^t consist of.
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7.2.1 THE PROBLEM AREA
The emphasis here is on the techniques and procedural steps involved in the 
planning, analysis and design of hypertext documents. Although such issues as 
design team management and cost estimation, and the design of application 
programmes are clearly relevant and important, they are in tiiemselves major subjects 
and cannot be considered in the current context
7.2.2 WHAT DO WE MEAN BY DESIGN METHODOLOGY?
It is useful to remember what is meant by the term 'design methodology'. The term is 
most commonly found in information systems, a field which as discussed earlier, 
provides a source of relevant information and theory. Jayaratna (1994) points out that 
the term is essentially misleading, the term 'methodology' really being only 
applicable to the study of methods for scientific research, its more familiar meaning. 
What is really meant by the term 'methodology' here is the individual methods 
employed in design. However, the term is now widely accepted and used. Avison 
and Fitzgerald (1988) define it in terms of:
'a collection of procedures, techniques, tools and documentation aids 
which will help the systems developers in their efforts to implement a 
new information system. It will consist of phases, themselves consisting 
of sub-phases, which will guide the systems developers in their choice of 
the techniques fiiat might be appropriate at each stage of the project and 
also help them plan, manage, control and evaluate information systems 
projects,'
This provides a reasonable general description of the main ingredients that might 
make up a design methodology for hypertext, but does not give much specific detail 
as to what such a methodology might contain. The initial conception, based on the 
author's previous experience in hypertext development, and on the literature review, 
was of a set of procedures which would guide the various design tasks: initial 
analysis, design of the information and the hypertext structure, the creation of nodes
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and their linking, the design of a user interface, and evaluation. Inevitably greater 
understanding of the subject area led to modification and extension of fiiis concepticm.
When this r^earch was originally conceived, it was undcor as to what the process of 
making a design methodology from the various elements, the taxonomy, the 
electronic prospectus and the case study might be. A process of synthesis was 
imagined, a merging of the various dements into a coherent methodologr. From this 
somewhat imprecise conception it is a short dcp to view the process of design 
methodology development as a design problem in itsdf, broadly consisting of the 
classic stages of analysis, synthesis and evaluation. The previous chapters concern the 
analyds phases. The making of the methodology involves ^nfiiesis. Synthesis, in the 
design sense as opposed to the Cartesian sense, means a transformation of the data 
gafiiored in analysis into a more structured form which can be used in hypertext 
design. This is what Jones (1980) would describe os a process of convergence after the 
divergence of analysis, convergence that is of the multitude of design guidance and 
other data and rcœmmendations to the sing^ design methodology fiiat is the desired 
end of this research.
The taxonomy of design guidance enabled a dearCT understanding of the hypertext 
design process and the *ask« fiierein, and a dearer notion of fiie relevant elements. For 
instance, on the basis of the design methodologies induded, one would erqject the 
typical ingredients of an overall set of procedures, coupled with a set Of techniques 
and possible software tools. These in the hypertext context would be more dosely 
tailored to the design of hypertext documents. Some techniques for integrating task 
analysis into hypertext design and translating the results into hypertext structures 
would also be expected. The existing hypertext methodologies offered a framework of 
procedures which it seemed could usefully be supplemented by some relevant and 
tailorable interface design guidelines for hypertext, induding some guidance on how 
to manage the use of such material effectively. Documentation aids for some of the 
tasks identified in the literature as awkward such as link management, could be 
induded.
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Of course, the fact that existing design guidance emphasised these matters is not 
enough to conclude that they were the only things that mattered for a hypertext 
design mctiiodology. The case study suggested that in many ways the concerns of 
design guidance writers had been correct; however it also miggerted that Ae principal 
problems faced by hypertext auAors were related to the technical difficulties 
manifested in translating designs into reality, or, in ^ te m s  design terms, moving 
from logical design to physical design. This in part reflects the software available for 
hypertext authoring, and no methodology is in a position to improve this aspect 
However, good design support can help by freeing Ae designer to get the most from 
the available software. The author's own experiences wiA the hypertext electronic 
prospectus suggested that the constraints imposed by the software were important, 
but that by designing wiA a good knowledge of these constraints, the problems could 
be minimised. Key problems lay first in extracting a valid information structure, and 
then wiA ensuring link integrity.
7.2.3 THE PHILOSOPHY BEHIND THIS METHODOLOGY
Behind every design methodology lies a weal A of assumptions about the worid, the 
organisational context, and about social relations. It helps somewhat in judging the 
value of design methodologies to have some understanding of the underlying 
philosophy or stance of the authors of Ae design meAodology (Jayaratna 1994, 
Avison and Fitzgerald 1988). So the following is an attempt to represent some of the 
author's ideas, assumptions and, probably, prejudices.
In this case, Ae author held Ae initial assumption that Ae authoring of hypertext 
was, at least potentially, a human activity like that of writing which should not 
remain as Ae naiTOw fiefdom of a community of experts in Ae computer sciences. 
Whilst the authoring of text documents is still not an activity open to all, it is a 
widespread activity that presumes no special disciplinary expertise. We have a long 
tradition of writing, and it is a highly regarded skill that is found throughout the 
population. There seems to be no reason why, given contemporary access to 
hard w are  and amenable interfaces, Ae writing of hypertext should not have equally
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wide currency. So the concept of a design methodology is seen as having a liberating 
effect in enabling a wider range of people to work effectively wiA hypertext
It follows from this that a design meAodology should Aerefore be accessible. It 
should not expect knowledge of computer science or similar disciplines or esoteric 
techniques. Several of the current design meAodologies for hypertext like RMM 
(Isakowitz et al. 1995) take a computer science or software engineering paradigm, 
which assumes Aat the author will naturally use techniques from database design or 
systems design, such as entity-relationship diagramming. There is no reason why 
Aese techniques should not be employed, but it is the author's contention that such 
techniques are likely to meet wiA resistance from practitioners outside the domains 
indicated.
A further presupposition is that iteration and prototyping is an essential part of 
document design. However, iteration is adopted on the basis that, as Andriole (1989) 
suggests, prototyping is an admission of a failure in terms of requironents gaAering, 
and that as such successful prototyping must be cost-effective. Therefore it is not 
considered that such iteration should nece^arily involve extensive user trials, deq)ite 
Ae undoubted value of such work. It is not possible, regardless of how desirable it 
may be, for many potential hypertext auAors to do extensive testing with users, 
especially for the smaller documents envisaged as Ae target of this design 
meAodology. Similar arguments for testing printed documents wiA users could be 
made, but such practice is frequently regarded as a luxury. The situation is not of 
course identical. There is considerable expertise in the publishing world in deciding 
what it is that readers want and how this should be done. Hypertext as yet lacks this 
body of expertise in the hypertext design community. Hence guidelines are seen as 
having a potential role in the design methodology, boA for work in progress and in 
evaluation.
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7.2.3.1 Some design methodology elements
Design methodologies typically contain a number of elements:
723.1.1 Models of design
Avison and Fitzgerald (1988) suggest that all methodologies adhere to a model, a 
view of reality , an abstraction. This enables the description of complex real-world 
phenomena and Aeir translation into physical ^ tem s. This is typically seen in terms 
of a conceptual model, a logical model and a physical model. In design terms, the 
move is from descriptive models which describe Ae domain of Atercst to prescriptive 
models which outline the system to be produced.
723.1.2 Procedural stages and steps
Each design process consists of a number of stages and/or steps. Design 
methodologies attempt to define and organise the various design stages and steps. At 
Aeir simplest, Aese are Ae stages of analysis, synthesis and evaluation. A typical 
extended list of stages in an information ^stems life cycle is given by Olle et al. 
(1988):
1. Strategic study.
2. Information systems planning.
3. BusAess anatysis.
4. System design.
5. Construction design.
6. Construction and workbench test
7. Installation.
8. Test of installed ^rstem.
9 Operation.
10. Extension and maintenance.
11. Phase out, and
12. Post mortem.
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Not all of Aese stages need be Ae concerns of design methodology. For instance Olle 
et al. (1988) identify stages 2, 3 and 4 above as the central concerns of information 
systems design meAodologies. They may also be defined veiy differently. For 
instance, many methodologies identify a feasibility stage at Ac beginning of the 
design process, such as Ac original National Computing Centre design methodology 
(Lee 1979), which describes the following stages:
1. Feasibility study.
2. System investigation.
3. Systems analysis.
4. Systems design.
5. Implementation.
6. Review and maintenance.
Differences in the role and function of a hypertext design meAodology as compared 
to that of an information systems design methodology moan it is not possible to 
translate material A the field dirccfiy to that of hypertext document design, but such 
terms as Aose outlined above are recognisable generic terms for hypertext design 
tasks, and it seems reasonable to base Ae beginnAg of a design meAodology for 
hypertext on such stages.
7 2 3 .1 3  Techniques
Design methodologies generally utilioe a range of systematic techniques to support 
their various procedures. Many of these are ways of representAg models of the 
design riAation: These vaiy in formality. They include ouch approaches as data flow 
diagramming, data dictionaries, entity models, and entity-relationship models. They 
often Avolve visual representation of the design problem. Many of these techniques 
are oriented towards information systems for oiganisations, A which data flow is a 
critical element, and are Aerefore often not particularly useful for hypertext design. 
Despite this, a number of techniques have been adapted for hypertext design, for 
instance Isokovitz et al, (1995) employ entity-relationship modellAg. Other techniques 
sometimes used include various data structure and flow diagrams.
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Requiiemento analysis
Requirements analysis is a generic heading for a number of techniques Avolving 
stakeholder, user and task analysis. No specific techniques for requirements analyris 
were recommended, but a number of techniques suggested.
Task analysis and user analysis techniques
There are a number of problems wiA task analysis, and a number of solutions have 
been proposed (Dillon 1994, Johnson 1992, Diaper 1989, Jonassen 1989). When Ae task 
domaA is relatively constrained, the available solutions are fewer. A number of 
techniques suitable for hypertext task analysis have been suggested (Jonassen 1989, 
Dillon 1994).
ModellAg and representation meAods
The hypertext document has a number of aspects which may be usefully modelled* 
The task, Ae user, Ac information content and the hypertext document itsdf arc all 
open to moddling.
Graphic meAods tend to be most popular. They can represent complex domains 
easily, and are more readily understood by stakeholders than techniques such as 
formal notations.- A number of graphic models were otamined for the methodoAgy, 
prindpal among Aem beAg structure charts, flow charts and data diagrams of 
various kinds such as data flow diagrams. The reasons for this are firstly that written 
documentation, whilst useful, is limited A terms of its ability to represent Ae dcdgn 
siAation effectively (Bellman and Suchmann 1990). It is difficult to represent all the 
information for a complex document wi Aout repetition/redundancy, and the task of 
organisAg a complex body of information without visual aids can be very difficult. 
Secondly, the ambiguities inherent in language make it hard to ensure that 
requirement arc translated accurately Ato systems. Graphic methods also possess 
ease of communicability to non-specialists as opposed to formal notations. Visual aids 
for design can be considered as forms of graphic models. Thqr are abstractions of 
reality which A many ways simplify Ae real situation.
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These concerns translate readily to the hypertext domain. It is certainly the case that 
hypertext documents may be complex, and the limits of written forms for describing 
hypertexts are soon reached. A hypertext strucAre can be described verbally A terms 
of lists of what is linked to what, but it is very hard to visualise the strucAre of the 
document without some form of graphic representation. The domain is likely to be 
more constraAed than that of many information systems, but Ae risks of verbal 
ambiguity remaA. The various representational forms considered are described 
below, and Ae merits and disadvantages considered.
StmcAre charts
Structure charts are a familiar element of structured design methods (Bellman and 
Suchmann 1990). They are used to represent Ae relationships elicited by data flow 
diagrams. Their function Aere is to provide a meAod of communicating wiA users 
and sponsors about what should be A Ae system, and to ensure that all processes 
identified at the requirements stage of a system are preserved when the system is 
implemented, and also to enable refinement of Ae system described A the diagram 
via the application of a set of principles and rules, for instance keepAg module sizes 
as small as possible.
They are easily understood by stakeholders. They can easily be levelled, wiA 
overview diagrams and more detailed diagrams focusAg on specific areas, if a 
document is too complex or large for it to be represented A one chart They are open 
to analyris and review: mistakes and problems can be identified by applying 'walk­
through' techniques.
Data diagrams
These are used to represent the flow of data A a system. They are typically used as a 
requirements-gaAering tool, providmg data which can be translated Ato structure 
charts. As described above, they proved useful A representAg the activities Avolved 
A hypertext development (Perlman 1989). Their use A hypertext design itself is 
questionable: Ae absence of data flows make some aspects of them redundant
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Flowcharts
Flow charts are a method of representation popular amongst programmers at one 
time, but superseded by other techniques. They have more recently been adopted by 
CAL designers as a way of representing sequences and interactions in CAL 
presentations. They are useful where there is a distinct flow of information to 
consider, and are therefore perhaps more useful in multimedia applications. They can 
be adapted for hypertext design use quite readily (Berk and Devlin 1991) but are 
probably more appropriate for applications in which the flow of control is less in the 
hands of the user. In a hypertext document, the structure is in a sense passive, with 
control in the user's hands.
A number of flowcharting methods can be identified. Andriole (1989) quotes Van 
Duyn as sugge^ing a number, including the following:
• (Zbnceptual flowcharts
• General ^stem flowcharts
• Functional flowcharts
• Logic flowcharts
• Job Step flowcharts
• Work flowcharts
Structure diagrams
Structure diagrams represents a merging of the two techniques described, and are 
commonly used in hypertext design, although rarely overtly described as such. They 
simply diagrammatically represent the node and link structure of the hypertext 
document. They can easily be levelled for the representation of complex documents.
Storyboards
Storyboards are a technique adapted from film and TV production, and are suggested 
for computer interface design (Andriole 1989) and for hypertext design (Berk and 
Devlin 1991). They are a useful way of developing ideas for node content and screen 
display, and are an amenable way of displaying those ideas to users and other 
stakeholders. They are capable of easy development from first sketches to complex
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and detailed drawings showing details of text, illustrations and linking and access 
methods. Their principal disadvantage is that they impose a screen based way of 
thinking that may have a constraining effect It is also difficult to arrive at useful 
conventions for dealing with cross^screen multimedia events.
However, they are useful to the hypertext designer because they represent a level of 
detail that other forms of model cannot, and they represent the ^ te m  in a way that 
users (an easily apprehend.
Stoiyboaids may corr^pond to individual nodca# or to s(3ecn displays within ncxies, 
depending on the conventions used and the capabilities of the ^ t e m  used to pnxluce 
the dcKument If storyboards represent nodes, the p(»ition is simple; if not then fiiqr 
must be typed in order to give a clear presentation as to the kind of information and 
its relationship to the overall node structure. So for instance a graphic shown as part 
of a node must be clearly identified as such, and the manner in whicdi it is accessed
and presented must be shown.
Storyboard techniques
Storyboards are typically paper-based. They may be actual screen size, or scaled 
down versions. They may be more or less detailed. Two forms of storyboard were 
tried whilst working on the electronic prospectus: blank forms, and forms with a grid 
based on standard screen size. The problem with the latter is that for them to be most 
useful they need to have a grid that is translatable into whatever grids are available 
for the software concerned. If the software used does not have choice of grid sizes, or 
even has no focility to produce a grid, like HyperCard, then the storyboard grid is not 
particularly useful. Storyboards may be represented via the computer. In some cases 
it is posable to use the same computer tcx)ls that are used for the hypertext document 
to produce storyboard print-outs, and these may then form the basis of early 
prototypes. This gets round the grid problem, in that a grid may be generated for the 
screen and printed out to paper.
Conclusions
In the end, two things are paramount in selecting graphical representations. Firstly,
what form is the data to be included? Secondly, what form of representation is most
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useful to the designer? In other words, one works forward to the representation from 
the information or one works backwards from the desired information presentation.
An integrated approach is likely to be most efficient The ideal situation is one in 
which the information required is presented in such a form as to bo directly 
convertible into hypertext.
723 .1A Tools
Tools in this context generally refers to software-based support for design (Avison 
and Fitzgerald 1988). This is an interesting area, and a number of hypertext design 
support tools have been suggested and produced (Perez 1991, Diaz and Isakovitz 
1995, Johnson 1995). Some of these are already familiar, and may be included as part 
of proprietary hypertext software, including text editors, graphics tools and spell 
checkers. More specific tools include tools for cataloguing nodes and links, annotating 
the hypertext document, chunking material and splitting existing files, and link- 
checking and editing utilities. These are considered as being outside the scope of the 
present study as far as their construction is concerned, and are referred to generically 
in the design methodology at points where their use may be considered, with no 
specific tools being included in the methodology. Some further comments on this 
topic are made in the concluding chapter.
7 2 3 .1 3  Guidelines and principles
The strengths and weaknesses of guidelines and principles have already been
discussed in Chapter 4. Sometimes they become apparently set in tablets of stone over
time, potentially risky in a fast-changing field. Sometimes designers foil to tailor them
to suit their own working context. Sometimes they are simply wrong, as for instance
Rivlin et al's recommendation of green and red as a colour combination for reading
off screens - fine except for the significant minority of the population suffering from
red-green colour blindness (Rivlin et al. 1990 in Dillon 1990). It was a central concern
of this study to present a set of guidelines that could provide assistance both with the
hypertext product and with the process of designing the product. Guidelines for the
design procedure are less subject to criticism than those devoted to the product of
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design, and it is possible to envisage such design guidance incoqwratcd into a design 
methodology.
723.1.6 Pro formas and templates
M ethodologies typically em ploy a range o£ documents designed to ensure full and 
consistent documentation. In some cases, for instance SSADM, this is extensive and 
elaborate. Documents have to be con^leted and signed off when each stage and step 
is completed. A number of documentary support items were considered for the 
design methodology. These included specification forms, resource and topic IWs, link 
record forms and other similar items.
7.2.3 2 The existing versions: a reconsideration
What can be leamt from previous efforts at hypertext design noethodologies? The 
existing hypertext design methodologies introduced earlier - as opposed to other 
accounts of the hypertext design process - are based on database design precepts. 
Many of these methods are not described in the literature in sufficient detail. 
Techniques arc not described in full, and there arc no documentation aids or other 
tools included. In fairness it should be said that the only widespread accounts of these 
methods occur in published papers, which quite probably do not represent the 
methods completely, but there is no indication that t h ^  methods are any more than 
outlines of procedures. They also have good and useful features. They all tend to 
consist of general descriptions of a set of procedures, with a diagram showing the 
relationship of these procedures to each other. There are varying amounts of detail in 
the description of each procedure. Given these limitations, what might be learned 
from them for a design methodology?
Perlman (1989): an asynchronous methodology
This is quite detailed in overall terms, although apart from the use of data flow 
diagrams it does not outline any particular tools. Having originally been intended as a 
method of development for hypertext research, it assumes that development is an 
ongoing process and is based on a highly iterative model (hence the term
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'asynchronous' in the title) that imposes no sequence on any of the procedures used. 
This means that it is possible, at least in theory, to start at any point in the cycle. This 
is appealing, although it sounds rather odd. It means that it is possible to intervene in 
an existing situation and to immediately integrate one's efforts with that existing 
situation, and it makes it easy to reiterate at the end of the project, which is very 
appropriate with for ongoing hypertext documents that require constant or frequent 
revision. However, this procedural model makes it hard to know where to start and 
when to stop. It is also largely high-level: in the end it offers littie specific practical 
guidance at the lower levels.
Shneiderman (1989)
Rather like Horton (1990), Waterworth (1992) and Martin (1990) in that it is not quite a 
methodology, but a set of procedural steps which outline some significant tasks. It is 
useful in that it identifies some tasks missing from other accounts, and is readily 
accessible to those without a confuting background.
Martin (1990)
This is a descriptive account of the hypertext design process which concentrates 
almost exclusively on the first part of the design process, especially feasibility. It 
contains some fomiliar but useful advice, including extensive detail of the minutae Of 
hypertext design.
Van VUet and Wilson (1993)
This has never been cited to the author's knowledge. It uses a database design 
orientation and gives a fairly thin account of a set of design procedures but does point 
out some significant tasks for the designer. It does not deal with the subject of the 
user's task, and uses an outdated and inadequate division between sequential and 
non-sequential information.
Waterworth (1993)
A somewhat unorthodox collection of procedural steps aimed at multimedia design.
Horton (1994)
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This is token from a very comprehensive book on online documentation, which 
includes much material belonging to the guidelines section. Horton loosely defines an 
overall design procedure as six stages, three top-down initial design stages, followed 
by three bottom-up stages.
Relationship Management Methodology (RMM) (Isakovitz et aL 1995)
This is the most recent example considered, having appeared during the course of this 
work. It is also one of the most detailed, and demonstrates how cntity-rclationship 
techniques might be used to specify the structure of information in a hypertext 
document This parallels the problem of conversion from logical structure to physical 
structure found in information systems design, and entity relationship diagrams are a 
technique adopted from this field. Its most interesting feature is the way that the 
original entity-relationship diagram is worked up into a hypertext structure diagram 
via an intermediate stage. This parallels the less formal process of generating a 
structure diagram used by the author in designing the electronic prospectus.
Hypermedia Design Model (HDM) and Object-Oriented Hypermedia Design 
Method (OOHDM) (Garzotto 1993, Shwabe and Rossi 1995)
HDM is described by its authors as a design model rather than a design methodology, 
but in many respects it diarcs characteristics with design méthodologie Its separate 
nature as a model is however shown by its application in describing hypertext 
documents authored with no knowledge of the model itself (Garzotto et al 1995). In its 
more recent development, Object-Oriented Hypermedia Design Method, it is more 
clearly a design methodology. It describes four steps in hypertext design:
1. Domain analysis.
2. Navigational design.
3. Abstract interface design.
4. Implementation.
It uses an extensive technical vocabulary that io hard for the non computer scientist to 
understand and apply - certainly in the authoKs experience.
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Whitby (1993)
Also examined was the method described by Whitby (1993) for the production of 
paper prospectuses. This provided a closer connection with the original subject area 
of this study, and also provides a reference point from the publishing world. The 
method of representation used here was a flow-chart method. It descrit)es a number 
of tasks, most of which are generic publishing tasks, but includes a number of tasks 
which are specific to the prospectus design situation.
7.2.3 3 What can be learned from design methodologies to date
It is doubtful if there is a right or even a most useful design methodology. As Avison 
and Fitzgerald (1988) suggest, pursuit of perfection is probably a hopeless cause. Even 
the concept of a most useful methodology is difficult, hampered by difficulties in 
definition in the first instance, and then question of context: useful for what? All the 
methodologies and procedures mentioned in this thesis have their useful aspects. If 
anything they have a general tendency to be strongest on the early aspects of design, 
less clear about what happens in the middle sections, and a little more clear about the 
final stages. This is reasonable in that it appears that the early analysis stages have a 
crucial influence on what happens next (Beilin and Suchman 1990), and it is 
understandable in that the middle stages of design are the ones of maximum 
insecurity (often coinciding, as Horton (1994) describes, with a nwrale drop). But this 
approach leaves a hole roughly where the conversion from logical to physical design 
occurs, that is, where the information structure is translated into hypertext. One of the 
author^s concerns has been to represent the information structure in Such a way that it 
can easily be converted into a hypertext structure.
This reflects the author's perceptions about hypertext design: that it moves from fairly 
clear-cut initial premises to an amorphous middle section where a kind of chrysalis­
like process takes place. The product exists in a state of chaos for a period, during 
which it appears that no progress is being made and that no final artefact is likely to 
emeige. Yet quite suddenly a working product emeiges. This phenomenon seems to 
be based on the problems inherent in translating the logical structure of the required
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information into a navigable physical structure, in particular the lack of any 
perceivable structure in the designed artefact until a substantial number of links are in 
place. This suggests that Horton's initial top-down method followed by a modular 
bottom-up approach may well be useful. It means a clear overall structure from very 
early on, followed by completed sections which can be slotted into the structure. Even 
better, a methodology that supports the move from top-down to bottom-up and back 
again.
7.2.3 4 How detailed and prescriptive should a methodology be?
In the information systems design world, methodologies are often highly detailed and 
constrained. They offer a complete package, down to providing forms and charts to 
guide the design process. This can be highly bureaucratised, as for instance is 
SSADM. Some include software tools as well. This author considers that such an 
approach is unlikely to be appropriate to the hypertext context for several reasons. 
Firstly, the range of potential hypertext authors involved is too great The designer of 
an information systems design methodology can assume certain qualities in the 
potential users of that methodology. They form a relatively homogenous group. At a 
minimum, systems designers can be expected to have a shared professional 
background and some common skills in such areas as data diagrams. It is Üierefore 
possible to make certain assumptions, and base the design of a methodology upon 
those assumptions. (It should be noted that even in this relatively favourable 
situation, methodologies are still known to be flawed  ^ see Jayaratna's (1994) 
criticisms mentioned in the literature review. Chapter 2.) This favourable situation 
does not apply in the case of hypertext devdopment in general, and this is no less the 
case where the devdopment of hypertext electronic prospectuses are concerned. The 
literature shows that people with a wide range of backgrounds are involved. This 
leads to the possibility that a methodology that is agreeable to the predispositions of 
all of these people may not be pwsible or appropriate.
Next, the design context is different Hypertext documents, especially the smaller type
under consideration here, are rardy concerned with critical data flows at the heart of
organisations, and they are at this scale less likdy to involve such a large number of
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people. This makes the organisational aspects of hypertext design more manageable, 
and reduces tibe necessity for a highly bureaucratised ntothod.
7.2.3.S A rationale
Having considered the relevant domains, this attempt to find a hypertext 
methodology follows the argument of Avison and Fitzgerald (1988) and others that 
methodologies should be contingent rather than prescriptive in the light of the great 
variation in analysts/designers and situations that exists in the world. This parallels 
the arguments discussed earlier regarding design guidance from the HQ  perspective 
by Smith (1988) and others, which suggest that such guidance must be tailored to 
situations and contexts. Hence the proposed design methodology presented here 
emphasises flexibility. A possible model for this is Avison and Wood-Harperis (1990) 
Multiview methodology, which adopts techniques from different methodologies at 
different stages and for different contexts, and attempts to provide some room for 
individual preference and situational variation.
7.3. Method
Before going on to examine the procedure followed in creating the design 
methodology, it is necessary to consider the role of the earlier work and the resulting 
data. The question is how might a d ^ g n  methodology be constructed from tiie data 
gathered via the taxonomy, the electronic prospectus and the case study?
Beyond that, what reasoning process is appropriate? The endeavour can be seen as 
falling within the usual paradigm of scientific endeavour. It is a matter in the first 
instance of generalising from fiie data gathered. Certain things may be said which 
generalise to the relevant design âtuation. Certain of the principles and guidelines 
that have been proposed seem to have sufficient weight to generalise to all such 
situations. The experiences of those studied in the case studies suggest more 
generalisations. These generalisations then need to be assembled into a framework for 
design. The best pœsible way of doing this was considered to be to follow an iterative 
process just as a designer of other artefacts might do, but where such a designer
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would be in the position to test the resulting artefact with users, it was necessary to 
reflect on the result with regard to the data gathered and the internal logic of the 
procedures suggested.
7.3.1 THE DATA
7.3.1.1 The design guidance
The design mcthodolog^fa arc considered above, A wealth of other design guidance 
was gathered and classified, as d^cribed in Chapter 4. This was used as a source for 
tasks and other elements not mentioned at methodology level.
7.3.1.2 The electronic prospectus
The electronic prospectus provided less firm data, but rather a perspective or 
orientation based on the preunderstanding obtained in the process.
7.3.1.3 The case study
The case study suggested the following recommendations:
Unless extensive in-house programming support is available and a choice to produce 
a custom-built document is taken, software should be carefully investigated, and a 
fully informed choice made. This should involve a systematic procedure for 
evaluation, preferably based on a dear requirements specification. There are no easy 
solutions here though. It is not enough to say that the software should not impede the 
design solutions chosen. For the time being they will. The point io to minimise ouch 
effects.
Video should only be used if it provides genuine added value as its current technical 
imperfections are otherwise likely to cause problems out of proportion to the likely 
return.
D esign team s should either include members with a range of software skills or should 
have a dear programme for the acquimtion of such skills, induding a strategy for an 
appropriate  division of labour.
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Qose attention should be paid to version control, with a sy^ematic record of versions 
being maintained.
7.3.2 PROCEDURE
A top-down approach was taken initially. This is a common approach in tystems 
design generally, and has the advantage of enabling complex tasks to be rendered 
manageable by a process of decomposition into simpler units. This meant first 
examining the various hypertext authoring tasks as described in the various 
methodologies examined earlier at the highest level and producing a set of stages. 
Data from the methodologies were then aggregated under the appropriate procedural 
steps, effectively a bottom-up process, using a series of working tables. The 
procedural steps were assessed at this stage and modified. The most difficult section 
concerned the information analysis and design stages, where apparent overlaps 
between Information Design and Information creation and input, explained by the 
fact that the former is composed of high level tasks, and the latter of low-level tasks, 
made it hard to separate out the two stages. A final Tost-design' phase was also 
added at this point. The contents of the stages were reorganised to fit this revised 
structure, and the whole was examined for weaknesses such as missing tasks. The 
guidelines taxonomy was checked as part of this process and a revised table drawn 
up. This was the basis for the staged methodology shown in MOl (Rgure 7.1, p205) 
Each of the stages was then isolated as a series of stage documents, MTl-11 
(Appendix 4).
However, there was a problem of representation here. It was apparent that this table 
was naturally viewed as a set of linear procedures, and ran the risk of being used in a 
linear fashion. This was misleading. It is clear that what designers do involves a high 
degree of iteration, as shown both in the case study evidence, and other work (eg. Hix 
and Hartson 1989) and it was, as previously noted, part of the design philosophy 
behind the methodology to support the ways in which designers tend and prefer to 
work. Although some iteration was referred to on the diagram, it was not clear how 
important this was. It was also not clear that certain tasks, such as task analysis and
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user analysis could be carried out concurrently, and that other tasks such as user 
interface design, could be carried out relatively early in the design cycle, and may 
even benefit from this.
So an alternative structure and representation was sought. One approach which 
suggested itself was the data flow diagram (DFD) approach used in Perlman's (1989) 
asynchronous methodology. Although the methodology itself had its weaknesses, the 
DFD approach to representing the design process was attractive. I^ ta  flow diagrams 
are useful for the representation of process. They model the process concerned by 
dividing elements of the process into proc^ses, data flows and data stores. Each of 
the stages in the design methodology can be seen as a process in its own right, 
containing a number of tasks. Data can be seen as the outcome of many of these 
processes, data on the task, data on the users, data from evaluations, and so on. These 
outputs form the inputs to other processes. These data flows are symbolised by 
arrows. Some data is stored, for instance the requiren^nts specification is a data store. 
Finally, a senü-asynchronous version was produced, using a data-flow diagram 
representation, diagram M02 (Figure 7.2, p206). This gives the user of the design 
methodology two options: to follow the staged version sequentially or take a more 
fledble approach based on the asynchronous approach. This latter is more realistic, 
but the advantage of a sequential staged approach is that it is easier in a highly 
modular fiamewoik to retain control of tasks and to finish them.
7.4. The results: The proposed design 
methodology
The finished methodology is included as Appendix 4.
7.4.1 THE PROCEDURAL PHASES IN DETAIL.
The methodology consists of eleven procedural phases. These are Feasibility, 
Stakeholder analysis. Task analysis. Requirements analysis and specification. 
Information content analysis. Information design. Information content creation and 
input. Linking and access. User interface design. Testing and evaluation, and Post­
design. They are shown below (Figure 7.1 p205) as a staged procedure, which it is
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suggested some users of the methodology may prefer to follow as it offers maximum 
modularisation.
However, the procedure may also be followed in a semi-asynchronous manner, as 
indicated in Rgure 72 (p206). This diagram shows a data-flow representation of the 
hypertext design task. The ellipses represent activities, whilst the parallel lines 
represent data stores. Some inputs from outside the system are shown, but not all, in 
the interests of clarity.
Although initially inspired by Perlman's asynchronous methodology, this 
methodology assume that, unlike Perlman's methodology, there is an approximate 
starting point in feasibility. It also shows two halves to the design procedure, roughly 
corresponding to analysis and design.
The full design methodology is included as Appendix 4. Each of the stages in the 
diagram (Figure 7.1) overleaf has a related document (MTl-11), with advice for use, 
plus other elements, usually forms, as indicated.
7.4.1.1 Feasibility
The feasibility part consists of a check list of items for consideration. It also includes a 
software evaluation checklist.
7.4.1.2 Stakeholder analysis
Stakeholder analysis identifies all those with a significant interest in the document, 
and a pro forma is included for listing the various stakeholders identified. Designers 
are encouraged to develop scenarios of stakeholders' use of, and encounters with, the 
document, to 'define and develop a sense of user space.' (Tognazzini 1992 p74). The 
users are the most significant single sub-group amongst the stakeholders, and a 
separate form is r^erved for a user analysis.
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M01
M02
M03
M04
M05
M06
M07
M08
M09
M10
MT11
MOI : Hypertext 
Authoring Design 
Methodology: Stages
Iterations
Task analysis
Post-desIgn
Testing and 
evaluation
Feasibility
Stakeholder
analysis
Information
design
User Interface 
design
Linking and 
access
Information 
content analysis
Requirements 
analysis and 
specification
information 
content creation 
and Input
(Figure 71) MOl: Hypertext Authoring Design Methodology: Stages
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Ellipses represent 
functions. In this case, 
tasks; parallel lines 
represent data stores. The 
arrows broadly represent 
the flows of data between 
these Items. See Stages 
documentation for details 
of these.
Feasibility
Feasibility report
Stakeholder 
analysis
Task 
analysis
Requirements
specification
Information 
content analysis
Stakeholder
validation
Stakeholder 
review Information 
desbn
Structure 
dlagram(s)
mrormation 
creation & 
Input
Linking and 
access 
construction
User interface 
design
Post-design
Evaluation, 
testing and 
debugging Documentation
Figure 71 M02: Hypertext Authoring and Design Methodology; a data-flow 
diagram representation.
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7.4.1.3 Task analysis
This section proposes a general approach to task analysis for hypertext, as opposed to 
adopting a specific method, and lists a selection of appropriate techniques and a 
report form.
7.4.1.4 Requirements analysis and specification
This is seen as a process of ^ th e s is  from the above two stages, resulting in a 
requirements specification document, for which a template is provided. Requirements 
for hypertext follow a conventional model in dividing up into functional and usability 
or user interface requirements, but where it is normal to consider data requirements, 
in this context it seems more appropriate to use the term Information requirements', 
following the use of Isakovitz et al. (1995) and others.
In the staged version of the methodology (MOl), the requirements specification is 
produced relatively soon in the design process. The need to involve users, and the 
relative unfamiliarity of the designer with the design situation in the early phases of 
analysis will probably mean that the requirements change over the design process.
7.4.1.5 Information content analysis
This identifies tasks for this stag? and focuses on techniques for the identification of 
the information content to be included and the elicitation of its structure, including 
specifying topic areas or node clusters and identifying media requirements. This stage 
is a rather awkward one to define: the rationale here is that the information content is 
obviously a key element of hypertext documents providing information, and is 
therefore in need of some form of analysis before design work can proceed. However, 
the further boundary of this stage is hard to define. It could be argued that ideally 
there should be no distinction w h æ  the information for a hypertext document is 
concerned: that there should be a direct translation between information structure and 
the hypertext structure that will represent i t  but the reality is rarely this transparent. 
Given a specific body of information, a range of options is likely to exist as to how to 
structure the information. For instance, Horton (1994) describes a number of ways of
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ordering information: in sequence, in hierarchy, in grids and in webs. Looking at 
sequences alone he distinguishes a number of ways of ordering sequential 
information: spatial order, chronological order, logical order, associational order, 
climactic order, anti-climactic order, clincher order and indexed order. It is quite 
likely that a body of information may be capable of structuring and ordering  in more 
than one way.
In this context, methods of eliciting the information requirement in a way which 
presents a coherent and ordered structure are attractive.
7.4.1.6 Information design
This is a little difficult to separate out from the previous phase, one reason why an 
asynchronous approach can have advantages. This part of the design methodology 
presents a number of techniques which may be chosen for the translation of the 
information structure elicited by the information content analysis into a physical 
hypertext design. This includes hypertext structuring and typographical structuring.
7.4.1.7 Information content creation and Input
This is best considered as a bottom-up taslc How ocactly it is orderod will depend on 
the earlier decision to use existing materials or author from scratch. This section 
contains a checklist of nodes based on the earlier storyboards. This checklist includes 
the node reference, the original file-name of the material, the media type, the file 
format, date created, author, date of conyletion.
7.4.1.8 Linking and access
This aspect has been treated in this methodology as a separate stage, although it
shares certain characteristics and concerns with both information design and user
interface design. The main feature here is a record sheet for recording the correct
creation and completion of links, including link source, destination, type and whether
completed. This reflects the common experience of designers failing to ensure all links
are completed, and functioning in the way that their representations suggest they
should. The main problem here is keeping things simple enough to encourage use: if
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one imagines a document of 100 screens with an average of six links per screen, foere 
will be 600 links to record and monitor. Some authoring systems will produce a list of 
links and details as to their status, perhaps with a little scripting, and such an 
approach would be preferable.
7.4.1.9 User Interface design
This concerns the dialogue design, information display, user action and on-line 
assistance. User interface d^ign should be informed in the first place by the user 
interface requirement elicited earlier.
The main elements here are a list of concerns» based on user interface guidelines for 
hypertext This is an attempt at a non-prescriptive approach to guidelines that may be 
adapted by the designer as appropriate. Once again, usa* interface design is not as 
inseparable from other stages as this staged process model can imply. Information 
structuring impinges upon interface design because it takes place at a number of 
levels including screen level, in terms of how the information is ordered on screen 
(TuUis 1988, in Preece et al 1994).
The user interface design stage should result in a list of usability items which can 
form the bads of evaluation.
7.4.1.10 Testing and evaluation
There are a number of questions to consider here. Beaulieu and Mellor (1995) sum 
these up as:
When is it appropriate to evaluate?
• during the prototyping design phase or after implementation?
What should be evaluated?
• the system?
• user behaviour?
• information content?
• educational goals?
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Which criteria or measures should be used to evaluate?
• usage statistics
• ease of use?
• user sati^action?
• amount of information retrieved?
• time to retrieve a result?
• degree of navigation?
Which data collection methods are appropriate?
• questionxudies/interviews?
• talkraloud?
• observation?
• transaction logging?
This i s a ly  no means exclusive summary, but gives some indication of the rangp of 
possibilities. For this methodology, the concern with small to medium sized 
documents suggests that evaluation should be relatively constrained, and that 
techniques should be as cheap and quick as possible whilst still retaining efficiency. 
Inspiration in this regard comes from Nielsen's (1989) notion of discount usability, a 
set of techniques for evaluation that is designed to offer a quick and cheap way of 
incorporating evaluation into the design process using a mixture of user participation 
and heuristics.
Key points for evaluation appear to be after requirements have been established, 
when the information structure is established, when a usable interface is established, 
and when the system is roughly finished. More evaluation is perhaps better, but takes 
time.
On the question of 'what to evaluate', the most important aspects are user satisfaction 
with the system in general and with the information content and its accessibility. This 
being the ease, the key criteria are ease of use, user satisfaction in terms of the amount 
- and quality - of information retrieved and die time to retrieve a result
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7.4.1.11 Post-design
The post-design phase covers a group of miscellaneous tasks that are often 
unconsidered in methodologies, such as user documentation, planning for updating, 
and backup routines
7.4.1.12 instructions for use of the design methodology
Some explanatory and instructional text accompanies the methodology. There is a 
gener al introduction accompanying the overview diagrams, and eadi of the items for 
the various stages - MTl-11 - contains instructions for that stage.
7.4.1.13 Guideline sets
Several sets of design guidelines are included, together with advice for use. These are 
guidelines for nodes, guidelines for links, guidelines for structure, and user interface 
guidelines. These were extracted from the guidelines database. They are presented as 
concerns as a precaution against slavish adherence to the guidelines.
7.4.1.14 Testing and validation of the Design Methodology
To date it has not been possible to try out the full methodology on an authentic and 
full-scale project. This remains the next aim at the time of writing.
A number of the elements have been tested by the author as part of the electronic 
prospectus process, but it is clearly difficult to obtain valid information about the 
methodology as a whole through the author's own efforts.
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8: Conclusions and Future 
Developments
8.1 Introduction
This chapter examines the contribution to knowledge of the research, and makes some 
suggestions for further useful research in the area described.
8.2 Contribution to knowledge
This research contributes to knowledge in three areas: a new design methodology, a 
taxonomy of design guidance, and a case study of hypertext electronic prospectus 
design.
8.2.1 Design methodology
The primary contribution to knowledge is the Design Methodology itself.
This is an integrated and systematic approach to hypertext design which contains 
detailed support for the designer, and provides a structured methodology particulariy 
suitable for application by designers without a background in computing science, 
information systems or database design. It is based on a synthetic approach, 
combining advice about hypertext design procedures from a number Of sources, 
including where appropriate the existing design methodologies.
8.2.2 Taxonomy
This collation and classification of the existing design guidance constitutes a 
contribution to knowledge by placing together much of the design guidance material 
in an integrated and categorised form.
8.2.3 Case study
The case study adds to the body of knowledge about hypertext designers at work. It
provides a detailed examination from a retrospective perspective of the design
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process for smaller hypertext documents. It also demonstrated a case study 
methodology specifically adapted for retrospective inquiry into such design 
situations, and utilised a case study protocol which can be used for further 
comparative case studies in the area of hypertext design. It shows how Yin's (1994) 
concept of a chain of evidence can be applied to software design processes in order to 
answer questions about those processes.
8.2.4 Relationship to the literature
The literature review identified a number of gaps in existing knowledge. Firstly it was 
felt that although the hypertext design process had been reported in a number of 
places, often on the basis of first-hand experience, very few of these represented 
^stematic attempts to study the process. Secondly, support for hypertext designers 
tended to focus on the quality of the resulting product, especially in terms of its 
usability. This was reflected by the hypertext design guidelines to date, which tended 
to emphasise the quality of the resulting product rather than the design process, as 
exemplified by guidelines sets like those of Hardman and Sharratt (1990), and could 
also be seen in the orientation of the existing d^ign methodologies such as OOHDM 
(Schwabe and Rossi 1995) and RMM (Isakowitz et al. 1995). Such design 
methodologies for hypertext as these were unsatisfactory in that they were limited in 
their perspective, being heavily influenced by concepts from software engineering 
and database design, and in their level of detail. The problems posed for the designer 
in the process of designing effective hypertext were relatively neglected. There were 
few texts which drew together useful design techniques in an easily applicable 
manner.
82.4.1 The design methodology
As outlined in the literature review, when the author first investigated this subject, 
there was only one model applicable to hypertext application design (as opposed to 
data models such as the Dexter model (Halasz and Schwartz 1990)) applicable to 
hypertext system development) in existence, (Garzotto et al 's (1993) Hypertext Design 
Model (HDM). This was developed into what the authors regard as a design method
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during the course of this research. Object Oriented Hypertext Design Method 
(OOHDM), (Shwabe and Rossi 1995). There were only two published design 
methodologies intended particularly for hypertext, those of Van Vliet & Wilson 
(1993), and Perlman (1989). Whilst this research was in progress, a further 
development in design methodologies for hypertext was Isakowitz et al.'s (1995) 
Relationship Management Methodology (RMM). This is characterised ly  a deariy 
delineated data model which is based on entity-relationship modelling and was based 
on HDM and its successor, HDM2.
The most fully realised of these design methodologies such as RMM employ formal 
methods adapted from software engineering and database design to represent the 
products of each design stage. It was considœd that such techniques require at least 
some spedalised knowledge, being intended in their original role for use by trained 
analysts. For the author whose primary purpose is to design a hypertext document 
this may not be appropriate or helpful. It was felt that there was therefore room for a 
design methodology which did not use formal methods, but which provided some 
clear guidance as to what tasks were appropriate when.
There were also a number of descriptions of the total hypert&ct design process which 
have something in common with design methodologies, such as those described 
above by Shneiderman (1989) and Martin (1990), but these also tend to be short of 
detail. However, they did have the advantage of being aimed at non-specialists, and 
expressed in clear non technical language. Hence the rationale behind these attempts 
to make a design methodology for hypertext was essentially to fill the gap between 
the specialist methodologies and such accessible but undetailed accounts as those of 
Shneiderman and Martin.
In this respect, the design methodology appears to be a useful contribution to the 
area, in that it is clearly expressed in  non  technical language, yet still supplies detailed 
support in areas that need it such as the structuring of information. Hence it falls 
between die technical aspect of methodologies such as OOHDM and RMM, and the 
simple lists of Shneiderman, Martin and others. ^
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82.42  The taxonomy
Existing design guidance for hypertext appeared from the literature to be somewhat 
chaotic, with much overlap. There was an apparent tendency for guidance to be 
oriented towards the document rather than the design process, and guideline sets did 
not always separate the two types. To what extent this was true was not entirely clear. 
This in itself prompted the notion that some consolidation would be useful. Eaiiier 
precursors of such consolidatoiy work exist, notably Hardman and Sharratt (1990), 
who collated and edited general user interface design guidelines to identify a set 
specific to hypertext, but they tend to be restricted to principles and guidelines for 
designing the features of the document. This taxonomy clearly identifies and 
separates (with the exception of situations where it is impossible to apply a rigid 
distinction) guidelines about features from guidelines about designing.
82.43  The case study
Although there is a considerable body of knowledge about various aspects of 
hypertext, studies of the hypertext design process have been uncommon. Most work 
has tended to concentrate on the activities of software designers in general, such as 
Guindon (1977,1988,1989). The work of Nicol (1988) is a rare example, but limited 
itself to designers using HypeiCard. Most case studies in the literature are self- 
reported and tend to be oriented towards representing particular aspects of the design 
problem, such as reports of the SuperBook design process (Egan et al. 1989), which 
concentrates on the iterative method used to make the ^ te m  better rather than the 
design process for the designers. The case study takes a detailed retrospective 
perspective on the design team studied, reducing the opportunity for the researcher to 
influence the design process. It presents an account of the design process based on a 
clearly described chain of evidence, and manages to successfully answer some key 
research questions.
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8.3 Further research
8.3.1 IMPROVING AND EXTENDING THE DESIGN
METHODOLOGY THROUGH TESTING AND EVALUATION
It is already apparent to the author that there are aspects of the methodology which 
are open to improvement. In particular, the methodology does not yet provide its 
own integrated techniques for such stages as task analysis and evaluation but instead 
suggests the designer choose from a range of existing techniques. It is not necessary to 
consider entirely new techniques here, but rather to ensure that techniques integrate 
closely with the general design approach taken by the design methodology.
The best way to identify and make these improvements now that the design 
methodology is completed is to apply the techniques of iterative design to the design 
methodology. The methodology therefore requires evaluation in the first instance.
A number of evaluatory approaches would be appropriate. The most obvious would 
be the application of the design methodology in practice, preferably by the kinds of 
novice and intermediate designers most likely to bsiefit from it. This need not involve 
the design of entire documents using the complete methodology, although this would 
be an optimum approach. Stages and techniques from the methodology could be 
evaluated and improved on an individual basis.
An alternative would be an action research approach where the design methodology 
was applied by the researcher to a real hypertext design situation, and the 
effectiveness of the intervention evaluated.
Also useful would be validation by a designer or designers with experience in 
electronic prospectuses or similar information systems.
Another aspect is the use of software tools during the hypertext design process. This 
aspect was not within the scope of this research, but is one that should be considered 
in order to maximise the value of the methodology to designers. As noted previously, 
a number of tools for supporting hypertext design already exist (Perez 1991, Diaz and
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Isakovitz 1995). Some of these are recommended in the design methodology, and it is 
relatively simple for the designer to add stand-alone tools as required, but the next 
step is to provide an integrated environment to support the use of the design 
methodology, on the basis of such tools as analyst's workbenches, used in information 
systems analysis (Longworth and Nicholls 1987) and Computer-Aided Software 
Engineering (CASE) tools. This approach has already been adopted by Diaz and 
Isakovitz (1995) for RMM, with their RMCase tools, and Nanard and Nanard (1995).
8.3.2 EXTENDING AND RECLASSIFYING THE TAXONOMY
The taxonomy would benefit from extension to provide further details of the 
background to the production of each set of guidelines and each design methodology. 
This means including all references made by the original authors and providing more 
details as to context and purpose. An ongoing updating process is also desirable.
8.3.3 FURTHER CASE STUDIES
This study has confined itself to a fairly narrow domain, that of electronic 
prospectuses. It would be useful to examine hypertext authoring in other domains. It 
would also be informative for the future researcher to get a closer look at what 
happens in real hypertext design situations. The case study methodology applied 
after the event is useful in that it means that evidence can be obtained which is less 
likely to be tainted by the researcher's intervention, but does not allow for observation 
of design situations and problems as they happen. It is arguable that this would 
provide greater insight into the kinds of methods and techniques that would provide 
the best support in this situation. A participant observation or action research 
approach could provide useful evidence here. Alternatively a task analysis approach 
could be used, employing a recognised task analysis method such as Hierarchical 
Task Analysis (Annett and Duncan 1971).
8.3.4 DEVELOPMENT OF THE CASE STUDY PROTOCOL
The raoA study protocol has the potential to become a standardised instrument for
inquiry into hypertext design processes. F6r this to be effective, the protocol requires
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revision and extension. In particular it needs a reconsideration of the interview 
process, perhaps by augmenting it with a standard questionnaire, in order to ensure 
that information is not lost in the process of a semi-structured interview. It should 
also adopt a procedure for analysis of the existing hypertext documents found, to 
record and analyse their structure, and to allow for revose engineering' and similar 
examinations of the documents (Dillon and McKnight 1995).
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Appendix 1
These are the principles and guidelines which formed the raw data for the taxonomy of guidelines 
described in Chapter 4, sorted into the Féature. and Procedure categories. The author is given, followed by 
the source discipline or subject area, level, either principle or guideline, and allocated domain or scope 
category. In the case of feature, guidelines, this refers to the domain. In the case of procedure guidelines, it 
refers to the scope. Numbers given are foom the original database, therefore are not continuous in each set 
It should be noted that this material was exported from a database of these guidelines, and whilst the 
material has been checked against the originals, it should not be considered a complete substitute for the 
originals, which should be referred to for guaranteed accuracy. Some of the material contains its own 
references. These are not dted in tiie bibliography, and readers are again directed to the original sources.
la: Feature guidelines
1 [The design principles applicable to hypertext are:] Condstency: the task should be structured so 
that a consistent presentation is used and consistent sequences of actions are required in dmilar situations. 
Hardman & Sharratt 1990. Hypertext/prindple/user interfoce.
2 Mental processing: the hypertext should not complicate the reader's information-gathering tasks 
and impose excessive mental processing requirements. The author should be trying to 0) minimise the 
overall mental load by reducing the requirement for readers to remember tiie objects, actions, codes and 
abbreviations tiiey are working witii' (ii) minimise the task-specific mental processing by arranging for 
effldent completion of typical reader tasks. Hardman & Sharratt 1990. Hypertext/prindple/user interfoce.
3 Ease of learning and use. The aim is to reach a suitable balance between ease of learning and ease 
of use. Ease of learning focuses on enabling die reader to become profldent wifo tiie hypertext with 
minimal training and practice. Ease of use is achieved by minimising tiie steps or actions taken by 
knowledgeable readers. Hardman & Sharratt 1990. Hypertext/prindple/user interface.
4 Flexibility. The hypertext should be capable of adaptation to the needs of the user. This prindple 
covers the need to (i) design foe hypertext for different types of users and levels of ecperience; and (U) 
provide multiple paths that allow readers to bypass certain parts of the hypertext HardTttan & Sharratt, 
1990. Hypertext/prindple/user interface.
5 In addition one further prindple should be considered for certain hypertexts: Task compatibility. 
This embcxiies a number of related concepts with foe author having to ensure that 0) there is stimulus- 
response compatibility - where foe hypertext information is presented in a form that is suitable for foe 
reader's tasks; (ii) foe author takes advantage of any physical analogies that aid foe pr^entation of and 
navigation between information; and Qii) the layout and ccxiing applied to information conforms to 
reader's expectations. Hardman & Sharratt 1990. Hypertext/prindple/user interface.
6 Display of link (S) When reading a hypertect foe data input from the reader is restricted to 
selecting and actioning a link. To help foe reader with chcx>sing a link foe positions of foe links on foe 
screen should be obvious. Highlighting the links in some way would satisfy this but, with a large number 
of links, the screen may look duttered. Some conventions, for example defined areas containing links, can 
be adopted for hypertexts where readers are likely to become expert users. Hardman & Sharratt, 1990. 
Hypertext/guideline/user action - link display.
7 Large pointing area for option selection (S). Where there are small linked items in a hypertext the 
active area for foe link can be larger tiian the visual representation. [Refers to Rg 1 - not induded here.] 
Hardman & Sharratt 1990. Hypertext/guideline/user action - link display
8 Identify link types (S-D). Different styles of highlighting and graphical information can be used to 
distinguish different types of link. This is especially important when links are embedded in text> For 
example a link that brings up a small note might be one style, and a link that tak^ the reader to foe 
middle of a completely different section of foe hypertext another style. When selecting which types to 
visual code to use care should be taken to keep foe number small so the reader is not overloaded. Hardman 
& Sharratt, 1990. Hypertext/guideline/user action - link display.
9 Highlighting critical information (S). Certain parts of the information contained in the hypertext 
may be particularly important This information can be highlighted but needs to be a different style fiom 
those used to denote the links in the hypertext Highlighting should only be used for a small proportion of 
the information on the screen. Hardman & Sharratt, 1990. Hypertext/guideline/information display - links.
10 Assignment of visual codes (S). Forms of visual coding that can be used are text style, graphical 
style, colour, brightness, flashing or some combination of these features. Flashing should be used with 
great care since it can be effective the first time round but becomes irritating with frequent use. Colour 
diould be used as a redundant feature. (Le, colour is paired with another form of coding), an preferably 
with options to allow readers to select the colours they want for each code. When using graphical 
representations extra care is required to produce clear codings of link types and critical information.
[refers to fig 2- not included here]. Hardman & Sharratt, 1990. Interface design/Guideline/information 
display - visual codes.
11 Display necessary information (S). The items a reader requires on screen are:
(i) a dear title;
(ii) the information the reader is interested in;
(iii) indications of where the links are in this material;
(iv) other links to known places in the hypertext;
(v) suffident context information to inform readers where they currently are (see the following section for 
the context information that should be provided). Hardman & Sharratt, 1990. 
Hypertext/guideline/information display.
12 Grouping information (S). Information should be arranged to make relationships dear. This is 
particularly important for graphical information. Where possible, different windows (or areas of the 
screen) should be used for different types of information. Hardman & Sharratt, 1990. 
Hypertext/guideline/information display.
13 Ordering information (S). Ordering of lists should be designed to assist readers' tasks, and in 
hypertext this can be enhanced by having multiple orderings of the same information. As well as this, 
what would traditionally be a linear list can be broken down into a hierarchical structure containing 
shorter sublists. Hardman & Sharratt, 1990. Hypertext/guideline/infbrmation display.
14 Context for displayed information (D). Readers should not be required to remember where they 
are when they arrive at a new screen, after actioning a link, fiiere should be suffident information to 
reorient foemselves. Information on what the current section is, and where in foe currmt section foe 
reader is should be either immediately available on foe screen, or direcfiy accessible by a mechanism made 
known to the reader. Hardman & Sharratt, 1990. Hypertext/guideline/dialogue design.
15 Reading extended information (D). Where immediately relevant information takes up more than 
one screen the reader should be able to move easily between the relevant displays. Some hypertext 
systems allow scrolling, but readers should not be required to scroll too for or they may lose their sense of 
where they are. Hardman & Sharratt, 1990. Hypertext/guideline/dial(%ue design.
16 Terminology and wording (S). Any wording foe author uses to guide foe reader should follow 
standard guidelines:
(i) terminology should be familiar (or foere should be easy access to definitions) and consistent
(ii) abbreviations should be explained;
(iii) sentence structure should be simple;
(iv) instructions should be affirmative and in the active voice. Hardman & Sharratt, 1990. 
Hypertext/guideline/dialogue design.
17 Effective use of graphics (S). Graphics can be used in a number of ways, other than illustrating the 
material the reader is interested in. Icons can be used for frequently occurring links; diagrams of nodes 
and links can be used to help orient foe reader (this type of map need not contain every link, but main 
links between sections). Icons should be dear and legible and standardised throughout the hypertext 
Hardman & Sharratt, 1990. Hypertext/guideline/graphics dedgn.
18 Consistent formats (D). The layout of material across different screens should remain as consistent 
as pc^sible. For «cample, keep foe contents and help section buttons always in the same place, arrange 
similar types of information in similar ways. Fbnts and styles should be used consistently throughout the 
hypertext Hardman & Sharratt, 1990. Hypertext/guideline/dialogue design.
19 Help on using links (S-D). The hypertext author only has to deal wifo a small part of aiding foe 
reader since foe hypertext system itself should take care of many of the reader's requirements. The "errors" 
a reader is likely to make are (i) diddng on an item which is not linked; or (ii) actioning the wrong link. In
foe first case some hypertext systems allow foe aufoor to display a message such as "Clide on a surname to 
see foe numbers" in foe second case some hypertexts systems allow readers to badctrack to where they just 
came from, ofoerwise foe author can indude links to take foe reader bade Hardman & Sharratt, 1990. 
Hypertext/guideline/on-line assistance.
20 Help always available (S). Help at a general level and help spedfic to the reader's current position 
should always be available and obtained through a standard procedure, e.g. a help icon is always 
displayed on foe screen. Hardman & Sharratt, 1990. Hypertext/guideline/on-line assistance.
21 The following guideline applies only to hypertexts where there is a high proportion of link 
following compared with reading the information.
Minimise cursor movement (S-D). Arrange items to minimise the distance foe reader has to travel to read» 
foe links. Hardman & Sharratt, 1990. Hypertext/guideline /dialogue design.
22 '...just enough up front-details on demand.' This paradigm suggests that information overload can 
be minimised by providing just enough information initially to ensure comprehension and providing 
details on demand to the user. Kreitzberg 1989. Hypertext/prindple /information display.
23 '....that the amount of information presented at eadi stage should be "just enough". "Just enough 
means that foe presentation should be complete but not elaborated." Kreitzberg 1989. 
Hypertext/prindple/infbrmation display.
24 The foird element specifies that detail be provide on demand. This means that subordinate 
information should be removed from foe initial presentation and accessed by means of links. Wherever 
foere is a need for elaboration a link should be available so that foe reader can obtain the details at foe 
point they are mentioned. However, care should be taken not to dutter up the screen with redundant 
links. Our style is to limit the number of links per screen to 6-8. Kreitzberg 1989. Hypertext/prindple 
/information design - display.
25 1. Identify foe domain of discourse so that a context is established. Meaningfulness is highly 
dependent on context (Bransford and Johnson, 1972). For example, the phrase "I want to press a suit" has a 
very different meaning depending on whether you are talking to a lawyer or a tailor. Kreitzberg 1989. 
Hypertext-HCI/Guideline/Information design.
26 2. Identify pre-existing knowledge which foe individual needs for complete understanding. Make 
such knowledge available through links so that foe reader can access it and process foe remainder of foe 
information meaningfully. Kreitzberg 1989. Hypertext-HCI/guideline/information content
27 3. Present the information in logical sequence so that foe information which came before provides 
context for that which follows. Kreitzberg 1989. Hypertæct/guideline/information design - content
28 4. Identify details which the individual can cfotain to elaborate foe information in the initial 
presentation. When constructing a detail level, apply these same rules to it Kreitdjerg 1989. 
Hypertext/guideline/information design - content
29 Design (foal 1: Simplicity of design elements. Brooks 1993. Technical 
communication/prindple/genend.
30 Hypermedia design tip 1: keep design elements to a minimum. Biuoks 1993. Technical 
communication/prindple/generaL
31 Hypermedia design tip 2: Repeat foe placement and format of major document-wide elements 
such as headings, text blcxks, and navigational controls. Brooks 1993. Technical 
communication/guideline/user interfoce.
32 Hypermedia design tip 3: Avoid piling up special effects, so that those used will retain their 
attention-getting function. Brooks 1993. Technical communication/guideline/user interface.
34 Hypermedia design tip 4: Keep design elements as well as content in an appropriate tone for foe 
sponsoring publisher of foe on-line document Appropriateness depends on the intended user and the 
sponsoring publisher. Brooks 1993. Tedmical conununication/prindple/general design features.
35 Hypermedia design tip 5: Do not simply dump word processing files or screens of spreadfoeets 
on-line. Brooks 1993. Technical communication/guideline/information design.
36 Design Goal 3: Function of the hypermedia document as an aid to information access. Function 
refers to how the hypermedia document will be used. Hypermedia publications have a wide variety of 
purposes and uses, but the key design consideration is how to provide accKs to stored information or 
multimedia events. Brocks 1993. Technical communication/principle/information access-retrievaL
37 Hypermedia design tip 6: Provide foe user with multiple means of controlling his or her 
navigation through foe document to encourage more foan browsing or watching. Brooks 1993. Technical 
communication/guideline/information access & retrieval, navigation.
38 Hypermedia design tip 7: Provide help explaining or showing how the hypermedia publication
functions as soon as foe user opens the document, and maintain access to help foroughout the user's 
interaction. Give foe user a forecast of how foe hypermedia publication interaction will work. Brooks 1993. 
Tedmical communication/guideline/on-line help.
45 4. Create a good attract mode. CAPS competes wifo other attractions in public qwce. The attract 
mode of foe software must be appealing enough to get the user to approadi the system without giving 
felse messages as to foe nature of the application. Heller 1991. Interactive multimedia - computing access in 
public spaoes/guideline/user interfoce
46 5. Plan for high usage. Public space computing requires that the application get the message 
across quiddy and easily so that as many users as possible can use it  Heller 1991. Interactive multimedia - 
computing access in public spaces/prindple/user interface
47 Help should be available to tell or show foe user what specific input selections mean as well as 
give dear and condse error messages. Heller 1991. Interactive multimedia - computing access in public 
spaces/Guideline/User interface.
49 6. Use content related metaphors. Metaphors used to create icons and other graphical cues must
come from foe content space and be easily understandable by, and not offensive to, a variety of users. 
(Sukaviraya and Moran, 1990; del Galdo 1990). Heller 1991. Interactive multimedia - computing access in 
public spaces/guideline/user interfoce.
50 7. Use direct manipulation. The use of direct manipulation allows foe user to interact with the
application through the least amount of {fostracdon. In addition, direct manipulation reduces foe number 
of medianical input devices attached to the system. Heller 1991. Interactive multimedia: computing access 
in public spaces/guideline/user interfoce.
51 8. Use multiple or redundant modalities. CAPS is available to a broad spectrum of users, each
wifo foeir own learning style. Multiple forms of the same information allow the user to learn in foe style 
most comfortable for them. In addition redundant modalities insure the clarity of instructions and 
information. Heller 1991. Interactive multimedia: computing access in public spaces/guideline/user 
interface.
52 9. Provide quick and easy exits. Because CAPS users are often pressed for time or without deep 
commitment to an application, the user has to be able to escape from the application at any point This 
escape can be a return to foe beginning of foe program or to leave foe application entirely. Hefkr,1991. 
Interactive multimedia: computing access in public spaces/guideline/user interface.
53 10. Use few or no mechanical input devices. This type of equipment requires repair and is subject 
to foeft and vandalism. The lade of on-site support staff as well as foe openness of CAPS is the basis of tiiis 
guideline. Heller 1991. Interactive multimedia: computing access in public spaces/guideline/human- 
computer interface - hardware.
73 4. Respect chunking. The information to be presented needs to be organized into small "chunks" 
that deal with one topic; theme or idea. Chunks may be 1(K) words or 1000 words but when a chunk 
reaches 10 000 words foe aufoor should consider restructuring into multiple smaller chunks. Screens are 
still usually small and hard to read, so lengthy linear texts are not as pleasant Each chunk represents a 
node or document in foe database. Shneiderman 1989 General hypertext/prindple./inf6rmation content - 
user interface.
74 5. Show inter-relationships: Each document should contain links to other dcxniments. The more 
links contained in the documents, foe richer the connectivity of the hypertext Tcx> few links means foat 
foe medium of foe hypertext may be inappropriate, too many links can overwhelm and distract foe reader. 
Aufoor preferences range from those who like to put in a maximum of one or two links per screen, to foe 
more common range of two to eight links per screen, to the extremes of dozens of selectable links per 
screen. Shneiderman 1989. General hypertext/prindple/linldng.
76 8. Ensure dmplidty in traversal: Authors should design foe link structure so that navigation is 
simple, intuitive, and consistent throughout foe system. Movement through the system should be 
effortless and recjuire a minimum of consdous thought Rnd simple, comprehensible, and global 
structures that the readers can use as a cognitive map. Be sensitive to the possibility that the user will get 
"lost in hyperspace" and develop the system so recovery is simple. Shneiderman 1989. General 
hypertext/prindple/linldng/navigation.
77 9. Design each screen carefully- Screens should be designed so they can be grasped easily. The
focus of attention should be made dear, headings should guide the reader. Visual layout is very important
in screen design. Shneiderman 1989 pl25. general hypertext/guideline/user interfoce - screen design.
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78 10. Require low œgnitive load - minimize the burden on the user's short-term memory. Do not 
require the user to remember things from one screen to another. The goal is to enable users to concentrate 
on their tasks and the contents while the computer vanishes. Shneiderman 1989. General 
hypertext/prindple/user interface.
79 Rule 1. The very existence of links in hypermedia conditions the reader to expect purposeful, 
important relationships between linked material. Landow 1991. Educational hypertext/prindple/links.
80 Rule 2. The emphasis on linking materials in hypermedia stimulates and encourages habits of 
relational thinking in the reader. Landow 1991. Educational hypertext/prindple/links.
81 Rule 3. Since hypermedia systems predispose users to expect such dgnificant relationships among 
documents, those documents that disappoint these expectations must appear particularly incoherent and 
nonsignificant When users follow links and encounter materials that do not appear to possess a 
significant relation to the document form which the link pathway originated, they feel confused and 
r^entfuL Landow 1991. Educational hypertext/prindple/links.
82 Rule 4. The aufoor of hypermedia materials must provide devices that stimulate the reader to 
think and explore them. LLandow 1991. Educational hypertext/prindple/browsing.
83 Rule 5. The author of hypermedia must employ stylistic devices that permit readers to navigate 
materials easily and enjoyably. Landow 1991. Educational hypertext/prindple/navigation.
84 Rule 6. Devices of orientation permit readers (a) to determine foeir present location, (b) to have 
some idea of that location's relation to other materials, (c) to return to their starting point; and (d) to 
explore materials not directly linked to those in which they presently find foemselves. Landow 1991. 
Educational hypertext/prindple/navigation.
85 Rule 7. Authors should consider employing several overviews to organize the same body of 
material and to assist readers to gain easy access to it Landow 1991. Educational 
hypertext/prindple/navi^tion - overviews.
86 Rule 8. Never place link markers independent of accompanying text or image. Landow 1991. 
Educational hypertext/piindple/links.
87 Rule 9. When creating a link or positioning a link, remember that all links are bidirectional Some 
systems, like HyperCard, only permit uni-directional linking. Landow 1991. Educational 
hypertext/guideline/links.
88 Rule 10. Avoid linking to words or phrases that only provide appropriate points of arrival but 
give the reader no suggestion of where the link might lead. Landow 1991. Educational 
hypertext/guideline/links.
89 Rule 11. Place foe link marker in dose proximity to a text that indicates the probable nature of foe 
link destination. Landow 1991. Educational hypertext/guideline/links.
90 Rule 12. When creating documents, assist readers by phrasing statements or posing questions tiiat 
provide obvious occasions for following links.Landoi(71991. Educational hypertext/prindple/links.
91 Rule 13. When possible provide spedfic information about a link destination by directly drawing 
attention to it Landow 1991. Educational hypertext/guideline/links.
92 Rule 14. Linked graphic materials must appear with appended texts that enable the user to 
establish a relation between a point of departure and that of arrival. «..From this rule follows two more: 
[below]. Landow 1991. Educational hypertext/prindple/nodes.
93 Rule 15. The entire text accompanying visual materials and not just the opening sentence or two 
serves as an introduction. And: [below] Landow 1991. Educational hypertext/guideline/nodes.
94 Rule 16. The text accompanying an image does not have to spedfy all relevant information the 
aufoor wishes foe reader to have: rather emphasising that a relationship exists at all may be enough. From 
whidi follows: [below]. Landow 1991. Educational hypertext/guideline/nodes.
95 Rule 17. Texts serve not only to provide information but also to reassure foe reader that foe link 
embodies a significant relationship and to provide some hint; however incomplete, of how tiiat 
relationship can be formulated by foe reader. Landow 1991. Educational hypertext/prindple/nodes.
96 Rule 18. When creating documents for hypermedia, conceive the text units as brief passages in 
order to take maximum advantage of foe linking capabilities of hypermedia. Landow 1991. Educational 
hypertext/guideline/nodes.
103 3. Dedde how to present foe subject matter to your users. HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines 1989. 
Hypertext HyperCard/guideline/information presentation.
104 Guideline 4. Make your stack easy to navigate.
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Navigation, foe part of foe stack's user interface by whidi users move around in the stack, is foe most 
important component of stack design. If users are confused or frustrated when trying to move around in a 
stack, they will quit, no matter how useful foe s u b ^  matter. Whatever its dœign, a stack's navigation 
system must address five user needs:
• Context: What's in fois stack?
Location: Where am I now within foe stack?
• Destination cfooioes: Where can I go?
• Travel methods: How do I get foere?
• Prepress indicators: Where have I already been? HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines, 1989. Hypertext: 
HyperCard/guideline/user interface.
105 Guideline 5: Introduce people to your stack. HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines 1989. Hypertext: 
HyperCard/guideline/user interface.
106 Make your stack simple to use, so minimal learning is recjuired. HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines 
1989. Hypertext HyperCard/guideline/user interface.
107 Include a title card that describes a stack's purpose. HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines, 1989. 
Hypertext HyperCard/guideline/user interface.
108 Get foe user doing something cjuickly in foe stack, such as clicking a button or typing a name. 
HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines 1989. Hypertext HyperCard/guideline/user interfoce.
109 Provide an explicit introduction to the stack. Give information in small chunks, so users don't 
have to assimilate too much at once. HyperCard Stack Design GuideUnes,19S9. Hypertext 
HyperCard/guideline/user interface.
110 Don't keep secrets from users: tell them how your stack works. HyperCard Stack Design 
Guidelines,19S9. Hypertext HyperCard/guideline/user interface.
111 Provide specific help for your stack - not just links to the HyperCard Help system - with a button 
foat's always available. HyperCard Stack Design Guiddines,19S9. Hypertext HyperCard. Subsidiary 
guldeliiie/guldeline/help facility.
112 Put buttons in the help system so uses can find what they need without reading forough long 
screens of information. HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines,19S9. Hypertext HyperCard/guideline/help 
focility.
113 Use graphics, animation, and sound to illustrate foe help concepts. HyperCard Stack Design 
Guidelma 1989. Hypertext HyperCard /guideline/help facility.
114 Explain your stack's buttons and remind users how to move round the ^ ck . HyperCard Stadc 
Design Gutddmes,1989. Hypertext HyperCard/guideline/help facility.
115 When designing your help system, follow fiie same principles that you use to design an effective 
stack. HyperCard Stack Design GuÙeHnes,1989. Hypertext HyperCard/guideline/help facility.
116 Guideline 6. Integrate text, graphic design and audio design. HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines
1989. Hypertext HyperCard /guideline/user interfoce.
117 Design consistent card and background layouts. HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines ,1989. 
Hypertext HyperCard/guideline/user interface.
119 Provide high-cjuality graphic and audio design. HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines,1989. Hypertext 
HyperCard/guideline/graphics & audio.
120 Incorporate foe general design of Apple's Human Interface Guidelines. HyperCard Stack Design 
Guidelines 1989. Hypertext HyperCard/guideline/user interface.
125 Details make foe difference. Your stack should have
• no typographical or grarxunatical errors
• text and graphics that relate to each other (no mismatches)
• buttons that all work
• scripts that all run without crashing and that prcxiuco the intended result
• logical presentation secpience to cards (so that the Show all cards command produces orderly result
• alert and dialog boxes that all work (check all options, including Cancel)
• navigation and links that all work and are connecrted to foe correct destinations
• consistency throughout the stack
• no glitches with sound or animation timing on any Macintosh mcxiel
Check to make sure fiiat everything's linked, that users can't get stuck in a dead end, and that scripts don't 
bomb. Check that copyright and legal notices have been inserted. Verify that no viruses exist on the 
master disk.
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When you have a final disk with no bugs, put everything associated with fois project into order while
they're fresh in your memory and save them. HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines, 1989. Hypertext: 
HyperCard/guideline/general.
126 Metaphors from the real world
• Use concrete metaphors and make them plain, so that users have a set of expectations to apply to 
computer environments.
• Whenever appropriate, use audio and visual effects that support foe metaphor. HyperCard Stack Design 
Cuiddines 1989. Hypertext: HyperCard/prindple/user interfiice.
127 Direct manipulation
• Users want to feel they are in charge of the computer's activities.
• Tell users foeir options by providing visible choices, ways to make foeir choices, and feedback 
acknowledging their choices. HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines 1989. Hypertext: HyperCard, 
prindple/user interface.
128 See-and-point (instead of remember-and-type)
• Users select actions from alternatives presented on the screen.
• Users rely on recognition, not recall; they shouldn't have to remember anything foe computer already 
knows.
• Most programmers have no trouble working with interfaces that require memorisation. The average 
user is not a programmer. HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines 1989. Hypertext HyperCard/prindple/user 
interface.
129 Consistency
Effective applications are both consistent with tiiemselves and consistent with one another.
Consistency within a stack is essential The look, the usage, and the stadc behavior should be foe same 
throughout The way foe user does things should always be consistent within a stadc. For example, your 
stack should have a consistent design for these elements:
• graphic look
• grouping of buttons
• placement of buttons
• visual and audio feedback
• card layout
• background for cards wifo similar functions
• stadc structure
HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines, 1989 pl79. Hypertext HyperCard/prindple/user interface.
130 WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get)
• There should be no secrets from foe user, no abstract commands that only promise future results.
• There should be no significant difference between what the user sees on the screen and vdiat eventually 
gets printed. HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines 1989. Hypertext HypeiCard/prindple/user interface.
131 User control
The user, not foe computer, initiates and controls all actions..... HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines, 1%9.
Hypertext HyperCard/prindple/user interface.
132 Féedbadc and dialog
• Keep foe user informed
• Provide immediate feedback
• Make user activities simple at any moment, though foey may be complex taken together. HyperCard 
Stack Design Guidelines 1989. Hypertext HyperCard/prindple/user interfoce.
133 Forgiveness
• Users make mistakes; forgive them.
• The user's actions are generally reversible - let the user know about any that aren't
• Users get lost in stacks; help them find foeir way. HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines 1989. Hypertext 
HyperCard stacks/prindple/user interface.
134 Perceived stability
• Users feel comfortable in an a computer environment that remains understandable and familiar radier 
than changing randomly. HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines 1989. Hypertext HyperCard/prindple/user 
interface.
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135 Aesthetic int^rity
• Visually confusing or unattractive displays detract from the effectiveness of human-computer 
interaction.
• Different "things" should look different on the screen.
• Messes are acceptable only if the user makes them - stacks aren't allowed this freedom. HyperCard Stadc 
Design Cuiddines 1989. Hypertext HyperCard stacks/prindple/user interface.
136 Design for moncxhrome first Travis 1991. Computer sdence: visual displays/prindple/user 
interface - screen design-colour.
137 Use the user's mcxiel Travis 1991. Computer sdence: visual displays/prindple/user 
interface/screen design - colour.
138 1: Use colour to group Travis 1991. Computer sdence: visual displays/prindple/user interfoce - 
screen design - colour.
139 2: Use colour for emphasis. Travis 1991. Computer sdence: visual displays/prindple/user 
interface - screen design - colour.
140 Chcx)se a dark or dim background, such as deep blue on a CRT, and bright foreground colors. 
Travis 1991. Computer sdence: visual displays/guideline/user interfoce/screen design/colour.
141 Relate separate areas by using a common hue, for example a common background or text color. 
Travis 1991. Computer sdence: visual displays/guideline/user interface - screen design- colour.
142 Highlight regions by using œlors that contrast with the background in hue, saturation and 
luminance. Travis 1991. Computer sdence: visual displays/guideline/user Interface - screen dedgn - 
colour.
143 Be careful not to highlight too many groups at once. Restrict highlighting to one or two key items. 
Travis 1991. Computer sdence: visual displays/guideline/user interfoce - screen design - colour.
144 Question whether color coding is the best way to represent the information. There are numerous 
methcxis of ccxiing information: is color the best for this particular application? Travis 1991.
Computer sdence: visual displays/guideline/user interffice - screen design - colour.
145 The colours used in a ccxiing task should be:
Discriminable: foe chosen colors should be discriminable from each ofoer by the predicted group of users. 
Travis 1991. Computer sdence: visual displays/guideline/user interface - screen design - color coding.
146 [The colours used in a ccxiing task should be:]
Detectable; the chosen colors should be detecfoble by foe predicted group of users under foe ambient 
illumination that the display will be used. [sic]. Travis 1991. Computer sdence: visual 
displays/guideline?/user interface - screen design - color ccxiing.
147 [The colours used in a ccxiing task should be:]
Perceptually ecpial steps: the discrimination steps between the chosen colors should appear 
approximately the same. Travis 1991. Computer sdence: visual displays/guideline?/user interface - screen 
design - color coding.
148 [The colours used in a ccxiing task should be:]
Meaningful: foe ccxie should have some relevance to the user. Travis 1991. Computer sdence: visual 
displays/guideline?/user interface - screen design - œlor coding.
149 [The colours used in a ccxiing task should be:]
Consistent if the 'Help' option is ccxied green on one screen, it should be coded green on all screens. 
Moreover, this color should be 'reserved' once it has been claimed for an option. Travis 1991. Computer 
sdence: visual displays/guideline?/user interface - screen design - color ccxiing.
150 [The colours used in a ccxiing task should be:]
Aesthetically pleasing: use as few colors as possible and ensure that foe ckosen colors do not dash or 
vibrate. Travis 1991. Computer sdence: visual displays/guideline/user interfoce - screen design - color 
coding.
197 Apply hypertext wifo predsion and restraint Keep the design simple. Elaborate hypertext
systems are hard to learn and tricky to operate. Keep foe system simple, or at least make it appear simple 
to the user. Horton 1990. On-line documentation/guideline/user interface.
199 Give users a dear starting point
Designate one topic in foe hypertext as the root or home topic This topic serves as the starting point for 
foe novice users (Shneiderman 1989). Design this topic to intrcxluce the document, show how it is 
organised, and provide convenient access to key topics. To let foe user jump to key topics:
• Indude a table of contents for foe dcxniment
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• Indude an alphabetical index of key topics.
• Make the topic the top level of a hierarchical menu 
leading to key topics.
Horton 1990. On-line documentation/guideline/user interface.
200 link moderately.
User links to show interrelationships. Using too few links defeats the purpose of creating a hypertext and 
questions whether the document is properly represented by hypertext Too many links may only confuse 
and distract the user. The proper number of links depends on the subject, but two to eight links per 
display seems a reasonable number (Shneiderman 1989). Horton 1990. On-line 
documentation/guideline/linking.
202 Display organisation visually
Because hypertext systems allow arbitrary and ad hoc structures, it is important that they make the 
organisation explidt and dear. Many systems display a map of the hypertext and let foe user navigate by 
selecting nodes from this map. Horton 1990. On-line documentation/prindple/user interface & 
navigation.
204 The primary goal
It is the job of the aufoor of the hyperdocument to communicate information in such a way as to make it as 
valuable as possible to foe reader. Any ofoer goal is subordinate to this.. . . .  To create value for the reader 
foe hyperdocument must have maximum clarity and, like a smoofoly oiled machine, must help the reader 
to navigate to the items which help him.
Maximum clarity recjuires
• Qear structuring
• Clear organisation of ideas
• Clear English
• Clear diagrams
• Clear navigation
Martin 1990. Hypertext/prindple/guideline/generaL
210 3-D effects
Try to avoid different light and shadow effects, don't use 3-D buttons and several layers of dialog boxes 
and function bars. A 14" screen is small and these features waste a lot of space by additional lines 
indicating shadows. Again, a side effect is foe load on the user which he has to carry by understanding the 
different layers of objects. And from foe artist's point of view, foe change of light sources that takes place 
when buttons are pressed is confusing/inconsistent anyway! Meusel, Eickmeyer & Kosiowski 1995. 
Hypertext for on-line help/guideline/user interfoce - screen design.
211 Typography
Use one or two font styles, not more ('fontitis'). Avoid visual rivers (Kahn 1992) by using align left' instead 
on "justified' when formatting your paragraphs. &iap foe text-portions to foe grid, and use margins and 
white space to improve readability. Use specific fbnts for foe screen: Arial or Helvetica, for example. Don't 
use fbnts like Times Roman. They are nice to read on paper, but the readability is bad on screen. 
Remember You're designing infbrmation fbr foe computer screen (Kahn, Lenk 1992). [More]. Meusd, 
Eickmeyer & Kosiowski 1995. Hypertext fbr on-line help/guideline/user interface & information design.
212 Colors
Use a few colors only! Also, make sure that objects with the same color have foe same function or 
semantics. Plain white pages can be more attracting than fancy colors. Use ideas from color theory fbr 
defining good contrasts and avoiding disharmony. Remember Apple Macintosh systems mostly use black 
and white interfoces, which can be much more professional ihd readable than badly-designed color 
applications.
Also be aware of technical problems: Colors used by application software like ToolBook will look 
different on different displays. For example, we experienced that 'petrol' defined on a PC changed to Tight 
blue' on a notebook. Meusel, Eickmeyer & Kosiowski 1995. Hypertext for on-line help/guideline/user 
interface - screen design - colour.
213 Orientation and Navigation
Allocate big parts of the screen fbr orientation bars (headlines, names of structural elements) and 
navigation facilities (Meusel, Schrôcksnadel, Schiff 1993). Good ideas fbr navigation' concepts are offered 
by Smalltalk class hierarchy browsers and by foe Norton Commander. Combine these concepts with foe 
common "hotword' approach. Hotwords can be activated fast, typically by a single mouse dick. But
sometimes the link anchored in a hotword doesn't take foe reader to foe expected place, because of bad 
wording, fbr example. Therefore we recommend foe additional use of a navigation bar. See (Meusel, 
Schrôcksnadel, Schiff 1993) fbr detailed discussion. Meusd, Eickmeyer & Kosiowski 1995. Hypertext fbr on­
line help/guideline/orientation & navigation.
214 Structured skeleton beyond foe visible interface
If you dive beyond foe interface, a clear structure should become visible. A professional visual design is 
useless without a good 'engine' (HDM (Garzotto, Paolini, Schwabe, 1991), fbr example). Figure 1 [not 
induded] shows the combination of foe last two issues. In an electronic service manual, two main 
information types are defined ('focts' fbr look-up and procedures' for perfbrming service tasks), which are 
offered in foe navigation bar. By selecting one of them, the next level of foe hierarchy becomes visible. To 
improve readability and usability of the hyperdocument, hotwords are offered in a margin and foe 
infbrmation type of foe link destination is always added to foe hotword. This is also a simple way of 
visualizing link types that are defined on conceptual level Meusel, Eickmeyer & Kosiowski 1995. Hypertext 
fbr on-line help/guideline/information structure?
219 How to create a good topic
1. Make topics coherent Effective topics are coherent and dearly focused throughout The benchmark of a 
good topic is that it
• Answers one question
• About one subject
• For one purpose. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/prindple/nodes.
220 How to create a good topic
2. Craft recombinant building blocks:
- make topics self-contained
Make each independently accessible topic of foe document complete in itself.
- keep topics rhetorically neutral 
Make fewer presumptibns about foe user
Take care in what you assume about foe reader of a particular topic Make your topics woik for a wide 
range of assumptions.
• Degree of interest
• Purpose fbr reading
• Prior knowledge.
Avoid stylistic whiplash
Use a transparent style. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/prindple/nodes
221 Eliminate unnecessary material. Do not repeat what foe user already knows.
Horton 1994. On-line documentation/prindple/infbrmation content
223 Cross-reference rather foan indude.
In paper documents, we tend to explain each new term, concept, or acronym where it is introduced. In 
online documents this is not only wasteful, it is dangerous. Online documents are seldom read in a 
predictable sequence, so there is no way to tell where foe user will first encounter a piece of new 
information. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/prindple/information structure/design.
226 Chunking strat^es:
Size online topics to fit a screen or window.
There are definite advantages to sizing all topics to fit entirely in a single screen or window. The user does 
not have to scroll down to read all of foe topic. The display does not waste space on a scroll bar or next- 
screen buttons.
This strategy works well in products for düldren and novices. Infbrmation kiosks and CBT lessons fbr 
beginners carmot rely on the user knowing how to scroll the display.
Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/nodes.
229 Size for the purpose of foe topic 
Size for foe user
Size for foe material
Size for foe reading conditions. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/nodes.
230 Design topics for convenient display
Topic size also depends on foe display size and fbrmat Divide information into easily scanned chunks. Do 
not make users search for information in long displayed passages. Horton 1994. On-line 
documentation/guideline/nodes.
231 Introduction
The introduction is a concise graphie or brief paragraph foat prepares the user for foe content of foe topic 
It tells what foe topic is about and lets the user decide whether it is relevant to foe task at hand.
• Provide a smooth transition.
• Put foe topic in context
• Let the user decide whether to read foe topic
• Present foe gist of foe subject
• Prepare the user to understand.
There are several ways to introduce a topic 
Graphical overview.
Elaborate foe title.
Summary of the contents. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/node.
232 Tide
Make titles context free 
Make titles understandable 
Make titles scannable
Make titles thematic Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/information design.
233 Why create links? Links - 
Show relationships
Connect related facts 
Cope with scatter.
Share topics. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/links.
234 Link triggers
Make clear what the link does
Link triggers are foe words, icons, buttons, or other objects foe user selects to have the link display its 
destination. We must make link triggers apparent to users wifoout duttering the screen. Users must . 
recognize which part of foe screen are active and which are not Horton 1994. On-line 
documentation/guideline/links.
235 Make link triggers apparent
• Highlight the trigger.
• Use a spedal mark.
• Display triggers beside sources.
• Display on menu.
• Change cursor when over trigger. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/links.
236 Word triggers clearly.
Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/links.
237 Allow multiple destinations. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/links
238 Make selecting links easy.
With mouse or pointer
By skipping to it
With key or button. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/links.
239 Define specific types of link. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/links.
241 Before you link...
Do not include links for superficial or circumstantial associations. Indude links only if foe association is 
one foe user will understand and consider important Before adding a link, ask:
• Will a significant number of users want to stop reading here and start reading the destination of foe 
link?
• Do users need the infbrmation at the end of this link? If the primary users are novices, reduce links to 
obscure uses of commands, unlikely errors, and advanced procedures.
• Will users expect a link here? Learn from users. If you notice many users following a path of links A to B 
to C to D, foen put in a link from A to D.
• Will users understand foe information they find foere? Do not link to information in a different 
language. If you must, warn foe user before displaying the new infbrmation. Horton 1994. On-line 
documentation/guideline/links.
244 Organise to meet users' needs:
Organize as a paper document
Map general questions to spedfic answers. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/prindple/infbnnation 
design.
245 LAYER DOCUMENTS 
Progressively disdose more information 
Make the first response to the point 
Provide hints before help
Show synopsis before details
Summarize first Horton 1994, On-line documentation/guideline/information design.
246 ENGINEER A READING SEQUENCE
Presenting information in the wrong order hampers learning, yet in intricately organized online 
documents, that order is entirely in the hands of the unguided user. As a writer of online documents, you 
cannot antidpate all tiie possible ways a user can reach a given topic in an intricate document You can, 
however, define a preferred reading sequence that presents information in a coherent order foat ensures 
context
Design topics so tiiat they are understandable - or at least not confusing - if read out of order. At tiie same 
time, design them to encourage and support reading patterns that will help users. Horton 1994. On-line 
documentation/guideline/information structuring.
Design topics for combining. Horton 1994. On-line documcntation/guideline/information structuring.
247 ENGINEER A READING SEQUENCE - Set up recommended reading patiis. Horton 1994. On-line 
documentation/guideline/information structuring.
248 ENGINEER A READING SEQUENCE - Begin with an overview. Horton 1994. On-line 
documentation/guideline/information structuring.
250 ENGINEER A READING SEQUENCE - Build along the path. Build on infbrmation earlier in the 
reading trail. Add to the reader's knowledge and understanding. Horton 1994. On-line 
documentation/guideline/information structuring.
251 ENGINEER A REAPING SEQUENCE
Summarize at departure points. At the end of the reading trail, put a brief summary. A summary does 
three things fbr foe user
• Marks foe end of foe reading trail.
• Refreshes foe reader's memory.
• Ensures all users see foe critical ideas. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/infbrmation 
structuring.
252 STANDARDIZE COMMON TOPIC CLUSTERS - If groups of foe same kinds of topics occur over 
and over throughout your online document, standardize how you oiganize foem. This consistency makes 
navigation easier for foe user. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/nodes.
253 ENGINEER EFFECTIVE DIALOGS - Interact wifo foe user. Horton 1994. On-line 
documentation/prindple/user interfoce.
254 ENQNEER EFFECTIVE DIALOCS-Do not overload foe user. Horton 1994. On-line 
documentation/prindple/user interface.
255 ENGINEER EFFECTIVE DIALOGS - Do not try to outsmart foe user. Horton 1994. On-line 
documentation/prindple/user interface.
256 ENGINEER EFFECTIVE DIALOGS - Let the user control foe dialog. Horton 1994. On-line 
documentation/prindple/user interface.
257 ENGINEER EFFECTIVE DIALOGS - Simplify access to foe document Horton 1994. On-line 
documentation/prindple/user interfoce.
258 ENGINEER EFFECTIVE DIALOGS - Let users dose the document at any time. Horton 1994. On­
line documentation/prindple/user interface.
259 LET USERS DO MORE THAN READ - Let users add annotations. Horton 1994. On-line 
documentation/prindple/user interface.
260 LET USERS DO MORE THAN READ-Let users talk back. Horton 1994 On-line 
documentation/prindple/user interfoce.
261 LET USERS DO MORE THAN READ-Let users copy and print Horton 1994 On-line 
documentation/prindple/user interface.
262 LET USERS DO MORE THAN READ - Let users modify documents (sometimes). Horton 1994. 
On-line documentation/prindple/user interface.
260
263 LET USERS DO MORE THAN READ - Allow multiple authors. Horton 1994. On-line 
documentation/prindple/user interface.
264 USE FAMILIAR METAPHORS:
Book metaphor
Spatial/travel metaphor.
Control panel
Photo album
Television
Games
Showroom
Magazine
Pile. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/prindple/user intertoce.
265 ANSWER QUESTIONS QUICKLY 
Respond rapidly.
Do not respond too quickly.
Respond consistently.
Explain delays.. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/prindple/user interface.
266 THE "LOST IN HYPERSPACE' PROBLEM
Keep the design simple. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/prindple/user interface.
267 THE "LOST IN HYPEKSFACE* PROBLEM 
Link moderately and methodically.
Use hypertext as a means, not an end.
Not too many links. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/prindple/user intertoce.
268 THE "LOST IN HYPERSPACE' PROBLEM 
Keep the user oriented
Display the topic name and path to it 
Number each topic and display.
Display a You are here icon.
Show a roadmap of the document
Give users a deeir starting point Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/user interface & 
navigation.
269 DECIDE WHERE DOCUMENTS APPEAR - Display documents in the most useful location. With 
limited space to display documents and programs, you must choose whether to display documents as 
complete screens, in a fixed area of the screen, or as a resizable, reshapable window. Horton 1994. On-line 
documentation/prindple/user interface - screen display..
270 DECIDE WHERE DOCUMENTS APPEAR 
Reveal new information predictably.
Replace the current display.
Add independent windows.
Pop up a temporary window.
Inject information into the current display.
Scroll new information onto displays. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/user interface - 
screen display..
271 DECIDE WHERE DOCUMENTS APPEAR 
Manage window proliferation.
As a rule of thumb, users can handle three to five windows before they start to become eonfused and 
aimoyed. If you have good reasons, exceed that limit, but take special steps not to overwhdm users. 
Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideUne/user interfoce - screen display.
274 DO NOT PACK INFORMAHON TOO HGHTLY
Simplify the display. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/user interface - screen display.
275 DO NOT PACK INFORMAHON TOO HGHTLY
Replace text with graphics. Horton 1994. On-line docum entation/guideline/user interface - screen dnylay.
276 DO NOT PACK INFORMAHON TOO HGHTLY
Condense text for continuous reading. Higher density may actually increase reading speed for continuous 
text Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/user interface - screen display.
277 DO NOT PACK INFORMAHON TOO HGHTLY
261
Use blank space actively. Horton 1994 On-line documentation/guideline/user interface - screen display.
278 ARRANGE THE DISPLAY LOGICALLY 
Divide the display into functional areas.
Shape functional areas to fit their content
Put smaller functional areas around the edge.
Balance the display. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/user interface - screen display..
279 ARRANGE THE DISPLAY LOGICALLY 
Group related items.
If you must present many separate pieces of information, present foem in a few small groups. Distinguish 
different types of information in the display. Make sure controls for foe content are distinct from controls 
for the system presenting the content Also, clearly distinguish procedural from conceptual information. 
To group related items:
• Cluster them together, surrounding the group wifo blank space.
• Draw a box around a group of related items.
• Display related areas using similar visual characteristics, such as color, font, or reverse video. Horton 
1994 On-line documentation/guideline/user interfoce - screen display..
200 ARRANGE THE DISPLAY LOGICALLY - Arrange items in a familiar, logical pattern. Horton
1994 On-line dcxumentation/guideline/user interface - screen display..
281 ARRANGE THE DISPLAY LOGICALLY - Anticipate and guide tiie user's eye movements. Horton 
1994 On-line documentation/guidelfoe/user interface. - screen display.
282 ARRANGE THE DISPLAY LOGICALLY - Put action areas near foe centre of attention. Horton 
1994 On-line documentation/guideline/user interface - screen display..
283 USE COLOR TO COMMUNICATE - Use color functionally. Avoid irrelevant and unnecessary 
color. Use color to:
• Differentiate and join
• Focus attention
• Speed up search
• Express a range of values. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/user interface - screen 
display.
284 USE COLOR TO COMMUNICATE 
Select color carefully.
Rcdc color fbr a purpose.
Apply the user's color conventions 
Balance colors.
Avoid garish colors.
Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/user interfoce - screen display.
285 MAKE TEXT LEGIBLE 
Use well-formed character shapes 
Simple shapes.
Familiar proportions.
Large dot matrixes 
Distinct strokes.
Fuzzy fonts. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/user interface - screen display - text
286 MAKE TEXT LEGIBLE 
Increase contrast
Legibility depends on adequate contrast between text and background. Horton 1994. On-line 
documentation/guideline/user interface - screen display - text
287 MAKE TEXT LEGIBLE - Avoid ALL UPPER CASE
Use full capitalization sparingly, especially in the body of text Words in ALL CAPITAL LETTERS are 
harder to recognize and are read more slowly than foe same words in lower-case letters. Horton 1994. On­
line doczumentation/guideline/user interface - screen display - text
288 MAIŒ TEXT I£GIBLE - Increase line spacing and blank space. Horton 1994. On-line 
docnimentation/guideline/user interfoce - screen display - text
289 MAKE TEXT LEGIBLE - Keep lines short Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/user 
interface - screen display - text
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290 MAKE TEXT LEGIBLE - Left justify text rather than fully justify the text Horton 1994. On-line 
documentation/guideline/user interfoce - screen display - text
291 MAKE TEXT LEGIBLE 
Do not overemphasize reading text
Emphasis text that the user scans for but does not read continuously. However, use emphasis only lightly 
in text the user must read and not just recognize. Set headings and instructions off from foe body of text 
by blank space. If you must emphasise key words in the body of text, highlight only a few and use only 
subtle emphasis mechanisms, such as underlining, boldfoce, italics, or a slight difference in color. Horton 
1994. On-line documentation/guideline/user interface - screen display - text.
292 MAKE TEXT LEGIBLE - Size type for prominence and legibility
The proper size fbr text depends on several factors, including foe reading distance; screen resolution; 
contrast between text and background; visual acuity of foe usei; and whether the text is scanned, read 
word-by-word, or read character-by-character. Display text large enough so foat users recognize 
characters, and yet small enough so that they can see entire words or phrases at a glance. Between these 
two extremes is a zone of optimum legibility. Horton 1994. On-line dcxnimentation/guideline/user 
interface - screen display - text
293 EMPHASIZE SCANNING TARGETS 
Dynamic technicjues:
Change the display 
Blink
Dynamically display text 
Avoid visual distractions 
Reverse video 
Color
Brightness, boldness, line width
Boxes and borders
Size
Blank space. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/user interface - screen display.
294 USE SHORT, SIMPLE, FAMILIAR WORDS 
Use concrete terms
Avoid uimecessaiy computer jargon
Beware secret jargon
Call things what foe user named foem
Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/infbrmation presentation.
295 ENSURE ACCURATE READING 
Take care with small important words 
Take care wifo prefixes
Avoid overabbreviation
Use only standard, easily read symbols
Do not roly on punctuation. Horton 1994. On-line documentatiotv/guidelino/information presentation.
296 SPEAK SIMPLY, DIRECTLY, AND ACCURATELY 
Write simple sentences -
Write active sentences 
Make positive assertions 
Keep sentences simple
Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/information presentation.
297 EXPRESS IDEAS PRECISELY 
Speak directly to the user
State quantities exactiy
Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/information presentation.
298 DO NOT MAKE THE COMPUTER SOUND HUMAN 
Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/user interfoce.
299 WRITE FOR THE LITERAL-MINDED USER
Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/information presentation.
300 AVOID WISECRACKS Horton 1994. On-line documcntation/guideline/infbrmation presentation.
301 APPLY A CONSISTENT STYLE THROUGHOUT
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Words
Grammatical structures
Abbreviations
Spelling
Special conventions. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/information presentation.
302 ASSUME NON-SEQUENTIAL SCANNING 
Keep paragraphs short
Emphasise the new, foe novel, the surprising 
Avoid foe as-shown-above syndrome 
Avoid blind references
Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/infbrmation presentation.
303 WRITE GLOBALLY
If your document will be translated into other languages or used by people of widely different cultures,
take steps to preserve meaning and avoid confusion
Write for translation
Take care with spoken words
Localize other things too. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/information presentation.
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Appendix 1b: Procedure guidelines
33 Design Goal 2: Appropriateness of the document to the organisational sponsor and individual
users' needs. Brooks,l993. Technical communication/prindple/stakeholder/user requirements.
39 Design Goal 4: Economy of effort, technological constraints, and financial resources necessary to 
publish hypermedia documents. Don’t lot available equipment, technology, or project managers determine 
the hypermedia design. Brooks 1993. Technical communication/principle/general design strategy.
40 Hypermedia design tip 8: Don't spend too much time or money creating an on-line document; you 
may be wasting time on a doaiment that may be rapidly out of date, or duttered with special features that 
may complicate distribution. Brooks 1993. Tedmical communication/prindple/general design strategy.
41 To achieve an artistic level of osdietically (sic) pleasing screen design, foe hypermedia document 
designer must go beyond these or any other set of general prindples. Brooks 1993. Technical 
conununication/prindple/interfiice design & aesthetics.
42 1. Place content over computer technology. The content must take prominence over the 
technology and this requires that designers suppress foe desire to use a technique just because it exists. 
Every use of foe technology must be in foe best interest of the content Heller 1991. Interactive multimedia: 
computing access in public spaces/guideline/general design strategy.
43 2. Plan for foe broadest user profile. The designer must establish many different user profiles, 
induding foe handicapped (PL 73-112, EDIICOM, 1990). Given those profiles representing the physlral, 
cognitive, aesthetic and life experiences of the user, a designer can formulate a composite profile from 
their sum. HcJlcr 1991. Interactive multimedia: computing access in public spaccs/guidelinc/user analysis.
44 3. Dc^gn fbr ^ to  of foe art 1[?]. The designer has to ensure foat foe CAPS [Computing Access in
Public Space] is as modem as pc^sible by the time of delivery without being too avante garde. If foe 
computer technology pushes foe development envelope, it might intimidate foe user or overpower the 
content However, if the technology appears out-dated, the message may not appear cnarrent or relevant, 
Hardware independent prototypes allow foe designer to fbrestall hardware decisions. Heller 1991.
Interactve multimedia: œmputing access in public spaces/guideline/analysis - general design strategy.
48 An exhaustive test phase is needed to insure that the application is robust and able to witiistand
constant usage. Heller 1991. Interactive multimedia: computing access in public 
spaces/guideline/interface design.
54 1. List the nec^sary or desirable features of the application, with an emphasis on quantity. 
Wetenoorih, Chignell, & Zhai 1993. Hypermedia/guideline/user analysis & specification
55 2. Group into related features, bearing in mind the hierarchical relationships amongst the features.
Waterworth, Chignell, & Zhai 1993. Hypermedia/guideline/mefoodology - functional specification.
56 3. Design interfoce features, such as icons and controls. Waterworth, Chignell, & Zhai 1993 p461. 
Hypermedia/guideline/methodology - initial design.
57 4. Test the designs from 3, above, on users/ If necessary, return to 3 to improve/modify foe 
designs. Waterworth, Chignell, & Zhai 1993 p461. Hypermedia/guideline/mefoodology - iterative design.
58 5. Induce micro-models from successful interfoce feature Waterworth, Chignell, & Zhai 1993. 
Hypermedia/guideline/mefoodology - middle design.
66 6. Integrate micro-models into an overall interfoce model. Waterworth, Chignell, & Zhai 1993. 
Hypermedia/guideline/methodology - middle d^gn.
67 There is a large body of infbrmation organized into numerous fragments. Shneiderman 1989. 
Hypertext/prindple/preliminary décidons.
68 The fragments relate to each ofoer. Shneiderman 1989. Hypertext/prindple/preliminary dedsions.
69 The user needs only a small fraction at any one time. Shnetderman 1989, pi 15. 
Hypertext/prindple/preliminary dedsions.
70 1. Know the users and their tasks. Users are a vital source of ideas and feedback; use them 
throughout the development process to test your designs. Realize you are not a good judge of your own 
design because you know too much. Study the target population of users carefully to make certain you 
know how the system will really be used. Create demonstrations and prototypes early in the project; don't 
wait for the full technology to be ready. Shneiderman 1989. Hypertext/prindple/user analysis.
71 2. Meaningful structure comes first Build the project around foe struduring and presentation of
information, not around foe technology. Develop a high concept for the body of information you are265
organising. Avoid fuzzy thinking when creating the information ^ructure. ShneüUrman 1989. 
Hypertext/prindple/information design.
72 3. Apply diverse skills: Make certain that the project team indudes information specialists
(trainers, psychologists), content spedalists (users, marketers), and tedmologists (systems analysts, 
prc^rammers), and that the team members can communicate. Shndderman 1989. 
Hypertext/prindple/project management.
75 7. Work from a master reference list: Create a master reference list as you go to ensure correct
dtations and prevent redundant or missing citations. Some hypertexts automatically construct this list for 
you. Shndderman 1989. Hypertext/guideline/middle d^ign & construction.
97 Rule 19. When adapting for hypermedia presentation documents created according to book 
technology, do not violate foe original structure. Landaw 1991. Educational hypertext/prindple/text 
conversion.
98 1. Decide who your users are. HyperCard Stack Design Guiddines, 1989. Hypertext/guideline/user 
analysis.
99 2. Dedde what foe stack's subject matter is and what it is not HyperCard Stack Design Guiddines, 
1989. Hypertext/guideline/design strategy.
100 Dedde foe purpose of your stack. HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines, 1989. 
Hypertext/guideline/Initial design dedsions.
101 Dedde how much information you will cover. HyperCard Stack Design Guiddines, 1989. 
Hypertext/ guideline/initial design decisions.
102 Dedde what resources the stack will require and estimate how long it will take to build. 
HyperCard Stack Design Guiddines, 1989. Hypertext/guideline/preliminary design decisions.
118 Write for foe screen, not for paper. HyperCard Stack Design Guiddines 1989.
Hypertext/guideline/user interface- screen.
121 Guideline 7: Plan on changing your stack several times. HyperCard Stack Design Guiddines 1989. 
Hypertext/guideline/iterative design.
122 ...think of several solutions, design all of them to a certain point, and then choose one for further 
development HyperCard Stack Design Guiddines 1989. Hypertext/guideline/iterative design.
123 Guideline 8: Test early, test often, and listen to your reviewers. You may be tempted to wait until 
your stadc is "perfect" before you show it to anyone. To do so could mean disappointment and a lot of 
additional work. It's better to get feedbadc early and often by establishing regular tests or reviews of your 
8tack-in-prx^ress. Liston to what people tell you. Watch what people do when they try to use your stack 
See what pitfalls people find and what solutions they try, wifoout offering your comments.
Test your help function as well as the stack. Ask users whether foe help system provided the information 
they needed, and what information they wanted but couldn't find. If your testing shows that your users 
need to get help often, perhaps your stack has other dcdgn flaws. Maybe foe structure is too confusing or 
is not well suited to foe subject matter. HyperCard Stack Design Guiddines, 1989. 
Hypertext/guideline/iterative design.
152 32, Identify all objects that make up foe system.
In foe hypertext framework based on foe Structure of foe Intellect model, both nodes and links can be 
considered as objects. Nodes are dassified into six semantic types - detail, collection, proposition, 
summary, issue and observation. Links are of two major types - convergent and divergent Convergent 
links can be further classified into spedfication, membership, association, path, alternative, and inference 
links. Divergent links can be categorized into elaboration  ^opposition  ^qxxnilation, branch, lateral and 
extrapolation links. The emphasis of this fiamework is foe association of semantics to nodes and links. 
Organizing nodes and links semantically helps manage foe hypertext network and its sub-networks 
better. It would also help reduce ambiguity, disorientation, and cognitive overhead. Balasubramanian & 
Twrq/f 1994. Hypertext/guideline/interface design-information design.
153 33. Identify all actions/functions that can be performed on these objects. Separate foem into 
generic actions, explidt actions, and control functions.
Actions and functions arc the operations which can be performed on these 6 node types and 12 link typxss. 
Actions can be generiç, explicit, or control-like, [more] BaJasubramanian & Turoff 1994. 
Hypertext/guideline interface design.
154 4. Identify modifiers/filters that select subsets of objects.
The framework identifies all nodes and links by their semantic types. This type Information can become a 
modifier or qualifier to the spedfic object Fbr example, a search can be performed on all nodes of type
"detail". Similarly, we can also request fbr all links of type "specification". Type information and keyword 
information can be combined to narrow down the search criteria. For example, there can be a query to 
retrieve all nodes of type "detail" containing the keyword "hypertext". Modifiers for templates can include 
the type of a template, the author's name, creation date, etc.. Balasubramanian & Turoff 1994. 
Hypertext/guideline/information design.
155 5. Identify strategic choices whidi allow foe user to accomplish a specific task.
Strategic choices indude user interaction with foe system in order to accomplish a spedfic task. These can 
be treated as landmarks [ref,]. Strategic choices might indude overview requests  ^(displays of summary 
nodes), structural and content query fadlities, navigation mechanisms, editing tools, display options, 
audit trail mechanisms, linearization techniques, and badctracddng fadlities. The inherent nature of 
hypertext is that foere is really no need for strategic choices. An node or link in foe entire network can be a 
strategic choice. In a true hypertext system each node should be self suffident and complete. Also, foe set 
of strategic choices need not b e foe same every time foe user interacts with foe system. For example, the 
user can directly access required nodes forough query mechanisms. This feature, must be available even 
wifoout traversing foe network. Hence, a query fadlity can be considered as a strategic choice. Strategic 
choices can also indude an overview diagram of the template (its contents and links), foe ability to find 
out from which master template a duplicate was created, foe ability to edit foe master template etc 
Balasubramanian & Turoff 1994. Hypertext/guideline/information retrieval & access design.
156 6. Identify lateral classifications - objects and actions that relate to eadi ofoer.
Hypertext provides foe inherent capability of creating lateral dassifications. The ability to create a lateral 
link t another version of a node or to an annotation (a detail or observation node) can be considered as 
lateral classification. Balastibramanian & Turoff 1994. Hypertext/guideline/information design
157 3.7. Identify the formats of objects, parts of objects, menus etc.
Though this section is more applicable only when designing foe actual interface for a particular 
application, foe designer must dedde on foe formats for nodes and links. Fbrmats should also be defined 
for overview diagrams, indexing medianisms, query fodlities, and results of a query. A template can be 
considered as a pre-formatted collection of webs that can be dirccdy used by the author. Balasubramanian 
& Turoff 1994. Hypertext/guideline/interface design.
158 33. Identify lists of objects.
This is related to identifying explidt actions and modifiers. It is necessary to identify foe kinds of lists that 
might be produced - lists of nodes or links or templates classified by semantic type, lists of nodes last 
visited, lists of nodes or links last modified etc. Lists can also indude user created annotations. 
Balasubramanian & Turoff 1994. Hypertext/guideline/early design.
159 33. Identify reactive dioices that can be performed on a list or a set of ol^ects.
Balasubramanian & Turoff 1994. Hypertext/guideline/early design.
160 3.10. Identify process^ or functions that share information.
The ability to create objects (whether nodes or links) or list foem is common across foe system irrespective 
of foe kind of object Hence, these can be shared processes reacting difierently based on foe type of object 
being acted upon (similar to foe object-oriented concept of operator, overloading). The shared process of 
creation can be extended to create templates. Balasubramanian & Turoff 1994. 
Hypertext/guideline/information design.
161 11. Identify all user interaction states. Balasubramanian & Turoff 1994. Hypertext/guideline/ 
interface design.
162 12. Identify necessary help throughout foe system. Balasubramanian & Turoff 1994. 
Hypertext/guideline on-line help design.
163 13. Identify all error conditions. Balasubramanian & Turoff 1994. Hypertext/guideline/error 
avoidance.
164 14. Identify the screen layout - workspace, control area, status area, message area etc.. 
Balasubramanian & Turoff 1994. Hypertext/guideline/screen design.
165 Early and Continual Focus on Users.
Direct contact-through interviews, observations, surveys, participative design-to understand cognitive, 
behavioral, attitudinal, and anthropometric characteristics of users-and foeir jobs.
Decide (a) who foe users will be and (b) what they will be doing with foe system Gould 1988. 
HCI/prindple/general.
167 Integrated Design.
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All aspects of usability evolve in parallel; All aspects of usability under one focus. Gould 1988. 
HCI/prindple/ usability.
168 Early-and Continual-User Testing
Early on, intended users do real work with simulation and prototypes; their performance and reactions 
are measured qualitatively and quantitatively. Gould 1988. HCI/prindple/iterative design.
169 Iterative Design
System (functions, user interfoce, help system, reading material, training approadi) is modified based on 
results of user testing; test cyde is repeated.
The key requirements fbr iterative design are: Identification of required changes. An ability to make the 
changes. A willingness to make dianges. Could 1988. HCI/prindple/iterative design.
170 Checklist for achieving Early User Testing :
—  We made informal, preliminary tests of a few user scenarios-spedfying exactly what the user and 
system messages will be- and showed them to a fow prospective users. Gould 1988. 
HCI/guideline/requirements analysis.
171 Checklist fbr achieving Early User Testing (cont.k —  We have begun writing the user manual, 
and it is guiding the development process. Gould 1988. HCI/guideline/design strategy.
173 Checklist for achieving Early User Testing (cont.): —  We have used simulations to try out the 
functions and organisation of the user interface. Gould 1988. HCI/guideline/iterative design.
174 Checklist for achieving Early User Testing (cont): — We have used mockups to try out the 
functions and organisation of the user interface. Gould 1988. HCT/guideline/iterative design.
175 Checklist for achieving Early User Testing (cont): —  We have done early demonstrations. GouJd 
H O / Guideline/ iterative design.
176 Checklist fbr achieving Early User Testing (cont): —  We invited as many people as possible to 
comment on on-going instantiations of all usability components. Gould 1988. HO/guideline/iterative 
design.
177 Checklist for achieving Early User Testing (contk —  We had prospective users think aloud as 
foey used simulations, mockups, and prototypes. Gould 1988. HO/guideline/iterative design.
178 Checklist fbr achieving Early User Testing (contk —  We used hallway and storefront methods. 
Gould 1988. HO/guideline/iterative d^gn.
179 Checklist for achieving Early User Testing (contk We used computer conferencing fbrums to get 
feedback on usability. Gould 1988. HO/guiddinc/itcnrativo design.
180 Checklist for achieving Early User Testing (cont): We did fbrmal prototype user testing. Gould 
1988. HO/guideline/iterative design.
181 Checklist for achieving Early User Testing (cont): We compared our results to established 
behavioral target goals. Gould 1988. HO/guideline/iterative design.
182 Checklist for achieving Early User Testing (cont.kWe met out [sic] behavioral benchmark targets. 
Gould 1988.1988. HO/guideline/iterative design.
183 Checklist for achieving Eaily User Testing (cont): Wc let motivated people try to find bugs in our 
system. Gould 1988. HO/guideline/iterative design.
184 Checklist for achieving Early User Testing (contk We did field studies. Gould 
HO/guideline/iterative design.
185 Checklist for achieving Early User Testing (cont); We inciudcd data logging programs in our 
system. Gould 1988. HO/guideline/iterative design.
186 Checklist fbr achieving Early User Testing (contk We did fbllow-up studies on people who are 
now using the system we made. Gould 1988. HO/guideline/iterative dedgn.
187 Checklist for carrying out Iterative Design: —  All aspects of usability could be easily ckanged, i^. 
we had gocxi tools. Gould 1988. HCI/guideline/software/tools.
188 Checklist for carrying out Iterative Design (contk We regularly changed our system, manuals, 
etc, based upon testing results wifo prospective users. Gould 1988. HO/guideline/iterative design.
189 Starting points. There are several beginning points, prior to talking to potential users: Define the 
system. Fbllow-on Systems. New Influential Systems. New Technologies. User Circumstances. Journals, 
Proceedings, Demonstrations. Other Designers and Consultants. Workshops and Short Course. Standards, 
Guidelines, Development Prcxredures. Gould 1988. HO/guideline/feasibility.
190 Use hypertext for browsing large networks of information: In general hypertext is useful for 
exploring small, independent but interrelated topics in a large bcxiy of information (Shneiderman 1989). 
Horton 1990. On-line documentation/guideline/feasibility.
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191 Use hypertext for browsing large networks of information (cont.):
To teadi concepts. Hypertext helps self-dircctcd learners explore a body of information at their own pace. 
In learning systems, hypertext lots learners reference other materials to dear up questions or to mqrlorc 
private interests (Thorsen & Bernstein, 1987; Wolman, 1988). Horton 1990. On-line 
documentation/guideline/feasibility.
192 Use hypertext for browsing large netwoiks of information (cont): For highly annotated 
documents. Literature, poetry, foeology, politics, art and other fields of research commonly require 
examining annotated source works as well as reviews and commentaries. Because hypertext links 
comments to the source, it can display foe source in its original form, bringing conunents into view only as 
needed by foe user (Kreitzberg and Shneiderman 1988). Horton 1990. On-line 
documentation/guideline/foasibility.
193 Use hypertext for browsing large networks of information (cont): For problem solving systems. 
Hypertext systems are valuable for research, note-taking, and writing when questions arc ill defined and 
information is incomplete. They encourage exploring and brainstorming, allowing the user to build up a 
solution from related pieces of infoimatioru Horton 1990 On-line documcntation/guideline/fcasibility.
194 Use hypertext for browsing large networks of information (cont): For loose collections of 
interrelated documents.
Hypertext is ideal for creating collections of loosely structured documents (Trigg & Irish 1987). Hypertext 
automates cross-references within a document and from document to document In doing so, it makes 
relationships explicit and «isy to explore. Horton 1990 On-line documentation/guidcline/feasibility.
195 Use hypertext for browsing large networks of information (cont): To model and teach 
organisation. Hypertext deals explicitly with organization as an element of communication. It lets foe user 
examine the structure of a body of information, and it lets the author shape that structure directly. For 
these reasons it is ideal when foe structure of information is especially important Horton 1990. On-line 
documentation/guideline/feasibility.
196 Do not to [sic] use for quick simple tasks. The complexity of creating and using hypertext rule it 
out fbr simple projects and tasks that must be done quickly. Do not use hypertext fbr strictly reference 
documents, especially quidc-reference documents. Having to jump from topic to topic is too time- 
consuming fbr seekers of specific reference information. Horton 1990. On-line 
documentation/guideline/feasibility.
198 Use hypertext as a spice.
Hypertext is like cayenne pepper - a little goes a long way. Endless possibilities for exploration offer 
endless possibilities for getting lost... Do not make hypertext an end in itself but a characteristic to give 
an organised body of infbrmation. Horton 1990.0  n-line documentation/guideline/general design 
strategy.
201 Plan fbr expansion.
Many of the first-written topics of hypertexts use links sparingly because foe writer has not yet created 
topics to which to link. To get round this problem, plan foe entire document in advance and list all topics 
or create dummy topics. Embed links as you write even though their destinations are not complete. Horton
1990. On-line documentation/guideline/initial design/future development 
203 Start with simple projects.
Hypertext is foe most difficult form of online documentation. Creating it requires applying all foe 
principles in this book with judgement and wisdom. To leam to build hypertexts, start with a project
• With which you are familiar.
• That has identifiable, independent topics.
• Whose interrelationships are dear to you. Horton 1990. On-line documentation/guideline/general
205 Originality.
Originality for its own sake cuts across the primary objective of helping foe reader, ' ,you should explore
foe frontiers of the tools at your disposal .but put foe r^ults of such experiments into your
hyperdocument only if they improve its value to foe reader.' Martin 1990. Hypertext/prindple/general 
design.
206 Craftsmanship in the details
The author who wants to create an excellent hyperdocument should pay attention to foe details. Use 
interesting illustrations. Employ an artist who can make foe artwork beautiful. Search for foe perfect 
metaphor. Refine foe structure repeatedly. Polish the English, hfies Van Der Rohe said of architecture 
"God is in foe details."
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CD-ROMs may be too large to have everything painstakingly polished. It may be appropriate to have a 
nucleus which is elegant and beautifully thought out, wifo hyperlinks to large amount of detail or 
reference material which is unpolished but well indexed. Martin 1990. Hypertext/principle/general 
design.
207 Thinking about the reader.
It is worth repeating that the first rule for any communicator is to understand her audience. The author 
should think carefully about who will use foe hyperdocument:
• Who arc foe readers?
• Why are they reading foe hyperdocument?
• What do they know already?
• What technical words do they understand?
• What are foeir problems, needs and issues?
• How can foe author help foem?
• What constitutes value for foe reader when he uses foe hyperdocument?
• How can fois value be nuodmised?. Martin 1990. Hypertext/guideline/feasibility.
208 Search for visual forms of representation.
To a large extent, hyperdocuments are a visual medium. The author should develop skills wifo visual 
presentation as well as skill wifo words.
Good textbooks have many diagrams. A hyperdocument should be more visual in its representation foan 
a textbook. The author should examine foe subject matter and decide how he can effectively use diagrams, 
lists and hierarchies. The author should constantly categorize and make foe categorization visual 
Hyperdocuments on most subjects should not have more than 200 lines of contiguous text (in multiple 
envelopes) wifoout a bullet list, chart, diagram, or summary. Martin 1990. 
Hypertext/guidelines/infbrmation design.
124 Guideline 9: When you've finished, check foe stack one last time.
This step is foe exhaustive, meticulous final cxcrdsc that can make a stack gleam. No matter how much 
you've checked before, check foe prcxluction version again. Enlist new eyes to help. Deliberately do the 
wrong thing and see what happens. Bring in new testers and offer a reward fbr every problem they find. 
HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines 1990. HyperCard/guideline/final checks.
209 Usage of a grid
The definition of a grid should be a sorting point for the design of a hypertext interface. Apply foe grid on 
all pages in an application. Try to use foe same grid fbr ofoer applications as far as possible. This fbrces 
you/foe author to put foe same objects always on foe same place, which is important for readers. 
Otherwise, foe readers are disturbed by 'flipping' buttons or icons while browsing through an application 
or they have to understand different layouts each time foey start a new application.
Snap all objects to that grid on pixel level Otherwise, tiny litfie inconsistenciœ are caused, which also 
burden an extra cognitive load on the reader. Meusd, Eichneyer & Koshnosid 1995. Hypertext fbr on-line 
help/guideline/user interface - screen design.
215 Teamwork
Last but not least we think that it requires a team of multiple experts wifo strongly varying backgrounds 
fbr designing foe interface of a technical hypertext For example, we have discussed foe need of a 
professional d^gner for foe general layout, for gocxi typography, color design and so on in foe above 
listed issues. Below, we will see foat domain experts (for example: implementors of software) and 
technical writers should also be members of foe interface development team, because of foeir deep 
understanding of foe domain, and also computer scientists for efficient implementation and users fbr 
evaluating foe hypertext interface. A project where a designer, several computer scientists and technical 
writers were involved is described in (Zeis, Meusel 1993). Meusd, Eichneyer & KoslowsJd 1995. Hypertext 
for on-line hclp/guidolinc/team management
207 Put documents online only when foe value of having foem online exceeds foe cost Horton 1994. 
Online documentation/guideline/feasibility.
208 Design top-down, build bottom-up. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/prindple/strategy.
209 Leam who uses foe product and why. Horton 1994. On-line documentation principle/feasibility.
210 consider foe age of users. Horton 1994. On-line documentation princdple/usa- analysis.
211 [Consider] The tasks foey perform. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/principle/user analysis.
212 Set dear objectives. Horton 1994. On-line documentation prindple/feasibility.
213 Observe what questions users ask. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/prindplc/user anales.
214 Use state-of-the-art peopleware:
Assemble a multitalented team 
Organize as a team
Ride out foe dip in morale 
Anticipate learning cosAs.
Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/feasibility.
215 Select software carefully:
Know what you want to do 
List essential features
Rank these features
Compile a list of candidates
Gather information
Pick foe best three to seven products
Prepare a chapter-sized document in each
Test foe finalists wifo a larger document
Decide
Communicate your decision
Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/feasibility.
216 Conversions are never simple, easy, or cheap. Horton 1994. On-line 
documentation/prindple/feasibility - infbrmation design.
217 Design fbr effident production.
Unless you have unlimited time and budget, you must take care to produce online documents effidently. 
good management tedmiques help control costs and keep projects on schedule. Horton 1994. On-line 
documentation prindple/feasibility - strategy.
218 Design for effident productibn 
Build from reusable components 
Track tasks and components
Build from a document database approach 
Distribute development 
Develop for multiple platfbrms
Automate routine chores of development and maintenance. Horton 1994. On-line 
documentation/prindple/strategy.
Complete the main idea in each topic Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/information design. 
225 Chunking strategies:
Size online topics to fit paper pages.
• When converting one-page-per -item paper documents
• For documents that will be read fium paper
• For users fiuniliar wifo the layout of paper pages. Horton 1994. On-line 
documentation/guideline/information design.
227 Chunking strategies:
Let foe size vary. Variable sized topics are necessary when:
• Units of information vary widely in size.
• The display size is unknown. Horton 1994. On-line documcntation/guideline/infbrmation design.
228 Resist arbitrary limits.
• Challenge editorial standards
• Don't write to fill foe hole
• Break old habits
• Remove software limits. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/principle/strategy 
240 WAYS OF CREATING LINKS
Manual construct links 
Compile links from tagged files.
Infer links from foe content
Create computed links. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/linldng.
MAKE EACH VERSION A SEPARATE LAYER.
Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/design strategy.
AVOID COMMON ORGANISATIONAL PROBLEMS:
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Russian-dolls structure.
Layer information moderately. Avoid a Russian-dolls structure with endless layers of topics within topics 
within topics. Don't make the user burrow through many layers to get to a simple piece of information. 
Each additional action is another chance for the user to make an error or give up. Balance layering wifo 
short-cuts to tunnel through layers and go directly to specific facts. Horton 1994 On-line 
documentation/prindple/information design.
AVOID COMMON ORGANISATIONAL PROBLEMS:
Hre-hydrant syndrome.
Many online documentation systems suffer from flre-hydrant syndrome, so named because getting a bit of 
information from one is like trying to take a sip of water from a fire-hydrant They force the user forough 
an excessively long sequence of displays. These structures often result when foe writer fails to take into 
account the small display size of foe computer. Horton 1994. On-line 
documentation/principle/information design.
249 AVOID COMMON ORGANISATIONAL PROBLEMS:
Premature organization
. . . .  when ideas are classified and structures assigned before foe writer knows enough to do foe job well 
Once recorded, such ideas are difficult to reorganize, so an ill formed or incomplete structure perpetuates 
itself. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/prindple/infbrmation design.
DESIGN SCREENS METHODICALLY
1. List items to display.
2. Organize foe items.
3. Lay out foe display.
4. Emphasis important items.
5. Test
6. Revise. Horton 1994. On-line documentation/guideline/information design.
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Appendix 2
Appendix 2(a): The Electronic Prospectus Design 
Process
INTRODUCTION
A hypertext electronic prospectus was designed and constructed, based on the existing College 
prospectus. The information content was imported, edited and restructured manually into a hypertext 
structure. The work on the prototype HyperCard stacks is described here. A discussion of the issues, 
problems and decisions involved is found in Chapter 5.
FEASIBILITY
A number of areas were explored. IT provisions in Scottish schools and colleges were investigated. The 
existing paper prospectus was analysed. The resources available were investigated.
This revealed that the majority of Scottish schools had a predominance of Apple computers, whilst FE 
colleges tended to be more PC oriented. Potential users were identified as being school and FE college 
students, their family and friends, careers teachers and local authority careers advisers.
Time was not in itself considered as a constraint in real, as opposed to research study, terms, alfoough 
a working cloebonie prospectus would be subject to the same kind of time scale as the current paper 
prospectus, being required each year in sufficient time for next year's applicants to make their choices.
Existing prospectuses for the College were traditional in form and layout. Evidence from research into 
prospective students' information sources (Keen and Higgins 1990, Keen and Higgins 1992, SED1993) 
suggested that the traditional prospectuses in general somewhat under-used, lending support to the 
idea foat a hypertext version could find a niche.
Resources were, as indicated, limited. As well as limitations in terms of time and money, there was no 
specialist software and technical support available. This precluded foe use of programmed design 
solutions. The design and dcvclopmoit was in the hands of foe author, who had some limited 
experience in hypertext design, having designed and developed an online information system 
providing user help wifo software packages. There were a number of Apple Hex computers running 
HyperCard available, and a small budget for research expenses. A number of hypertext software 
packages were investigated for production of the electronic prospectus document, including Director, 
ToolBook, HyperCard and Guide. Budgetary considerations at the time ruled out Director and Guide, 
although foey both had attractive features. In particular, Director has attractive multimedia design 
features, and Guide has good facilities for working with existing text files. A tentative decision was 
made to use HyperCard wifo foe option of converting foe product to ToolBook to provide a PC-based
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version, parüy because of the author's previous experience with HyperCard, and partly because of foe 
Apple bias in Scottish sdiools. By developing in HyperCard, the resulting document could if required 
be converted into ToolBook by using a utility designed for that purpose. Another alternative popular 
today is the creation of WWW pages. When this research originally commenced foere was no history of 
its use, and it was not considered as an option. Using HyperCard was subject to the constraints that 
have been documented elsewhere (eg. Kahn 1989), but it had the advantage of familiarity.
REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS: STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS, USER 
ANALYSIS AND TASK ANALYSIS
A formal requirements specification document was not drawn up. However, a number of analyses 
were completed, and foese are described below.
Stakeholder analysis
The stakeholders are all foose having an interest in the system under construction. This means not just 
the users but all the other parties concerned in support, and in the outcomes of use.
An analysis of the stakeholders and some of their possible requirements was made by identifying the 
various possible scenarios of use. This attempted to identify the possible stakeholders' in the system 
and to discuss the scenarios within which the 'QMC electronic prospectus' might be used. It also 
suggested the tasks that each of the scenarios requires the system to perform. This analysis only 
discussed the above in general, as this stage was to precede a more specific user and task analysis. The 
purpose here was to identify the possible interaction scenarios with the stakeholders in an attempt to 
gain some insight into requirements for the electronic prospectus document.
The initial target group for the product was identified as school, and FE college pupils, with the 
intention of a finished version being distributed to schools and colleges to act as a tool for promoting 
the College. Information content would be much like that of the current prospectus. lAfith the product 
being sent to schools and colleges, the teachers and other staff become stakeholders. Relatives and 
friends must also be considered.
Scenarios
This technique simply involved making a list of the likely interested parties, and exploring foe possible 
ways in which foey might use, or be affected by, the system. A large number of scenarios arise wifo 
each of foe stakeholders identified, and foese are described below. It is unlikely that all foe potential 
scenarios are identified here.
Schools and colleges
Various scenarios arise within foe school and FE college context. The likely context will be the 
classroom, computer workshop or ofoer study room. The sessions wifo foe document could be group 
sessions led by a teacher or lecturer, individual consultations wifo a teacher/lecturer or teacher, or just 
groups of pupils or individuals using the document alone.
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Hüs implies foat there can be few assumptions made about the expertise of the users. Indeed it is safest 
to assume foat the user will have very little expertise, so the system should foerefore take account of 
this. It is essential that all level of users should be able to interact wifo foe system wifoout undue 
problems, that is novice users should have no trouble in opeating the system and expef users such as 
careers teachers should not be held up when looking for information. The growing number of mature 
gtudents entering higher education suggests that computer experience may be relatively low, and this 
has to be allowed for.
The types of scenarios anticipated would require the document to allow foe following.
• General browsing of the information to allow an overview of the material and identification of 
specific areas of interest.
• Some way of retracing the material already covered
• Possibility for group use means the information must be presented dearly enough to allow a group 
of users to gather round a monitor and comprehend foe information.
• The number of novice and inexperienced users antidpated means that a dear information structure is 
required to facilitate navigation.
• Good support for navigation is required for the same reasons
• And also good help and early instructions for use
More specific tasks for the system become apparent when an individual user of the system is 
considered. An individual user could require specific information from foe system. The document 
should therefore:
• Allow foe user to retrieve specific information answering or related to foeir query.
• Identify material not covered by foe document, and identify supporting sources - contact addresses, 
references, etc..
The document may have a significant PR role outside of attracting students. Therefore it is important 
that an implemented document look s good, and professional, works efficiently and holds the users' 
interests.
Queen Margaret College
Most likely interaction seen as being on an individual basis. Context of use in offices, workshops. The 
user would be either a member of foe academic staff, administrative staff, checking and updating 
information, or a student, perhaps looking for information for course change.
Users in this context are more likely to be computer-literate but not necessarily to have encountered 
hypertext. Conventional information retrieval methods are likely to be more familiar, and speed of 
access could be more important. So:
• Provision for novices should not interfere wifo quick retrieval of information.
• Multimedia features like music sequences, movie dips should be easily turned off to enhance quick 
traversal and retrieval and to avoid potential disturbance in office enviromnents.
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Open days and other public demonstrations require ease of use, reliability and professional stability 
and appearance
Overseas students.
Another expected use for the system would be to distribute it to potential students who are 
geographically remote fiom Glasgow and are unable to visit. In particular, overs^s students are 
identified as potential stakeholders in the system. This means that foe ^ te m  should:
• Allow tasks to be carried out by users whose first language may not be English.
• Ensure understanding is not dq)endent on a knowledge of UK culture, society etc..
• Be reliable and capable of use wifoout support from the College
Other stakeholders
The r r  Centre staff: could be involved in technical matters in authoring and user support.
College administrative staff - could be involved in dealing wifo complaints over faulty product - not 
normally an issue wifo paper prospectuses
Use of contemporary technology and foe generality of foe information available in foe document 
would also mean that general visitors to foe College could be foown the system.
User analysis
This section first examines in more depth foe nature of some of foe principle users in designing an 
electronic prospectus, and then goes on to look at the user's task. In eadi case existing knowledge is 
examined, prospective ways of improving that knowledge are explored, and a description of what was 
done for this project ensues.
Existing knowledge
Where foe user population is rdativdy significant, foere is a good chance that foere will be existing 
information about that population. This is certainly the case with prospective students. Some research 
into foe audience for foe Queen Margaret college prospectus had already been conducted by the 
College's public relations departmait. This consisted of focus groups of school students. This material 
had been used to redesign foe current prospectus (foe edition for 1994).
Investigations into the nature of foe UK student populafiim
As noted in the literature review, some work on foe potential student pc^mlation has been done. Two 
key surveys on the Engflish population were conducted by Steen and Higgh^s (1990,1992). The ScottWi 
population was studied by the SED (1993) using a telephone survqr mefood.
Keen and Higgms (1990) first investigated what foe so called 'traditional' sixth-form applionts to 
higher education knew about higher education in general. They used a surv^ approach to elicit 
participants' knowled^ of a wide range of topics, including knowledge of the different types of higjher 
education institution, the grants available, the courses, validation, potential students' sources of
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knowledge about higher education and the recognition of individual institutions. The survey was 
based on 2000 schools in England and Wales. Scotland and Northern Ireland were not included as 
differences in educational systems would have necessitated the use of a different questionnaire. The 
schools were tested in four batches of 550 in a series of phases in order to assess sixth formers at 
various stages in their prepress towards higher education application.
This was followed by the same team in 1992, with a similar method being employed to examine mature 
students on access courses, mature applicants, their parents and foeir friends.
The ofoer major source is foe HEIST survey of students at college (Roberts and Keen 1992) in which 
5650 students at 100 higher education institutions who had just completed foe first year of foeir studies 
were surveyed. This examination of foeir views and experiences examined four aspects of foe student 
experience: careers and educational guidance in schools, choosing institutions, the transition from sixth 
form/college into higher education, and foe student as consumer. The first three are of particular 
relevance.
Non-student users
Non-student users are also important. These include parents and friends, teachers and careers advisors. 
Parents and friends have been examined in foe work by Keen and Higgins (1990,1992) cited above, 
whilst teachers and careers advisors appear to be neglected.
So what is known?
What was dear when foese surv is were conducted is that fiiere was a substantive difference between 
the two main groups of higher education applicants, foe school-leavers and foe mature applicants. This 
manifests itself in significant differences in knowledge about higher education and in priority of 
information need. The latter is considered below as an aspect of fiie user's task.
As far as foe former is concerned, a number of interesting points emerge. In foe case of applicants at 
school, it appears fiiat foere is an increase in knowledge of higher education wifo age up until foe end 
of foe first term in foe upper sixth form, wifo a decline in knowledge after that. It appears that 
applicants are sensitised by foe process of application, wifo schools providing education and materials 
at fiüs stage, and then, perhaps because of exam pressure or because foe decision-making prcxass is 
over, lose interest. So one segment of foe potential users is a fairly compacrt age group. Anofoer point is 
that knowledge of foe universities amongst young applicants proved greater fiian that of the 
polytechnics and Colleges of Higher Education (CHEs), wifo ttie latter particularly disadvantaged. The 
recent promotion of foe polytechnics may have changed fliis: foe use of foe term 'university' makes 
their status dear whilst at foe same time giving new and unrecognised names. In this context it is 
important for CHEs like QMC to ensure foat foey are  distinguished from Colleges of Furthar 
Education. In terms of infcjrmation content, this means a consistent emphasis cm university-level status, 
both at foe level of corporate identity, and at foe level of mformaticm ccmtent for courses and 
departments.
As far as mature student applicants are concerned, it seems foat foeir knowledge of higher education is 
less foan might be expected, less fiian tiiat of foeir counterparts in the upper sixth. Keen and Higgins
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(1992) suggest that fois reflects fodr lack of involvanait in a higho" education directed culture, and the 
consequent limited access to information and advice, and relative isolation from ofoer applicants. The 
general tendency was for male prospective students to be more knowledgeable on most points foan 
females. This implies that general supporting information about foe ethw, culture and aims of higher 
education be a part of any prospectus. In foe sixth form group, foere were some differences in 
knowledge between comprehensive, public school. Sixth form college and FE college students. It is 
hard to say what practical effect this is likely to have at foe prospectus level, except to say that such 
heterc^eneity of user population requires that more information rather than less should be provided.
Examining non-student users. Keen and Higgins' (1992) survey showed parents to be more 
knowledgeable than mature applicants, and often more knowledgeable than sixth form applicants. As 
Keen and H iggins point out, this level of Imowledge is a good indicator of their level of interest in 
Hgher education, and fois Icvd of interest is not reflected in the way in which higher education was 
publicised at foe time of the report. Examination of typical material reveals fois is still largdy foe case.
Conclusions from foe user analysis
The most significant points to emerge were the existence of quite substantial differences in knowledge 
between sixth form applicants and mature applicants. Another market segment not considered by any 
of this work, but one which recent trends in recruitment suggests is significant is fiie overseas 
applicants. The information needs of these groups are likely to be different Some smaller differences 
appear between foe sexes, and betweei applicants from different educational sectors. It is important 
for foe hypertext designer to recognise first fiiat foe user population is heterogeneous, wifo foe 
implication that choice in foe pattern of use and access to information is likely to be important. This 
suggested a structure where information was provided on a nccd-to-know basis, rather like 
Shneiderman et al.'s (1991) 'details on demand' or Carroll et al.' s (1988) 'minimal manuals'. This 
would enable the more knowledgeable to find relevant information wifo the minimum of effort, whilst 
others could search for necessary detail. Such an approach does not by itself deal wifo users whose 
awareness and understanding is insufficient to allow foem to search effectively.
Task analysis
Task analysis consisted of two distinct phases. Firstly it was useful from the author's point of view to 
develop a conceptual modd of foe user's task. McKerlie and Preece suggest a broad categorising of 
task goals for hypertext use into four types:
• finding an answer to a particular question (ie searching task)
• gaining a sense of scope for foe information (ie browsing task),
• exploring a particular concept (eg learning), and
• collecting and tailoring information (eg. organising or synthesising)
(McKerlie and Preece 1993 p36)
According to this framework, prospectus use has aspects of all these tasks, in that users may be trying
to answer a number of specific questions (such as 'what course?', 'what is the college like', 'what are
foe entry requirements?'), foey may be browsing (what courses can I do fiiat involve caring?'), foey
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may be learning ('so that's what dietetics is'), and they may be collecting and tailoring information (for 
instance collecting lists of course requirements for comparison).
Looking more closely at the information seeking aspect, Marchionini (1992) describes foe information- 
seeking task as a form of problem solving in which 'eifoer or both the information sought (problem) 
and foe search process (solution pafo) may be simple or complex.' This can be described in terms of 
five functions that form the information seeking process: defining foe problem, articulating foe 
problem, selecting foe source, extracting the information and examining foe results.
These functions exist together in a non-linear relationship where any of foe different functions may be 
engaged at different points in foe search process. So for instance examination of results is not 
necessarily an end to foe information seeking process but may lead to a redefinition of foe problem or 
an extraction of new information.
This is followed in many cases of prospectus use by a decision-making task, whether this be to select a 
specific college and course, or something less defined such as a decision not to go into higher 
education, or a decision as to a general area of study. This cannot be easily unravelled from foe 
information seeking task as foe process involves foe user constantly checking foe information found 
against foe decision-making task for relevance and usefulness.
Apart from foe career professionals, foe majority of users are likely to be relative novices, although 
fo ^  are likely to gather expertise in prospectus use a) throu^ repeated concentrated use during foe 
course selection period, and b) to a lesser extent, through following a series of courses at successively 
higher levels.
The task analysis
The origfoal prototype involved a more or less direct transformation of foe existing text prospectus. 
This formed the nucleus of the information to be included as it represents the institution's evolved 
view of what the information content should be. It was apparent from discussion wifo members of foe 
Department and representatives from the PR department that no great deviation from this would be 
expected.
Empirical task analysis at this stage consisted of a series of pattern notes œnductcd wifo a range of 
participants including prospective students and new students. New students woe chosen parfiy for 
foeir easy availability but also for foeir recent familiarity wifo foe course choice process: foey provide 
recent experience and foe benefits of hindsight.
The pattern notes
Pattern noting, a task analysis technique suggested by Jonassen et aL (1989) for task analysis in 
hypertext was used:
Procedure
A range of students, including first year and prospective postgraduate students were asked to draw 
representations of foe knowledge that foey required to choose a course and a place of study, and fiie 
resulting networks were analysed. The students were not selected for representativeness but rather for
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their potential for generating a full range of required information. Twdve informants participated. The 
first year students were chosen on the basis that having recently been forough foe experience of 
chocking a college and course, foey had the experience still fresh in foeir minds, plus the benefits of 
hindsight. This approach reflects foe logic used wifo such qualitative methods as focus groups, 
(Morgan 1988). The procedure is repeated until foe majority of items and connections being noted 
become redundant.
A complete list of the factors included in the pattern notes was then compiled. This was separated into 
information elements and personal considerations, and edited as necessary. The information elements 
were foen coimected diagrammatically according to connections made by foe informants. This was 
initially done by hand, owing to foe difficulties of performing such a task on a small screen. All foe 
elements were written out, and foe connections noted in foe pattern notes added. They were foen 
rearranged using a drawing package that enabled links to be preserved whilst foe elements were 
moved to produce a dearer structure (D02, D03, this appendix).
INFORMATION CONTENT ANALYSIS
Materiab
The existing prospectus was examined carefully, and a table of headings and sub-headings constructed 
(Table P03, this appendix). Most of this material was already broken into chunks in foe form of short 
paragraphs. Availability of existing prospectus text files and graphics was explored. There were no 
problems in obtaining prospectus files, but foese were in PageMaker form, and required conversion 
back into ASCn text files.
INFORMATION DESIGN
The first information design dedsion was whether to retain foe existing document structure or to 
devdop a new one on foe basis of foe new knowledge gathered. In any case where there already exists 
a paper version of foe hyperdocument proposed foere are foe two possibiliti% here - to convert foe 
original text or to author from scratch to suit foe hypertext medium. At this point an early prototype 
was constructed in order to assess foe petition. This was based on an old HyperCard shdl from the 
Hypertext '89 Conference which was adapted. This had been developed in order to show that 
HyperCard really could be used to produce true hypertext. The advantage was foat it already 
contained routines for making an index, map, and contents, and in particular for enabling foe use of 
hot' words in foe text that were actually linked to the word rather fiian superimposed over it .^
The original text files from the prospectus were used, along wifo scans of foe photM, The text was not 
marked-up in any easily accessible way, being in foe form of PageMaker files. Utilities are available 
which can be used to convert hierarchical text structures into linkable structures, but were not available 
in this instance. This meant a laborious process of manual conversiw, from PageMaker fila to ASCCI 
files, and foen importing into HyperCard text fields. This was time-consuming, and it proved
^This was before foe addition of this feature to foe standard version of HyperCard
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necessary to keep a careful record of the files and foeir translated versions. A consistent labelling 
strategy proved vital
The next task was to arrange it into appropriate chunks. This proved difficult. At first foe text fila  were 
imported wifo foeir existing structure. The quation was, how and where to organise foe chunking. 
The (hoica were to chunk whilst foe material was in ASCII format, or to import it into HyperCard and 
thoi chunk. Chunking whilst the material is in ASCII format had the advantage foat material could be 
saved under separate and relevant file nama, foen imported into a single card field using a HyperCard 
import script. This only worked wifo whole text fila, which meant that a large number of text fila  had 
to be created, one for each chunk of information. This meant even more care wifo file nam a to avoid 
confusion. Alternatively, foe tactic chosen, existing relatively large text fila  cx)uld be imported into a 
temporary 'text fila ' stack, and foen eifoer chunked whilst in that stack, or cut and paste in chunks 
from that stack into the actual prospectus stack. Again, this was a tedious process, compliated by foe 
strain foat chunking im posa in cognitive terms: foe author has to make decisions about the 
information content whilst engaged in foe mechanical and repetitive task of importing and copying 
across text.
HyperCard is capable of a variety of hypertext structura, but they must normally all be authored by 
hand. The underlying structure of HypeiCared is linear, or more accurately, circular or looped That is 
to say, that if no links are added by the author, it is only possible to progress from card to card by 
moving from one to foe next in line, until one is returned to the start. The net result of foese two 
phenomena is foat it is a s ia t  to prcxluce a linear structure in HyperCard By importing foe fila  in 
seqjuence, foe linear struchire of the printed prospectus w a  replicated Some efforts were made to add 
extra links, but foe linear structure proved to inhibit this. The result w a  really nothing more than an 
electronic page turner wifo an active contents list and a few extra links as shortcuts to certain aras of 
foe information.
Hence it w a  decided to aufoor from scratch, using foe pattern note analysis a  a basis for foe new 
structure. A table-diagram was constructed, listing all foe pattern note elements, and foese were linked 
(DOl, this appendix), according to links in foe pattern notes. It w a  apparent from this that a number of 
elements had not been considered by foe participants, and that to proceed solely on foe basis of foe 
pattern notes would lead to a rafoer quirky form of prospectus. This w a  not a major problem in it had 
always been considered necessary to include elements from the printed prospectus. It was also evident 
that foe elements included were not linked as one mig^t expect: certain lexically apparent connections 
were not made by foe users, and some elements were totally unconnected. It w a  decided to modify 
foe structured diagram to include obvious logical connections, for instance 'history of city' and 
'character of dty'. The material w a  re-organised at this point to clarify foe link structure (D03).
This gave a somewhat unstructured network, so foe information was foen supplemented by 
developing a hierarchical structure for the information. A structured list of fiie elements w a  produced, 
and this w a  merged wifo topics extracted from foe printed prapectus (P03) to produce a new table, 
P04 (this appendix). From fids a hierarchical structure was developed initially on a bottom-up bais, 
wifo individual elements being sorted into categoria until a top level of a few large categoria w a  
rached. This w a  converted into diagrammatic form. Links were foen added across the hierarchy a
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indicated by foe cumulative pattern note to give a cross-referenced hierarchy (D04, fois appendix). This 
formed foe basis of the information design.
DESIGN SPECIFICATION
A formal design specification was not produced for foe first version. For foe second version, foe 
structure diagram provided foe main specification. This only provided details of links between nodes 
and node dusters.
INFORMATION CONTENT: CREATION AND INPUT
For foe main aufoored-from-scratch version, foe material already imported into HyperCard was 
retained, and a linking structure imposed using foe structure diagram for guidance. This saved re­
importing foe material. The shell was modified to give a short linear opening sequence to a main menu. 
This functioned as foe first level in a flat hierarchy. Two kinds of card could foen be created, using a 
scripted utility, part of foe original shell. This gave head of section cards and content cards wifo a sub­
heading. The sections corresponded wifo the second level in the hierarchy. Clicking the mouse on foe 
contents item could allow a jump either to foe head of a section or to subsections within i t  Some of fiie 
text was edited and re-chunked to fit modified headings and sub-headings. Editing was necessary 
because HyperCard's frame or card-based approach meant a limit to foe amount of text which could be 
displayed on screen. Then interface decisions about for instance font sizes also have a direct impact on 
foe amount of text on a card. This is complicated in HyperCard's case by the possibility of using 
scrolling fields on eadi card, which enable cards to hold rafiier more than their size would otherwise 
dictate. The lowest categories, ie foose shown at foe bottom of foe hierardiy diagram, (D04,fiiis 
appendix) were distinguished typographically wifo in subsections. TTie course description sections 
took a standard structure as described in table P05 (this appendix).
LINKING AND ACCESS
Here foe existing HyperCard shell made some of foe linking decisions automatic. A script in 
HyperCard's accompanying scripting language, HyperTalk looked up foe titles of cards and entered 
foem into an active contents listing, giving section and card titles which could be clicked on to jump to 
those items. It was then a rdatively simple m atte to use background buttons ^ w in g  on most cards to 
allow a linear route through most sub-sections, that is, foe lowest level of foe hierarchy. There were no 
extra access mechanisms at this stage.
USER INTERFACE DESIGN
A number of conventional principles and guiddines for user interface design for hypertext exist, and 
an extensive body of knowledge. This material was examined in some depth for foe taxonomy of 
design guidance. However, fills research took place concurrently wifo foe development of foe 
dectronic prospectus, so foe final results were not available. Sets of interface design prindples and
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guidelines far hypertext were already available however, and two of foese, by Shneiderman (1989) and 
Hardman and Sharratt (1990) were used as a basis for a set of prindples and guidelines as follows:
• Meaningful structure comes first
• Consistency- foe task should be structured so that a consistent presentation is used and consistent 
sequences of actions are required in similar situations.
• Mental processing- the hypertext should not complicate foe reader's information gathering tasks and 
impose excessive mental processing requirements. The aufoor should be trying to (i) minimise foe 
overall mental load by reducing foe requirement for readers to remember the objects, actions, codes 
and abbreviations foey are working with' (ii) minimise the task-specific mental processing by arranging 
for effident completion of typical reader tasks.
• The document should display a suitable balance between ease of learning and ease of use. Ease of 
learning focuses on enabling the reader to become profident wifo foe hypertext wifo minimal training 
and practice. Eeise of use is achieved by minimising foe steps or actions taken by knowledgeable 
readers.
• Flexibility- the hypertext should be capable of adaptation to foe needs of foe user.
• Petitions of foe links on the screen should be obvious.
• There should be a large pointing area for option selection. Where there are small linked items in a 
hypertext the active area for foe link can be larger than the visual representation.
• link types should be dearly identified.
• Critical information should be highlighted. Certain parts of foe information contained in foe 
hypertext may be particularly important. This information can be highlighted but needs to be a 
different style from foose used to denote the links in foe hypertext
• Asdgi visual codes carefully:
(i) Flashing should be used wifo great care since it can be effective foe first time round but becomes 
irritating wifo frequent use.
(ii) Colour should be used as a redundant feature (i«. colour is paired wifo another form of coding), an 
preferably wifo options to allow readers to select the colours foey want for eadi code.
(iii) When using graphical representations extra care is required to produce dear codings of link types 
and critical information.
• Display necessary information. The items a reader requires on screen are:
(i) a dear title;
(ii) foe inform ation the reader is interested in;
(iii) indications of where foe links are in this material;
(iv) other links to known places in foe hypertext;
(v) sufficient context information to inform readers where foey currently are.
Information should be arranged to make rdationships dear. Where possible, different windows (or 
areas of foe screen) should be used for different types of information.
Ordering of lists should be designed to assist readers' tasks, and in hypertext this can be enhanced by 
having multiple orderings of foe same information. As well as this, what would traditionally be a 
linear list can be broken down into a hierarchical structure containing shorter sub-lists.
• Require low cognitive load. Readers should not be required to remember where they are when they 
arrive at a new screen, after actioning a link, foere should be sufficient information to reonent
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themselves. Information on what the current section is, and where in foe current section foe reader is 
should be eifoer immediately available on foe screen, or directly accessible by a mechanism made 
known to the reader.
• Where immediately relevant information takes up more than one screen the reader should be able to 
move easily between the rdevant displays.
• Terminology and wording:
(i) terminology should be familiar (or there should be easy access to definitions) and consistent;
(ii) abbreviations should be explained;
(iii) sentence structure should be simple;
(iv) instructions should be affirmative and in the active voice.
• Use graphics effectively. Icons should be dear and legible and standardised throughout foe 
hypertext.
• Avoid reader errors in link use by dearly identifying link starting points.
• Help should always be available and obtainable through a standard procedure, e.g. a help icon is 
always displayed on the screen
• Kfinimise cursor movement. Arrange items to minimise foe distance the reader has to travel to reach 
foe links.
• Know foe users and foeir tasks
• Respect chunking
• Show inter-relationships
• Be consistent - wifo formats, induding font types, styles, button positions, in icon use, in creating 
document names
• Work from a master referoice list
• Ensure simplicity in traversal
The user interface design was kept very simple in this version. A standard format was adopted for all 
cards containing primary information. The exertions were menus and sub-menus, title, help, ^ ossary 
and map cards. An underlying grid dividing foe screen into thirds was used. A control area was 
reserved at foe bottom of the screen. All tides and sub-titles appeared in standard fonts and positions.
TESTING AND EVALUATION
No systematic evaluation was carried out. User testing, although important, is time-consuming and 
difficult to arrange, and was not considered to be a central part of this research, having been foe subject 
of extensive research by a number of workers over the years. A heuristic evaluation was carried out 
using foe above guidelines.
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Appendix 2b: Tables
This section of the Appendix contains Tables FOl-4, raw and sorted listings based on foe pattern notes 
which were carried out as part of foe electronic prospectus development described in foe previous 
appendix.
Table P01 : Pattern note data
This is an unsorted list of foe data from the pattern notes - all the topics or concerns which were raised 
by the twdve informants. The list has been compiled directly from the pattern notes. Repeated 
elements have not been included, but some closely related elements have beat retained rafoer than 
merged togetiier.
geographical factors of area 
geographical suitability for 
personal interests 
dimate 
landscape
kind of place college is situated in
lifestyles available
culture
social life
entertainment
types of people in area
dass factors
styles
fitting in
type of academic institution - size, age, prestige
quality of teaching staff - academic, personal
reputation of teaching staff
research reputation
general reputation of institution
teaching ratios
teaching skills
teaching facilities
library facilities
rr facilities
Lab facilities
space available
political/etiücal interests and values
intellectual interests
existing skills
existing knowledge
existing financial situation
existing personal/domestic situation - debts,
savings
what levd of study to choMe?
how to fund studies
where to study
part-time v full- time study
distance learning v traditional attendance
length of course 
subject to study
staying at home v moving away
accommodation costs
rdative cost of living in difierent areas
finding accommodation
studying alongside/with career
career progression
degree levd
degree kind
personal funding
student loans
grants
combination of funding methods 
age
small or large institution
difficulty in funding
working to supplement grant
vocational courses
placement possibilities
çarppr devdopment loans - availability
grant applications
grant applications and parents - parental
contributions and support
age and  grants
how to fund studies - general
mixed funding methods
studying whilst working
financial considerations
crèche facilities
dependants
ofoer commitments
personal satisfaction
personal interests
exam results
what to study
career potential
vcKational courses
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male-female ratio 
social life 
societies 
size of place
places previously visited 
knowing people in place 
security
nearness to home
new places
where to study
parental pressure
cost of travel to place of study
access courses
extra costs associated with cities 
foreign exchange possibilities 
places not previously visited - new 
environments
academic v vocational courses 
long-term (life) goals 
short-term goals 
pleasure/fun
improving poor existing position - ruts, dole
aspirations
current Hfestyle
future lifestyle
P02: Personal factors from the pattern notes
This table lists a number of personal concerns that were elicited from foe informants during foe 
pattern-noting process.
age and experience
aspirations
current lifestyle
dependants
desire for new places
desired future lifestyle
existing financial pœition
existing knowledge and experience
existing skills
improving one's position
independence from parents
intellectual interests
Knowing people in college
knowing people in town
level of personal commitment
long-term (life?) goals
nearness to home
official pressure - schools, careers officers etc. 
other existing commitments 
parental pressure
parental relationships - as affecting funding
part-time job v course workload
part-time v full-time study
peer pressure
personal interests
personal learning style
personal satisfaction
places not previously visited - new
environments
places previously visited
political and ethical interests and values
previous knowledge of university/college
environment
relationship with parents
security?
short-term goals
studying whilst working
trade-off with existing position - present
earnings, prospects, job satisfaction - and with
other future alternatives
where are my friends going?
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P03: Prospectus topics and sub-topics
This list represents the 1995 prospectus headings and sub-headings
l ife  at QM
About the College
Edinburgh
Communications
Culture
History
Central Facilities 
Library
rr
Accommodation
Students' Association
Offices
Officers
Facilities, clubs and societies 
Events
Representation 
Sports facilities 
Educational requirements 
Age
Equal opportunities
exceptional entry 
Access courses
Entry with advanced standing 
Assessment of prior experiential learning 
Students with special needs 
Health issues
Qualifications for entry into year 2 
Scottish Wider Access Programme 
Application Process 
What you need to apply 
When to apply
How to apply - procedure and fees 
How to apply - non~UCAS applications 
Offers
Pwt-graduate and post-registration course
Principal's Forward
Fees
International opportunities 
International students
Support services 287
Admission
International qualifications
Open Days/Caieeis Conventions
Financial support for international 
students
Staff
Departmental descriptions 
Dietetics
Speech and Language Sciences 
Management and Social Sciences 
Podiatry
Applied Consumer Studies
Communication and Information 
Studies
Health and Nursing 
Physiotherapy 
Hospitality and Tourism 
Drama
Careers advice 
Counselling services
Course descriptions for the above
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Appendix 3
Appendix 3a: Protocol for a singie-case study
This appendix gives the full text of the protocol for the smgje-case study. This was designed as a guide 
for the Glasgow case study, as a way of controlling the case study research and thereby maximising 
reliability.
Introduction
The protocol is a technique suggested by Yin (1994) as a way of improving reliability in case study 
research and this protocol is based on mefoods and examples g^ven by Yin.
1. OVERVIEW 
Type of study
This study is at present a single case study. It covers a number of cases in an attempt to distinguish 
common characteristics. The general approach and foe methods used are qualitative. It is hoped that 
generalisations may be made, but it is accepted that individual uniqueness and complexity may 
preclude such generalisation. Stake (1994) suggests that foe individual researcher is faced wifo a 
strategic choice as to foe depth of complexity that he or she engages with, and this direcUy affects foe 
decree to which generalisation is possible. This issue is investigated more thoroughly in the analysis 
section.
Purpose: relation to other elements of the PhD.
The case study is intended to provide data that have a better daim to generalisability than foe 
prototype dechonic prcMpectus, and to examine evidence of the use of prindples, guidelines and ofoer 
design adviœ of foe kind examined for the taxonomy of design guidanœ. These data should provide 
complementary evidence for foe construction of an dectronic prospectus design mefocxiology. The 
case study does not only œntribute to foe overall PhD programme. It is informed by foe ofoer 
dements, in that data from foese dements have hdped shape bofo foe case study (questions in general 
and the specific cpiestions which must be asked in order to answer foe larger case study cpiestions. In 
particnilar, foe interview schedule is based on an early version of foe design methodcdogy foat has been 
prepared on foe basis of work on foe prototype and foe taxonomy. The analysis is also to be conducrted 
on the basis of knowledge obtained in foe ofoer parts of foe PhD research.
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Case study issues
Rationale fbr site selection
At present the number of sites foat are producing or have produced electronic prospectuses are limited, 
although expanding. This means that issues of availability and access have a high priority. 
Notwithstanding this, foe ideal site has the following attributes:
Recent or imminent completion of project: There is no doubt foat the limits of memory and foe later 
interpretation of events could have a distorting effect. In foe case of the latter, it is hard to say whether 
fois has a positive or n%ative effect on foe outcome of foe study, as reflection may well have provided 
foe participants wifo new insights into foeir experience of foe design process. However, it is to be 
expected that fois reflection will over time incorporate more and more material extraneous to the case 
study, which whilst potentially valuable is of unknown origin.
The subject of foe project should be an electronic prospectus as opposed to a campus information 
system. Although the two products share many features, foe end users are very different in foe event 
of it proving impossible to identify a suitable electronic prospectus, it may be necessary to include 
campus information systems, but it is felt that the latter not only have different end-users, but are also 
developed on a much more incremental basis than electronic prospectuses which are based around 
complete yearly editions.
The project should ideally be commissioned by foe relevant (probably information or marketing) 
departments within foe HE institutions concerned. Prospectuses developed for research purposes or 
student projects, whilst interesting and often very similar in terms of software and methods used, are 
different in that there is no concerned client involved, and foerefore foe pressures and responsürilities 
of foe development team are different. It is also the case that the standards of success are somewhat 
different; in foe case of a research project it may be important to have some aspect of novelty or 
originality; in the case of student projects, foe final marker is inevitably foe views of foe most 
significant member(s) of foe stakdiolders.
PropositionsPtypotheses under examination
This research is initially descriptive, so no hypothesis is proposed. It attempts to describe what 
happened  in  some selected instances. It is hoped that it will be possible to make some proposition or 
propositions about an appropriate way to develop electronic prospectuses by means of developing a 
chain of evidence from the primary data.
Definitions
This work begins at foe individual case level, and it is foerefore necessary in the first instance to 
establish foe boundaries of the individual case.
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Unit of analysis
The unit of analysis can be characterised, according to Yin, in a number of ways, for instance as an 
individual, group or organisation. In this instance it was at first assumed that the design team would 
be the unit of analysis. However, as the main focus of this case study is the design process, it is 
preferable to take this as the unit of analysis. This makes it easier to include such characters and issues 
as &e commissioning body and the role of other stakeholders. A further argument for considering fire 
design process as the key unit is tire role of context. The kind of project tiiat this case study deals with 
is rooted in a specific organisational context. Althougjh tiie project and tire context are capable of 
definition as separate systems for tire purpose of case study research, the approach taken is tirat tire 
events considered are situational, and that therefore the organisational context cannot be ignored. By 
defining the unit of analysis as the whole of the development process, this enables the context to be 
considered as an integral part.
The unit of analysis is also said to present problems with defining the beginning and end of the 
research (Yin 1994). The subject in question could well present this kind of case, as projects of this 
nature may often emerge out of earlier work.
Definition of the Development Process
In this context, the development process is seen as all activities involved with tire creation and 
distribution of the product, including the design aird implementation phases. Use of the word process 
does not imply commitment to a linear model.
Definition of the Development Team
This means all members actively concerned with design, development and implementation of tire 
dectronic prospectus in question. It does not normally include commissioning bodies and individuals 
unless tirey are sin some way directly involved in design, development or implementation.
Relevant literature
It is normal to include relevant literature in a case study protocol in the event tirat others than tire 
author are involved in data collection. This is unlikely in this case, but as the protocol could potentially 
be adopted by otirer later researchers, the sources cited above are included here:
Stake, R. E. (1994). Case studies, hr: N. K. Denzin, & Y. S. Lincoln, (Eds), Handbook of QualitatToe Research 
(pp. 236-247). Thousand Oaks: Sage. A useful short summary of case study issues and approaches
Stake, R. E. (1995). The Art Case Study Research. Thousand Oaks: Sage. A more extensive treatment of 
the above, with examples and practical tips.
Ym, R. K. (1994). Case study research Design and methods (2nd ed.). Thousand Oaks: Sage. Main source 
for this research.
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2. FIELD PROCEDURES 
Access
Contact in the first instance via Phil Gray, Computer Science Dept, Glasgow University, Lilybank 
Gardens, Hillhead, Glasgow.
Schedule of data collecting activities
1. Acquisition of example electronic prospectus. This is necessaiy as a first step in order to gain 
some understanding of the context of tire development under study.
2. The hardest part to arrange is fire interviews, so this should probably be next
3. Gathering of documents, paper-based and electronic.
Resources
Access to Macintosh computers for viewing prototypes and final varsions, copying files; floppy disks; 
stationery; suitable space for interviews. Tape recorder and suitable microphone; tapes.
Provision for unexpected events
Contingency plan for non-arrival of interviewees - back-up communications arrangement Badc-up 
microphone. Spare tapes.
3. CASE STUDY QUESTIONS
These are the research questions for which answers are required, which is not the same fifing as fire 
literal questions which nfight be asked of the peurtidpants. This can be defined in terms of Yin's 
rlaftfiifiratinn of levels, where Level 1 is questions asked of specific interviewees, through to level 5, 
normative questions about policy recommendations and condu3ions> beyond the narrow scope of the 
study.
Level 5 question (questions about policy recommendations):
What conclusions and recommendations can be offered to future electronic prospectus developers?
Level 4 (questions asked of an entire study):
What is the best way to develop a hypertext electronic prospectus?
Level 3 (questions asked of findings across multiple cases):
Not applicable at present.
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Level 2 (Individual case study level questions) :
Level 2 (Individual case study level questions) :
This level is mœt problematic, in that a number of alternative questions could be asked here. The 
following questions were decided upon:
1
any)?
2.
3.
4.
5
W hat design guidance and m ethods were applied b)systdm dAve
Which of these were useful, and to what degree?
What was the design process?
How were design guidance and methods applied in practice?
What design problems were experienced, and how were they resolved?
Level 1 : (questions asked of specific Interviewees [sources]):
The table below shows the Levd 1 questions, and in the form in which firey are operationalised. The 
latter is often the same as the former, but in some cases the research (Level 1) question has to be 
reformulated to make it more accessible to fiie interviewee.
Code Research Questions (Level 1 
questions)
Sub­
question
Operational questions
Methodology
GMl Was a design methodology used? Did you use a [information systems] 
design mettiodology?
GM2 If so, which one? If so, was it a reccgnised methodology, 
and which one?
GM3 [Elicit details of methodology from 
appropriate sources if obtainable, 
authorship, features. Otherwise 
obtain details from Interviewees 
according to the questions right & 
below
GM3a
GM3b
Who developed this methodology? 
Could you give me details of its main 
features?
(]M4 What was the overall philosophy of 
the methûdûloây?
What was the overall philc^ophy of the 
methodology?
GM5 What type of model did the 
methodology use (e.g. 
analytic/mathematical. Iconic)
What type of model did the 
mefiioddlogy use (e.g. 
analytic/mathematical, iconic)
GM6 What techniques and tools were 
employed? [e.g. entity modelling, 
data flow diagrams, project 
management tools, analysts' 
workbenches etc.l
Please give details of any techniques 
and tools used as part of fite 
methodology
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GM7 What was the scope of the 
methodology?
(3M7a
GM7b
What stages of development did Ae 
me Aodology cover?
How much detail was involved at each 
stage?
GM8 How was development broken down 
Into stages?
(3M8a
GMSb
GMBc
Was system development broken 
down into separate stages?
How was this breakdown into stages 
done?
Was process strictly sequential, staged?
GM9 What tasks were performed at each 
staae?
What was Ae time spent on Ae 
various stages you've distinguished?
GMIO What outputs were produced at 
each stage? (Document, prototypes 
etc.)
What was Ae end result of each of 
these stages, for instance a document, 
working prototype?
GMll When were the various tasks 
performed?
What was Ae overall time scale? - who 
did what when?
GM12 Who participates in the methodology Who actually administers Ais 
meAodology [e.g. analysts? uso-s? 
boA?l
GM13 To what extent was this 
methodology followed?
GM13a
GM13b
Did you follow Ae methodology 
thorougjhly?
Did you experience any difficulty 
applying the methodology?
- please give details
GM14 How was the project managed 
overall?
Who was m charge of the project? 
How were decisions taken?
GM15 what formal documentation methods 
were used
What kinds of documentation did you 
use?
GM16 To what extent were methodologies, 
principles, guidelines etc. adhered 
to?
GM16a
GM16b
GM16C
CMl6d
(3M16e
Did you find it easy to stick to Ae 
meAodology?
How much skill did it take to use? 
Did you find it helpful?
Did you draw on principles and 
guidelines from oAer sources?
If so, why was this necessary?
GM17 If no methodology was used, what 
alternative sources of guidance 
were used?
GMl 6a 
GbÆlGb
If you didn't use a meAodology, how 
did you structure your work?
Did you use any other forms of 
guidance, principles, rules, guidelines? 
If so, which ones
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1. Analysis
General context
CCI What were the circumstances 
surrounding decision to build a 
system? I.e., whose idea, who 
wanted a CD-ROM prospectus, was 
there a genuine requirement
GCla
GClb
GClc
Whose idea was the CD-ROM 
prospectus?
Did the marketing/PR department 
show an interest?
Did academic departments?
GC2 What budget was available? What budget did you have available? 
What resources?
GC3 what time constraints existed? How much time did you have?
GC4 what expertise was available? GC4a
GC4b
What expertise was available to you 
within the time
What outside expertise could you 
draw on
GC5 Strategy - how was the problem 
defined
GC6 At what point was the decision to 
use hvoermedla taken?
Were you starting from scratdi?
GC7 GC7a
GC7b
When did you decide to use a 
hypermedia approach?
Where did that idea come from?
GC8 What analysis of stakeholders was 
made?
What analysis of the various 
stakeholders [explain if necessary] was 
made?
GC9 What analysis of users? What user analysis did you conduct
Gao What task analysis method was 
used?
GClOa
GOOb
Did you do any task analysis? 
If so, what kind?
G O l What analysis of the information 
content was made?
Did you make any analysis of Ae 
potential information content at Ais 
stage, for instance an examination of 
the existing prospectus?
G 02 how were key concepts Identified? How did you move from Ae 
information gathered about users and 
other stakeholders to deciding what 
the system should indude?
G 03 How were alms and objectives of 
system/system requirements 
evolved from this?
Did you produce a specification of 
requirements at fids point?
G 04 Did requirement include non­
functional/usability targets?
What did Ae specification of 
requiremoits indude? 2 
[Obtain copy]
2. Design and development
Timetable and project management
DDl Was there a team leader? Did you have a team leader? 
(If so) Who was this?
How was she/he chosen?
DD2 Is having a leader of any 
importance? If so , what>
(If no team leader) Do you Aink a 
team leader have been helpful?
(if team leader) Was having a team 
leader helpful?
DD3 Were any formal project 
management methods used?
Did you use any formal project 
management techniques?
(If so) what were Aese?
DD4 What was the timetable of 
development?
Could you fill out this table to indicate 
as accurately as possible what tasks 
and events occurred when? [See 
appendix]
Resources and techniques
DRl How was the des'ran team chosen? How was Ae design team chosen?
DR2 How were resources decided 
upon, chosen & collected?
How were resources decided upon, 
(hosen & collected?
DR3 Hardware? What fiictors influenced Ae choice of 
hardware?
DR4 Software? W hat factors influenced the choice of 
software?
DR5 What was the medium of 
distribution and why was it 
chosen
Why did you choose CD-ROM as your 
medium of distribution?
DR6 What authoring/programming 
tools were used?
Please give details of Ae auAoring or 
programming software used in Ae 
project
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DR7 What ancillary tools (editors 
etc.) were used?
[If prototyping was used] what 
prototyping software was used?
Please give details of all andllaiy tools 
used in Ae project [name should do in 
most cases]:
Prompt if necessary from list below 
video editors: 
sound editors: 
text editors: 
dumkers/fUe splitters 
graphics software: 
prototyping software 
any o Aers?
[If prototyping was used] what 
prototyping software was used?
DR8 Design resources? What design resources were available 
to you?
Design decisions
DDl Where was the subject 
matter/information content 
derived from?
How did you obtain the information 
content?
DD2 How were design ideas 
generated?
How did you obtain your design ideas 
- [e.g.. brainstorming, experience of 
similar software]
DD3 Was DfototvDina used? Did you use prototyping
DD4 What kind? DD4a
DD4b
What form did this take? 
How many iterations?
DD5 How was the information 
structured?
[See product]
DD6 Why was the information 
structured in this wav?
Why did you choose the structure Aat 
you used [summarise?]
DD7 What design tools were used? 
fstoryboards etc.)?
What techniques did you use to work 
out your design?
DD8 What user interface design 
principles were used?
DD8a
DD8b
Did you follow any user interface 
design principles or guidelines? 
Which ones?
DD9 How useful were these ? How useful were Aese ?
DDIO Navigation DDlOa
DDlOb
How much attention did you pay to 
navigational problsns?
What efforts did you make to 
overcome Aese problems? [evidence of 
system]
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DDll Designing nodes & links? DDlla
DDllb
How did you decide how much 
information to put on each screen? 
What influenced the choice of button 
types?
DD12 How were access methods decided 
(apart from hypertext links)?
What influenced your dioice of 
information accœs meAods?
DD13 Design of non textual 
components - was this integral, 
or added on?
Was the design of non-textual elements 
an integral part of Ae design, or was it 
added on afterwards?
DD14 What influenced the choice 
between authoring and 
proorammino?
What considerations made you choose 
auAoring/programming [as 
appropriate]
DD15 Evaluation with users - what 
methods were used and when?
DD15a
DD15b
DD15c
Who did you test Ae system on?
What meAod(s) did you use? 
When did you evaluate?
DD16 What evaluation criteria were 
used? [Were they based on the 
specification of requirements)
DD16 What evaluation criteria were used? 
[Were Aey based on the specification 
of requirements]
DD17 What authoring strategy was 
chosen - start from scratch or 
new structure?
DD17 Did you decide to design the system 
from scratdi, or did you adopt 
structures found in existing documents 
or systems?
DD18 At what point was a detailed 
system design produced? (if at 
all)
DD18a
DD18b
Did you produce a detailed system 
design?
When?
DD19 What form did this take? 
[Scripts, storyboards, 
flowcharts or other structure 
diaqramsl
DD19 What form did this take?
Construction
Cl What was the sequence used in 
building the final version? 
[Detailed account at level of 
preparation of text, graphics, 
video etc., constmction of 
screens, backorounds etc.)
Cl What was Ae order of construction in 
building Ae final version?
C2 How efficient was the 
construction sequence?
C2 ^  A hindsight, do you Aink this was 
the best way?
C3 How difficult was the timing of 
time dependent elements?
C3 How hard did you find the timing of
2time dependent dements?
C4 What system documentation, 
apart from designs and 
specifications, was made?
C4 How did you document the system?
C5 When was documentation for 
users prepared?
C5 When did you prepare Ae 
documentation to accompany the 
product?
C6 How was the system debugged 
[inci. procedures for link 
checkinal
C6a
C6b
How did you dd>ug the system? 
How did you check the links all 
worked?
C7 What arrangements were made 
for future editions?
What arrangements were made for 
future editions?
Success of Ae project
SPl How successful or otherwise 
were the methods employed?
SPl Would you do tilings tiie same way 
again?
SP2 What were Ae problem areas? SP2 What do you think were tile main 
problem areas?
SP3 were the development team 
satisfied w'rth Ae development 
process?
SP3 Were you happy wi A tiie devdppment 
process?
System acceptability
SAl Was the final system acceptable 
- to clients/commissioning 
authorities
Did tiie clients like the system? [ask 
team, client as well if possible]
SA2 Was the final system acceptable 
to users?
Did the users find Ae final system 
accqitable
[my evaluation - wi A users + heuristic 
evaluation]
Success of meAodology
SMI Was the team satisfied wiA Ae 
methodolooY used (if applicable)
SM2 Was the development team 
satisfied wlA any principles 
used other Aan the methodology 
(if applicable)
SM3 Was the development team 
satisfied with the guidelines used 
(if applicable)
SM4 Was the development team 
satisfied with Ae model used (if 
applicable)
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SM5 Did the process (methodology) 
used produce Ae best possible 
system?
SM6 Did the methodology fit in with 
the team’s way of workino?
SM7 Did the method use the available 
resources efficiently
Answering the questions
Answering Aese questions is based on building a chain of evidence from levd 1 up to levd 5. At Ae 
lowest levd exists the sources of evidence: Aese must be identified and exanuned and the resulting 
data analysed as appropriate
Sources of evidence
It is expected that there will be three main sources of evidence: software, documentation (texts and 
diagrams) and Ae inAviduals mvolved. Software indudes boA final and prototype versions. The 
former is an essential piece of evidence, as it is integral to answering question 2 above on the success or 
otherwise of the devdopment process.
Methodology
It is easy to assume tiiat because one is doing case studies tiiat titis constitutes a metiiodology m itsdf. 
This is mcorrect (Stake 1995). A case study may involve a number of methods, boA qualitative and 
quantitative. This study restricts itsdf to Ae use of qualitative meAods, induding individual and 
group interviews, software evaluation and textual analysis.
Interviews
The shape of these has to be to some extent dictated by Ae context of Ae individual case study, for 
instance varying availability of team members means that the use of group interviews may not always 
be possible. As indicated above, the interview schedule is fairly highly structured, alttiou^ stories and 
digressions are not discouraged.
Software evaluation
The final software will be summativdy evaluated using two methods. A heuristic evaluation will be 
conducted, using a schedule of heuristics based on existing guidelines plus specific dements based on 
titis researcher's own task analysis. This will be accompanied by a user evaluation involving 
representatives of all potential user groups.
Textual analysis
All texts win be entered into a table giving date of document, contents and comments. This win be used
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as Ae initial basis of a chronology of the design process.
'table shell' for project timetable^
Order Date started Date completed People involved
Contextual study
User analysis
Task analysis
Requirements
Specification
Design decisions
Prototype
construction
Prototype evaluation
Final version 
construction
Documentation
Please indude details 
of other events you 
regard as significant
4. Analysis plan & guide for the case study report
Practical aspects
The first tasks are to transcribe any information from interviewees, and examine, collate and index aH 
other materials. Transcription will be for content analysis. This material will be coded according to the 
codes included in the interview question schedule. Documentation will be numbered, and an index 
applied, based on a simple fiiesaurus. This will based on the main subject areas used in coding die 
interview schedule and examination of the documents materials. Other terms may be added as 
appropriate. The level of detail is as yet uncertain; this will dqxmd to some extent on the complexity of 
the material. As it is necessary for material to be accessible for other users who may only examine the 
material infrequently, it is intended fiiat die thesaurus be as accessible as pt^sible.
At this stage it is uncertain what qualitative analysis software will be used to support the document 
analysis process. Options to be evaluated include NUDJST, Word and HyperCard.
The final software product will be evaluated to assess its success. A successful method implies fiiat the 
software achieves some reasonable degree of success - see below for methods of evaluation.
In general the pattern of analysis of the non-interview material will depend on the kinds of material 
available. The material will initially be sorted according to basic type: system content files will be 
separated from documentation, comments, feasibility studies, specifications, messages etc. Authorship 
should be identified whenever possible. Material will be dated and organised chronologically 
wherever possible. It will then be coded according to type and function.
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^This approach was dropped in fiivour of a simple chronology. Table GT04, as seen in Appendix 3d.
Outline of individual casestudy report
The case study report would most likely contain the following elements:
Introduction 
Description of project
Software produced, personnel, organisational context.
Description of conduct of the study 
- interviews conducted, including date, time, circumstances 
To be attached as an appendix
Level 2 question analysis
1 What methodologydesl guidelines, principles etc, were applied by the developers of the eystem?
In so far as these are overt, named and known to the developers, analysis is simply a question of listing 
or charting the various elements applied. A suitable format for dûs is a table - see below. At the higjher 
methodological level, dûs may not be possible. Analysis here is perhaps to be accomplished by 
producing a diagram of the various tasks and die time at which these were undertaken, and dien 
comparing die result with known methodologies in order to locate die methodology used in their 
context
Firsdy, the responses to specific questions in interviews relevant to this question will be codified 
according to a simple framework used in my original taxonomy, based on Schneiderman. Texts will be 
examined for evidence of use of these, and conclusions based on this evidence included in the table.
Problems: diere is likely to be more difficulty where synthetic or generalised approaches are indicated, 
in which the developers have conflated a number of sources of varying degrees of formality, including 
undocumented (verbal) sources. Difficulty can also be anticipated in questions of philosophy (integral 
to the full description necessary for question 1), where there is a question of interpretation of surface 
elements at a deeper levd.
Ihis will be followed by an interpretative account of the use of the various forms of advice.
2 How succes^l or otherwise was the use of these methodologies etc.?
Evaluation is likdy to be useful in answering Question 2, as it provides evidence as to whether or not 
the devdopment metiiods used were successful in producing an acceptable system. This may not be 
practical given time constraints though. If possible, the evaluation evidence would be used in 
conjunction witii evidoice tiiat may be obtained from users and clients to provide a rating of success. It 
may not be possible to provide a straightforward scale for assessing success, as success in these 
contexts may be dependent on perspective, and be subject to trade-offs.
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3 How was the methodology implemented in practice?
Initial analysis will consist of a history of the project, based on all the evidence and referencing all 
evidence. This entails some effort at arranging documentary material in chronological order. How easy 
this will be depends on the form in which documents are presented. Text documents may be dated. 
Documents in electronic form may have a last modified' or 'created' date. This may be reliable, but 
some form of correlation is necessary. The obvious way to do this is to make sure that some dates are 
obtained from the interviewees, hence five inclusion of the dates table shell, but this again may be 
unreliable • for instance the interviewees may have prepared for the interview by referring back to 
documentation.
Chronology
The datestable may be adequate here.
Structure diagram 
Ihis may be useful
Level 3 question analysis - Cross-case analysis 
Not applicable at present.
Level 4 question analysis.
Based on the Level 2 material, and referring to that material as evidence.
Level 5 question analysis.
This analysis ref a s  in tum to the Levd 4 analysisto give final condusions and recommendations. This 
gives a Chain of evidence right from the raw data Üuough to ttie final condusions.
Validation
The study should ideally be validated by asking partidpants to comment on the project history and by 
asking other researchers to Check the material.
Notes for (group) interviews 
Time
Expected time 1-2 hours. If anyone has to leave early, dial's fine
Ground rules 
Three dungs:
One person speaks at a time
Side conversations make for distractions and difficulty in transcription. ggg
rd  like everyone to participate 
Confidentiality
Obviously this material is for a PhD that will eventually be in the public domain. Your names won't 
appear in any written document However, as I'm engaged in case study research, it may be possible 
for others to identify participants. 1 shall endeavour to make cure that this can't happen.
I'm recording the discussion. If anyone wants to say anything 'off tiie record, tiiey can let me know, 
and I'll switch tiie machine off.
Purpose and approach
This is a case study intended to find out what happens in the hypermedia design and construction 
process. What 1 have is a number of questions which I'd like responses to, but 1 want you to feel free to 
tell me any stories or anecdotes that relate to the questions under discussion.
[Switch on tape]
[Group meetings] Could you all please introduce yourselves first, so 1 can identify your voices later.
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Appendix 3d: GT04 - chronology of the Glasgow 
VOD project
This chronology is based on the evidence of the documents from the Glasgow case study combined 
with evidence from the interview transcript. Not all material is included here: material omitted 
includes copies of other files, and trivial material such as report covers. Some tasks that must have 
occurred are not mentioned here because no evidence exists for them.
Date Event Evidence:
1993
November
17
December
6
6
2
7
17
January 1994 
13
Project allocated- G083
First meeting with academic supervisor. G083
Problan definition - aims of project, anticipated project G047
stages
First project log commenced G083
First meeting with client G083
Meeting with John Patterson, discussion of possible G083
elements for inclusion. Tentative listing of hardware and 
software requirements. Early speculation on merits of 
using HyperCard v. Director - problem with latter, no 
generally available license. Investigating feasibility of 
digital video.
Discussion of possible scenarios for use. Examination of G083
some existing CD-ROM packages.
Temporary division of group into two teams, one looking G083
at user profiles, scenarios, situation analysis, usability and 
human factors, and the other looking at the existing 
Departmental HyperCard stack.
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Date Event Evidence:
1994
Jan. 14 Project aims clarified. Still clearly a feasibility study at this G083
stage, even though this includes the building of a 
prototype. Prototype itself to be breadth rather than depth 
oriented, and to show the possibilities. Users, distribution, 
considered. Information source, the Dept handbook, and 
the existing Dept stack.
18 Meeting with Phil Gray and Catherine Lyon. Aims fairly G083
well defined after this - to "Investigate feasibility of an 
enhanced CD-ROM based departmental information
source.". Considered information sources - the Dept 
handbook and existing HyperCard stacks - and the 
possibility of importing the texts from these and building 
an information retrieval search engine.
19 Information gathering - hardware & software. Still G083
considering HyperCard after seeing the new version, with 
colour, at an exhibition.
22 Review of existing HyperCard stack. Found this severely G002, G086
dated in appearance.
23 Scenarios and user analysis completed. Structure of G083, GOSS
document under consideration, with main focus the course
contents.
26 Preliminary decisions and suggestions. In particular, to G083, G041
build a prototype that included only a few examples for 
each facility but had a wide range of facilities 
implemented-"Breadth not depth". The 'actual nitty gritty 
of reading information in, etc. was to be done in the 
summer months.
28 Exploration of multimedia possibilities, looking at G084, G041
QuickTime. More idea generation eg. 'we could include 
doctored cut down versions of the demonstrations run on 
open d a /
30 Initial log opened. G084
30 Review of FIN CD-ROM. G045
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Date Event Evidence:
1994 
February 1
20
21
21
22
23
23
24 
24 
27
27
27
28 
28
March
2
3
10
10-16
16
23
Aim at this point 'to have the whole structure and design G084
fii-kâlisêd and implemented' by the end of the term' (mid- 
March). Looking at the feasibility of Director for the 
authoring tool.
Liaison with Media Services re availability of equipment G084
and stock video footage.
Analysis of video obtained from Media Services noting G084
useful elements.
Introduction and statement of aims of project by Derek. G037
Early structuring and user interface decisions. G084
Introduction and statement of aims of project by Colin. G035
Meeting on structure and information content. G084
Exploration of interface design issues. G(X)7
Information structure first plan for City of Glasgow section G090
- sections and sub-sections outlined.
Analysis of structure of University information. G096
Problems with sound, hard disk space, G084
Analysis of information structure for the computer Science G094, G095
Dept, - rationale for hierarchical structure.
Early main menu page, outlined. G093
INTERFACE report completed. Some maps scanned. G084
Early report to INTERFACE (client). G043
Report to INTERFACE - contains some structuring G091
options, interface outline.
Decisions about colour, display sizes. G084
Further concrete design decisions - no details. G084
Structure and interface virtually complete. G084
Work on presentation to INTERFACE. G084
Graphics problems and decisions, sound problems - no G042
suitable sound editing software available.
Further log opened covering latter part of the first phase of G085
the project.
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Date Event Evidence:
1994
March 24 Video filming - problems with lack of activity in labs and G084
outside, and large amounts of the University being 
scaffolded.
25 Reviewed footage G041
April
13 Stuart and Donald took photographs of various landmarks G041
in and around the University campus.
16 Tilled in structure with lots of buttons and backdrops. G041
Some taken from network or hard disk, some designed by
us.'
19 Querying Mac to PC conversion. G085
Stuart and Donald took photos for digitisation. Letters sent
to Scottish education departments to find out more about 
the facilities schools have.
Photo session organised to get some staff photos. Ongoing 
design decisions re interface. Main structure complete 
ready for addition of video.
20 'Stuart, Donald and Colin redesigned title page (again). G041
Colin tidied up framework of system, making it more 
modular; also labelled each module and a few backdrops, 
buttons and links.'
28 Arranged a date with Mark Sanderson for testing G085
prototype on the CD-ROM simulator.
30 Stuart scanned more pictures in for use in the prototype G041
and extended the prototype.
May
3 Disk housekeeping. G085
17 Paul scanned in some photos and information leaflets on 
transportation and put them into the interface.
19 Using Adobe PhotoShop, Paul drew up some diagrams
for the transport section and entered them into the right 
section.
20 Paul found a book on Glasgow history and some photos G041
were scanned. A couple of pages were typed in to finish of
this section.
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Date Event Evidence:
1994
June Much documentation this month, probably for assessment
purposes. This is not considered as integral to the project.
4 Meeting to discuss documentation and remaining tasks.
5-12 Worked on tasks identified. These included putting in G041
sound, grabbing video footage, digital camera input. The 
system was by now already set up ready for the inclusion 
of these elements. Testing and ensuring the prototype is 
consistent was seen as the main work here. Also, running a 
CD simulation. Derek and Colin allocated task of doing 
the documentation. Incorporated CD photo images 
successfully to give good quality backgrounds.
5 Authoring of extra text content begins for second phase - G048, G052
full version of prospectus.
7 Started digitising video using Fusion Recorder - 'finally G042
got Fusion Recorder going'. Paul experimented with frame 
rates and numbers of colours. Noted the huge amount of 
memory consumed by more than a minute of QuickTime.
Donald tidied up the opening sequence.
8 More video digitisation, from videos supplied by Media G042
Services. Problem definition rewritten by Colin as the
existing one now looked very dated.
9 More information collected from education departments G042
about educational computing facilities in Strathclyde
region. Started adding sound to the video sequences.
12-14 Demonstrations of prototype to teaching staff G041
July
7 Initial design for Interface of 'Guided Tours' section G122
7 Problems in linking, link representation, particularly G104
remembering the outcome of earlier discussions about this, 
and Director scripting
Further work on structure G103
Decisions on some colour elements G072
8
13
23 Consideration of tasks uncompleted, problems to solve. G069
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Date Event Evidence:
1994
July 23 Tasks still to do at this point include addition of Ordinary 
Degree pages, interface design elements such as page 
transitions, cursor changes for certain screen areas, buttons 
to make, video to add, some pictures to import for 'Guided 
Tours' section.
G105
August
16 Text authoring - menu items C135
23 Text authoring - accommodation G106,G107
25 Text authoring - Glasgow amenities GllO
29 Text authoring - sports facilities G ill, G 112
31 Text authoring - entertainments & amenities G108
September
8 Text authoring - projects G137,G138
8 Text authoring - sample projects G055
8-14 Text authoring - courses G141-153
8-14 Text authoring - individualised examples G114-G121, G124- 
G130
13 Text authoring - course objectives for Computer Science G140
14 Text authoring - entertainment G050
14 Text authoring - Glasgow transport G049
14 Text authoring - history & location G109
14 Text format rules adopted G070
November
22 Report on debugging and checking for inconsistencies G113
8 Text content - class exam G133
4 Text content - courses G134
8 Text content - City of Glasgow G132
WHAT THE CHRONOLOGY TELLS US
The chronology gives a good picture of the overall course of design and development. In the first 
phase, it shows an initial concentration on aims and resources followed by a more varied set of 
tasks for building the first prototype, including structural design interface design, and graphics
350
issues. The final part of design concerns a range of problems; and the addition of video elements. 
The second phase begins with the resolution of some structural and interface design problems, 
followed by an extensive programme of text creation and import.
WHAT THE CHRONOLOGY DOES NOT TELL US
A number of tasks are more or less invisible. User analysis is mentioned, but not detailed. Task 
analysis is not apparent, although the 'scenarios' mentioned are partly an attempt at this. The 
information design process is not elucidated. Also invisible is the redesign of the interface that 
clearly took place between the first and second versions of the VOD. These faults are largely a 
product of the evidence available.
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Appendix 3e: GT06 - interpretation and answers to 
Levei 2 questions
This table shows the interpretation of material in Table GT05 and the chronology, as answers to 
Level 2 questions. References are to the individual Level 1 questions and to the computer files, the 
latter being numerals prefixed with a 'G'.
1. What design guidance and methods were applied by tlie developers of the system (if any)? 
The design team did not use a formal design methodology (GMl). Certain techniques adopted 
from software engineering and systems analysis were adapted for the project; including a formal 
problem definition (GM15), requirements analysis (G005), feasibility study (GM6), structure 
diagrams (G016), an analysis of users (G004), and contextual analysis (G(K)3). Used examination of 
other products to provide guidance as to what to do and not to do (G002, G045). Not all of these 
were foimally completed at the time they were required - many were completed retrospectively.
There is some evidence of the use of user interface design principles (G012, G005), although the 
interviewee suggested that 'common sense' was the main guide (DD8). The principles were as 
follows:
• Design for ease and pleasure of use
• Design for consistency
• Design for a non-modal system
• Design for structural visibility
• Design for flexibility
• Design for direct entry to information
• Design for extensibility
• Design for reversibility of actions 
Tlte source is unknown.
In general, the design approaches taken appear to have been influenced by the team's earlier 
training in computer science and software design.
2. Which of these were useful, and to what degree?
It seems that the analysis techniques had a complex role: 'it wasn't linear, it was, you had to work 
backward and forward through it,' (GM6) - so some of the analycis was written up retrospectively, 
which suggests that such techniques as requirements analysis and specification were limited in 
their usefulness. The interviewee did not voice any misgivings other than this. This is of course
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broadly in keeping with other evidence of software - and other - designers at work. No structured 
analysis was used. The team concluded that:
"Although the structure of the system we are developing will be complex and of central 
importance to the overall end product; structured analysis is limited because there is no data 
flowing through the system: Each screen full of information is displayed when the link to it is 
activated. There is no data processing taking place at all; other than referencing different pages. 
This makes the use of Data Flow Diagrams and other forms of structured analysis unnecessary." 
(G016)
The user interface design principles were somewhat general; and of a Idnd that is open to much 
interpretation, and it is therefore difficult to say for certain that they were followed to any groat 
extent. The interviewee's reference to 'common sense' (DD8) suggests that perhaps they were not 
taken too seriously. Such principals as 'design for a non-modal system', and 'design for 
consistency appear to have been followed (G012, GCDOl). It is clear that they are also aware of the 
problem of 'cognitive overload' despite its non-appearance in their list of design principles (G012). 
This suggests the integration of a wider set of principles and guidelines on an informal basis. This 
is perhaps the basis of 'common sense'.
3. What was the design process?
The project started from an idea by Richard Cooper, a member of the Computing Science 
Department's academic staff (supervisor) (CCI). The clients were Phil Cray, also a member of the 
Computing Science staff, Catherine Lyons, their information officer, and a group within the 
department responsible for marketing and student recruitment, the INTERFACE group (C091, 
CM6). An initial problem definition was worked out (C098). This shows a four-stage development 
was anticipated, starting with a review of the existing electronic prospectus, followed by an early 
design, a prototype and user testing, followed by a full implementation using leading edge 
technology. This was followed by a requirements analysis defined on the basis of analysis of 
existing software (CCIO, C02), contextual analysis (C003), and input from Catherine Lyons and 
Phil Gray. A somewhat limited user analysis was conducted,- which was based on personal ideas 
as ex-applicants, and contacts with schools and education departments in Scotland (C04). No 
formal task aruilysis appears to have been conducted. An analysis of the information content was 
made by examining an earlier version of an electronic prospectus for Glasgow University made in 
HyperCard . This appeared unsatisfactory; and the information content and structure was 
rethought. They assessed the relative balance of the various elements in the existing HyperCard 
stack , and weighed this against their existing ideas about the material (CC12). Then they 
integrated this with the idea of a Virtual Open Day that Phil Gray came up with, that is, they 
adapted the information content of the existing stack to fit in with this structure. A requirements 
analysis was produced. D005 shows a requirements analysis in terms of 'who, what, where, when, 
how' basis. This is followed by a formal requirements statement listing tasks the system is to 
perform; a system specification in terms of features, including some general principles and
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guidelines; functional and non functional requirements, hardware characteristics, error handling, 
quality issues etc. There is no evidence as to how the design team was chosen, and one assumes 
that as it was a student project they were already friends and acquaintances. Information content 
and resources were based on the information analysis earlier. Choice of hardware was based on 
hardware available in Scottish schools - predominantly Apple Macintoshes (DR3, G031). A 
decision was made to use proprietary authoring software. This was based partly on personal 
interest - they were 'sick of hacking out code', and becoming interested in information systems as 
opposed to software engineering. It was also simpler to use the ready-made features of Director 
than trying to write routines for everything from scratch (DD 12, DD14). Software choice was 
initially constrained by the choice of the Macintosh platform, and narrowed down from a list of 
four products, HyperCard, SuperCard, Authorware Professional and MacroMind Director, to 
MacroMind Director, largely on the grounds of superior video sound and colour handling (DR4, 
G029). CD-ROM was chosen as the distribution medium on the grounds of the likely size of a 
document containing digital video, costs of production and reliability (DR5, G029). Director 
version 3 was used for the prototype, and version 4 for the second phase, the main VOD.
A number of other items of software were used during the project (DR7). These included 
Photoshop for editing and manipulation of still images (G028) Simple Player, MovieShop, Fusion 
Recorder (G030) and Premiere (G027) for video capture, review and editing. Sample Edit for sound 
editing, Microsoft Word, Claris Works, PhotoCD (G026). A constraint was that there was only one 
copy of Director available. This meant that it was important to have alternative software for 
reviewing and editing video, hence the number of different video capture and play software items 
used (DR7).
A limited version of prototyping was used (DR7, G032). There was an initial prototype, which the 
team considered as part of a feasibility study into the possibility of a full electronic prospectus. 
Much work done on paper due to lack of availability of Director at first (DD3). This prototype was 
completed to the extent that all departmental information was included, but little general 
information. No extensive evaluation took place. The prototype was then largely rebuilt using the 
same basic concepts and many of the interface features (G086). In July 1994, work commenced on 
a full VOD prospectus, a more polished version with much more extensive material, including 
sections on the University and the city of Glasgow. At this stage, the focus was on the general 
feasibility of the project, especially in terms of technical possibilities and the kind of presentation of 
information that was possible (DDl)
Design resources were limited to design advice from Phil Gray (DR8), and the assistance of a 
photographer from the Media Department. There was no assistance with graphics or information 
design.
The information content was described as relatively unimportant in the prototype stage, as
opposed to structure, appearance, navigation and control (DDl, DD3). However, the
documentation reveals that it was considered as important in evolving an appropriate structure
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(G008). Tlic two cannot easily be separated: In the second phase, information content was either 
authored by the design team or by Catherine Lyons. (DDl). General design ideas came from 
experience of other software (DD2), and from the team's exploration of the authoring software and 
manuals: "And someone's been reading the Director book: 'Oh we can do this as well'." (DD3).
The system was designed from scratch, and did not borrow from either the existing paper 
prospectus or the original HyperCard prospectus (GCIO). The overall design approach was a top- 
down one (DD3). User interface design was considered at a fairly early stage (February - G(X)7). A 
series of modules were designed using a shallow hierarchical structure of main menu and sub­
menus (G018, DD5), and the information content and other material filled in. The exception is a 
rather complex cross-linked section dealing with course options (GCDOl, G043, G092). Shown, and 
this seems to confirm the way the way they were designed, as modularised units and sub-units in 
C092. This series of diagrams was the main design technique. The rationale behind this choice of 
structure was to simplify navigation, which the team had seen as a problem with the original 
HyperCard stack (G002, ). Apart from this, the indications are that design was a fairly flexible and 
loose process. There appears to have been no design documentation for the second phase, the 
construction of the main VOD (DD18).
The second phase proceeded by section. The document was structured into several sections made 
from separate Director 'movies' linked together. Skeleton structures were made for each module, 
then filled them in (C2).The Department section was authored first, because it was most difficult 
(Cl, G048, G052), followed by the City and University sections, which were worked on 
concurrently with the scripting for the Department section (Cl, G106-G108, GllO-G 112, G135).
The VOD prospectus was evaluated whilst the second phase version was in a part-finished state 
(DD15). Evaluation took place via a questionnaire and protocols conducted using prospective 
students at the Departmental Open Day, with the aid of psychology students (DD15, DDl6, G013- 
015 - results, questionnaire and protocol tasks). The main priority was ease of use (DD16). Tasks 
and questions focused on navigation issues, picture quality, movie quality, effectiveness and value 
as conveyors of information, use of sound in gaining users' attention, general graphical appearance 
of the system, general effectiveness of the system, and suggestions for improvements and general 
comments on the system. This revealed a number of problems, apparently mostly relating to movie 
handling, although the related document is incomplete (G015). There was also some informal 
evaluation via schoolchildren brought in by Catherine Lyons (GC9).
Documentation was extensive but somewhat unstructured (GOOl-153). Some elements were well- 
documented, for instance there was a fairly detailed log for the first phase of the project (G042). 
There was a report to the INTERFACE group at an early stage, a project report at the end of the 
prototype phase, and after that documentation is limited to working notes such as notes on colour 
codes (G072), formatting decisions (G070), problems and un-implemented ideas (G069), and bugs 
and missing items (G113). No master documents were maintained for files, links etc..
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Debugging was partly based on the testing at Open Day, and allowing stakeholders and other 
members of staff etc. to play with the system. Also the separation of the team into different sections 
enabled a fresh view of each other's sections that showed up faults (C6a). Lists were made of some 
of the problems and un-implemented items, eg. G069, G104 and G113. Some evidence of link 
checking, for instance in G104, but there is no evidence of a systematic approach to this.
4. H ow  w ere design  guidance and m etliods app lied  in  practice?
Storyboards and structure diagrams were evolved before the Director software was available 
(DD3). Several structural options were worked out in diagrammatic form (G091).
User interface design principles were incorporated into the requirements document (G005). It is 
not clear how they were utilised in practice, but the interviewee's reference to the use of 'common- 
sense' rather than any specific principles suggests they were not used rigorously (DD8).
The requirements (G005) document does not appear to have been used as effectively as it might 
have been. It is comprehensive and contains some quite specific requirements, which could have 
been used as the basis of evaluation, but the evaluation tasks and questionnaire do not directly 
correlate with the requirements.
5. What design problems were experienced, and how were they resolved?
A number of problems were encountered. To begin with, the software was not available, and it 
was difficult for the team to know what was possible: "So it's kind of difficult, because you've got 
this sort of like an information gap between knowing what you want and not being sure what 
Director will actually do." (DD3).
Navigation was an early concern, navigational problems being apparent in the old Glasgow 
electronic prospectus (G002). The hierarchical structure meant it was possible to lose track of 
location in relation to the rest of the system (DDIO). The response was to add a locational device in 
the form of a path-name at the top of each screen, and to constrain the options as much as possible.
A number of small-scale technical problems were encountered. These include problems with page 
transitions, keeping the Director score and cast tidy, and setting up the design so it could easily be 
changed (G069). Also problematic was the layering of objects. This did not appear to be amenable 
to a structured approach (Cl). The structuring of the document into different movies for each 
section caused problems with sound continuity.
Both the hardware environment, in terms of screen size, and Director imposed certain constraints 
in terms of the amount and size of text and graphics that could be shown on screen. Problems in 
chunking material were not directly referred to although this might be an expected consequence of 
such constraints.
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It had originally been intended to include a full search engine, but this was also found to be 
tcehnieally too difficult to be accomplished in the available time, so the search facilities in Director 
were utilised. This made it necessary to anticipate in advance the kinds of things users might wish 
to look for. (DD12).
The most difficult parts were the Guided Tour section, a section which utilised a lot of video and 
had quite a complex structure which caused a lot of problems with the users' routes (Cl, G104), 
and with scripting. There is a trade-off between the desire to keep the script as tight and compact 
as possible, and therefore faster to run and less bug prone, and ease of implementation (G104):
"...I am thinking mainly of the course map to general pages - this will involve disabling all the 
sprites that represent the guides; supplying some default context and removing the signpost icon. 
It seems much easier just to duplicate the info (and the layout?) elsewhere." (G104).
Video was identified as a significant problem area, as already noted. Many video problems related 
lo how to give users control. This led to a number of arguments with regard to how the user 
should be able to control the video sequences, in particular making sure that videos reset to the 
beginning. The options were to use the standard Apple video controller or a tailored version. In 
the end a tailored version was chosen (C3). Another aspect was the problem of getting video 
compressions right - getting an acceptable combination of utilisation of disk space, smoothness of 
movement and detail of image, and getting this right for the lowest specification of machine in 
this case the Macintosh LCII. This entailed running all video on an LC2 to ensure success.
Sound was relatively limited in the VOD prospectus, one reason for this being the lack of a 
sampling utility which could deal with longer sequences (G034). Another was the failure to gain 
the co-operation of the Department's sound specialist (G034). It was otherwise fairly 
straightforward except where the VOD was separated into different 'movies', although its 
potential to annoy was noted and a 'music on off button included for the developers as much as 
the users (C3).
Other problems were organising the team and allocating work, and version control - keeping 
everyone working on the last or best version of the project (C6). Another point is the learning 
curve associated with the software packages concerned. Where multimedia elements are 
concerned, the designer may be called upon to use a number of fairly substantial and complex 
software packages, and this was evident in this project, where the team had to use Director and 
Premiere. The reluctance to engage with another complex piece of software meant that in the 
prototype stage video was simply cut and pasted in from the video capture utilities without any 
editing (DR7).
In sununary, it seems that there was limited outside expertise directly involved (GC4). This created 
a context in which problems had to be resolved by the team or features could not be implemented, 
as in the case of sound. Within this context, the main problems appeared to be technical although
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it is possible that this may be a distorted perspective, a consequence of the team's 
scientific/technical orientation as computing science students. These problems were frequently 
caused by the limitations imposed by the Director software. Choice of software is clearly critical. 
Although at the time the VOD was made. Director was probably as good a choice as any for this 
kind of project, it obviously posed many awkward problems. Given the present state of authoring 
software, it is probably a question of choosing which problems the author wishes to deal with: 
there are no perfect solutions. It appears that design is most severely constrained in the first 
instance by not Icnowing what is genuinely achievable with the authoring software available, and 
then by the various technical obstacles imposed by the hardware and software. In many cases 
where problems arose in this project, it seems that they were resolved by constraining ambitions to 
fit in with the hardware and software.
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Appendix 4
General introduction to the Hypertext Authoring 
and Design Methodology
Introduction
This methodology is intended to assist the author of small to medium sized hypertext and 
hypermedia documents to design such documents as effectively and efficiently as possible. 'Small 
to medium sized' is difficult to dehne. In digital terms, it depends greatly on the media forms 
incorporated in the document, and this itself is changing as software, hardware and compression 
techniques improve. In this context it is taken to mean hypertext documents approximating to 
anything up to a book length of approximately 200-350 pages.
The design methodology introduced here is less than prescriptive; it does not, and arguably should 
not and cannot, tell the hypertext author exactly how to author a hypertext document What it does 
do is provide a way of breaking design into manageable stages, and organising those stages. 
Within each stage it provides documents that support design and development, in the form of 
general guidance, task lists, and documentation aids.
The philosophy behind this approach to design is based on the idea that hypertext and 
hypermedia design is best done on the basis of a good understanding of both the user and the 
task(s) for which they will be using the document, and of the knowledge to be contained within the 
document. Such understanding can best be gained by means of an iterative approach to analysis of 
the users, task and the resulting requirements. Hence although tasks are organised according to 
stages, these stages may not necessarily be completely finished in sequential order, but may be 
revisited later in the design process in order to incorporate new information about the users, their 
tasks and the knowledge domain contained within the hypertext document. The work on which 
the design methodology was based took place in the context of information provision, and the 
methodology is oriented towards this kind of function, but should be applicable to hypertext for a 
range of other tasks as well.
The contents of the methodology and their relationship are outlined overleaf.
Sources
The relationship of this methodology to earlier work has been discussed in Chapter 7. The 
methodology is a synthesis of work by the author and others. Where individual principles and 
guidelines based on the work of others is dted directly, the source is acknowledged. In some cases, 
material from the other sets of guidance given in Appendix 1 has been combined and modified. 
Acknowledgements are not given in these cases, but are due to the authors whose work has been 
re-presented in Appendix 1.
The methodology elements^
The Hypertext Authoring Design Methodology has three main elements: procedural overviews, 
task lists and a set of form s for records and  reports. First there are procedural overviews. There are 
two of these, one showing the methodology as a sequence of stages. This gives a possible sequence 
for design. However, given the need for continued evaluation, and the close relationship between
 ^A published version would be bound loose-leaf for copying of forms, and would also include word- 
processor templates for forms. 3 5 9
such tasks as information content analysis and information design, an alternative view of the 
design procedure is given. This is in the form of a data flow diagram, a technique used in areas 
such as database design.
Secondly there are task stages, MTl to MT 10. These give details of the tasks to be performed at 
each stage, plus information on inputs and outputs at each stage in the form of data and 
prototypes.
The third element is a set of forms included to encourage a methodical and properly recorded 
process through the design work. This should enable the proper completion of tasks and the 
keeping of a complete record of the project's progress, the document structure and interface, and of 
those involved and their tasks.
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M02: Hypertext Authoring 
and Design Methodology: a 
data-flow diagram 
representation.
jSUipses represent functions, 
in this case, tasks; parallel 
lines represent data stores. 
The arrows broadly 
represent the flows of data 
between these items. See 
Stages documentation for 
details of these.
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stage MT1 : Feasibility
Tasks
Feasibility can cover a wide range of items. The extent of this range will be determined largely by 
the centrality of the document under consideration in the organisational context: the more 
important the document the more extensive the feasibility report. The main concerns of the 
feasibility report are the technical, economic and operational feasibility of the document.
1. Determine the overall objectives of the document and put them in writing.
2. Consider what information will be covered by the document
3. Market analysis: identify market niche & potential users. List user problems, needs and 
issues which should be addressed.
4. Perform a cost-benefit analysis
5. Agree a production schedule and costs
6. Investigate information sources, availability and permissions
7. Identify media and distribution channels to be used
8. Determine who will create the document identify potential authors and designers with 
relevant skills. These may include:
Copy editor
Graphics artist
Sound/video technician
Hypertext co-ordinator/designer
Reviewers
Subject matter experts
9. Identify hardware and software constraints
10. Identify resources :
Software resources
Consider need for and availability of:
• Hypertext authoring software
• Graphics software
• Animation software
• Spreadsheets
• Word-processing software
• Spelling checker
• Grammar checker
• Electronic publishing software
• CD-ROM mastering software
• Video capture and editing software
• Sound capture and editing software
• Programmable software for intelligent documents 
Information resources
• Central glossary
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• Central collection of acronyms
• Central collection of diagrams
• Document templates
Outputs from this stage:
MTla: Statement of objectives; MTlb: Resource analysis
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Stage MT2: Stakeholder analysis
Inputs from previous stage:
MTla: Feasibility report; MTlb: Resource analysis
Tasks
The object of this stage is to identify the various stakeholders and their requirements and interests. 
Stakeholders are all those with an interest in the proposed document, not just the end users and 
client Most significant here are the users and client, but others affected by the development, use, 
maintenance and updating of the document, such as administrative staff should also be identified, 
as they may have a key role in the success or failure of the proposed hypertext document.
1. Identify and list all stakeholders. The feasibility report (MTla) already identifies the client 
and general user group.
2. Identify users and their tasks: who performs which tasks, why and where. Anticipate the 
broadest user profile.
3. Identify the interests of other stakeholders. Some of these may already be identified on 
MTlb, the resource analysis.
Techniques:
Scenarios: from the list generated, develop scenarios for the possible use of the hypertext 
document. Why will they be reading the document? What do they already know? What do 
they need? How old are they? What are their physical characteristics? If possible, show the 
appropriate scenarios to a few prospective users and other stakeholders.
Outputs from this stage:
MT2a: Stakeholder analysis; MT2b: User analysis.
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stage MT3: Task analysis
Inputs from previous stage:
MTla: Feasibility report; MT2a: Stakeholder analysis; MT2b: User analysis.
Tasks
Task analysis is the process of identifying and recording the tasks performed by users of systems. 
It is a huge subject, and a number of ^stematic task analysis methods exist. These have particular 
strengths and weaknesses, and no particular analytical method is advocated here. Some general 
principles are identified, and a selection of techniques for acquiring task data are listed.
1. Clarify die purpose of the analysis on the basis of general objectives and results of 
scenarios.
2  Perform task analysis - select suitable task analysis techniques:
• Group discussions
• Interviews with users
• Interviews with subject area experts
• Task observation
• Walk-throughs
• Veibal protocols
• Pattern noting
3. Represent the analysis. The appropriate form for this depends on the type of task. A wide 
range of possible techniques are described in Kirwan, B. and Ainsworth, L JC (1992): A 
guide to Task Analysis (London: Taylor & Francis)
Some principles to apply (from Johnson, P (1992): Human-Computer Interaction: 
Psychology, Task Analysis and Software Engineering. London: McGraw-Hill.):
• Check the analysis with the task performers
• Analyse more than one person
• Make use of more than one technique for gathering knowledge
More information on task analysis can be found in 'A  guide to Task Analysis^ by B. 
Kirwan and L.K. Ainsworth (Taylor and Francis, London 1992).
Outputs from this stage:
MT3a: Task analysis report
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stage MT4: Requirements analysis and 
specification
Inputs from previous stage:
MT2a: Stakeholder analysis; MT2b: User analysis; MT3a Task analysis report
Inputs from iteration
MT5a: Unprioritised information; MT5b: Prioritised topic list; MT5c: Finalised topics list.; MT6a: 
Structured topic list; MT6b: Skeleton structure diagram; MT6c storyboards.
Tasks
Requirements analysis is often an on-going process. The analysis done so far is an important 
component, but the designer can expect to have to modify requirements on the basis of increased 
knowledge of die users and the design situation generally.
The accompanying form, MT4a, suggests some of the areas which will need to be included. These 
should be tailored according to the objectives of the document and to the nature of the users and 
their tasks.
On the basis of previous analysis, determine :
Functional requirements:
• The information requirements
• Navigation and access requirements 
Non-functional requirements:
• Usability requirements
Outputs from this stage:
MT4a: Requirements specification
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stage MT5: Information content analysis
Input from previous stage:
MT4a: Requirements Specification
The Information Content Analysis stage covers a range of tackoy from gathering the information 
identified as needed at the Requirements stage to structuring that information.
1. Gather information consulting users, s u b ^  matter experts and other sources as required. 
Much of this material may well already be available via the Requirements Specification 
MT4a.
2. Analyse information sources:
a) identify list of topics and components from documents and user requirements (MT4a)<
Use form MT5a. Do not structure this material, but aim to capture all elements.
b) condense and prioritise this information. Be guided by the requirements specification as 
to priorities. Use Form MT5b.
c) establish the initial structure of the information: identify sequences/ hierarchies and otha* 
relationships. If these arc not yet apparent, conduct further task analysis or consult users
and subject area expert as required. Use Form MT5c.
3. Add outline contents and prioritised form of the material to Form MT5c
4. Get reviews from the variousj^takeholders
Outputs from this stage:
MT5æ Unprioritised information; MT5b: Prioritised topic list; MT5c: Finalised topics list.
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Stage MT6: Information design
Inputs from previous stage:
MT4a: Requirements specification; MT5a: Unprioritised information; MT5b: Prioritised topic list; 
MT5c: Finalised topics List
Inputs from iteration:
Rnal prototype; MT9a: Log of interface design decisions
Tasks
This stage involves designing the document. Information design for hypertext functions at a 
number of levels. At the structural level, design concerns eliciting the logical and semantic 
relations between the various topics and representing these as a linked structure. At a lower level, 
the author is concerned with designing individual screens to present the information, a process 
that is inseparable in a practical sense from user interface design.
The document should be designed around the structuring and presentation of the information, and 
this should reflect the information requirements of the users. Avoid committing to a structure 
prematurely, and do not allow the idiosyncrasies of the authoring software to dictate structure.
1. Decide whether to convert existing material or not. Remember that this is never as e a ^  or 
as cheap as it sounds.
2. Create the initial document structure. Design top-down in the first instance. Establish a 
skeleton structure based on the information's structure elicited in MT5 (MT5c) and 
validate with users and subject area experts. Also check with the earlier information
on Forms MT5a and MT5b. Although a form, MT6b, is provided for the skeleton structure 
diagram, it is likely that this will be too loigc to fit this except in overview form. It is useful 
to use a suitable graphics package here as the process of structuring is iterative. Keep 
checking back with users whilst evolving the structure.
3. Fill in detailed structural relationships including any cross referencing to related concepts. 
Again, check with users.
4. Make decisions about size of information chunks for each topic node. If information is 
likely to be printed out, size chunks to fit standard paper page sizes. Consider the user 
interface design at this point: decisions about display size, screen layout and typefaces all 
affect the amount of information that may be displayed for each node. Use storyboards to 
develop layout (MT6 storyboard template).
5. Produce a skeleton document on die basis of the structure diagram.
Outputs from this stage:
MT6a: Structured topic Ust; MT6b: Skeleton structure diagram; MT6c storyboards.
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stage MT7: Information content Input
Inputs from previous stage:
MT6b: Skeleton structure diagram; MT5a Topic list; MT5b: Prioritised information; MT5c: 
Structured topic list; MT6b: Structure diagram(s); MT6c: Story boards.
Inputs from iteration:
MTlOa: Test Reports.
Tasks
Some material may already be available from earlier, and this will require scanning, editing and 
file conversion as appropriate. Some material will need to be written specially.
1. Determine what media are necessary
2. Liaise with media professionals eg film crew, graphic artists, animators.
3. Prepare material: Collate and check existing material. Collect or create additional material.
4. Arrange for editing of text and graphics. Send out drafts for amending if necessary.
5. Arrange for conversion to appropriate digital form
6. If the authoring software you are using allows it, develop and use a style sheet. If not, 
specify the formats, type faces eto. on the enclosed form (M7a).
/.Secure legal permissions
8. Finalise text & approve with subject matter experts, client and users
9. Fill in the nodes
lOi Work from a master topic list using form MT5c: maintain a list of topics, including name 
of wiginal author/source, original file name and format, date of conq^letion.
Outputs from this stage:
Document prototype; MT7a: Information style sheet; M15c (amended)
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stage MT8: Linking and access
Inputs from previous stage:
Document prototype; MT4a: Requirements specification; MT5c (amended); MT6b: MT6b: Structure 
diagram; Document prototype; MT7a
inputs from iteration:
MTlOa: Test Reports.
Tasks
1. On the basis of the requirements analysis (MT4a) and structure diagram (MT6b) identify 
the linking options which will be required to allow the user to accomplish all the tasks 
identified.
2. On the basis of the requirements analysis (MT4a) create support for user navigation of the 
document. Strategies here include footprints and overviews, but the use of simple devices 
such as different typography for different kinds of material, and numbering of sections 
and nodes should not be overlooked.
3. Construct links
Links can be created in several ways. The options are to:
• Manually construct links
• Compile links from tagged files.
• Computed links.
The decision depends to a large extent on the time and labour available, the software used 
for authoring and the technical support available. Manual construction is an option with 
the majority of authoring approaches, but is laborious. Compiled or computed links may 
not be available as an option with some authoring packages. If using compiled or 
computed links, expect some editorial input in any case.
4. Record all links on form MT8a
5. Construct access mechanisms for direct retrieval
6. Add facilities for editing, annotation and printing as required
7. Prototype with users and modify accordingly
Outputs from this stage:
Linked prototype; MT8a: Record of links form
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stage MT9: User interface design
Inputs from previous stage:
Linked prototype; MT4a.
Inputs from iteration
MTlOa: Test Reports.
Task
Although this stage is numerically late in the sequence, user interface design cannot be left until 
last See Stage 7:
1. Dialogue design. This involves the following key areas:
• Screen design
• Node representation
• Link representation
• Formatting and layout
2. Confirm style guidelines as established on form M7a
Use the guidelines accompanying this methodology as a basis for establishing your own 
user interface guidelines to fit your user analysis.
3. Confirm help required.
4. Identify the screen layout - workspace, control area, status area, message area etc. Use a 
standardised grid to maintain consistency.
Outputs from this stage:
Final prototype; MT9a: Log of interface design decisions
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stage MT10: Testing and evaluation
Inputs from previous stage:
Final prototype (MT9); MT4a
Tasks
The approach to evaluation and testing adopted here is an iterative one, based on the recognition 
that requirements cannot easily be visualised by stakeholders and designers until at least some 
progress towards a visible artefact has been made. So although evaluation appears here at this late 
stage it is therefore an ongoing process which commences with validation of the requirements 
document with stakeholder, and continue through the d^ign process.
1. Determine who will check, proof-read, debug, review and evaluate the document This 
means identifying users and others: get as many people as is feasible within time and 
budgetary limits - users, stakeholders, subject matter experts - to use and review the 
document
2. Review the proposed content and structure with potential users. Use an iterative approach 
- evaluate with users, change the document accordingly and re-evaluate.
3. Check the hardware and software
4. Spell-check and proof-read carefully
5. Re-check the links. Use the list of links to ensure a completed check (MT8a)
6. Debug. Get a fresh view. Bring in expert and non-expert reviewers and encourage them to 
find problems - with a reward if necessary.
Test the help included and any printed instructions as well as the document itself. Check 
with users if the help system provided the kind of help required. If users appear to need 
help often, find out why, and change the document to prevent the problem.
Validate the requirements document - then use it as a basis for testing systematically, both 
as a set of heuristics and with users.
Use verbal protocols - get users to think aloud as they use the document
Use automated recording of usage if appropriate - but remember this can generate a huge 
amount of data, and reveals nothing of the users' experiences.
Outputs from this stage:
MTlOa: Test Reports.
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stage MT11: Post-design
Inputs from previous stage:
Final prototype
Tasks
This stage groups together a number of assorted tasks that are often relatively n^ected.
1. This really belongs to the previous stage, but - when you' think you've finished, check the 
document one last time. No matter how much you've checked before, check the production 
version again. Errors can creep in at the last minute.
2. Establish the procedure for ongoing updating.
Plan improvements: follow up users of the finished hypertext
3. Prepare acknowledgements and credits
4. Dissemination:
Develop package design and installation and use instructions: start documentation for use 
early and integrate with user interface design.
Provide consultation for problems
Outputs from this stage:
Completed hypertext document with instructions and packaging.
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MTla: Statement of objectives
Document Author:
Date: Page: of
No. Objective Init.
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MTIb: Resource Analysis
Document Author:
Date: Page: of
Software
Hardware
Personnel
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MT2a: Stakeholder analysis
Document: Author:
Date: Page: of
No. Stakeholder Init
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MT2b: User analysis
Document Author:
Date: Page: of
UserNo. Init
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MT3a: Task analysis report
Document Author:
Date: Page: of
User Situation Task Goal Init
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MT4a: Requirements specification
Document: Author:
Date: Page: of
Requirement init.
1 General goals:
2 Overview
2.1 Users: description based on MT2a
2.1.1 Skill levels of users:
2.2 Stakeholders
2.43 Tasks: description based on form MT3
2.3.1 System Specification
2.3.2 Software requirements:
2.3.3 Hardware requirements:
3 Requirements Specification
3.1 Functionai Requirements
3.1.1 Direct information access
3.1.2 Brozvsing
3.1.3 Links
3.1.4 Graphics
3.1.5 Video
3.1.6 Sound
3.1.7 Navigation
3.1.8 Overviews
3.1.9 Help facilities
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Requirement
3.1.10 Information content
3.1.11 Information structure
3.1.12 Documentation
3.1.13 Hardware considerations
3.1.14 Performance characteristics
3.1.15 Error handling
3.1.16 Relationship to other systems
3.1.17 Reliability
3.2 Non Functionai Requirements
The following are non-functional requirements for the document grouped 
under general headings.
3.2.1 User Interface and usability
32.2 Aesthetics and quality
Init.
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MT5a: Unstructured information
Document: Author:
Date: Page: of
Information required (iist aii topics - unformated, 
uncondensed)_______
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MT5b: Topic iist
Document Author:
Date: Page: of
Topic list (formatted and condensed data from MT5a)
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MT5c: Structured topic list
Document Author:
Date: Page: of
structured topics (indicate 
headings, sub-headings, etc.)
Name of 
original 
author/sou 
roe
Original 
file name 
and format
Date of 
input
Date of 
completion
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MT6b: Structure diaqram
document: Author:
Date: Page: of
Structure diagram
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MT6c: Storv board template
Document: Author:
Date: Screen number:
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MT7a: Information style sheet
Document: Author:
Date: Page: of
Type
Specification
information type (headings, sub- 
headings...) ____________
init.
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MT8a:Record of links
Document: Author:
Date: Page: of
Date Link type From (File) To (File) init
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MT9a: Log of interface design decisions
Document: Author:
Date: Page: of
Date Decision init.
389
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MT10a: Test report
Document Author:
Date: Page: of
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D03: Structured links based on D01.
with some elements combined and 
reorganised to make link structure 
more accessible
ty p e  o f  
acad em ic  
in s t itu t io n
rep u ta tion  of
in s titu tio n
size, age of 
institution
reputation for 
research
course reputation
entertainment
security
vocational
courses
foreign exchan^  
possibilities
male-female
ratio
quality of 
teaching staff
staff-student
ratios
s o c ia l lifelifestyles
assessment types c o u r se s
societies & clubs
extent of tutorial 
support character of city 
popubition
placements
character o f  
student 
population
culture
size of Institution
size of dty/tow n
character of d ty
course subject 
arealocation of - 
institution 
(campus/town)
teaching & 
learning styles
role of 
dissertation
distance learning 
V traditional
sport/leisure 
fadlities in town
career  
potential of 
course
general subject 
areashistory of city access courses 
availability
accommodation in
city
lab fadlities howto fiflid 
studies
qualifications 
/exam  results
g e n era l
q u a lity o f
f a c i l i t i e s
travel/communic
allons
Leaching fadlities 
and resources finandal support for intemational 
students
cost of travellocal landscape application
procedure
needs of mature 
students
IT facilities library fad lities
entry
requirements
provision for 
dependents
grants & grant 
applications
availability of 
creche fadlities level of study
career 
development 
loans - 
availability
g en era l c o s t s
course lengthstudent loans
course structure
cost of 
sport/leisure  
facilities
sport/leisure  
fadlities at 
college
costs  - extra 
assodated with 
d ties
availability of 
part-time work
range of 
electives
accomodation on 
campus
acoommorAtion
costs
cost of books & 
other resources
course costs
Ttti* pag*
Main menu
Oapartmantai
daaertallsaa
Edlnbom aTha coflaga
Pacm iaa
IntfTMOi
ITfaeOWa# 
UbraryftallW aa 
Cracha fadW w  
Labotatory 
IhcHMa
M rtafB a im aa
D04: A hierarchJcal structure 
for the QMC electronic prospectus
